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Foreword

Sustainable land management is a key issue among the various applications of
sustainable development. Humans are mobile terrestrial beings who need land as
terra ﬁrma to support their activities and obtain vital resources. And yet land makes
up only a third of the earth’s surface and is ﬁnite, much of it already having been
populated by humans. Other basic preconditions for ensuring the survival of
humans were the availability of freshwater and a plant cover that provided food and
shelter, which was used for gathering and hunting. This activity was steadily
improved owing to skill and intellect, particularly after learning how to use ﬁre as
an effective energy source.
The real importance of land, however, was discovered when humans started to
practice agriculture, especially crop farming. This was the very origin of land use
and the ﬁrst decisive step in transforming nature into a typical human environment,
called culture. Humans took ownership of land and selected certain plant and
animal species for crop cultivation and livestock husbandry around their settlements. These were built as solid farmsteads, marking a second type of land use and
a completely artiﬁcial land cover.
During plant cultivation, farmers became aware of the uppermost layer of the
land, called soil, the quality of which, above all fertility, was indicated by the plant
cover. Humans soon learned to determine which sites were best suited for agriculture—deep sandy to loamy soils that were easy to till. Management began by
replacing the natural plant cover with crop plants, usually in pure stands, which
involved working the land using tools such as hoes and ploughs. Grain and root
crops soon became the mainstay of human food supply, promoting population
growth—which again required more farmland: a vicious circle evolved.
Cultural development is marked by continuous technical progress involving
long-term consequences that were often impossible to foresee. Progress in agriculture resulted in bigger food quantities than farmers needed. This surplus enabled
food to be supplied to a new, non-farming human population that led to urban life
and civilisation, causing an irreversible division of rural and urban land use, lifestyle and mentality. Urban citizens, free from the daily toil of struggling with nature
to produce food, developed new ideas and values such as landscape beauty, a love
v
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of nature, and animal welfare. However, these ideas and values are irrevocably tied
to reliable daily nourishment, which depends on rural supply. As the urban population became aware of this, they started to govern farmers’ activities, adjusting
them to urban needs and ideas. This culminated in industrialisation and the rapid
growth of cities, which induced the intensiﬁcation and technical modernisation of
farming, again conceived by city dwellers, whose standard of living rose to heights
never seen before.
This achievement was also based on rapid advances in science and technology,
which of course also included agriculture and food production. These advances
created new attitudes and values towards fundamental aspects of life. Human rights
and well-being took centre stage, encouraging further population growth and the
greater exploitation of land and its resources. The concept of sustainable development, which has gained general consent as shown in several international resolutions, aims to overcome this dilemma.
And yet it takes precise speciﬁcation to translate this broad, integrative concept
into concrete measures, which also holds for land management: which components,
resources or functions of land are to be managed in which way at a given location?
Since land is ﬁnite, its very different qualities renders it necessary to choose sites or
locations that are best suited for the various competing land uses, which are only
compatible in part. These land uses include farming, forestry, settlement,
urban-industrial development, mining, regenerative energy production, nature
conservation, leisure and recreation. Sustainable management should seek to adapt
land use to a site’s qualities, rather than modifying these qualities to suit the land
use. In addition, use intensities must be controlled to mitigate ecological deterioration, which can also be reduced by consciously designing the spatial arrangement
of land uses.
The management of rural land is usually prioritised because it supplies the urban
population with commodities such as food from grain and root crops. Such crops
depend in turn on productive arable soils, and yet these are gradually being damaged by crop farming treatments that need to be applied. Since soils are the most
precious and vulnerable land resource, a resource that cannot be restored, such
negative impacts must be mitigated to the greatest extent possible, particularly since
soils now have a new function—the sequestration of CO2 to combat climate
change.
All these management measures must be organised by adaptive and participatory
governance institutions. It is an enormous challenge that may be helped by the
information and proposals given in this book.
Wolfgang Haber
Technical University of Munich
Freising, Germany
e-mail: haber@wzw.tum.de
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Chapter 1

A Knowledge-Based European
Perspective on Sustainable Land
Management: Conceptual Approach
and Overview of Chapters
Thomas Weith, Tim Barkmann, Nadin Gaasch, Sebastian Rogga,
Christian Strauß, and Jana Zscheischler
Abstract This introductory chapter, written by the editors, provides an overview
of their conceptual approach, the book’s line of argumentation, and an insight into
the different chapters of the book “Sustainable Land Management in a European
Context—a co-design approach”. The synopsis highlights the various approaches
and possible applications of a co-design approach.
Keywords Sustainable land management · Land governance · Co-design ·
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1.1 New Conceptual Approaches for New Challenges
Urban and rural landscapes are constantly undergoing processes of change.
Humankind has been influencing the natural environment on earth for centuries,
resulting in different types of land use. In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries,
radical changes in land use (Lambin et al. 2001; Hersperger and Bürgi 2009;
Niewöhner et al. 2016; Jepsen et al. 2015; Plieninger et al. 2016) were brought about
by the “agricultural revolution” and the “industrial revolution”, which presented new
opportunities for mobility and urban development.
Today, international challenges such as climate change, loss of biodiversity, soil
degradation and food security or megatrends such as globalisation processes fuel
discussions about the current land use system and land use policies, as well as future
options. Significant changes have occurred, e.g. natural land has been transformed.
In addition, qualitative aspects such as the loss of ecosystem services in combination
with land degradation is an inconvenient truth.
International bodies such as the United Nations’ Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC 2019) and the Intergovernmental Panel on Biodiversity and
Ecosystem Services (IPBES 2018) specified changes in land use as one of the key
aspects in debates about sustainability, culminating in the adoption of the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDG) by the United Nations.
Several SDGs include relevant objectives in the policy field of land use. Not only
SDG 15 (Life on Land) covers a wide range of recommendations—SDG 3 (Good
Health and Well-Being), SDG 6 (Clean Water and Sanitation), SDG 9 (Industry,
Innovation, and Infrastructure), SDG 11 (Sustainable Cities and Communities) and
SDG 13 (Climate Action) also address further important aspects by highlighting a
need for change across sectors. Implementation of these objectives is seen at the
regional and local level, requiring changes of governance processes (Weith et al.
2019).
Looking specifically at cities and urbanised areas, HABITAT III focuses on
resilient and sustainable cities and human settlements. Emphasis is placed on integrated urban and territorial development and new forms of urban governance to
prevent urban sprawl and a further depletion of natural resources. In addition, there
is a need for a balanced approach to the development of urban and rural areas, which
are interdependent. This will indirectly promote the reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions and air pollution (Liu et al. 2013). In a nutshell, there is a scientific and
societal need to discuss options and solutions for land use change.
Land use is a complex human-nature interaction, generating diverse cultural landscapes influenced to a greater or lesser extent by humankind. In particular, land
used for urban areas and infrastructure puts pressure on ecosystem services due to
continued soil sealing and the fragmentation of landscapes following continuous
land conversion. Consequences occur not only at the local or regional scale—they
are globally interconnected. Consequently, human action accelerates global change,
which in turn has an impact on humankind. Although various partial models have
been developed for different types of land use (e.g. Siedentop et al. 2009; Siedentop
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and Fina 2010; Weber and Höferl 2009; Plieninger et al. 2016; EEA 2017), there is
no accepted model that provides a comprehensive explanation of land use change.
One important factor for land use change is interaction between population and
economic dynamics (cf. Storper and Scott 2009). On a global scale, the population
is increasing, particularly in economically prosperous regions and in metropolitan
areas (UN 2014), putting pressure on the land by using space for settlement activities. In Europe—the spatial focus of our book—75% of the population live in urban
areas, which is expected to increase to over 80% by 2020 (EEA 2017: 29). Due to
urban–rural linkages, rural areas are likewise affected by this development. Land use
and environmental impacts therefore depend not only on the size of the population,
but also on its spatial distribution (Zasada 2011).
The persistent gap between the sustainability goals and spatial developments that
are noncompliant with those goals raises questions about methods of governance to
ensure compatibility with the goals. At first glance, the land use system in Europe,
including Germany, seems to be organised within sophisticated land use policy frameworks, comprising land use planning and impact analysis tools. This assumption
also seems to reinforce the fact that, against the backdrop of the aforementioned, the
annual land use change rate is low relative to the total amount of land (EEA 2017).
However, land use is influenced by a complex interaction of more or less coordinated governance patterns, referring to a variety of sectoral administrative and
disciplinary activities. Quite often, there is no integration of these complex factors.
Although functional perspectives are required, territorial and sectoral powers dominate (Hooghe and Marks 2003; Blatter 2004; Sikor et al. 2013). In 2002, Young
mentioned deficits with respect to fit, interplay and scale that hamper the successful
implementation of sustainable land use strategies, e.g. in settlement development.
He explained governance mismatches as drivers of land use conflicts by referring
to incongruity between ecosystems and institutional arrangements (fit), a lack of
adequate interaction between institutions (interplay), as well as a lack of interrelations
between temporal and spatial scales.
As yet, there is no integrated approach to land use governance that provides
applicable inter-sectoral governance to handle multi-stakeholder interrelations. In
particular, current land use decisions are based on an insufficient poly-rational understanding of actors’ positions (Davy 2012, 85), as well as deficits in knowledge provision (Salet 2014; Frantzeskaki and Kabisch 2015; Giebels et al. 2016). This includes
knowledge gaps, also related to the complexity in land use governance, which is
characterised by high levels of uncertainty (unpredictable developments and interrelations), disagreement (conflicting aims and demands) and distributed capacities
(multi-actor landscape) (cf. Hummelbrunner and Jones 2013, 2).
In conclusion, contemporary land use governance systems are characterised by
gaps, mismatches, or other dysfunctionalities that lead to the promotion of unsustainable land use. Above all, integrative land use regulations are lacking, particularly
at the EU level. This deficit can be traced back to path dependencies (Getimis et al.
2014), based on closed disciplinary debates in science that are continued and reflected
by sectoral perspectives in land use governance.
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It therefore appears necessary to broaden the understanding of the system that
influences land use by elucidating the interrelationships between different land use
sectors, integrating diverse knowledge bases, and intermediating between stakeholders’ various action patterns (Ison et al. 2013). Besides the need for a better
understanding of land use systems, there is also a need for concrete future action.
We argue that this requires new governance approaches that integrate different
knowledge types and perspectives, and that develop new socio-technical solutions in
a continuous process to narrow the persistent gaps and contribute to more sustainable
land use.
The concept of sustainable land management (SLM) is being increasingly
discussed against this backdrop. “Land management” refers primarily to the
procedural dimension of land use and land development for coordinating spatial,
sectoral and temporal aspects in multi-level governance processes (see Engelke and
Vancutsem 2010: 70). Central aspects include the integration of multi-stakeholder
perspectives by linking ecological, socio-economic and political aspects as well as
intertemporal dimensions (Hurni 2000; Schwilch et al. 2012). Management includes
reconfigurations of the set of instruments as well as “technological, political and
legal measures and activities” (Haber et al. 2010, 378–379). Land management takes
into account interactions among different land use types and land-related sectors,
explicitly incorporating rural and urban demands as well as economic, social and
ecosystem functions of land. It is suggested as a framework to provide systemoriented solutions for dealing with land use conflicts (Repp and Weith 2015). In
this regard, land management is strongly linked to debates on environmental and
landscape governance (EEA 2017).
Understanding and managing land resources on a landscape level calls for
systemic knowledge of the diverse actor groups that influence land use, and a coherent
approach towards possible sustainable futures and adequate measures. This cannot be
provided by science alone because normative aspects play a decisive role. It is therefore crucial for sustainable land management to integrate and utilise different perspectives and knowledge types from academia and practice. To that effect, we advocate
a conception of SLM that refers to ongoing debates on new “modes” of knowledge
production, reflecting the demand of real-world problem orientation, actor orientation and implementation (Zscheischler and Rogga 2015). In this context, co-design
processes can be considered as a central instrument of SLM with different applications and purposes: starting at the co-design of just and acceptable processes, through
the co-production of knowledge to the co-design of socially robust orientations and
solutions (Moser 2016; Mauser et al. 2013).
Based on the challenges, state and drivers of land use trends in Europe described
above, the central question is how to produce and handle new knowledge about land
management to create innovative and actionable solutions towards sustainability. One
special focus of this book is therefore co-design- processes and the co-production of
knowledge to foster new modes of land use governance.
The book is organised following the “co-design and co-creation” concept as
proposed by Mauser et al. (2013) as part of the sustainability discourse. It deals with
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the role and significance of different actors and their inclusion in (political) planning processes, emphasised for more than a decade in institutionalist approaches
(cf. Ostrom 2011). Particular attention is paid to the knowledge stocks of these
actors, including their experience-based knowledge (co-production of knowledge).
This knowledge is not only used for a better understanding of problems and starting
situations, but also to prepare and implement decision processes. Thus, implementation orientation plays a special role. All this takes place in the highly complex context
of spatial and landscape development organised in a multi-level system (Reimer et al.
2014).
Co-design processes are increasingly assessed in science with regard to their
effects in decision-making processes. It is assumed that co-design processes can
raise acceptance because of their integrational and participative nature (Busse and
Siebert 2018) and can support the development and implementation of social innovations. That is why they play an important role in the discussion about change and
transition processes (Tschakert et al. 2016). At the same time, they are associated
with developing action possibilities for stakeholders and increasing the resilience
of decisions. In consequence, co-design approaches are much more than “simple”
participation processes, which have been known for a long time and in some cases
are applied in a formalised way (e.g. Arnstein 1969). They also go beyond the mere
application of learning loops or transdisciplinary concepts.
We therefore stress the early and ongoing involvement of a broad variety of actors
in solution-oriented processes that take up the role as knowledge providers alongside academic and technical experts. Ideally, the process consists of three steps:
the analysis of the state and drivers of change; the co-design and co-production of
knowledge; and the co-evolution and co-dissemination of that knowledge. We argue
that the comprehensive approach to sustainable land management should follow this
concept, and take up these three steps.
To conclude, the book is based on the assumption that successful—and hence
sustainable—land management (SLM) requires routines of knowledge co-production
to put sustainable land use into practice. It thus refers to ongoing debates on new
“modes” of science, which stress problem orientation, action, and negotiation of
research activities—as it is highlighted in the following chapters.

1.2 Overview of the Main Parts and the Single Chapters
The book starts with a foreword and this introductory overview. The main body is
subdivided accordingly into three main parts:
•
•
•
•

“Land use: state and drivers in Europe”,
“Co-production of knowledge”, and
“Co-evolution: New system solutions and governance”.
The book closes with a concluding and summarising “Outlook”.
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The chapters in part one focus on the development of different forms of land use
as a result of the interplay between societal demands on land and physical-ecological
conditions. Society is in a situation of ongoing changes and developments. Important framing factors are the social and economic system, population development
and economic driving forces, urbanisation and spatial interrelations. These factors
influence the development of regions and landscapes with their infrastructure, agriculture in its respective intensity, forestry in form and extent, the use of resources and
raw materials as well as the preservation of specific landscapes and their characteristics. The chapters in part one highlight these interlinkages and provide overviews
and current states and drivers of land use change, as well as describing any lack of
knowledge.
The chapter on Landscape change in Europe by García-Martín, Quintas-Soriano,
Torralba, Wolpert and Plieninger provides a first introductory overview of the evolution and change of landscapes throughout history. In this emerging research field
on landscape change in Europe, the authors explain why these changes happen, and
what they fully entail. They embed the evolution of landscapes in an understanding of
complex social-ecological systems and the drivers behind them. In consequence, they
gain a better understanding of complex, dynamic and interlinked change processes
that are characterised inter alia by environmental degradation and increased land use
conflicts. While considering these challenges, the authors provide guidance for codesigned sustainable landscape management. The results are based on a combination
of quantitative analysis with participatory approaches on the one hand, and diverse
spatial and temporal scales on the other to achieve a comprehensive understanding
of past changes and future trajectories.
From an economic point of view, land is a limited and scarce natural resource
that faces competing and rising demands. These demands refer to different types of
land use, such as agriculture, nature and natural resource protection, industrial areas,
human settlements and infrastructure. Land use conflicts have evolved and are driven
by various factors. Based on a previous study, Kirschke et al. focus on the economic
aspects of sustainable land management in the chapter about New trends and drivers
for agricultural land use in Germany. This chapter provides an overview of the
main economic drivers of land use change in Europe, bringing together theoretical
approaches from regional economics, economic geography, agricultural economics,
environmental and resource economics, and infrastructure planning. New developments in agricultural land use in Germany are analysed based on general land use
trends. Indicators for agricultural land use changes that create conflicts include rising
land prices, deteriorating environmental conditions and changing land use structures.
The authors describe major drivers behind this development, which basically reflect
market forces and new policy frameworks such as the Renewable Energy Act (REA)
and particularities related to German reunification.
Besides economic pressure, demographic change is described as one of the central
factors of human influence on land use change. But does demographic change really
contribute directly to land use change? Do changes in population size and composition directly affect changes in land use? Hoffmann reflects in his chapter on Demographic change and land use the questions of (a) whether and to what degree clear
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correlations between demographic change and observable land use changes could be
found in the existing literature, and (b) what the result of the literature review means
for regional studies and regional development policies. The chapter contributes to a
more evidence-based view of the topic, helping to avoid misleading simplifications
and even myths on interlinkages that often influence concepts, values and decisions
in politics and policies shaping land use.
Urbanisation is seen as one of the major driving forces of today’s land use systems.
This phenomenon involves the usually irreversible conversion of mainly agricultural
land. Urban land use change can occur in quite different forms in terms of spatial
layout, building density and speed of change, to name but a few aspects. The global
dimension of urbanisation and related land use change is now on the agenda of
policy-makers and researchers worldwide. To provide an overview of these complex
processes, Nuissl and Siedentop endeavour in their chapter on Urbanisation and land
use change to achieve conceptual clarification, highlighting drivers and impacts. They
provide a systematic overview of influencing instruments and strategies for coping
with urban land use change.
In contrast to the urbanisation focus of the previous chapter, Doernberg and Weith
seek to expand the view towards an urban–rural interrelations perspective. Urban and
rural regions are no longer seen as distinct places, but as functionally connected in
the context of the sustainable use of land-related resources, quite often with blurring
boundaries. In recent years, both scientific and societal discourses have given new
impetus to this thematic debate. At the same time, it becomes quite obvious that there
are currently no conceptual approaches available that are comprehensive in terms
of content, and can capture the complexity of regional urban–rural interrelationships. In consequence, concepts are missing to provide practical support for regional
planning and regional development policies. The chapter on Urban–rural interrelations outlines the existing approaches, and highlights opportunities for developing
new concepts, especially by defining requirements of new concepts to overcome the
shortcomings of models currently in place in science and practice.
The chapters in part two “Co-production of knowledge” explain and discuss
explicit ways of knowledge co-production and co-dissemination to foster sustainable land management. In recent years, new ways of integrative knowledge generation have been developed and applied to find new solutions to complex real-world
problems. This includes land use issues, starting with problem definition through
identifying and describing land use conflicts to developing new land governance
processes. The involvement of various actor groups, such as political and administrative decision-makers, is an immanent part of the co-design and co-production
process. Especially transdisciplinary approaches, translated into the field of land
use sciences, are seen as adequate methodological ways to be tested and implemented in the context of land use challenges. They also show great promise for
creating social innovation processes. Various forms of simulation games and realworld labs are being discussed to support creative ways of handling new challenges
in land use. Quite often, these knowledge production processes are supported by new
ways of knowledge management, implementation and transfer, using the manifold
opportunities offered by digitalisation processes.
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The first chapter in this part explains additional values of transdisciplinary
approaches for solving land use problems against the backdrop of urgent complex
real-world challenges and changed societal demands on knowledge. In Transdisciplinarity in land use sciences, Zscheischler states that transdisciplinarity is no longer
just about the production of new scientific insights, but also about the solutionoriented goal and action knowledge that support sustainable development and land
management. However, the extent to which these projects have succeeded has increasingly been critically questioned in recent years. The chapter introduces the development of the concept on transdisciplinary research (TDR), describes the current
criticism of TDR and presents a critical assessment based on empirical findings from
research practice. The results reveal several unsolved implementation challenges
that can be traced back to a misfit with academic structures and a lack of empirical
knowledge.
For decades, fostering innovations was seen as a key approach for problem solving,
also in sustainable development. Socio-technological change and transformations
should lead to more sustainable land use practices. However, new perspectives on
innovation emerge when addressing long-term societal goals, the variety of actor
groups involved, multi-level governance and a lack of usual commercialisation potentials. Sustainability innovations frequently contradict social practices, regulations
and existing infrastructure, and focus on social innovation processes. Since there is
little understanding of how transformation and socio-technological change can be
effectively governed and supported in the specific field of sustainable land use and
management, the chapter contributes specifically to this knowledge gap. In Innovations for sustainable land management, Zscheischler and Rogga refer to nine projects
that address that specific issue. The authors identify different types and degrees of
innovations, approaches to manage innovation processes, and the leverage points of
these solutions in the governance system of sustainable land management. The results
stress the need for reflexive processes of social learning and cognitive reframing
by embedding experimental innovation management approaches such as real-world
laboratories into larger transdisciplinary and participatory processes.
One of the key aspects in change and innovation processes is quite often underestimated or misunderstood: how to transmit knowledge from one actor to another. In
the article on Knowledge exchange at science-policy inter-faces in spatial planning,
land use and soil management, Pütz and Brassel investigate this topic in detail in the
context of land use change. Based on literature review and expert interviews, they
identify six types of knowledge exchange and examine barriers and opportunities for
knowledge exchange. This offers a better understanding of processes, and provides
suggestions for knowledge exchange activities. However, this will be a challenging
task for the future, due to actors’ different expectations and experiences of how
knowledge is to be exchanged.
Knowledge-driven change and innovation processes will be supported by new
integrative methodological approaches. Maaß addresses this in her chapter entitled
Serious games in sustainable land management by the using the method of experimental games. She presents an integrated approach that combines a serious game
with a land use and transport model for analysing the effects of high prices for fossil
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fuels on land use. This approach opens up the possibility to simulate the complexity
of sustainable land management and to incorporate learning aspects for decisionmakers. Participants in the serious game came from the Hamburg Metropolitan
Region. The decision-makers attended several meetings to develop their individual
strategies on how to cope with rising energy prices.
Beyond simulation, it has always been a great challenge to test and implement sustainability-driven processes of change and innovation. Real-world laboratories have gained in importance as an adequate research format in recent years in
Europe and especially in Germany. The underlying assumption is that transformation
processes towards sustainability can be investigated under real-world conditions in
order to gain knowledge of their dynamics, to identify characteristics of successful
transformation processes, and to be able to transfer this knowledge to other cases. The
chapter by Kanning, Richter-Harm, Scurrell and Yildiz entitled Real-world laboratories initiated by practitioner stakeholders for sustainable land management analyses
existing types of real-world labs, and reflects on the possibilities generated by realworld laboratories that have been initiated by practitioner stakeholders. “Energieavantgarde Anhalt” provides evidence for such labs, which contributes to sustainable
land management in the context of the energy transition in rural areas, featuring
small and medium-sized towns. The practicability and variability of real-world lab
approaches pave the way for future options for application.
Another dimension of transitions is highlighted in the chapter on Knowledge
management for sustainability: The spatial dimension of higher education as an
opportunity for land management by Schulz, Köhler and Weith. In this case, digitalisation offers new opportunities for knowledge creation and dissemination, which
are an essential part of sustainable land management. Digitalisation will support
collaborative activities related to land use, bringing together diverse interests and
help detect new patterns of cooperation. These developments will also have consequences for knowledge spaces and the institutional and personnel knowledge carriers
established within them. The chapter outlines these consequences in the context of
higher education research. Concepts from both domains—higher education and land
management—are combined in a fruitful way, facilitating new interpretations of
spatial and digital artefacts as well as debates about knowledge dissemination.
In recent years, the modes of knowledge transfer from science to society, and vice
versa, have been changing. Our traditional understanding of scientific knowledge
transfer in the form of unidirectional modes of communication is supplemented
by new ways of knowledge exchange and knowledge production. As such, the
notion of transfer and implementation should be discussed with a new focus in
mind. Based on a framework for transfer and implementation activities in transdisciplinary research settings, Rogga discusses specific paths of knowledge dissemination, and especially of knowledge transfer, in his article on Transcending the
loading dock paradigm—rethinking science-practice transfer and implementation in
sustainable land management. He discusses the systemic understanding of transfer
and implementation regarding unidirectional approaches, and provides definitions
for transfer and implementation in sustainable land management. He recommends
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taking a deeper look into knowledge management and considering what it means for
sustainable land use management.
In part three Co-evolution: new system solutions and governance, the authors
suggest and discuss various ways to integrate co-design and co-production
approaches into applicable as well as integrative concepts, instruments and measures.
In the cases outlined, system solutions are a result of co-design and co-production
processes that demonstrate the complexity of interaction and competing targets.
Starting with embedded change projects, a description is given of small-scale
system solutions that combine settlement development, water, and energy supply.
Second, the new approach of urban agriculture combines different fields of action in
cities, such as urban land use policy, development of open spaces, food security and
social integration. Third, conceptual improvements reflect on the functional aspects
of ecosystem services and the development of green infrastructure. The chapter ends
with a broad discussion about upcoming challenges in land use science.
Changes towards meeting the ambitious 2030 Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) demand new systemic approaches to resource management. Material Flow
Management (MFM) is regarded as a vital tool for complex systems. Heck explains
in the chapter entitled Small-scale system solutions—material flow management in
settlements how MFM will contribute to the protection of land, the conversion of
abandoned land and upcycling of degraded land. He demonstrates the usefulness of
the concept, despite its relative novelty, by showing practical applications of MFM
in small-scale systems characterised by decentralised material and energy flows. The
chapter pays special attention to augmenting source and sink capacity, employing
MFM to reduce impacts on ecosystems both upstream and downstream, i.e. on the
use of resources as well as on the amount of emissions.
Specht, Schimichowski and Fox-Kämper illustrate another applicable concept.
They focus on a concept that combines urban and rural potentials of co-production of
goods as a (business) model in the chapter on Multifunctional urban landscapes: The
potential role of urban agriculture as an element of sustainable land management.
They explore how urban agriculture can contribute to sustainable land management
and co-production. To this end, background information is given on the (re-)emerging
phenomenon of urban food production and on what motivates those involved to
implement collaborative practices. The functions and services provided by urban
agriculture as an element of sustainable land management are explored using the
three pillars of sustainability. It is shown that urban agriculture may reduce land use
conflicts, and support new social activities for saving and qualifying open spaces.
In recent years, new scientific concepts for the assessment, and hence development, of ecosystems have also been established in science and land use planning.
In the chapter on Integrating ecosystem services, green infrastructure and naturebased solutions, Haase includes three perspectives for developing new solutions to
save urban nature as a habitat for humans, flora and fauna. Complementary paths to
increased urban sustainability are shown, combining knowledge for action. Nonetheless, implementation is still a long way off, and there are also unsolved issues, such
as the social inclusiveness of the three approaches.
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Part three closes with a chapter on Upcoming challenges in land use science—
an international perspective by Fürst. This chapter complements and extends the
discussion on important concepts such as multifunctionality and social-ecological
frameworks applied in land use science. The author also reflects on current political
debates and challenges in terms of methodological aspects, actor involvement and
project designs—in the context of sustainable land management. Future research
topics related to the UN Sustainable Development Goals are raised, along with
proposals for advancing land use science. As a future perspective, Fürst discusses
how the co-development of knowledge and the co-design of land use system research
could be conceived.
An Outlook is given in the final chapter of the book, entitled Conclusions and
research perspectives. Here, the editors reflect on the different aspects of knowledge
based on sustainable land management. They develop an integrative view on the
topic and point out options for improving in particular the science-policy interface
in the European context.
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Abstract The study of the evolution and change of landscapes’ ecological conditions through history has fascinated professional and amateur scientists for centuries.
However, the understanding of why these changes happen and what these changes
fully entail is still an emerging field of research, which nowadays broadly covers
the study of the evolution of landscapes as complex social-ecological systems. This
field has become particularly relevant in the current context of rapid global change,
widespread environmental degradation and increasing land use conflicts, as an important source of information to facilitate sustainable landscape management. In this
chapter, we provide an overview of the current state of landscape change research
in Europe and of the main findings and methodological challenges therein. These
methodological challenges are bound up with the complex, dynamic and interlinked
nature of landscapes, which require co-designed approaches that combine different
perspectives, such as quantitative analysis with participatory approaches, and that
capture diverse spatial and temporal scales. Together, these make it possible to
achieve a comprehensive understanding of past changes and future trajectories.
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2.1 Introduction
Landscapes are dynamic; the use of the land is in constant change as societal aspirations and natural conditions evolve. The ever-growing human capacity to modify
landscapes raises concerns about the consequences these changes will bring for
humans’ and nature’s well-being. Knowing more about land use patterns, rates of
land use change and the drivers behind them are all important in preventing and
reducing tensions between conflicting land uses, predicting future scenarios, developing strategies to achieve more desirable futures and designing adequate policies.
In Europe, the study of landscape changes is currently developing rather vividly, in
part driven by initiatives by the Council of Europe and the European Union. Here,
we refer to “landscape change” as an umbrella concept for the different forms of land
use change and land cover change.
In this chapter, we present an overview of landscape change research developed
in Europe, focusing on meta-studies, case-study research and cross-site comparison
studies of European landscapes that identify processes and trajectories in land use
changes and the driving forces behind them. This chapter is organised into five
sections: Sect. 2.2 an introduction to the current state of landscape change research
in Europe, where we also present the studies included in this overview; Sects. 2.3,
2.4 and 2.5 a review of the main findings of these studies on the trends, drivers and
future scenarios of landscape change; and Sect. 2.6 a summary of research gaps and
possible ways forward for landscape research towards sustainable land management.

2.2 Landscape Change Research in Europe
In Europe, landscape research dates back to the nineteenth century, when Alexander
von Humboldt (1769–1859) and Carl Ritter (1779–1859) introduced the term “landscape” (Landschaft in German) as a scientific concept (Kirchhoff et al. 2013). Since
then it has developed as a vibrant field of study, particularly after the beginning of the
twenty-first century, when the German geographer Carl Troll (1899–1975) coined
the term “landscape ecology” to examine the reciprocal interactions between social
and ecological processes (Turner 2005). At a political level, landscape research has
received increasing attention since the 1970s. It was at this time that environmental
sustainability concerns gained momentum and became a target of United Nations
development programmes, and scholars and policymakers realised the need to overcome the shortcomings of single-sector policies and management strategies, which
prompted the adoption of the “landscape approach” (Sayer et al. 2013). One of the
milestones in the inclusion of the landscape approach in the political agenda was the
European Landscape Convention, in which landscapes were defined as the result of
the interaction of natural and human factors (Council of Europe 2000).
Overall, there have been concerns that landscape changes are of such magnitude
that societies can no longer accept them without putting landscape sustainability
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at risk (Antrop 2005; Bürgi et al. 2017; Plieninger et al. 2016). According to this
perspective, understanding the causes, processes and outcomes of landscape change
is becoming absolutely crucial (Plieninger et al. 2016). For this reason, landscape
change research has become an emerging field, in which quantitative approaches to
measure the expansion or decline of different land covers and changes in land use
intensity have coevolved with more qualitative studies that have tried to understand
what is driving such changes. More specifically, landscape researchers argue that
being aware of and understanding the rates and patterns of change, as well as the
driving forces behind them is necessary for context-specific and effective policymaking and for taking action towards more sustainable land management (Jepsen
et al. 2015; Kuemmerle et al. 2016; Levers et al. 2015). Here, we understand “sustainable land management” as a multidimensional and evolving concept, in which
a diverse range of stakeholders are involved and where ecological, economic and
social aspects need to be integrated; this means that no single definition is explanatory
enough (Weith et al. 2013). Such knowledge on the trends and drivers of landscape
change contributes to exploring and mitigating trade-offs and impacts on biodiversity and ecosystem services. These trade-offs result from land management practices
(Kuemmerle et al. 2016; Levers et al. 2015) in the context of increasing competition
for land for multiple and sometimes incompatible uses (Levers et al. 2016; PérezSoba et al. 2015; Verkerk et al. 2018). Finally, a comprehensive understanding of
how and why landscapes have changed facilitates the anticipation and projection of
possible future scenarios, which in turn may be used to develop land management
strategies and policy decisions to avoid undesirable futures (van Vliet et al. 2015;
Verkerk et al. 2018).
The study of landscape change can be broadly divided into: (1) land cover change
and (2) land use and management intensity change (Erb 2012; Levers et al. 2015).
Land cover change is understood as the “alterations of biophysical characteristics
of the Earth’s surface”, such as the spreading of forests or the reduction of agricultural land; while land use and management intensity change are defined as the
“changes in the levels of socioeconomic inputs (e.g., labour, resources, water, energy
or capital) and/or altered outputs (value or quantity) per unit area and time” (Erb
2012, p. 8). Erb (2012) and Verburg et al. (2013a) suggested that the former has
been more commonly studied due to the availability of land cover datasets and the
methodological challenge of quantifying and understanding land use intensity and
intensification processes. However, in the past decade, the study of intensification
processes has become a significant topic (e.g. Levers et al. 2014, 2016). In addition to that, substantial research has focused on identifying drivers of change to
understand why landscapes change or remain unchanged, why they evolve faster or
slower and to identify the causal mechanisms of regime shifts (Kizos et al. 2018).
Studies typically differentiate between proximate drivers—i.e. the human actions
that have a direct effect on the landscape changes; and underlying drivers—i.e. the
social and ecological factors that trigger those human actions (van Vliet et al. 2015).
In recent years, the study of landscape change has further broadened to identify
patterns of landscape stability (i.e. land cover types that remain unchanged over
a certain period; Lieskovský and Bürgi 2018) and their related stabilising factors.
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This knowledge can help to protect and manage valuable landscapes in a rapidly
changing world and regulate undesirable land use changes (Lieskovský and Bürgi
2018). Finally, there has been a focus on analysing how current trends would evolve
in the future under different political, environmental and socioeconomic scenarios
(Verburg et al. 2013a; Stürck et al. 2018; Verkerk et al. 2018). In this sense, the implementation of transdisciplinary projects has been discussed as a promising approach
in land use science in order to address complex multifaceted “real-world problems”
and to design strategies and solutions for sustainable development (Zscheischler
et al. 2017). Transdisciplinary approaches are defined as a collaborative process of
knowledge production that involves scientists from different disciplines and societal
actors to address highly complex, real-world problems (e.g. Pohl 2008; Wickson
et al. 2006). Transdisciplinary research has become a widespread research approach
in sustainability science and is increasingly promoted by research programmes and
agencies (e.g. Future Earth). It can develop collaborative research approaches in land
use science to bring promising means of initiating change in the current course of
action (Zscheischler et al. 2017).
The study of agricultural and forestry changes has become particularly exhaustive, not only because agriculture and forestry are the most extensive land cover
types in Europe, but also because they have significant impacts on the provision of a
wide range of services (regulating, provisioning and cultural) (van Vliet et al. 2015)
and on the environment at large (Levers et al. 2016). The study of agricultural and
forestry intensification has gained attention (Levers et al. 2014, 2016; van der Sluis
et al. 2016) under the assumption that knowledge on the processes and trade-offs of
intensification is necessary to mitigate its negative impacts in a context of rapidly
changing resource demand (Erb 2012; van der Sluis et al. 2016). While some areas
face processes of intensification, land use disintensification and abandonment are also
important landscape change processes occurring in Europe (Plieninger et al. 2016).
“Disintensification” refers to changes to reduce the intensity of land management
and the contraction of agricultural land, including abandonment (see van Vliet et al.
2015); while “abandonment” describes the abandonment of any area previously used
for agricultural purposes, including croplands and grazing areas (see Benayas et al.
2007). Both intensification and its counterpart have important social and ecological consequences, and have become equally important in sustainable landscape
management research (Alcantara et al. 2012; Levers et al. 2016; Plieninger et al.
2014).
Considering the different objectives and questions addressed, Bürgi et al. (2017)
identified three main approaches to landscape change research:
• Local case studies to grasp the specifics of a place and its development, which
is essential for the systematic understanding of local changes. Research usually
takes place via oral history interviews, local texts and historical maps (e.g. Bürgi
et al. 2017; Lieskovský and Bürgi 2018).
• Large-scale analyses to search for the main trends and processes over large areas
using European spatial and statistical data analysis (e.g. Kuemmerle et al. 2016)
and broad-scale narratives (e.g. Jepsen et al. 2015).
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• Meta-analyses and overview publications to identify general patterns within the
case studies on how specific landscape characteristics and socioeconomic circumstances in combination with potential driving forces can lead to predictable change
(e.g. van Vliet et al. 2015).
In the next section, we present an overview of the findings of 18 studies on recent
major landscape change trends and driving forces at the European level (from a few
decades to 200 years). These studies have been carried out taking a pan-European
approach, including both European large-scale analysis studies and meta-analysis
of case studies (see Table 2.1). These studies were performed within two collaborative projects sponsored by the EU—HERCULES (Sustainable Futures for Europe’s
Heritage in Cultural Landscapes) and VOLANTE (Visions of land use transitions in
Europe). Both projects share many features with the BMBF’s Programme on Sustainable Land Management, such as in taking a systems perspective on landscapes, in
investigating the links between land management and ecosystem services and in
creating actionable knowledge for land use policy and practice.

2.3 Trends in Land Use and Land Cover Change
A recent large-scale analysis of land use changes in Europe between 1990 and 2006
undertaken by Kuemmerle et al. (2016) serves as an appropriate starting point to
introduce this section. The current composition of land cover types in Europe is
dominated by agricultural land (representing 41.1% of the territory, mainly dedicated
to arable land, permanent crops and grassland), followed by forest land (32.6%)
and unused or abandoned land (15.8%), leaving the remaining land to urban and
industrial areas and infrastructure (Eurostat 2017). The main land cover change in
recent decades identified in this study is a decrease in croplands, followed by an
expansion of areas covered by pastures and forests (partly due to the aforementioned
decrease in crop production) and, to a lesser extent, by an increase in urban land
(Fig. 2.1; Kuemmerle et al. 2016). The most dramatic declines in croplands were
found in the east of Europe and the Mediterranean, while some hotspots for their
expansion were found in areas of the Netherlands, Germany, France and Ireland
(Kuemmerle et al. 2016). The expansion of urban land happened mainly around
capital cities and along the Mediterranean coast (Kuemmerle et al. 2016; Levers
et al. 2015).
Interestingly, in contrast to the widespread perception that landscapes have been
undergoing intense transformation in Europe, Levers et al. (2015) and Kuemmerle
et al. (2016) identified stability in land cover as one of the most common recent trajectories, particularly in Central, Western and Northern Europe. Lieskovský and Bürgi
(2018) carried out a study of the persistence of the land cover across Europe since
1900 (Fig. 2.2) and found that the most persistent land covers were forests and settlements (about 80% of the 1900-era forest cover and settlement areas were persistent),
while grasslands and croplands were the most dynamic and least persistent ones.
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Table 2.1 Studies synthesised in this chapter
Study

Approach

Major contribution to landscape
change research in Europe

Alcantara et al. (2012)

Large-scale analysis
(Eastern Europe)

Advanced research methods for
mapping abandoned agricultural
land at broad scales by using
coarse-resolution satellite
imagery and plant phenology
data. It also provided some
insights into agricultural
abandonment trends in Eastern
Europe

Prishchepov et al. (2012)

Large-scale analysis
(Eastern Europe)

Used the case of the collapse of
socialism in Eastern Europe and
the former Soviet Union as a
natural experiment to
investigate whether the rates of
agricultural land abandonment
responded to different types of
institutional changes, based on
multi-seasonal Landsat
TM/ETMC satellite images

Griffith et al. (2013)

Large-scale analysis

Assessed agricultural land
change in the Carpathian
ecoregion from 1985 to 2010,
using Landsat imagery

Verburg et al. (2013b)

Review

Provided an overview of current
research practices in landscape
assessments and advocated a
land use change research
approach that would not only
focus on dominant land covers,
but also on the landscape
structure and composition, and
its importance for the
functioning of the landscape

Levers et al. (2014)

Large-scale analysis

Compiled time series of
sub-national forest harvesting
intensity patterns in Europe
from 2000 to 2010 and
quantified the influence of a
wide set of biophysical,
infrastructure-related and
socioeconomic variables in
shaping these patterns
(continued)
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Table 2.1 (continued)
Study

Approach

Major contribution to landscape
change research in Europe

Munteanu et al. (2014)

Meta-analysis

Analysed broad landscape
change configurations and
processes over the past
250 years as well as the
underlying drivers. This
meta-analysis covered the
Carpathian region, using 102
case studies from 66
publications

Plieninger et al. (2014)

Meta-analysis
(Mediterranean Basin)

Examined the consequences of
land use abandonment on
biodiversity in the
Mediterranean Basin and found
that the directions and
intensities of response in species
richness and abundance to land
abandonment were
heterogeneous and
context-dependent throughout
the Mediterranean region

Estel et al. (2015)

Large-scale analysis
(Europe)

Developed a new methodology
to map the extent and spatial
patterns of active and fallow
farmland annually at a
continental scale based on
MODIS satellite data

Jepsen et al. (2015)

Large-scale analysis
(Europe)

Went back 200 years to identify
broad management regimes and
the institutional, social and
technical forces within each
regime that drove land use
changes in Europe. The study
combined narratives of change
compiled by land use experts
with quantitative data

Levers et al. (2015)

Large-scale analysis

Identified and mapped
landscape archetypes as well as
archetypical change trajectories
of landscapes between 1990 and
2006 using a clustering
approach based on
self-organising maps and 12
land use indicators
(continued)
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Table 2.1 (continued)
Study

Approach

Major contribution to landscape
change research in Europe

van Vliet et al. (2015)

Meta-analysis

Systematically analysed case
studies on land use change to
provide a review of the
manifestations and underlying
drivers of agricultural land
change in Europe in recent
decades

Kuemmerle et al. (2016)

Large-scale analysis

Studied spatial patterns in the
distribution of hotspots and cold
spots of land cover and land use
intensity changes across Europe
between 1990 and 2006. The
study made use of European
statistical data to compile a
database of high-resolution land
use change indicators

Levers et al. (2016)

Large-scale analysis

Provided insights into
broad-scale agricultural
intensity patterns in Europe
between 1990 and 2007 by
focusing on yields and fertiliser
application for six major
crop-type groups

Plieninger et al. (2016)

Meta-analysis

Systematically reviewed 144
studies to provide insights into
the driving forces of landscape
change in Europe

van der Sluis et al. (2016)

Cross-site comparison

Analysed 437 landowner
interviews in relation to changes
in land use intensity and
agricultural production in six
case studies in Europe between
2001 and 2011

Bürgi et al. (2017)

Cross-site comparison

Analysed landscape changes in
the last 150 years, their drivers
and the perception of these
changes by locals in six
European municipalities. The
study combined land use and
land cover analysis based on
historical maps with oral history
interviews
(continued)
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Table 2.1 (continued)
Study

Approach

Major contribution to landscape
change research in Europe

Lieskovský and Bürgi (2018)

Cross-site comparison and
large-scale analysis

Presented an innovative
approach to studying patterns of
landscape stability and the
corresponding stabilising
factors. The paper developed a
persistence index, and combined
different scales of analysis using
historical land cover and
topographic maps

Verkerk et al. (2018)

Large-scale analysis

Built on existing participatory
scenarios of desired land use
configuration in Europe and
plausible future projections
based on current conditions to
identify potential policy
pathways to link the two

Fig. 2.1 Relative area changes in the extent of: a cropland, b pasture, e forestland and f urban land
in Europe between 1990 and 2006. Source Kuemmerle et al. (2016) (images C and D in the original
figure have not been included here)

Some crops, such as vineyards, agriculture mosaics and orchards, displayed a larger
degree of persistence than others. For example, olive groves persist in a landscape
over long timelines even after being abandoned. Hotspots of persistence were found
in remote areas where conversion into intensive agriculture would not be viable, but
also in areas particularly suitable for agriculture that have remained stable. Hotspots
of change were also found in areas of major political instability, such as in the Baltic
area or in areas in the south of Europe.
While land cover in Europe has remained relatively stable, the level of intensity in which the land has been used and managed has not. In fact, in the past
few decades, European land use has predominantly changed along intensification
gradients (Kuemmerle et al. 2016). In light of these changes, land use intensity as
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Fig. 2.2 Persistence index for Europe (years needed for the transformation of land cover if it would
occur at the same speed as it occurred in the time period 1900–2010). Source Lieskovský and Bürgi
(2018)

such has become a key area of study. Comparing these levels of intensity provides a
comprehensive picture of how European landscapes have evolved (e.g. croplands may
present very different characteristics depending on the intensity of how agricultural
production is carried out).
There are two main processes of intensity changes: disintensification and intensification (Plieninger et al. 2016) of agriculture and of forestry. van Vliet et al. (2015,
p. 28) reviewed 218 case study research articles on agricultural land use change, and
defined these processes in the following way:
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• “Intensification of agricultural land primarily manifests itself as an increase in
land management intensity, for example through increase in livestock density
or mechanization. In addition, intensification was observed as an expansion of
agricultural land, a decrease in landscape elements, changes toward more intensive
agricultural activities and specialization of land use activities”
• “Disintensification of agricultural land is primarily manifested as contraction,
partly caused by farmers abandoning their land, but also partly caused by conversion to urban land and natural areas. To a lesser extent, disintensification is manifested as a decrease in land management intensity, as a change to a less intensive
agricultural activity, as on-farm diversification and as an increase in landscape
elements.”
The most prominent process, as highlighted by several authors, is the disintensification of land use (Kuemmerle et al. 2016; Plieninger et al. 2016). Kuemmerle et al.
(2016) found this process in approximately 30% of Europe’s coverage, while intensification processes were present only in about 11%. Expansion and contraction of the
agricultural land area and agricultural abandonment has always occurred (Alcantara
et al. 2012); however, agricultural land abandonment in Europe became the most
prominent change after 1990 (Estel et al. 2015; Levers et al. 2016; Plieninger et al.
2016). This is partly due to the drastic institutional and socioeconomic reorganisation
that occurred after 1990 in former socialist countries, where land abandonment has
been particularly prominent (Griffiths et al. 2013; Levers et al. 2015; Prishchepov
et al. 2012). For instance, cropland abandonment was the most common land use
change in the Carpathians (Griffiths et al. 2013; Munteanu et al. 2014). Land abandonment has also been particularly intense in remote mountain areas, less productive soils and areas where urbanisation processes have been intense, such as on the
Mediterranean coast (Levers et al. 2015). Notwithstanding the magnitude of this
process, some authors have claimed that land abandonment has not yet received
enough attention, in part due to general attention to the worldwide expansion of
land management activities and accelerating competition for land (Estel et al. 2015;
Plieninger et al. 2016).
Land use intensification was most pronounced between 1960 and 1980, and since
that decade, intensity levels have remained stable (Fig. 2.3; Kuemmerle et al. 2016;
van der Sluis et al. 2016). When looking at crop yields and the amounts of nitrogen and
pesticide application as indicators of land use intensity in recent decades, crop yields
have stabilised, while nitrogen and pesticide use has generally decreased thanks to
increased farming efficiency, greater environmental awareness and more restrictive
regulations (van der Sluis et al. 2016). These increasing yields were most pronounced
in Western Europe (Kuemmerle et al. 2016). It is also in Western Europe where
nitrogen application rates were higher, although the use of nitrogen has decreased
since the 1990s. As for the use of fertilisers, declines were observed in Southeastern
Europe (e.g. in Romania) and in some countries from Central and Western Europe
(e.g. in Germany and France), while there were increases in some Eastern countries
(e.g. in Poland) (Kuemmerle et al. 2016).
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Fig. 2.3 Spatial patterns of changes in intensity: a fertiliser use on cropland, b crop yields, c livestock density, d biomass removal from grazing land and e roundwood production within broad land
use classes in Europe between 1990 and 2006. Source Kuemmerle et al. (2016)

Summing up, in line with the geographic patterns of land cover change, since the
1990s intensification of agriculture has mainly taken place in Northern and Western
Europe, while land abandonment and disintensification has prevailed in Eastern and
Southern Europe (Kuemmerle et al. 2016; Levers et al. 2015; Plieninger et al. 2016).
However, when narrowing down the scale of analysis, land use intensification
and abandonment often appear together within the same landscape (Plieninger et al.
2016). van Vliet et al. (2015) identified this mutual occurrence as a major trajectory of
land use change in Europe as a result of the globalisation of agricultural markets. This
polarising trend leads to a homogenisation of the landscape, where more productive
areas are immersed in specialisation and intensification processes, concentrating
most of the production, while marginal areas are abandoned as its use as agricultural
land turns unprofitable (Levers et al. 2015), with the loss of traditional agricultural
landscapes as one of the consequences (Kuemmerle et al. 2016). In the same vein,
due to differences in the productivity of regions, the intensification of forestry did
not necessarily happen in areas where forest land cover was expanding (Levers et al.
2015). In fact, forest cover expanded in areas that had been abandoned (Kuemmerle
et al. 2016; Levers et al. 2015).
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2.4 Drivers of Landscape Change
Plieninger et al. (2016) identified five groups of underlying drivers of landscape
change: political/institutional (e.g. agricultural and forest policy, spatial development
policy and property rights); economic (e.g. structural changes in agriculture, prices
for agricultural products, market growth and commercialisation); technological (e.g.
modernisation of society and land management, such as introduction of mineral
fertiliser and tractors; Jepsen et al. 2015); cultural (e.g. demography, attitudes and
behaviour); and natural/spatial (e.g. climate, topography and spatial configuration).
It is important to note that these different types of drivers are usually combined
(Plieninger et al. 2016). Here, we describe some of the most frequently mentioned
ones.

2.4.1 Political and Institutional Drivers
Political and institutional factors, such as policies that regulate agriculture, forestry
and spatial development, land reforms and property rights, appear as the dominant
drivers of change in various studies (e.g. Jepsen et al. 2015; Munteanu et al. 2014;
Prishchepov et al. 2012).
On a broad political and institutional scale, Jepsen et al. (2015) reviewed narratives
on the drivers of land use change to provide a broad storyline of the succession of the
main land management regimes in Europe in the last two centuries. They described
two main regimes after World War II that were to have an important impact on
land use across Europe. These two regimes help scholars understand the frequently
mentioned East–West dichotomy (Kuemmerle et al. 2016; Levers et al. 2015; van
Vliet et al. 2015): in Western Europe, the industrialisation regime; in Eastern Europe,
the establishment and subsequent collapse of the collectivisation regime (Jepsen
et al. 2015). The industrialisation regime in Western Europe was characterised by the
introduction of new technologies and the adoption of commercial farming specialised
in crop or livestock production oriented towards the global market (Jepsen et al. 2015).
In the Eastern European countries, there were two distinct phases. The first phase
was the collectivisation regime between 1945 and 1991, characterised by major land
reform and the establishment of large collective and state farms and centrally planned
intensification of agriculture (Jepsen et al. 2015). The second phase was characterised
by the collapse of these collectivisation regimes and the consequent dismantling of
the collective farm structure, as well as the state-supported, capital-intensive socialist
farming model. Here, the intensity of farming practices persisted, but according to
commercial premises. Since then, two trends have been observed in Central and
Eastern Europe: on the one hand, the acquisition of former state and collective farms
by large agro-businesses and, on the other hand, the orientation towards subsistence
farming or the abandonment of the most marginal land (Jepsen et al. 2015).
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This East–West dichotomy is particularly recognisable in changes to cropland
systems, with fairly constant cropland area but stable or increasing land management intensity in the West, partly due to the strategic support from the EU’s Common
Agricultural Policy (CAP) (Kuemmerle et al. 2016); and abandonment in the East
(Kuemmerle et al. 2016; Plieninger et al. 2016; Prishchepov et al. 2012). However,
there are also regional differences on how institutional and political drivers have
affected landscape change patterns. For example, national policies during Soviet
times led to agricultural expansion in some areas (e.g. Hungary) and to abandonment of agriculture in others (e.g. Romania) (Munteanu et al. 2014). Prishchepov
et al. (2012) observed higher abandonment rates in countries with changing or inadequately established institutions designed to regulate land use changes (e.g. Latvia,
Lithuania and Russia).
Since the entry of Eastern countries into the EU starting in 2004, the situation has
changed. Jepsen et al. (2015) identified a new regime beginning in the 1990s all over
Europe driven by environmental awareness of the impact of agricultural production,
triggering agro-environmental policies that have subsequently had an impact on land
use and land cover across Europe.
Political and institutional drivers are also important explanatory factors of the
prevalent land cover stability observed especially in Western Europe. Land use policies frequently hinder drastic changes in landscapes across the EU, for example by
providing economic support to farmers in less favoured areas (Levers et al. 2015).
The CAP plays a crucial role in this stability, with the decoupling of CAP payments
regarded to be an important element for preserving extensive grazing systems that
otherwise would be abandoned (Levers et al. 2015). However, the CAP has also had
the opposite effect in some places, leading to land abandonment (Bürgi et al. 2017)
and changes in land use when the EU implemented eligibility criteria for payments
based on a quota system.

2.4.2 Economic, Technological and Cultural Drivers
of Change
Of the driving factors that shape society as a whole, urbanisation in particular appears
to be a prominent factor triggering landscape change (Bürgi et al. 2017). In Europe,
almost 75% of the population nowadays live in urban areas (Eurostat 2016), which
typically have expanded at the expense of agricultural land. The rural exodus due to
diminishing income opportunities in marginal areas in contrast to increasing opportunities in urban areas is one of the most recurrent sociocultural drivers explaining
land abandonment (Levers et al. 2015). Moreover, with an increasingly urban society,
new uses such as recreation activities have emerged around urban areas that can
compete with agriculture and forestry activities (van Vliet et al. 2015). Urbanisation
is typically accompanied by an increased purchasing power and higher demand for
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commodities. This in turn translates into increasing pressure on ecosystems and a
specialisation of the service supply of many landscapes (Verburg et al. 2013b).
Globalisation and other related economic drivers have also brought about important changes in land use. The global agriculture market has pushed farmers to intensify their production methods in order to remain competitive, while those that do not
succeed have had to find their livelihood outside agriculture. This has often led to the
abandonment of areas with less favourable conditions (van Vliet et al. 2015). Another
consequence of globalisation is the specialisation of farm production, with the expansion of monocultures and the “outsourcing” of, for example, fodder production not
only outside of livestock farms, but even outside Europe. This decreases the need to
intensification of production in Europe and contributes to the abandonment of those
areas that are less suitable for agriculture (Levers et al. 2015). The technological innovations associated with globalisation have also brought about important changes in
farming systems (Bürgi et al. 2017). Mineral nitrogen application is one of the most
mentioned technological innovations when studying the intensification of agriculture. This has important effects on landscape configuration, with the disappearance
of traditional features and a loss of biodiversity (van Vliet et al. 2015).
Apart from these commonly mentioned drivers of change, growing environmental,
social and political awareness is reflected in land use policies and subsidies, with an
increasing focus on environmental management, nature preservation and landscape
restoration, rather than on agricultural production (van Vliet et al. 2015). But beyond
these institutional levels, farmers’ decisions are also an important factor that can
ultimately lead to diverging land use trajectories (van Vliet et al. 2015). Most of
these decisions are the result of the behaviour of land owners and land managers
responding to market prices and policy incentives in varying ways (Verburg et al.
2013b). While farmers’ attitudes (e.g. productivist or environmentalist) may not be an
important driver of land cover changes, they do influence the intensity of management
practices (van Vliet et al. 2015).

2.4.3 Spatial and Natural Factors
In the context of urbanisation and globalisation, accessibility is another important
factor when explaining the geographic distribution of more intensively or less intensively managed areas. In areas with good accessibility, land use management is often
more intensive; in more remote areas, land abandonment is more frequent (Levers
et al. 2015). Bürgi et al. (2017) analysed narratives on the driving forces of landscape change, using oral history interviews with local residents in six case studies.
They found that access and infrastructure (e.g. railways and highways) were important drivers in most of the cases (Bürgi et al. 2017). With respect to agricultural
and forestry production, this means that local products can be exported and therefore, production patterns might change. However, at the same time farmers reported
that they needed to become more competitive against products that came from the
outside. The flow of people also increases with better accessibility and can bring
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about significant changes in the landscape if, for instance, the surrounding areas of
a big city turn into commuter cities or second-home areas.
Finally, as Levers et al. (2015) observed, notwithstanding technical improvements
and the increasing capacity of humans to modify the land, agro-climatic conditions
still constitute an important factor to take into consideration. Intensified crop production prevails in areas with favourable conditions; forest and grasslands dominate in
areas with disadvantageous edaphic and climatic conditions, although institutional
and socioeconomic factors can alter this pattern to a certain extent. Nevertheless,
climate change as a driver of landscape change has still not played a very evident
role in the studies considered in this chapter, except for the melting of the glaciers
in the Alps (Bürgi et al. 2017).

2.5 Operationalising Current Trends and Drivers
of Change Towards Developing Future Scenarios
of Landscape Change
In an effort to hinder the tendency towards polarisation of the landscape (intensification or abandonment) and the landscape homogenisation and loss of multifunctionality that results from it, some authors have worked together with stakeholders
in the visualisation of future landscape change trajectories. Pérez-Soba et al. (2015)
worked with stakeholders representing the main land use sectors in Europe to develop
three overarching visions of the desired futures envisaged for Europe. These three
visions shared a common ambition: to generate multifunctional land uses in Europe
that would integrate multiple social, ecological, economic and cultural demands.
Recently, Verkerk et al. (2018) studied potential pathways and policies required to
achieve these visions of multifunctionality. These pathways would vary in the specific
mechanisms involved, but all of them would entail major interventions across Europe,
depending on the environmental and socioeconomic context. In general, the space
dedicated to agricultural land would need to be severely restricted in favour of larger,
interconnected natural areas. These studies highlighted the challenge of identifying
a pathway toward reaching landscape multifunctionality at the local level. This was
mostly due to methodological constraints; models still cannot capture many of the
complexities associated with multifunctionality at a local-scale resolution. However,
Verkerk et al. (2018) pointed out that the policy interventions that were needed to
navigate that pathway would necessarily require the strengthening and maintenance
of Europe’s existing traditional multifunctional landscapes, most of which have been
subject to long-term trends of decline.
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2.6 Research Gaps and Ways Forward Towards Landscape
Sustainability
Without fundamental social and economic changes, the demand for natural resources
will multiply in the next few decades. The effects of this growing demand will
intensify current land use trends, increasing the impacts described in the previous
sections. Therefore, one of the greatest sustainability challenges in landscape change
research is to identify strategies that will meet society’s demands without further
threatening and degrading European landscapes and their functioning. In light of this,
a broad array of literature has identified pathways towards tackling the challenges of
landscape change research in Europe and beyond (e.g. Bürgi et al. 2004; Plieninger
et al. 2016). Here, we use our review to summarise the major contributions and derive
key opportunities to make advancements in landscape change science:
• Research for more context-specific, regionalised policymaking (Kuemmerle
et al. 2016). A deeper understanding of the outcomes of land use change for
ecosystem service flows and biodiversity can contribute to mitigating the tradeoffs among different land uses. In that regard, one interesting arena for future
research would be to derive typologies of typical land use changes and the effects
of policy interventions that characterise Europe (e.g. Levers et al. 2015; Kuemmerle et al. 2016). There is also a need for research that advances the study of
landscape stability patterns and the drivers behind these patterns (Plieninger et al.
2016) in the local context, which could be very relevant for landscape management
and policy.
• Uncovering the complexity behind the drivers. Comprehension of the underlying drivers of landscape change remains partial (Jepsen et al. 2015). Landscape
research has traditionally considered the spatial determinants of land use changes
(e.g. topography, soil quality, market access) and land use decisions as separate
items. Future research should incorporate joint analysis that favours an understanding of complex behaviour and the linkages behind the various drivers. In
addition, future studies should acknowledge that the landscape change effects of
different underlying drivers reveal themselves at different time intervals, making
attribution difficult if only short time spans are considered in the analysis (Jepsen
et al. 2015).
• Avoiding oversimplification of the complex realities of the land. Verburg et al.
(2013a) criticised global and supra-regional assessments for oversimplifying the
complex reality of landscapes. In that regard, performing cross-site comparison
studies based on place-based research (e.g. Bürgi et al. 2017) could help scholars
grasp these complex realities behind landscapes. Beyond the spatial scale, another
important gap in landscape change studies is the identification and comprehension
of the diversity of actors and their role in landscape changes (Plieninger et al. 2016;
Kizos et al. 2018). Understanding the inherent complexities of landscape change
imply the incorporation of a plurality of research approaches and of underlying
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conceptualisations of human–environment interactions that can encompass the
full complexity of land use developments.
• Jointly analysing changes in the extent and intensity of land use and disparate
linkages. In an increasingly connected world, the already ongoing trend of
spatial disconnection between production and consumption landscapes will only
increase. This entails considerable challenges to sustainability understood as
imbalances in environmental degradation. Therefore, it is important to analyse
how spatial patters in changes in the extent and intensity of land use relate to
changes in distant places (Kuemmerle et al. 2016).
• Incorporating innovative approaches to evaluating landscape change, and
promoting the co-design of research to address societal problems. The importance of producing actionable knowledge in collaboration with stakeholders is
gaining significance across landscape research (Verburg et al. 2013a). For this, a
more participatory approach, in which local knowledge and perceptions are taken
into account, is needed. In that regard, previous authors have discussed the importance of combining information on land use changes derived from field and GIS
procedures with perceptions of the local population. This facilitated the development of mixed-method approaches and takes advantage of the complementarity
and the specific strengths of the inclusion of a variety of types of data sources
(e.g. Bürgi et al. 2017).

2.7 Conclusions
Land cover in Europe in the past few decades has remained relatively stable. In
those areas where it changed, it has predominately been towards the diminishing
of cropland area in favour of grasslands, and a general increase in urban areas. A
more nuanced perspective emerges when looking at how the intensity of landscape
management has changed. Here, two opposing but co-occurring processes can be
seen: the intensification of agriculture on the one hand, and the abandonment of
farming activities on the other. Both of these processes generally involve the loss of
biodiversity, an erosion of cultural heritage and a diminishing of landscape multifunctionality. These trends have pushed European social-ecological systems beyond
the boundaries of environmental and societal well-being. In order to change these
trajectories, it is crucial to identify and understand the factors that drive them. Political and institutional drivers seem to be the most prominent ones, but economic,
technological, cultural and natural aspects also play a very important role, and need
to be considered as well. In this sense, although European-scale studies provide
extremely relevant information to identify broad trends and drivers of land cover and
land use change, more place-based analyses are needed where different sources of
information are combined (by engaging with local stakeholders), various approaches
and disciplines are brought together and several temporal and spatial scales are taken
into account. This is necessary for a comprehensive understanding of how and why
landscapes are changing, and what the consequences of these changes will be.
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Chapter 3

New Trends and Drivers for Agricultural
Land Use in Germany
Dieter Kirschke, Astrid Häger, and Julia Christiane Schmid

Abstract Agricultural land use in Germany is faced with new drivers and conflicts.
There has been a continuous downward trend in agricultural land use since reunification, and agriculture seems to be increasingly squeezed by various land use demands.
Whereas land prices and land rents have stayed rather stable during the 90ies and at
the beginning of the new millennium, they have started to go up considerably during
the last ten years. At the same time the agricultural sector is faced with deteriorating
environmental indicators and a changing land use structure and concentration. International agricultural prices have become a key determinant for land prices in Germany
contributing to increasing land prices. Equally, new demands for nature conservation and natural resource protection under the Common Agricultural Policy have
contributed to make agricultural land scarcer, and bioenergy production under the
Renewable Energy Act has considerably affected land demand and prices in various
regions. In East Germany, some land market specialties relate to the farm structure
and the land privatization process after reunification. In view of these developments,
there is a new policy debate on agricultural land market interventions.
Keywords Agricultural land use · Land markets · Common Agricultural Policy

3.1 Introduction
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tructure. Consequently, land use conflicts evolve, and these conflicts may change
over time and are driven by various factors. A study by Kirschke et al. (2013)
gives a comprehensive overview on land use and land use change in Europe and
the main economic drivers behind, bringing together theoretical approaches from
regional economics, economic geography, agricultural economics, environmental
and resource economics, and infrastructure planning.
Our paper is based on these general findings and specifically looks into new
developments in German agricultural land use. Are there new trends for agricultural
land use change in the new millennium and, if so, what are the new conflicts and
drivers?
In Sect. 3.2, we briefly sketch out the background for our discussion, addressing
general land use trends in Germany after reunification. We will then discuss ongoing
and new conflicts in agricultural land use in recent years in Sect. 3.3. The section
focusses on rising land prices, deteriorating environmental indicators, and land use
structure. In Sect. 3.4, we will look at major drivers behind this development which,
basically, reflect market forces and a new policy framework. We will discuss international agricultural price developments, technological developments, Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) reforms, the Renewable Energy Act (REA), and particularities
related to German reunification. Some concluding remarks are given in Sect. 3.5.

3.2 General Land Use Trends
Land use in Germany is characterized by industrial development and high population density, but also by agriculture. In the “Land use and cover area frame survey
(LUCAS)”, Eurostat (2012) has compared land use in EU member states. They
find a higher share of human settlements and transport infrastructure in Germany as
compared to the EU average. Also, the forest share in Germany (33%) is lower than
in the EU (37%). However, the share of permanent grassland is somewhat higher
(22% as compared to 19%), and the share of arable land is considerably higher (32%
as compared to 23%).
Overall trends in land use have been similar in Germany and the EU. According
to the “Coordination of information on the environment (CORINE)-Project” there
has been a continuous decline of agricultural areas and a continuous increase of areas
for human settlements and transport infrastructure. Table 3.1 shows a more detailed
picture of land use change in Germany from 1992 to 2015/16.
According to Table 3.1, areas for human settlements and transport infrastructure have considerably increased since reunification, but this trend has come down
in the recent period. This picture holds for both human settlements and transport
infrastructure individually. For industrial areas and recreation areas there has been
an increasing demand over the whole period whereas changing trends can rarely be
identified.
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Table 3.1 Absolute and relative land use change in Germany, 1992–2015/16
1992–2000
Hectares
Human
363,373
settlements and
transport
infrastructure

2000–2008
%

Hectares

2008–2015
%

Hectares

%

Land use 2015
(ha)

9.0 319,832

7.3 192,914

4.1 4,906,641

11.3 133,541

5.8 66,047

2.7 2,507,666

of which
Human
settlements

234,745

Industry

18,268

33.2 5500

7.5 26,222

33.3 104,961

Recreation

40,379

17.9 112,867

42.5 66,764

17.6 445,484

Transport
infrastructure

67,680

4.1 67,229

3.9 31,812

Cemeteries

2,301

7.0 696

1.8 1,810,805

2.0 2,069

5.8 37,725

Extraction land

−8,180

−4.4 −12,696

−7.1 −11,012

−6.6 155,871

Total
agricultural
area

−408,408

−2.1 −338,197

−1.8 −331,346

−1.8 18,433,248

−0.8 −266,800a

−1.6 16,658,900a

1.1 −169,500a

−1.4 11,763,000a

of which
Agricultural
area used

117,263

0.7 −141,633

336,019

2.9 128,991

of which
Arable land
Permanent
grassland

−195,030

−3.7 −258,943

−5.1

−94,200a

Forest

77,858

0.7 203,477

1.9 216,569

Water

24,761

3.2 39,688

4.9 7,063

Source Own compilation according to Statistisches Bundesamt (2017a);

−2.0 4,694,500a
2.0 10,951,461
0.8 855,213
a Data

from 2016

For agriculture, there has been a continuous and considerable downward trend
regarding total agricultural area. For the agricultural area used, there has been an
increase in the 90ies which may be explained by adjustment processes in East German
agriculture after reunification. Since 2000, however, agricultural area used is continually going down with an increasing trend. In contrast to agriculture, forest areas
have increased over the whole period, with an increasing trend since 2000.
Within agriculture, interesting changes of trends for arable land and permanent
grassland can be noted. Whereas arable land use has increased during the first periods
considered—though with a downward trend in the second period—arable land use
has considerably declined in the last period. For permanent grassland, land use has
continuously declined over the whole period, though with a less dramatic trend in
recent years. Indeed, a more detailed, yearly breakdown of the figures for permanent
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Table 3.2 Permanent grassland in Germany, 2013–2018
Permanent grassland

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

1,000 ha

4,621.0

4,650.7

4,677.1

4,694.5

4,710.2

4,713.4

27.7

27.8

28.0

28.2

28.2

28.3

% of agricultural area used

Source Own compilation according to Statistisches Bundesamt (various years), Fachserie 3, Reihe
3.1.2

grassland shows that from 2013 onwards a slight but visible positive trend can be
observed (Table 3.2).
In sum, agricultural land use seems to be increasingly squeezed between various
non-agricultural land use demands. Whether or not these developments should be
restricted, and if so in which way, have become popular policy topics. The German
government (Bundesregierung) has claimed that the increase of areas for human
settlements and for transport infrastructure should not surpass 30 ha per day until
20301 (it has been 63 ha per day in 2014) (Die Bundesregierung 2016, pp. 158–159).
The German Farmers Association (Deutscher Bauernverband—DBV) argues that the
loss of agricultural land is still about 70 ha per day and demands a legal framework
for the conservation of agricultural areas (DBV et al. 2016, p. 2). Within agriculture,
the increase of arable land, at the cost of permanent grassland, has equally been
blamed by various actors (e.g. DAFA 2015, p. 11).

3.3 Ongoing and New Conflicts in Agriculture Land Use
The trends for agricultural land use in Germany in recent years indicate that there are
both ongoing as well as potentially new land use conflicts. These conflicts will probably result in changes on land markets. In what follows we will look into the development of land market prices first, and then turn to ongoing major conflicts between
agricultural land use and nature and natural resource protection. Furthermore, we
will focus on land use structure and concentration in German agriculture.

3.3.1 Rising Land Prices
Despite high demand for land and conflicts between different actors, land prices have
remained quite stable during the 90ies and at the beginning of the new millennium,
both in Western and Eastern Germany. Since 2007/08, however, land prices have
gone up considerably.
1 The

Bundesregierung recently had to shift the objective year from 2020 to 2030 (Die
Bundesregierung 2016, p. 159).
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Fig. 3.1 Agricultural land prices in Germany, 2001–2018, e/ha (Source Own compilation
according to Statistisches Bundesamt (various years), Fachserie 3, Reihe 2.4, Tab. 1.4.)

Figure 3.1 shows the development of agricultural land prices in the period 2001–
2018. The figure shows average land purchase values of around 10,000 e/ha until
2007, with around 4,000 e/ha in East Germany and around 17,000 e/ha in West
Germany. Since then, land prices almost doubled in West Germany and more than
quadrupled in East Germany, which is a remarkable increase in a few years. Though
there has been some convergence of land prices in East and West Germany in relative
terms, the absolute difference has remained at around 15,000 e/ha for many years,
and increased to 22,000 e/ha in 2018.
The rise in land prices is only partly accompanied by more active land markets in
terms of the number of sales and the area sold. The number of sales has been around
45,000 between 2010 and 2014, with a slightly increasing trend since then. Half of
this increased land market activity takes place in East Germany. The area sold has
been around 40,000 ha per year in West Germany over the whole period whereas
it has been around 65,000 ha per year in East Germany for many years, decreasing
from 2015 to 45,000 ha in 2018.
The overall share of land market sales in total agricultural land used is rather
small, with 0.7% for Germany in total and 0.3% for West Germany. However, the
picture is different for East Germany: Here, the land mobility has evolved from 1% in
2004 to 1.2% in 2007, to 1.4% in 2015 and 0.8% in 2018 (Statistisches Bundesamt,
various years, Fachserie 3, Reihe 2.4).
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Fig. 3.2 Average land rent in Germany, 2001–2016, e/hectare [Source Own compilation according
to Statistisches Bundesamt (2016a)]

Interestingly, the development on land markets is not correlated to the quality of
land sold. The yield index, a German indicator for the yield potential of agricultural
land, for areas sold has, in fact, slightly decreased over the period both for East and
West Germany. There is, however, a remarkable difference in the area sold per sale.
Whereas this area continuous to stay rather low in West Germany with 1.4 ha per
sale, the figure has been around 4–5 ha per sale in East Germany, with increasing
numbers of sales regarding areas above 50 ha (Statistisches Bundesamt, various
years, Fachserie 3, Reihe 2.4).
The picture for land rents in Germany in the last decade is similar to the picture of
land sales. Figure 3.2 shows that average land rents have gone up slightly until 2007,
with a sharp increase in the last years. Whereas the average land rent for agricultural
areas was 164 e/ha in 2001, it increased to 288 e/ha in 2016. The average rent for
arable land was 328 e/ha and 175 e/ha for grassland in this year.
Figure 3.3 shows the land rent for new and renegotiated rental contracts for the
German federal states (Bundesländer) during 2015–2016. The increase of rental
prices is remarkable for all Bundesländer, both in East and West Germany. Whereas
rental prices are of comparable size among the East German Bundesländer there
is a considerable differentiation in the West German Bundesländer. Land rents are
particularly high in Lower Saxony, Schleswig-Holstein, North Rhine-Westphalia and
Bavaria, all of which are important agricultural regions. For Germany as a whole,
in 2015 and 2016, the new and renegotiated land rents amounted to 430 e/ha for
arable land, as compared to the overall average land rent of 328 e/ha in 2016. The
respective figures for grassland rentals are 234 and 175 e/ha.
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Fig. 3.3 Land rent for new and renegotiated rental contracts in German Bundesländer, 2015 and
2016, e/hectare [Source Own compilation according to Statistisches Bundesamt (2016a)]

3.3.2 Deteriorating Environmental Indicators
In a densely populated country like Germany with a highly intensive agriculture that
accounts for a high share in agricultural land use, the conflict between agricultural
land use and nature and natural resource use protection is obvious. Various environmental indicators are in place to describe the state of nature in the EU and in
Germany. These indicators show that there are several problems in Germany and
that the situation is not getting better in recent years but worse.
Biodiversity or rather the loss of biodiversity is among the key environmental problems. As one mayor indicator for biodiversity, the bird index was developed (Statistisches Bundesamt 2018, pp. 100–101). Using the bird index, the German government
has defined a biodiversity and landscape quality indicator within the context of its
“Sustainability Strategy” (Die Bundesregierung 2016). Figure 3.4 shows the development of this indicator since 2000, with a reference to reconstructed former index
values in the 70ies and the target value of 100 in 2030. Based on these figures, there
has been a drastic decline of biodiversity until 2000 and no improvement since then.
However, a more detailed picture emerges when we look at the different land use
activities individually: Whereas biodiversity in forests has improved, particularly the
biodiversity on agricultural land has more or less steadily decreased. While biodiversity has come under threat from various human land use activities, the picture is
particularly bad and even deteriorating for agricultural land use.
The problem of declining biodiversity on agricultural land increasingly enters the
public and political debate and there is a multitude of research analyzing various
aspects associated with the problem. A recent study from the German Council for
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Biodiversity and landscape quality
Index 2030 = 100
Index, total
Subindex farmland

Subindex se lements

Subindex forests

Subindex inland water

Subindex seaside

Target:100

*The values for 1970 and 1975 have been reconstructed.

Fig. 3.4 Biodiversity and landscape quality in Germany, 1970–2015*, 2030 = 100 (Source Edited
according to Statistisches Bundesamt (2018), p. 100.)

Landscape Conservation, for example, analyzes the declining common hamster population (Deutscher Rat für Landschaftspflege 2014). Further endangered species are
grey partridges and hares, which are hardly seen anymore in the countryside (Adelmann et al. 2017). These are visible signs of declining biodiversity which—like the
declining bird population—only mark the tip of the iceberg. It is well known that
the main determinants for the partridge population decline are the lack of insects in
the fields caused by insecticides and the rising pressure of predators (Gottschalk and
Beeke 2014). The common hamster population is threatened by structural change
and modern cultivation methods: large field plots, narrow crop rotation, use of pesticides, deep soil tillage, and unfavorable crops like maize (Adelmann et al. 2017).
A recent survey on biodiversity on agricultural land is presented by Bundesamt für
Naturschutz (BfN) (2017).
The High Nature Value (HNV) farmland indicator describes the quality of farmland for nature and is, thus, used to evaluate the impacts of farming on biodiversity
(Peppiette 2011; Oppermann 2011). Figure 3.5 looks at the development of this indicator for Germany. In this figure, HNV I marks the highest quality of land, followed
by HNV II and III. The picture shows that the aggregated indicator has gone down
from 13.1% of total German farmland in 2009 to 11.5% in 2017. Interestingly, the
decrease in the HNV value occurs in the HNV III class. Hence, one may conclude,
that highly valued areas (HNV I and II) stay small, but are not threatened whereas
less valued HNV III areas are increasingly endangered by intensive agricultural
production.
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Fig. 3.5 High Nature Value (HNV) farmland in Germany in percent, 2009–2017 [Source Own
compilation according to BfN (2018).]

The high nitrogen fertilizer use in German agriculture has caused a severe environmental problem: nitrate pollution of groundwater, surface water, and the sea.
The problem is well known for years, and the total amount of nitrogen surplus on
agricultural land has gone down from 110 kg/ha in 2000 to 84 kg/ha in 2014, but
increased again to 102 kg/ha in 2016 (Statistisches Bundesamt 2018). Hence, the
nitrate problem persists and has even deteriorated. All EU member countries are
obliged to implement the Water Framework Directive (Directive W. F. 2000/60/EC)
and the Nitrate Directive (Council Directive 91/676 EEC). According to the EU
Commission’s nitrate report from 2013 (European Commission 2013) the groundwater nitrate content has surpassed the 50 mg per liter limit at many German groundwater stations in intensive agricultural regions, and the Commission has asked for
policy changes. In view of Germany’s unsatisfactory reaction the EU Commission
opened an infringement procedure at the European Court (Europäische Kommission
2016), and in his judgement from 21 June 2018 the Court, basically, followed the
Commission’s argumentation (Kirschke et al. 2019, p. 10).
Figure 3.6 shows groundwater nitrate pollution in Germany at groundwater
stations of the European Environmental Agency (EEA) monitoring network. The
figure exemplifies that there is no uniformly distributed nitrate pollution problem
in Germany, but that some regions, typically characterized by intensive agriculture,
are heavily polluted. This holds for regions in North-West Germany, the intensive
arable farming regions in East Germany and the Rhine-Main area. In fact, the situation has deteriorated in many regions since 2008–2011, and this is true both for the
non-polluted and the polluted areas (BMUB and BMEL 2017).
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Nitrate level in the groundwater
(mg/l nitrate)

Fig. 3.6 Average nitrate levels at the measuring points (EEA monitoring network), 2012–2014
(Source Edited according to BMUB and BMEL: (2017), p. 45)

Hence, the nitrate problem has developed into a serious threat to society and nature.
After an intensive debate the German Bundestag has finally decided upon tightening
the Act on Fertilizers (Düngegesetz) (Bundesgesetzblatt 2017a) and a reform of good
practice in fertilization (Düngemittelverordnung) (Bundesgesetzblatt 2017b) that
govern the use of fertilizer and nitrogen fertilizer in Germany. Major new elements
are e.g. fertilizer requirement statements for each plot, modified blocking periods
for N-fertilizers, a limitation of nitrogen surplus on agricultural land to 60 kg/ha
until 2020 and 50 kg/ha thereafter. The European Commission is not convinced
that the revisions are sufficient and has requested the German government to provide
proposals for a further revision; a new infringement procedure with threatening financial penalties is becoming more likely (Agra-Europe 2019). In any case, the nitrate
problem will remain a key problem for agricultural land use in Germany since the
revitalization of groundwater resources takes a considerable amount of time.
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3.3.3 Land Use Structure and Concentration
There has been a continuous structural change in German agriculture resulting in a
declining number of farms and an increasing average farm size. In 2001 the average
farm size has been 28 ha in West Germany and 182 ha in East Germany (BMVEL
2002), increasing to 46 and 223 ha, respectively, in 2019 (Statistisches Bundesamt
2019). There is a new political debate in Germany restricting the access to land
to avoid land concentration and non-farm land investments. In Lower Saxony the
“Niedersächsisches Agrarstruktursicherungsgesetz” (Landtag Niedersachsen 2017)
is to conserve structures and family-based farming and to reduce land price increases.
This is an interesting new field of land use policy, however, we will not further follow
up the topic since the relevance to land use seems to be limited. It may be that bigger
farms and, thus, the growth of farms have an impact on the size of field plots and
crop rotation, but talking about biodiversity the problem is not “big farms”, but “big
plots” and intensive agriculture (BfN 2015). It is widely argued that environmental
problems of farming can hardly be linked to the size of a farm and, thus, the farm
structure, but to the kind of farming on any farm.
Looking at agricultural land use in Germany specifically, there have been remarkable structural changes in recent years. Permanent grassland is a specific point in
case. There has been a continuous decline of permanent grassland since 2000 until
2013, but since then the trend is stopped and permanent grassland is increasing. This
overall picture is dominated by the situation in West Germany with a share of permanent grassland of 76% in 2016 whereas the area of permanent grassland has stayed
roughly the same in East Germany from 2004 onwards. The West German picture is
reflected by Bavaria and Lower Saxony, which are the German Bundesländer with
the largest area of permanent grassland. In Bavaria the downward trend, with 1.15
million hectares in 2002, seems to be stopped in recent years, with 1.06 million
hectares in 2016. In Lower Saxony, the figures are 0.78 million hectares in 2002 and
0.69 million hectares in 2016, respectively (Statistisches Bundesamt, various years).
Some remarkable land use changes can also be stated for arable land in Germany
since 2000. Figure 3.7 shows land use changes between 2004 and 2019 for the main
crops farmed in Germany. With a share of 55% in 2019 cereals cover most of the
arable land in Germany. In recent years there has been a downward trend in cereal
land use contrasted by a stable trend for wheat. A downward trend can also be
noted for root crops (potatoes and sugar beets) with an increase to 680,000 ha in
2019 whereas there has been a remarkable extension of the silage maize area since
2010. Additionally, some trends for minor crops are worth mentioning. The total area
farmed with pulses decreased to 92,000 ha in 2014 but doubled within two years with
196,000 ha in 2019. Set-aside land has been coming down from 939,000 ha in 2003
to 147,000 ha in 2019.
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Fig. 3.7 Use of arable land in Germany, 2004–2019, in % (Source Own compilation according to
Statistisches Bundesamt (various years), Fachserie 3)

3.4 New Drivers
Recent agricultural land use trends in Germany indicate that land use conflicts are
increasing. An obvious indication for this development is rising land prices pointing
to increased demand for land both within and outside agriculture. The traditional
conflict between agricultural production and nature and natural resource protection
did not diminish, but rather deteriorate. New trends in the agricultural land use
structure both reflect changing demand for land within the agricultural sector and
seem to underline the conflict between agriculture and environment. Interestingly,
some of these trends (permanent grassland, pulses) seem to have been reversed in
recent years. What are the new drivers behind these developments?

3.4.1 Market Forces
In a market economy agricultural production and agricultural land use basically
depend on prices. The relationship between commodity and factor prices, and
land prices in particular, has been a well-known and analyzed topic in agricultural
economics. Since land supply is fairly inelastic, changes in land demand have a major
impact on land prices. High commodity prices translate into higher demand for land
and other factors and, thus, result in higher land prices and intensification.
Figure 3.8 illustrates the theoretical aspects showing how an increased commodity
price e.g. for wheat changes land prices and affects the nitrogen market. On both factor
markets, the higher commodity price shifts the marginal value product function to
the right showing the increased demand for production factors. For simplicity, land
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Fig. 3.8 Impact of rising commodity prices on factor markets (Source Own compilation.)

supply is shown as a totally inelastic supply curve in the figure whereas nitrogen
supply is supposed to be totally elastic. Hence, the commodity price increase results
in a high increase of the land price with no impact on land use whereas nitrogen use
increases with a constant nitrogen price. Consequently, nitrogen intensity, defined as
nitrogen use per hectare, increases.
The importance of commodity prices for land prices (and agricultural intensification) has been broadly discussed in the literature. The EU’s protectionist agricultural
policy of the past has certainly contributed to higher land prices as compared to
free trade conditions whereas the liberalization of this policy during the last two
decades would have had the opposite effect under the historical framework conditions. However, this framework has changed and the major factors for a new increased
demand for land relate to the introduction of direct payments, tied to land, and
increasing world market prices. Today, with liberalized EU markets and domestic
prices driven by world markets and no longer by a protectionist policy framework,
international agricultural prices and their changes have a crucial impact on land prices
in the EU and Germany.
International agricultural prices have, in fact, been going up in recent years with
a well-known price boom in 2007–2008. Whereas a long-term decreasing price
trend could be observed on international agricultural markets in the past (Tyers and
Anderson 1992, p. 49), this trend seems to be reversed for the future (European
Commission 2011, p. 49). The Food and Agriculture Organization’s (FAO) food
prices index shows a clearly increasing trend in the new millennium and the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) and FAO expect
stable and even increasing price trends for agricultural commodities in the future
(OECD/FAO 2016).
Figure 3.9 shows the average producer price index for German farmers from 2000
to 2018. After the liberalization of the EU’s CAP agricultural prices in the EU are
widely determined by international prices. This is visualized by the price trend in
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Fig. 3.9 Agricultural producer price index in Germany, 2000–2018 (2010 = 100) (Source Own
compilation according to Statistisches Bundesamt (various years), Fachserie 17, Reihe 1.)

Fig. 3.9. Hence, international agricultural prices have become a major determinant
for land prices in Germany and will be so in the future contributing to stable and,
possibly, increasing land prices.
The demand for agricultural land certainly reflects the development and the
competitiveness of the agricultural sector, but increasing land prices also reflect
the demand from non-agricultural sectors. We have argued that the demand for land
for human settlement and transport infrastructure remains to be strong, and this is
certainly a “pull factor” for land prices. Some interesting new “pull factors” have
become the demand for land for nature conservation and natural resource protection
and bioenergy production, but since these demands are clearly policy-driven, they
are discussed in the following chapter.
There may be some additional factors contributing to rising land prices, but relationships are less obvious. Farm succession has, generally, been considered a problem
in times of decreasing agricultural prices, but times seem to change, at least in some
regions. There is some indication that the taking over of farms by young farmers is
connected with farm growth and increasing land demand, e.g. in Bavaria (Statistische
Ämter des Bundes und der Länder 2011). Additionally, investment into agricultural
land becomes attractive for investors outside the agricultural sector. Such a development has been observed for East German agriculture, even though this development
cannot yet be considered as a major new trend (Tietz 2015). Low interest rates
caused by the European Central Bank’s monetary policy might actually support this
development.
It is a well-known debate in agricultural economics that technological progress
and increased productivity contribute to a higher demand for land and, thus, rising
land prices. These “pull factors” for land markets continue to be relevant since new
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technologies are often linked to economies of scale and larger plots, e.g. in the case
of precision farming and efficient fertilizer use. An interesting point in this regard
is that a reconciliation of farming and nature protection might require appropriate
large scale and expensive technologies, thus, contributing to structural change (Schaft
and Balmann 2010). It is an open question whether such incentives for large-scale
farming might have an effect on land market and prices.
New technological developments might actually reverse such trends. Interesting
ideas relate to the miniaturization of agricultural technologies like small harvesters
and to ongoing digitalization of farming e.g. drone technology (ATB 2017). In fact,
such technological options might allow for competitive farming on smaller agricultural plots, thus, counteracting the need for large-scale farming and structural
change.

3.4.2 Policy Framework
There is no question that demand for agricultural land is highly policy-induced in
Germany and the European Union. The former protectionist CAP has contributed
to rising farm prices in the past whereas the liberalization of this policy had the
opposite effect. Furthermore, direct payments as introduced with the MacSharry
reform certainly contributed to rising land prices. Such impacts of price policies
and direct payments have been well analyzed and documented in the agricultural
economics literature (Offermann et al. 2012; Hennig et al. 2014).
In addition, a new feature of the CAP may have had an impact on land use and
on land markets and prices. For the financial period 2014–2020, the EU has decided
upon a new CAP framework and a major feature of this is the “greening” of direct
payments. Farmers can receive 30% of direct payments if, and only if, they fulfill
certain land use requirements: Arable land use must comprise a minimum number
of crops, permanent grassland is to be maintained, and 5% of arable land has to be
Ecological Focus Areas (EFA) (European Parliament and Council 2013, Article 43).
Despite such obligations, the general implications for agricultural land use seem to
be limited. Due to major exemptions (small farms, grassland farms) only 52% of
the EU agricultural land is affected by the EFA obligation (Pe’er et al. 2014), and
the minimum number of crops required on arable land hardly impacts land use (BfN
2017).
However, the requirement to maintain grassland use certainly will have an impact.
In Germany, the downward trend of permanent grassland use in the past seems to have
stopped and this is most probably due to the restrictive CAP policy framework already
existing in the preceding financial period and the restrictive greening regulation
since 2014. Hence, if regulations stay the same we expect the area under permanent
grassland to persist in the future.
The EFA framework will also have an impact on arable land use. Figure 3.10
shows the use of EFA in the German Bundesländer in 2015. According to the figure
most of this area has been used for cash crops. This may have beneficial effects for
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soil and groundwater, but biodiversity is hardly affected. Set-aside land, on the other
hand, is certainly positive for biodiversity, though the area is limited. An interesting
new development is to use pulses on EFA (Fig. 3.7), which explains the revival of
pulses production in Germany in recent years. This example shows how land use
may more be affected by the policy framework than by comparative advantage.
Summing up, the new greening regulation under the CAP certainly has an impact
with respect to permanent grassland and pulses, but the overall land use implications
are limited. In particular, the greening regulation will hardly contribute to alleviating
the conflict between agricultural land use and nature and natural resource protection.
Consequently, the greening regulation is a rather inefficient instrument to enhance
biodiversity and ecological objectives (Pe’er et al. 2014; BfN 2017). On the other
hand, greening contributes to making agricultural land scarcer, thus, impacting on
land markets and prices.
The specific feature of the German REA is to support various types of renewable
energies like wind and water power, solar energy, and bioenergy by guaranteeing
sale and prices of the electricity produced. The production of biogas has become an
important activity field for German farmers: From 2000 the installed electric output
of biogas plants in Germany increased from 65 megawatt to 1,377 MW in 2008; it
jumped to 3,905 MW in 2014 and 5,228 MW in 2019, respectively. In recent years
installation somewhat stagnates on this high level due to corrections of the REA and
reduced incentives (Statista 2019).
This development has led to a remarkable land use change in German agriculture.
Since silage maize has proven to be the most profitable crop for biogas production, the area of maize production has increased considerably. It amounted to 1.2
million hectares in 2003, increased to 1.6 million hectares in 2008 and was about
2.2 million hectares in 2019. This increase in maize production area is not evenly
distributed all over Germany, but maize production is concentrated in some regions
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like North-West Germany (Lower Saxony 24%, North Rhine-Westphalia 10%) and
Bavaria (21%) (Statistisches Bundesamt 2016b). In some regions the maize production share amounts to more than 45% of agricultural area used. The reasons for this
local concentration relate to animal production (and, thus, to liquid manure use), technological synergy effects, and opportunity costs in agricultural production (Scholz
2015; Breustedt and Habermann 2011). Hence, this new development in agricultural
land use is clearly (energy) policy-induced.
The increasing “Vermaisung” (increasing maize cultivation) of the countryside
has been analyzed and criticized from various sides. Maize cultivation has led to
reduced crop rotation and to monoculture tendencies, which is counterproductive
from an agronomic point of view and a threat to biodiversity from an ecological
point of view (Linhart and Dhungel 2013). Within the agricultural sector, the biogas
boom has led to new income opportunities for some farmers (and for non-farm
investors), but it has also influenced the competitiveness between farms and production orientation. E.g., the opportunity costs of milk production have increased in some
regions due to competition for the same production factor: maize. More generally,
the increased land use for biogas production has contributed to higher land prices,
thus, increasing cost of production for agricultural production. Various studies have
shown this land market effect of maize cultivation and biogas production (Hennig
and Latacz-Lohmann 2017; Bund-Länder-Arbeitsgruppe 2015; Breustedt and Habermann 2011). An interesting side effect of the increased maize cultivation area is the
potential effect on the wild boar population (Hahn 2014).
Additional competition on land markets may also be caused by demand for wind
power installations. The profit of wind power installations has been calculated to be
around 9,000 e/ha/year (Ritter et al. 2015). Direct land requirement for wind power
installations is in the range of 200–400 m2 per unit, supplemented by additional
indirect land requirements for distance and compensatory areas. In 2018, the total
number of onshore wind power units in Germany amounts to 29,213 (Bundesverband
Windenergie 2018). The effect of wind power installations on land price increases
in Brandenburg has been calculated to be 5% (Ritter et al. 2015).
A German land market specialty is the privatization of land in the East German
Bundesländer after reunification. In the former German Democratic Republic the
state owned 2.1 million hectares (almost a third) of agricultural land that was to be
privatized after reunification. The Bodenverwertungs- und -verwaltungsgesellschaft
(BVVG) was created to guide and to carry out the land privatization process. At
the beginning the BVVG favored long-term leasing of land; land sales started in
1995. A part of the land privatization took place in accordance with the rules of
the EALG (Entschädigungs- und Ausgleichsleistungsgesetz). Until 2009, entitled
persons (tenant farmers and previous owners) could buy land at special conditions
(35% under market value) (Jochimsen 2010). In 2007, the BVVG fundamentally
modified the guidelines of privatization: The principles now are call for tender and
sale to highest bidder. Since 1992 a total of 869,100 ha of agricultural land have been
privatized, of which 80% were sold to local tenant farmers, and 51% were sold under
the rules of the EALG (16% to previous owners, 84% to tenant farmers) (BVVG
2018). The still possible EALG-sales to previous owners will end in the foreseeable
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future. It can be argued that land prices in East Germany would have increased faster
in the past without the former EALG privatization rules.
There are now concerns that the recent BVVG land selling prices are higher than
the non-BVVG land sales, probably for all new Bundesländer and particularly for
Saxony-Anhalt. There is an increasing debate whether the new BVVG privatization
guidelines contribute to the rising land prices in East Germany. The changed land
privatization process with public tender has led to increased market transparency and,
possibly, to a new interest of non-agricultural investors in land by reducing market
entry barriers (Hüttel et al. 2015). In a recent study for Brandenburg, increasing
activities of non-agricultural and non-regional investors on land markets have been
identified (Agra-Europa 2017), but there is no comprehensive overview on such new
developments on agricultural land markets in East Germany so far. Balmann (2015)
argues that the BVVG land activities basically enhance market transparency and
contribute to market efficiency. Hence, the fragmented land market in East Germany
rather reflects “market prices” for BVVG land sales whereas non-BVVG land sales
might be influenced by inadequate information, non-economic interests, or market
power of local big farms. Hence, the change of the BVVG land privatization guidelines has certainly an impact on land markets, but a specific price increasing effect
in recent years can hardly be identified. Generally, Tietz and Forstner (2014) argue
that the rising agricultural land prices in recent years basically reflect market forces
and do not point to a speculative bubble.
It is also true that BVVG land sales mark a considerable share of overall land
sales, e.g. amounting in 2015 to 35% for the East German average and to even 57%
for Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania (own calculation according to BVVG, various
years, and Agra-Europe 2016). The BVVG privatization system is scheduled to end
in 2030.
There is no doubt that land mobility has increased considerably in East Germany
in recent years (Sect. 3.3). However, this is not entirely reflected in official land
statistics. The official figures will rather be lower than real activities on land markets
since shareholder changes in legal entity farms affect land allocation, but not official
statistics. Tietz (2015) estimates that such shareholder deals surpass the statistically
documented land mobility by about 20%. Hence, one may argue that non-agricultural
and non-regional land investors contribute to higher land mobility (Emmann et al.
2015).
Summarizing this chapter the political framework certainly had and will continue
to have an impact on land markets and land price developments. New demands
under the CAP have contributed to make agricultural land scarcer and the REA has
considerably affected land use in various regions. In East Germany, there are some
specialties related to the farm structure and the land privatization process under the
BVVG.
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3.5 Conclusions
Recent developments regarding agricultural land use and land markets in Germany
show that land has become an increasingly scarce natural resource faced with
competing and rising demands. The general picture is that agricultural land prices
have gone up considerably and there are ongoing and accentuated as well as new
conflicts. Basic conflicts refer to agricultural land use in competition to nature and
natural resource protection as well as to new demands on agricultural land use related
to bioenergy production. Key drivers are international agricultural markets and prices
as well as changing policy frameworks related to the CAP and to the REA.
What kind of policy conclusions can be drawn? First, the scarcity of a limited
natural resource like land has to be recognized and can hardly be changed. This
requires proper policy-making between market efficiency and policy intervention.
Second, policy-making should generally avoid contributing to land scarcity and
enhancing land use conflicts. The support of bioenergy production under the REA
is a point in case: There may be better ways to achieve renewable energy objectives instead of directly enhancing land use conflicts. Also, indirect and international
land use effects should not be neglected in national and EU policy-making in order
to contribute to a proper global land use between food and energy production and
nature and natural resource protection. Third, interventions on land markets will
become a key policy issue. There is an increasing debate in Germany and notably
in East Germany on land market interventions. Various political claims have been
put forward such as the transparency on agricultural land ownerships, authorization
for share deals, and the establishment of a public fund for land (Agra-Europe 2017).
It needs to be questioned whether such political ideas are worth to be pursued, but
finding the right answers to the real problems on land markets is a key challenge for
the future.
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Chapter 4

Demographic Change and Land Use
Jens Hoffmann

Abstract Demographic change is increasingly being described as one of the central
factors of human influence on land-use change. But do changes in population size
and composition directly effect changes in land use? These reflections prompted
the author and two colleagues to conduct a study aimed at (a) finding answers to
the questions of whether and to what degree clear correlations between demographic
change and observable land-use changes could be found in the existing literature, and
(b) establishing what this means for regional studies and regional development policies. After presenting the methodological approach, the current state of knowledge
regarding correlations between demographic change and land-use change is reflected
and will finally be followed by conclusions and the need for further research.
Keywords Land use · Demographic change · Impact

4.1 Does Demographic Change Cause Changes in Land
Use?
Aside from natural processes, it is the many and varied demands that people make
on land that lead to changes in land cover and land use. The drivers of change in land
cover and land use are wide-ranging, complex, and overlapping, as are the effects of
those changes. Drivers vary depending on the location, time frame, and institutional
architecture of the human–environment system under observation. Some drivers have
long-term impacts that unfold slowly while others trigger rapid and visible changes.
(McNeill et al. 1994; Lambin et al. 2001; Lambin and Geist 2006).
According to Lambin et al. (2001), the debate on drivers of land-use change
is dominated by simplifications and even myths that affect concepts, values, and
decisions in politics and policies shaping land use.
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A distinction is made between biophysical drivers, i.e., natural influences, and
socio-economic drivers, i.e., drivers of anthropogenic use (Schinninger 2008; Cortesi
and Hepperle 2011). The latter category is sometimes divided or broadened to include
socio-economic, political, technological, and cultural factors. (Bürgi et al. 2004;
Schneeberger et al. 2007).
Demographic change is increasingly being described as one of the central factors
of human influence on land-use change (Hersperger and Bürgi 2009; EEA 2010;
Moorfeld 2011). But does demographic change really contribute directly to land-use
change? Do changes in population size and composition directly effect changes in
land use (see remarks made in studies such as EEA 2010; BfN and BBSR 2011,
8; Milbert 2013, 45)? These reflections prompted the author and two colleagues to
conduct a study aimed at (a) finding answers to the questions of whether and to
what degree clear correlations between demographic change and observable landuse changes could be found in the existing literature, and (b) establishing what this
means for regional studies and regional development policies.

4.2 Methodological Approach
The study was, at its core, an extensive literature review. No original empirical
research or other inquiries were conducted. The findings were rigorously debated
at two expert workshops and subsequently summarized in a review paper (Behrens
et al. 20121 ).
One of the first steps was to define the two terms “demographic change” and “land
use”:
Demographic change refers to changes in the composition of a population
(Hoßmann and Münz, n.d.). This includes not just changes in population size, and in
age and sex structures, but also changes in ethnic composition, regional distribution,
and lifestyle (BMI 2011, 11). Demographic change cannot be characterized as a
single, coherent phenomenon. It is shaped by preexisting social processes and takes
very different regional and local forms (Demuth et al. 2010, 26).
The concept of land use was based largely on Spitzer’s definition. He uses the
category “direct land use” (direkte Landnutzung) to group together types of land use
that visibly cover the surface of the land (Spitzer 1991, 161). Then there are various
forms of “indirect land use” (indirekte Landnutzung), for example nature conservation, which may be included in multiple-use scenarios alongside the principal
land-use types (Spitzer 1991, 172). Data on direct land use is recorded in Germany’s
official land-use statistics.
The catalog of land-use types used by the Working Committee of the Surveying
Authorities of the Länder of the Federal Republic of Germany (AdV and AK LK

1 The

study was funded by the Sustainable Land Management program, established by the German
Federal Ministry of Education and Research.
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2011) was adopted in order to establish a connection to official statistics. The landuse classifications contained in the catalog were tied to activity sectors with the goal
of obtaining a problem-and-action-oriented overview of the issues.
The following activity sectors were established: agriculture, forestry, tourism,
settlement expansion,2 transportation, and water management. In addition, although
it is not included in the AdV’s catalog of use types, the sector of nature conservation
was defined within the category of indirect land use. In addition to research aimed at
specific sectors, the review looked at studies into overlapping sectors, in particular
those with a focus on rural areas.
The search for sources focused on the Federal Republic of Germany, that is, the
review looked for findings regarding the impacts of demographic change on land use
that could be observed in Germany or that were held to be relevant for Germany. A
time frame of 2005–2012 was chosen.3
The search for sources turned up a total of 222 publications (research reports,
monographs, multi-author volumes, and periodical articles) whose titles or subtitles
indicated that they addressed the issues under review. The sources were then examined to determine if they contained findings on the relationship between demographic
change and the selected sectors that were tangible and susceptible of analysis. This
resulted in the number of sources subjected to detailed examination being reduced
to 133 (for detailed information on these sources, see Behrens et al. 2012, 99–110).
With respect to the sources as a whole, it can be said that although there is now an
abundance of sources on the topics of demographics and population trends, those
numbers are greatly reduced when the field is narrowed down to the impacts of
demographic change on land use and even smaller when we look at specific land-use
types. Upon closer examination of the sources, moreover, it was found that the studies
frequently promised more in their titles than they actually delivered in substance.
The 133 sources that constituted the final selection were then assessed with respect
to the following three points: (1) general effects of demographic change per sector,
(2) effects of demographic change on land use per sector, and (3) ways to control or
respond to these effects.

2 Settlement

expansion refers to the expansion of human settlements, including residential,
commercial, industrial and recreational areas.
3 The decision to restrict the review to Germany was made in order to be able to analyze the findings
within a single legal and administrative framework. The time frame was selected so that the review
could address current topics of interest, i.e., debates going back approximately ten years.
A second survey undertaken in early 2017 revealed that virtually no new studies on the issues
under review had been published since 2012. Isolated studies on settlement expansion were found.
Most noteworthy among them was the Environmental Report 2016 of the German Advisory Council
on the Environment, in particular the chapter titled “Land consumption and demographic change”
(SRU 2016).
The findings of the review can therefore still be seen as reflecting the current state of knowledge.
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4.3 Current State of Knowledge Regarding Correlations
Between Demographic Change and Land-Use Change
4.3.1 Impacts of Demographic Change on Agriculture,
Forestry, and Nature Conservation
Shrinking populations in rural areas do not automatically result in reductions in the
amount of land used for agriculture and forestry. The dominance of agriculture and
forestry among land-use types is primarily a matter of agricultural/energy policy and
economics, and is not determined by demographic factors. Unless this changes, there
is no reason to expect agriculture’s share of land use to decrease (Demuth et al. 2010;
for an opposing opinion, see Wolf and Appel-Kummer 2005). What is more, agriculture and forestry trends are affected to a great extent by global interdependencies
in the production, distribution, and consumption of resources. Thus in forestry, too,
demographic change is not seen as a significant factor in trends regarding forest use.
The possible consequences of demographic change at a national level that are identified in the studies—a decrease in the demand for wood, forests reverting to a state of
relative wilderness, a reduction in the use of local natural areas for recreation (Wurz
2007)—lose their significance when global realities are factored into the equation.
One of the consequences of generally increasing competition for land use is that
larger-scale areas will not be available for nature conservation in the future and
that wilderness areas will therefore not be a large-scale option for nature conservation. This is not to say that there may not be small-scale, positive developments in
nature conservation that can be traced back directly or indirectly to demographic
change. In certain regions, abandoned city neighborhoods and districts may present
expanded opportunities for nature conservation. Especially where protected areas and
landscapes are on the rural–urban fringe and difficult to access, there are (limited)
chances for a reduction in the intensity of use. It is expected that these areas will
experience less recreational use by regional and local populations.

4.3.2 Impacts of Demographic Change on Transportation,
Tourism, and Settlement Expansion
Parallel processes of growth and decline are expected with regard to trends in transportation and tourism infrastructure. In growing regions, steady or growing demand
will result in greater pressure on infrastructure, eventually to the point that supply is
expanded. In declining regions, pressure on infrastructure will decrease, leading to a
reduction in supply (Grimm et al. 2009a; Canzler 2007; among others). In particular
with respect to transportation, the sources conclude that, at least in the short term,
declining areas cannot do without existing infrastructure. This means that as demand
stagnates or even shrinks over the long term, infrastructure will tend to continue to
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grow (FGSV 2006). Congestion and bottlenecks will be seen in growth regions and
highly traveled transport corridors. In these cases, investments aimed at expanding
existing infrastructure and efforts to increase its efficiency should be made early on.
Additional investments in transportation infrastructure should only be made if sufficient demand is expected in the medium and long term (Knie and Canzler 2009, 177
f.).
With regard to the tourism sector, demographic change—and in particular, the
aging of the population—will cause far-reaching changes on the supply side. The
shift in age structure—at least in the short and medium term—is considered to be
more serious than the potential decrease in demand as a whole (Petermann et al. 2006;
Schröder et al. 2007). In terms of demand volume, a decrease in domestic travel with
overnight accommodation is anticipated. This will result in poorer utilization not
only of tourism infrastructure but also of associated regional infrastructure. In terms
of demand structure, a reversal in market share is expected as demand shifts to older
age groups. Tourism among older people will be an engine for growth in the tourism
sector, at least in the medium term (until 2030) (Grimm et al. 2009a). Concrete,
empirically substantiated predictions of whether and to what degree a change in
tourism demand will impact land consumption for tourism infrastructure cannot be
found in the literature.
In order to explain developments in the consumption of land for settlement
(i.e., residential, commercial, industrial, and recreational areas) and transportation,
a complex collection of variables must be brought to bear. While interdependencies
between demographic change and land consumption for settlement and transportation were reasonably clear in the 1990s, cause and effect are no longer easy to identify
today. Trends in land use for settlement and transportation are not tied to economic
or even demographic factors in the way that they once were. Though demographic
trends continue to be relevant to land consumption, the nature of that relationship is
no longer clear and other factors are gaining in significance. Planning approval for
new developments of single-family homes was long considered to be one of the principal drivers of new land consumption while the construction of high-rise buildings
was not expected to contribute greatly to overall demand for housing land (BMVBS
and BBSR 2009). This is starting to change, however: thanks to positive economic
growth and continuing in-migration into urban areas, the number of approvals granted
to high-rise apartments is considerably higher than those granted to single-family
homes (SRU 2016). Other important factors will probably continue to contribute
to land consumption, however. These include exaggerated growth expectations on
the part of municipal administrations and resultant supply planning, low building
density, and what Germans call the Remanenzeffekt (the “staying-put” effect), i.e.,
the phenomenon of elderly people staying in their apartments or houses, resulting in
a rise in living space per person in regions with shrinking populations (BMVBS and
BBSR 2009).
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4.3.3 Impacts of Demographic Change in Multicausal
Models
In addition to sources that dealt with specific sectors individually, the review identified
and analyzed a number of sources that looked at multiple (parallel or overlapping)
sectors and examined possible impacts of demographic change in qualitative terms
(BMVBS and BBSR 2009; Rudolph et al. 2007; Siedentop et al. 2011). They did not
reveal any findings beyond those offered by studies on single sectors, however.
There are only a few quantitative studies on the relationship between demographic
change and land-use patterns (including Schaldach and Priess 2008; Murray-Rust
et al. 2013; Wyman and Stein 2010). The quantitative study undertaken by Kroll and
Haase looked at this relationship in counties in Germany. The results of the study,
for the purpose of the review at any rate, can be summed up in the following key
points (Kroll and Haase 2010, 730–737):
• With respect to regions in eastern Germany, the data show that land-use variables
do not correlate with demographic variables. Economic trends tend to play a
greater role in land-use change in these regions.
• In contrast, western Germany was found to exhibit high correlations between
population trends and migration on the one hand and changes in settlement and
transportation areas on the other. The increase in settlement and transportation
areas in turn affects the amount of agricultural land, which consequently decreases.

4.3.4 Recommendations on Guiding Land-Use Impacts
Recommendations for guiding impacts on land-use sectors are just as unsubstantiated
and imprecise as the findings regarding the impacts on land use. Neither for those
sectors in which use is directly linked to the land, i.e., agriculture and forestry, nor
for nature conservation, do the sources provide suggestions for new or improved
approaches to guiding land-use patterns with respect to either the type or intensity
of land use.
For sectors such as tourism and transportation, which are tied to land use indirectly
through infrastructure, the principal challenge is managing simultaneous growth and
decline. In view of this new situation, it is necessary to reexamine conventional
models, legal regulations and standards created as part of infrastructure policies, and
societal objectives such as creating equal living conditions. Investments in infrastructure should be made only in regions with sufficient demand over the medium and long
term. Better coordination among sectors and more strongly integrated approaches—
in terms of both perspective and action—are needed (Knie and Canzler 2009; FGSV
2006; among others).
The settlement expansion sector boasts a relatively sophisticated range of control
mechanisms, created in part with the aim of achieving the German federal government’s target of 30 ha per day (Die Bundesregierung 2002). A reduction in the
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amount of new land zoned for settlement areas is recommended, alongside measures
to increase the availability of unused urban spaces. The sources contain numerous
recommendations for sustainable land management (at local and regional levels) and
for management tools and incentives (Dosch and Bergmann 2005; Bürkner et al.
2007; BMVBS and BBSR 2009; Weith 2009; BBSR 2011; Bock et al. 2011).

4.3.5 General Effects of Demographic Change in the Activity
Sectors
In addition to the specific impacts of demographic change on land use in the activity
sectors targeted by the review, the sources also describe the general effects of demographic change in these sectors. The following key effects were observed (Heiland
et al. 2004; Wiener et al. 2004; Heiland et al. 2005; FGSV 2006; Petermann et al.
2006; TLL 2006; Oeltze et al. 2007; Rudolph et al. 2007; Schröder et al. 2007; Wurz
2007; Grimm et al. 2009a; Knie and Canzler 2009; Thoroe 2009; IG BAU 2014):
• changes in demand for agricultural, forestry, and tourism products (extent, structure, and quality) and changes in transportation-related demand (extent, structure,
and distribution over space and time) as a result of decreasing population sizes
and changing population structures
• labor and skills shortages as a result of decreasing population sizes and changing
population structures
• regionally differentiated changes in core concepts and values (for example,
guiding principles in forest management and nature conservation, or principles of
spatial planning such as equal living conditions)
• diminishing public funds, associated with a diminishing scope for control and
guidance.
A common feature of all the findings and recommendations is that they provide
no—or only very vague—indications of whether the type and intensity of land use
will change at some further, future stage, and if so, what form that change might
take.
The following approaches regarding the management of or response to general
effects can be found in the literature (Wiener et al. 2004; TLL 2006; TLL 2007;
Grimm et al. 2009b; BMELV 2011; IG BAU 2014):
• rationalization and improvement of labor productivity
• marketing and PR work aimed at developing new markets and positioning products
and services in the context of new challenges
• training and retraining programs as a counter-strategy to labor and skills shortages
• cooperation and cross-sector approaches to action.
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4.4 Conclusions and the Need for Further Research
An analysis of the literature revealed that there are virtually no sources that contained
findings or allowed conclusions to be derived regarding the direct impacts of demographic change on land-use change. This is especially true of the agriculture, forestry,
tourism, and nature conservation sectors. The one exception was settlement and transportation areas, since research (including some empirical studies) has been conducted
on the correlation between population trends and settlement expansion. Otherwise,
findings regarding the impacts of demographic change on land use were based on
more or less substantiated analytical arguments. It is possible that this finding is due
to a time lag, i.e., that demographic changes already in progress have not yet made a
sufficiently visible or tangible impact on certain land-use groups or types for society
(or the literature, in this case) to have become aware of them.
In view of the complexity of spatial dynamics, it is difficult to isolate and examine
individually the components of demographic change that are causal factors in landuse change. Clear cause-and-effect relationships cannot be established with any great
certainty. Demographic factors have nonspecific effects and overlap with other influences on land use, such as economic trends, climate change, scarcity of resources, or
institutional influences such as policy objectives. These influences may strengthen,
neutralize, or even reverse the impacts of demographic change. In many cases,
it would appear that other factors have—and will continue to have—a considerably stronger influence on developments in land-use patterns than will demographic
factors.
In light of this fact, the findings of the literature under review do not support, or
only marginally support, oversimplified conclusions such as those below (see remarks
made in studies including EEA 2010; BfN and BBSR 2011, 8; Milbert 2013, 45):
• Shrinking populations lead to lower land-use intensities and/or to reduced land
use in certain areas, which in turn opens up options for new or different land-use
types.
• The combination of an aging population and greater cultural diversity causes
changes in demand structures that lead to different land-use types and/or changes
in land-use intensity.
The literature review and the subsequent discussion of its findings at two expert
workshops came to the following conclusions regarding the need for further research:
Lack of empirical data: the absence of empirical evidence for assertions
regarding the impacts of demographic change on land-use sectors proved to be a
major shortcoming, as became clear over the course of the review. Above all, there is
a lack of empirically substantiated, spatially differentiated studies on the correlation
between demographic change and land use.
Comparative, regional case studies: the effects of demographic change vary
from region to region. When combined with other trends and processes, a highly
differentiated spatial structure emerges which is characterized by the coexistence,
on regional and local levels, of both sprawl and decline. Thus research is needed that
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takes regional variation into account and that is conducted over time periods which
permit the effects of a region-specific combination of causes to be identified in their
entirety.
Inclusion of demographic indicators in land-use statistics: the collection of
land-use data should be improved so that it factors in demographic information,
thus expanding the knowledge base for impacts of demographic change on land
use. Correlations between population trends and land-use dynamics should be examined in long-term, comparative studies that focus on relatively small areas; these
studies would have to tie data collected for land-use statistics to population data. An
appropriate methodology for such studies has yet to be developed.
Correlation between changes in lifestyle and land use: one topic of research
that urgently needs to be investigated, and where much is currently unknown, is
the correlation of changes in the lifestyles, leisure time activities, motivations, and
attitudes of present and future generations to changes in land-use demands.
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Chapter 5

Urbanisation and Land Use Change
Henning Nuissl and Stefan Siedentop

Abstract Urbanisation is one of the major driving forces behind the formation
of today’s land use systems. It almost always involves the conversion of land use
from non-urban to urban uses. A great deal of contemporary urbanisation has been
characterised as urban sprawl, i.e. a highly extensive form of land take for urban
uses having environmentally detrimental effects. However, urban land use change
can occur in relatively diverse forms in terms of layout, building density and speed
of change, to name but a few aspects. In recent decades, researchers have made
substantial progress in empirically addressing the various forms of urban land use and
its change over time. As a consequence, the global dimension of urbanisation-related
land use change is now on the agenda of policymakers and researchers worldwide. In
order to provide an overview of the many geographical, environmental, sociological
and political aspects that are relevant with respect to urban land use change, this
contribution strives to make (1) some conceptual clarification regarding the notions
associated with urban land use change, before (2) highlighting its (economic, social
and political) drivers, as well as its (3) impacts. The text then moves on to (4) briefly
systematising the instruments and strategies that have been put in place to cope with
urban land use change. Finally, (5), we reflect on the current state of the art regarding
research and policies on urban land use change.
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5.1 What is Urban Land Use Change and Why It is
a Relevant Issue?
Apart from cultivation, the use of land for residential and related purposes has been
part of the encroachment of human civilisation upon natural ecosystems since the
beginning. However, the amount of land covered by settlements was largely negligible
until the advent of industrialisation and the processes of massive urbanisation it
brought along. Urbanisation—understood as an increase in the urban (as compared
to rural) population and an “urban’ workforce—i.e. manufacturing as compared to
agricultural workforce—has almost always involved the conversion of land use from
non-urban to urban uses, because it requires an increased need for space in (existing)
settlement areas. The visible outcome of land use change in the wake of urbanisation
is the spatial expansion of built-up areas (which implies a significant alteration of
land cover features), accompanied by changes in the urban spatial structure and the
urban form.
The rapid conversion of open, mostly agricultural land into settlement areas has
been accompanied by pronounced criticism since the heyday of industrialisation in
the nineteenth century. Even at that time, the rapid growth of industrial urban centres
raised great suspicion and was blamed not only for the accumulation of human
disorder, vice and despair (i.e. the “traditional” anti-urban concerns), but also for
the destruction of the traditional (pastoral) landscape due to its greed for land. In
a 1937 speech to US urban planners, Earl Draper, the Director of the Tennessee
Valley Authority, became the first to use the term “sprawl” to indicate a specific
pattern of urban growth that makes the countryside—from his point of view—“ugly,
uneconomic [in terms] of services and doubtful social value” (cited in Wassmer
2002). Since then and up to today, the scientific and political discussion about the
negative impacts and drawbacks of urban land use change in both developed and
developing countries has largely been linked to the notion of urban sprawl (e.g.
Whyte 1958; Clawson 1962; Harvey 1965; Benfield et al. 1999; Burchell et al. 1998;
Burchell et al. 2002; Peiser 2001; Gillham 2002; Squires 2002; Nechyba and Walsh
2004).
More recently, and linked to a growing concern for ecological issues and the
finiteness of natural resources (Meadows et al. 1972), urban land use change has
often been labelled “land consumption” (Frenkel 2004; Köck et al. 2007; Nuissl
et al. 2009), which is a somewhat imprecise notion because the (amount of) land
does not diminish on account of altering its use. However, concepts such as urban
sprawl, land consumption and land take clearly indicate the association of urban land
use change with negative side effects.
For the period from 1990 to 2000, Angel et al. (2005: 56) estimated that the
annual increase in built-up areas in developing countries was around 3.6%, whereas it
amounted to only 2.9% on average in industrialised countries. Among world regions,
East Asia, including the Pacific, and Southeast Asia witnessed the most intensive land
consumption, with growth rates of 7.2% and 6.4%, respectively. In Europe, the annual
growth of urban land is expected to range between a maximum of 2% in rapidly
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growing areas and nearly zero in remote rural regions (EEA 2006). Focusing on the
European Union, Kuemmerle et al. (2016) put this observation in relation to other
kinds of land use change: “The most widespread changes in the extent of land-use
categories in the EU between 1990 and 2006 were cropland decline (∼136,660 km2 ),
followed by expansion of grazing land (∼75,670 km2 ), and expansion of forest areas
(∼70,630 km2 ). The least common conversion among broad land-use categories
was urban expansion (∼16,820 km2 ). … At the European scale, these area changes
translate into moderate land-conversion rates in the agricultural sector between 1990
and 2006, ranging from −13.4% for permanent crops to +6.5% for meadows and
pastures, while urban areas expanded by approximately 21%” (Kuemmerle et al.
2016: 5). In addition, various other studies have provided empirical evidence that
the spreading of urban land uses has clearly exceeded population growth, resulting
in declining overall densities (e.g. Fulton et al. 2001; Glaeser and Kahn 2003; Lopez
and Hynes 2003; Angel et al. 2005; Theobald 2005). At the same time, urban density
gradients have significantly levelled off over time in metropolitan areas. Urban densities decreased between 1990 and 2000 worldwide, in East Asia by as much as 4.9%
per year and in Europe by a relatively moderate 1.9%.
However, looking merely at the size or the growth of urban areas would provide
only poor insights into the dynamics of urban land use change (even if related to population growth), because there are different kinds of urban land use change that have
rather diverse impacts (McGranahan and Marcotullio 2005). For instance, residential development on former agricultural land usually damages considerably fewer
and other wildlife habitats than industrial development on a drained wetland site;
likewise, new development in the vicinity of existing settlements infringes on the
landscape matrix to a lesser degree than the development of many small and unconnected patches of urban land. Hence, it is not only the quantity of land converted to
urban uses that needs to be considered, but also:
• the previous land use and land cover (agricultural, forest and natural);
• the dominant purpose of the new urban use (residential, commercial, industrial,
recreational or other) and the corresponding land cover features (such as the
imperviousness of surfaces and the emission of pollutants);
• the location and pattern of new urban land; and
• the efficiency of land use.
Recognition of these aspects is key not only to a comprehensive understanding of
land use change dynamics and their knock-on effects on environmental qualities, but
also as a basis for urban planning and management.
Significant improvements in the resolution and quality of digital land use and
land cover data have opened up new possibilities for a more complex monitoring of
land use change dynamics that captures differences in aspects such as urban form,
land uses, development and location patterns as well as efficiency of land use (e.g.
Schneider and Woodcock 2008). Drawing on the availability of such data, numerous
methodological approaches have been introduced to provide a quantitative assessment of urban land use change (for a brief overview see, e.g. Chin 2002; Frenkel and
Ashkenazi 2008, or Siedentop and Fina 2010). Table 5.1 lists prominent measure-
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Table 5.1 Frequently proposed land consumption and urban sprawl measures
Indicator

Description

Size or share of urban land

Size of urban land (km2 Galster et al.
or sqm); percentage of (2001),
Kolankiewicz and
urban land (%)
Bleck (2001),
Angel et al. (2005),
Schneider and
Woodcock (2008),
Siedentop and Fina
(2010), Wolff et al.
(2018)

Sources

New land consumption

Converted urban land
(in hectares or acres)

Anthony (2004),
Siedentop and Fina
(2010)

Urban density

Number of people, jobs
or housing units per
hectare of urban land
(gross or net)

Razin and
Rosentraub (2000),
Torrens and Alberti
(2000), Chin
(2002), Ewing et al.
(2002), Glaeser and
Kahn (2003), Angel
et al. (2005),
Siedentop and Fina
(2010), Wolff et al.
(2018)

Change in urban density

Change in urban
Emison (2001),
density between two
Anthony (2004),
base years (percentage) Angel et al. (2005),
Siedentop and Fina
(2010), Wolff et al.
(2018)

Density gradient

Regression of density
against distance by
ordinary least squares
(OLS)

Torrens and Alberti
(2000)

Land use mix/land use separation

Degree to which
different urban land
uses exist in close
vicinity to each other

Galster et al.
(2001), Chin
(2002), Ewing et al.
(2002), Song and
Knaap (2004),
Torrens (2008)
(continued)
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Table 5.1 (continued)
Indicator

Description

Sources

Concentration/decentralisation

Degree to which urban
development is located
near to the CBD (e.g.
measured by the
percentage of
population and
employment within
concentric rings around
the CBD or the median
person’s/worker’s
distance in distance
units from CBD)

Galster et al.
(2001), Glaeser and
Kahn (2003), Lopez
and Hynes (2003),
Weber and Sultana
(2005), Huang et al.
(2007), Torrens
(2008)

Continuity/dispersion/fragmentation/complexity The degree to which
developable land is
built up continuously;
the degree of
irregularity of built-up
patches (measured
using certain indices
such as patch density or
more complex
statistical measures of
spatial regularity)

Galster et al.
(2001), Chin
(2002), Huang et al.
(2007), Schneider
and Woodcock
(2008), Siedentop
and Fina (2010),
Salvati and Carlucci
(2016)

ments (indicators) of urban land use change along with their function (description)
and sources in the literature.
The
final
indicator
listed
in
Table
5.1
(“Continuity/dispersion/fragmentation/complexity”) concerns the spatial pattern of urban
land use change in relation to the existing settlement area, and has been widely used
to describe the general shape of urban land use change in a particular urban region.
Over time, most metropolitan areas have changed their urban form from a highly
concentrated compact structure to a more irregular, discontinuous or dispersed
urban land use pattern (e.g. Nelson 1992; Theobald 2001; Carruthers and Ulfarsson
2002; Lang and LeFurgy 2003; Salvati and Carlucci 2016). This trend has often
been discussed using terms such as “leapfrogging” or “ribbon” development.

5.2 Drivers of Urbanisation and Urban Land Use Change
In order to fully comprehend the phenomenon of urban land use change, simply
observing it and measuring it—even using sophisticated methods of geoinformatics
and statistics—is not sufficient. What is also needed is an account of its driving
factors. This helps to explain, for instance, why urban land use change occurs at a
given rate and in a given pattern, and why these significantly differ among countries
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and even regions (e.g. Kolankiewicz and Beck 2001; Lambin et al. 2001; Huang et al.
2007; Creutzig et al. 2019). However, first of all, it is crucial to note that there is
no grand theory of urbanisation or comprehensive explanatory model of urban land
use change that would make it possible to interpret and explain actual observations.
Instead, social sciences and economics have offered various theories that hint at
important drivers of land-consuming human activities.
Neoclassical economic theory in particular has provided a closed framework for
the explanation of urban growth. Basically, it postulates an unregulated land market,
where land rents near the urban core are highest (because of maximum accessibility
to urban services and correspondingly negligible transport costs), and argues that
location decisions by both private households and firms reflect the goal of achieving
maximum utility by balancing space needs, location preferences and financial budget
constraints. Based on these primary considerations, it might be plausible to assume
that high-income groups (with more land-demanding aspirations) would prefer to
live at a greater distance from the city centre where large building lots are available,
while low-income households would choose a location near the urban core which
would incur lower transport costs. Starting from these assumptions, the neoclassical monocentric model of urban spatial structure (the “Alonso-Muth-Mills model”)
explains the spatial expansion of cities and density gradients with just a few variables, specifically the demand for new housing and commercial land, rising incomes,
innovations in intra-urban transport systems, and decreasing transport costs (Alonso
1964; Muth 1969; Mills 1972; Mieszkowski and Mills 1993). This meant that the
growing physical footprint of cities and their declining density was the combined
effect of a growing population, rising affluence and enhanced individual mobility
due to the increasing affordability of the private motor car.
In addition to economic theorising, technical viewpoints underpin the importance
of distance and transport costs with respect to the spatial diffusion of urban land
uses. They associate the compactness of the pre-industrial city with the fact that most
trips had to be made on foot or similarly slow modes of transport. This constraint
disappeared with the availability of faster mass transport technologies and the private
automobile (e.g. Antrop 2004). Following this logic, the physical growth of cities
became a function of transport technology. Nelson (1992) pointed out that other
improvements in technology, such as the personal computer, cellular phones and the
internet, may have encouraged the spatial decentralisation of people and firms even
further, setting up conditions for more land-intensive forms of urbanisation.
Empirical observations of how urban areas develop, such as the emergence of
polycentric urban configurations, often defy the simple assumptions of pure neoclassical urban theory. In contrast to the fundamental assumption in the neoclassical city
model that employment was concentrated in central business districts (and gradually decreased with increasing distance to the urban core), modern agglomerations
in developed countries are characterised by their multi-nodal settlement system,
with a complex pattern of primary and secondary centres (Garreau 1991; Champion 2001; Davoudi 2003). Accordingly, many additional factors other than land
prices and commuting costs have been identified that affect the location decisions
of individual households or firms (Nechyba and Walsh 2004). Examples include the
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quality of urban services, specific priorities and demands of different social groups
in terms of urban and environmental amenities, or the desire to live in a socially
homogeneous neighbourhood. The Tiebout Local Public Finance Model (Tiebout
1956) suggested that people decided to locate in a particular jurisdiction based on
their preferences and taste for local amenities. Tiebout described factors that “pull”
people out of the central areas of metropolitan regions on account of attractive characteristics of suburban communities (e.g. good service levels or lower taxes) and
others that “push” people out of central areas as a result of inner city problems
such as poor environmental quality and services, or crime. Theoretical accounts of
this nature hint at the importance of particular social-cultural trends that mould the
current demand for urban land, such as the proliferation of both land-consuming
urban lifestyles (tourism and recreational activities, second homes) on the one hand
and a (re)orientation (particularly among upper middle-class households) towards
urban centres (“reurbanisation”) on the other.
With urban sprawl and land consumption being a major environmental concern,
recent scholarly efforts have broadened the knowledge on its causes and drivers
significantly. However, while it is often possible to explain the intensity of urban land
use change on a broader scale, e.g. on the European (Oueslati et al. 2015) or global
scale (Creutzig et al. 2019), predicting its spatial patterns remains a challenging
issue. As a consequence, spatially explicit land use models have been developed
which not only explain at what rates urban land use change occurs in a given period
of time, but also address the question where it will take place, i.e. its likely location
(Frenkel 2004). Poelmans and van Rompaey (2010) have distinguished five groups
of explanatory variables that have been frequently used in models of urban land use
change:
• Biophysical factors, such as the slope or water table, have an impact on the suitability of land tracts for the construction of buildings or infrastructure facilities,
and can explain why certain areas are excluded from development.
• Social factors reflect the location preferences of households (or household types).
Examples include the income level or ethnic composition of nearby neighbourhoods, and the availability of open green spaces. These factors may encourage or
discourage a household’s choice of development site.
• Economic factors refer to accessibility features as proxy values for market access.
Frequently used measurements include the distance to urban centres or main roads,
and the availability of public transport services within a walkable distance. Undeveloped properties with good accessibility are more likely to become urbanised
in the future.
• Neighbourhood interactions refer to an observed spatial autocorrelation between
new developments and existing urbanised areas. In contrast, some potentially
conflicting land uses (e.g. residential and industrial development) are unlikely to
be located directly next to each other.
• Spatial policy and planning include the possibility to legally define, i.e. distinguish
the usability of different land parcels. These policies can be labelled “negative
planning” inasmuch as they aim to protect current land uses (habitat conservation,
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prime farmland) or “positive planning” inasmuch as they define the suitability of
a piece of land for a specific use (i.e. where they explicitly designate sites for
urban development).
While some of these determinants of urban land use change illuminate the total
pressure on the land within a region or even a nation-state, others—such as moderate
land prices or above-average accessibility—are suited to identifying the local hot
spots of development, but are largely unable to explain the aggregate regional growth
rate of urbanised land. Table 5.2 presents a set of relevant variables with their
estimated explanatory capacity.
Various studies (Ulfarsson and Carruthers 2006; Siedentop et al. 2009) have found
that urban land use change is to a large extent a supply-driven process. They have
argued that it is not only the result of demand driven by demographic and economic
growth pressures or social preferences, but is also fuelled and facilitated by policies
at national as well as local levels. For instance, the political agenda of local decisionmakers in stagnating or economically declining areas often emphasises the importance of cheap land for residential or commercial uses as a means to attract people
and enterprises and thus to generate tax revenue. This can explain why some regions
and municipalities without demographic or economic demand pressure nevertheless show significant land consumption rates (Nuissl and Rink 2005). Government
policies such as the commuter tax allowance in Germany, the financing of highway
Table 5.2 Explanatory variables used in land consumption model applications (dark grey = strong
explanation, pale grey = moderate explanation, white = not relevant)
Factor

Examples

Explanation of …
rate of land
consumption

Biophysical

Slope
Hazardous land

Economic

Economic growth
Land prices
Distance to urban centres
Distance to the main road
Fiscal motives to convert land into urban use

Demographic/ Population growth
social
Income growth and changes in lifestyle
Motorisation
Social preferences for housing types and locations
Spatial
policies

Land use regulation (positive and negative planning)
Revitalisation and regeneration policies
Public funds for greenfield development

location
of land
consumption
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infrastructure in the US, or subsidies for the development of industrial or retail development by the European Union are likely to support this effect (Persky and Kurban
2001).
Some scholars have presented evidence that the institutional fragmentation of
local authorities could be another important factor explaining the rate and pattern of
land consumption. According to this position, decentralised land use governance with
numerous local governments controlling urban land use is more likely to promote
urban sprawl, as it increases the number of jurisdictions seeking extra-budgetary
revenue through land conversion to urban uses (Downs 1998; Razin and Rosentraub
2000; Ulfarsson and Carruthers 2006). The size of local government units is also
important in other ways—the bigger they are, the less likely they will be reliant on one
particular investor or project, and the less vulnerable they will be to the influence of
individual local land owners with regard to planning policies and decisions. Furthermore, smaller communities are more likely to permit exclusionary zoning policies,
where local governments attempt to exclude low-income groups from their municipalities (Pendall 1999; Clingermayer 2004). These policies are driven by suburban
residents’ desires to protect their housing investments and to maintain their social
status (Downs 1998).

5.3 Impacts of Urban Land Use Change
While urban land use change on the global scale has only become a hot topic in
recent decades (e.g. Foley et al. 2005; Seto et al. 2012; Creutzig et al. 2019), urbanisation, suburbanisation and urban sprawl—i.e. urban land use change at the local
and regional level—have been a subject of major concern and passionate debate for
quite some time because of their obvious effect on the morphology of urban systems
(increases in artificial surfaces, changes in densities, alteration of land use patterns)
and consequent impacts on the environment and other amenities. While the unintended effects of urban growth have been a matter of discussion in the United States
since as early as the mid-twentieth century, they are an issue of concern all over the
globe today. Initially, urban growth was mainly blamed for endangering landscape
beauty, weakening community life and overloading the transport and network infrastructure (e.g. Nechyba and Walsh 2004). However, the debate has clearly broadened
its scope and increased in intensity over the decades, now also raising concerns
regarding the loss of habitats and biodiversity, the rise in greenhouse gas emissions,
and environmental justice in general, to name but a few.
Despite its various drawbacks, it would be an inappropriate simplification to
simply blame urban land use change as an environmentally harmful and generally
non-sustainable phenomenon. On the one hand, the use of land for urban purposes
inevitably infringes on its “value” in other (mainly environmental) respects; but on
the other hand, urban land use change is essentially a by-product of demographic
change and economic growth, and it is difficult—yet not impossible—to conceive of
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prosperous and dynamic societal development without any kind of “land consumption”—particularly in economically growing nations (e.g. Deng et al. 2010). The
dispute on whether urban land use change is a curse or a blessing is not only one
about the prioritisation of goals, but also includes a fervent academic debate about
the validity of countless empirical findings on its adverse impacts. Critics mark these
findings as well as the methodologies with which they were obtained, as largely ideological, i.e. based on the normative assumption that urban land use change should be
contained. This kind of criticism, put forth in defence of laissez-faire urbanisation,
however, usually appears at least as “ideological” as the criticised studies.
The scholarly debate about the impacts of urbanisation and urban land use change
has become almost incomprehensible. However, it is possible to distinguish a few
major threads of debate each of which emphasises a particular issue of concern. First
of all, there are major concerns regarding the environmental outcomes of urban land
use change. These impacts are largely related to changing land cover, i.e. the sealing of
land, which almost inevitably occurs when land is being developed (Johnson 2001;
Pauleit et al. 2005). In other words: urban land use change leads to an increased
share of artificial, impervious surfaces, including built-up land, i.e. rooftops, roads,
parking lots, pavements, etc. (Arnold and Gibbons 1996; Haase and Nuissl 2007).
Imperviousness physically limits the infiltration of rainfall into the ground. Rainfall
and snowmelt that is unable to infiltrate instead must become surface runoff (Alberti
1999). Thus, soil sealing in highly urbanised areas is widely viewed as an important causal factor for flood risks (Frenkel 2004). Due to the fact that urban runoff
water carries with it chemical pollutants (e.g. from automobile traffic or industrial
land uses), imperviousness also contributes to the biochemical degradation of water
resources. Based on many empirical studies, Moglen and Kim (2007) estimated that,
once the rate of paved surfaces exceeds a threshold of 10–15%, various indicators of
biological stream quality begin to markedly decrease. Moreover, the spatial concentration of artificial land cover with specific thermal characteristics also creates local
temperature anomalies. This leads to a higher average temperature in the dense urban
fabric compared to the urban periphery (“urban heat island”) (Voogt 2002; Watkins
et al. 2007).
In addition to the magnitude of urban land use change, its spatial pattern has
also to be taken into account. Dispersed and fragmented land use patterns are a
crucial contributor to landscape fragmentation, which is characterised by a process
of perforation, dissection and isolation of habitat areas and natural or semi-natural
ecosystems (Jaeger 2000). Thus, many scholars have regarded urban land use change
as a major cause of the alarming loss of species all over the world (Theobald et al.
1997; Cieslewicz 2002).
The overall impact of urban land use change not only depends on the environmental “quality” of resulting land use patterns. Indeed, the characteristics of the land
(e.g. soil quality, habitat quality, vegetation, etc.) that became urbanised within a
specific period of time also have to be examined from an economic perspective. One
particular concern is the loss of prime agricultural land, which has major importance for the long-term competitiveness and sustainability of agriculture generally
(Hasse and Lathrop 2003). The European Environment Agency (EEA 2005: 176)
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has argued that the “continent’s best soils” have been sealed off due to the fact
that most urban centres were built on fertile valley soils and around estuaries (see
also American Farmland Trust 1994; Kuemmerle et al. 2016; Creutzig et al. 2019).
Hasse and Lathrop (2003) presented quantitative findings that prime farmland was
more vulnerable to urbanisation than farmland of lesser quality. Urban development in increasingly fragmented agricultural landscapes can also be problematic for
the production of food and fibre on the remaining farmland. For instance, conflicts
between farmers and their residential neighbours “can arise over noise, chemical
applications, and smells that are part of farming” (Merenlender et al. 2005: 2).
The (not only monetary) costs for providing settlements with public services have
often been addressed in urban sprawl studies that focus on the economic effects of
urban land use change. In 1974, the “costs of sprawl” study (Real Estate Research
Corporation 1974) presented empirical evidence for a negative interdependency
between the density of residential developments and the fiscal costs for providing
basic urban services. The findings of this study triggered an intensive dispute not only
with respect to the implications for urban development policies, but also in terms of
methodological uncertainties. A couple of subsequent studies confirmed the results
of the 1974 work (see Burchell et al. 1998 with many references); others disputed the
relevance of urban form variables on infrastructure costs (Peiser 1989; Ladd 1991).
Ultimately, researchers today widely acknowledge the idea that low-density and
dispersed urban developments are more cost-intensive than more compact development patterns (see also Speir and Stephenson 2002; Carruthers and Ulfarsson 2003;
Burchell et al. 2005).
Urban land use change has also been criticised for unintended social outcomes,
particularly in association with the broad process of suburbanisation that has affected
cities and urban agglomerations worldwide for many decades (e.g. Power 2001). The
“spatial mismatch” debate, starting in the 1960s (Gordon et al. 1989; Kain 1992),
addressed the extent of limits on residential choices for minority populations (especially people of colour in the US), combined with the intra-regional decentralisation
of employment. Proponents of the spatial mismatch hypothesis have argued that
the exclusion of low-income and non-white households from suburban communities, together with the continuous spatial dispersal of jobs, especially for low-skilled
employees, is responsible for the high rates of unemployment and the low earnings of
minority populations living in inner cities. More recently, studies have found evidence
that low job accessibility in public transport catchments has a negative effect on the
likelihood of employment among social groups that tend to lack access to cars (Matas
et al. 2010). Moreover, suburban development has also been associated with gender
issues, as it is usually linked to a traditional (key) family model, with the female adult
being responsible for reproductive work and childrearing. In such mono-functional
residential areas characteristic of suburbia in particular, women are largely unable to
participate in the labour market and even have difficulties in accessing public spaces.
More recently, another social effect of dispersed urbanisation patterns has attracted
major attention from researchers and environmental policymakers. Various studies
have highlighted the relationship between urban form variables and physical activities
with their corresponding health implications. These studies came to the conclusion
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that urban sprawl could have a severe impact on public health, leading to obesity and
a generally insufficient level of physical activity among many people (e.g. McCann
and Ewing 2003; Kelly-Schwartz et al. 2004; Committee on Physical Activity 2005).
Box: Systematisation of Systematic Accounts of Land Use Change
Impacts
Numerous approaches to systematise the impacts of (urban) land use change
have been introduced, each of which applies a particular dimension of
categorisation (see table).

1.

Dimension of categorisation Impact categories

Author

Issue of concern

Chin (2002)

Environmental impacts
Economic impacts
Social impacts

2.

Causality

Direct impacts

Cooper (2004)

Indirect or cumulative
impacts
3.

Spatial scale

Direct impacts (on the
plot)

Nuissl et al. (2009)

Cumulative impacts (on
aggregated plots)
Contextual impacts
(regional effects)
4.

Impact pathway

Land surface-related
impacts

Siedentop & Fina (2010)

Land use pattern-related
impacts
Density-related impacts
5.

Appraisal (prioritisation of
goals)

Negative impacts (as
costs)

Burchell et al. (1998)

Positive impacts (as
benefits)

1. Comprehensive reports on urbanisation and urban land use change issues
usually classify effects and impacts according to the sphere (or policy
field) in which they occur. Distinguishing between environmental (i.e.
ecological), economic and social impacts, this classification often corresponds with the “classic triangle of sustainability”. Sometimes additional
dimensions, such as transport or politics, are considered as well.
2. At a more general level, it is possible to distinguish between single, i.e.
direct, and cumulative, i.e. indirect, impacts of urban land use change.
While the first denotes the direct and immediate outcome of a change of
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land use on a particular plot of land, e.g. the reduction of agricultural land,
significant land use-related environmental problems, such as the modification of urban climate conditions (“urban heat islands”) or an increase in
runoff, usually result from the cumulative effects of development activities.
3. After a closer look, it is possible to add a third kind of urban land use change
impact. Contextual impacts depend on the characteristics of the larger territory (context) in which a land use change takes place. One example of this
type of impact is the generation of traffic due to the development of an
exurban retail facility.
4. Siedentop and Fina (2010) distinguish between three key dimensions of
urban land use which they use to explain and model a broad range of land
consumption impacts. These are land cover features (surface), the pattern
of land use (the spatial configuration of urban and non-urban land patches)
and the intensity of use (urban density).
5. Last but not least, the literature on urban sprawl in particular has often
adopted a decidedly normative stance as to the impacts of urban land use
change in that it distinguishes between costs and benefits. However, the
sharp disagreement about the overall assessment on whether urban sprawl
is “good” or “evil” illustrates that it is a matter of perspective (if not a
political standpoint) if a certain issue is assessed in positive or negative
terms.
Last but not least, the impact of urban land use change on motorised transport
demand is probably the most frequently discussed issue in this field of research.
Many scholars have argued that households in peripheral, low-density environments
have long travel distances and tend to use their car extensively (Banister 1999; Naess
2003). Some critics dispute the causality between urban form and travel behaviour,
pointing to the possibility that private households self-select themselves to places that
are in accordance with their preferences for particular modes of transport (Handy
2005). At the same time, studies that controlled for demographic, socioeconomic
and attitudinal variables (such as household income, family size or age) proved the
significant effect of urban form on transport (Cervero 2003; Naess 2007; Vance and
Hedel 2007; Ewing and Cervero 2010).

5.4 Policies on Urban Land Use Change
The desire to control the dynamics of land consumption was one of the earliest motivations for spatial planning. However, while this desire used to be of minor importance in comparison to the goal of mitigating land use conflicts and safeguarding
the most rational form of urban growth, it has since become one of the major issues
in land use policy (e.g. Gallent 2006). This issue is probably most disputed in the
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US, where public concern about sprawl has grown significantly in the recent past
(Bengston et al. 2005), resulting in a strong anti-sprawl movement. This in turn has
prompted a number of states to adopt growth management programmes that attempt
to contain urban growth and preserve open space. However, urban land consumption
is also a major concern in Europe (EEA 2006; Nilsson et al. 2013), where quite a few
planning strategies and instruments have been placed under scrutiny regarding their
effectiveness (Hersperger et al. 2018). Such policies, however, have met with strong
opposition by more liberal academics and planners who emphasise the importance of
individual choice and the free market (e.g. Ewing 1994; Ewing 1997; Benfield et al.
1999; Gordon and Richardson 2001; Bruegmann 2005). Elsewhere, most notably in
Western and Central Europe and Australia, the debate about the drawbacks of urban
land use change has gained considerable momentum, too (e.g. Newman 1992; EEA
2006). In England, the former Labour government set a national target of delivering
60% of all new housing units on previously developed land and through conversions of the existing building stock. The government saw the reuse of urban land
as a key policy in reducing development pressures on the open countryside (Downs
1999; Ganser and Williams 2007). The Chinese government, concerned about the
alarming loss of prime farmland due to urbanisation, has introduced regulatory policies that have attempted to protect farmland more effectively (Lichtenberg and Ding
2006). The federal governments of Austria, Germany and Switzerland have all introduced national targets to reduce the rate of conversion of non-urban to urban land
uses (Bundesregierung 2002). They argued that urban land use change and landscape fragmentation were key drivers of species loss, landscape deterioration and
reductions in infrastructure efficiency.
A great variety of policy and planning instruments have been proposed to implement the goal of taming urban land use change. One common way to categorise
policy and planning instruments is their classification according to whether they are
concerned either with (I) regulation, or (II) spending, taxation and subsidies, or (III)
advocacy (e.g. Bengston et al. 2004). Adopting and slightly modifying this approach,
we propose differentiating policy and planning instruments according to where they
are located on the continuum that ranges between the poles of two basic planning
principles:
• Planning, reflecting the “traditional” regulatory approach of spatial planning to
set legally binding rules for the use of land via regulatory plans, and
• Market, reflecting the “economic” approach of land use policy which employs
“market-based instruments” that modify incentives in a way that lead actors to
use the land in an intended manner. For instance, taxation schemes that put an
additional cost on the development of land are clearly among the most efficient
ways to minimise the total amount of urbanised land (e.g. Song and Zenou 2006).
Somewhere in the middle between these two poles, there is a wide array of instruments that are primarily managerial by character because they basically focus on
influencing the decision-making processes of (either potentially land consuming or
land use policy making) actors. This group of instruments can be subsumed under a
third planning principle:
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• Management; reflecting the “persuasive” approach that tries to change the
behaviour of land-using actors, either by providing them with information on
the consequences of their behaviour, or by involving them in a communicative
process together with actors that wish to restrict land consumption.
These planning principles are of course ideal types. In reality, policy responses and
planning instruments that address the problem of land consumption are frequently
combinations of several instruments that entail the adoption of various principles.
Table 5.3 illustrates the three general approaches that land use policy can adopt to
pursue its goals, including the goal of taming urban land use change. However, only
the regulatory and the persuasive approach fall into the scope of spatial planning in a
strict sense, while the modification of incentives is usually achieved in other policy
fields such as taxation or social policy (Nuissl and Schröter-Schlaack 2009).
While there is a plethora of instruments that could be used in principle to interfere
in the process of urban land use change, the likelihood of achieving the goal of
Table 5.3 A taxonomy of land use policy instruments
Governance principle

Planning approach

Examples of strategies and
instruments

Planning

Regulation (law)

Land use planning, i.e. zoning (e.g.
Hirt 2007; Köck et al. 2007)
Urban design planning (e.g. density
controls) (e.g. Acioly and Davidson
1996; Churchman 1999)
Transit planning (Freilich 1998;
Handa 1996)
etc.

Management

Persuasion (information and
communication)

Forums and roundtables (e.g.
Healey 1992; Wates 2000)
Information campaigns (e.g.
Besecke et al. 2005; Haughton1999)
Land use change assessment and
forecasting tools (e.g. Criterion
Planners/Engineers 2001; EPA
2000)
etc.

Market

Modification of incentives

Development taxes (e.g. Gihring
1999; Korthals-Altes 2009)
Subsidies (e.g. urban regeneration)
(e.g. Couch et al. 2003; Newton
2010)
Tradable permit schemes (e.g.
Nuissl and Schröter-Schlaack 2009;
Pruetz 2003)
etc.
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minimising land consumption is not only dependent on the theoretical availability of
such instruments, but also on the political will to use them for precisely this purpose.
In this vein, the normative ideas underlying actual development policies and planning
practices are of major importance. Three of the most important normative ideas to
turn policy and planning towards a prudent use of land resources and minimising
urban land use change are (A) the Green Belt and the Urban Growth Boundary, (B)
various leitmotifs of urban development that promote a compact and mixed-use city,
and (C) the prioritisation of urban regeneration.
1. The delineation of Green Belts or Urban Growth Boundaries are among the
most famous “tools” designed by spatial planners to provide a clear orientation
about where to steer new development and where to prevent urbanisation (e.g.
Al-Hathloul and Mughal 2004; Bengston and Youn 2006; Abbott and Margheim
2008; Siedentop 2016). While both involve the idea of defining a ring of open
land that surrounds the urban area, the latter concept usually implies a precisely
defined line beyond which no building activity may take place, whereas the former
is the more general concept which is often used in nonbinding regional plans and
usually needs to be enforced by specific plans that prohibit development in the
Green Belt areas. Urban Growth Boundaries are often difficult to implement in
densely populated regions where it is hardly possible to make a sharp distinction
between urban and rural areas. In addition, there is a broad debate in the US as
well as in the UK on whether the definition of a rigid boundary around a settlement
is indeed the most effective means for curbing urban sprawl and its associated
negative impacts (e.g. Carlson and Dierwechter 2007; Gant et al. 2011). Several
scholars claim to have proven this assumption (e.g. Weitz and Moore 1998),
while others doubt it (e.g. Bae and Jun 2003). Likewise, Green Belt policies or
Urban Growth Boundaries can prove unsuitable in a situation where informal
housing is a frequent phenomenon (Wang and Scott 2008).
2. Since its beginnings, spatial planning has been heavily influenced by the predominant leitmotifs of the time regarding the “optimal” urban environment. Today,
the chief guiding stars in urban planning promote, in one way or another, the
economic use of land—this holds true for the ideal of the mixed use and compact
city (e.g. Williams et al. 2000), which is at the heart of the New Urbanism
campaign in the US (Talen 2005), for instance, as well as the discourse on the
European City which has become influential in particular in Central Europe
(Rietdorf 2001). These guiding stars have developed over the last several decades
as a reaction to the neglect of the particular qualities of “urban” environments
that was characteristic of post-war principles and trends of urban development
(Jacobs 1961) and that have at their heart the idea of the “compact city” (Burgess
2000; Richardson et al. 2000; Dielemann and Wegener 2004).
3. Within the last 50 years or so, urban regeneration in many countries has become
a major paradigm in spatial policies, and a variety of strategies and instruments
have emerged to promote it. These include specific legislative measures that
regulate urban renewal processes (e.g. Couch et al. 2003), urban regeneration
schemes aiming to re-establish the attractiveness of inner urban areas (e.g. Haase
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et al. 2005), congestion charges in inner urban areas (Anas and Rhee 2006), or
graduated density zoning (Shoup 2008). These efforts have helped to make the
existing urban area as attractive as newly developed areas as a place to invest,
develop, set up a business, live and work, from the perspectives of economic
return, social satisfaction and environmental quality (Couch and Karecha 2006).
Moreover, the most common strategies of urban development include the densification and intensification of existing settlements by reusing brownfields and
creating infill development.

5.5 Outlook
It is widely accepted today that extensive urban land use change brings about several
unwelcome effects in that it goes along with the loss of open land and natural
resources, causes ecological damage, generates automobile dependence, wastes
energy, leads to atmospheric pollution, imposes economic costs on local authorities, and implies potential negative social effects such as the exacerbation of spatial
social segregation and the exclusion of non-car-owning households from a good deal
of work and leisure facilities. The regulation of urban land use change is therefore a
key issue of land use policy.
In recent years, however, concerns about the dynamics of urban development and
land use change seem to have diminished—at least in the European context. This
may be due in part to the wide range of strategies and instruments that exist and can
be employed today to bring urban land use change under control. Yet the main reason
for reduced worries related to land-demanding developments is probably linked to
current reurbanisation trends in many European urban regions. As the demand for
inner-city housing has significantly increased in recent years, there is a widespread
perception that the problem of extensive urban land use change and urban sprawl
has vanished. However, a closer look reveals that in most countries and regions,
the dynamic of urban land use change is largely unbroken (e.g. Hierse et al. 2017;
Hesse and Siedentop 2018) Therefore, reflecting on how urban land use change can
be controlled is still a key element of land use policy and planning. In particular, it
seems useful to account for a few challenges in this regard:
1. It appears crucial to embed any attempt to minimise urban land use change
in a strategy which at the same time eliminates existing incentives for landconsuming development. It is therefore important to identify and then counteract
such incentives in, for instance, tax policies or policies for structural development.
2. Since the rigid control of urban land use change is largely dependent on the political will to achieve this task (which is often lacking), the provision of powerful
tools to monitor land use changes and to assess their various impacts is essential.
In this vein, ongoing attempts to seek scientifically sound arguments in favour
of compact urban development can facilitate efforts to minimise urban land use
change with scientific evidence.
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3. Given the variety of policy and planning instruments, it is worthwhile to evaluate
the effectiveness of these instruments in different contexts and to also scrutinise
the feasibility of possible combinations of different instruments. However, such
an evaluation of the instruments put in place to curb urban land use change is
particularly difficult to credibly carry out due to the countless potential interfering
variables. And it is even more difficult to undertake such an evaluation by way of
international comparison, because of the differences in administrative and legal
structures and cultures that exist in various countries. Against this background, it
remains a major research task to keep an eye on practical experiences regarding
the applicability of policy and planning strategies and instruments in different
contexts, as this will provide a basis for their adaption to the context in which they
are to be utilised. Without such efforts to allow for the particularity of different
contexts, it hardly seems possible to control, manage and steer the development
of fresh land to the most acceptable locations, to minimise urban land use change,
and to increase the sustainability of land use patterns.
4. Last but not least, more effective containment of urban sprawl requires social
learning and a long-term agenda-setting process. Experience to date with growth
management policies has made it clear that a “top-down” strategy operating
solely through laws and regulations at the national level cannot be successful.
What is needed, instead, is a cooperative political approach that includes a coordinated action programme at the state and local levels based on shared land policy
goals. The alliances (Bündnisse) that exist in various German Länder advocating
a more land-saving approach to urban development are an example of this. All
the relevant actors and stakeholders (policymakers, administration, chambers of
commerce, associations, researchers, NGOs) are represented in them. The aim
is to reach a consensus on land-saving targets and to find suitable implementation strategies and instruments. Even though such cooperative approaches have
not been consistently successful in the past, there is no doubt that sustainable
settlement and land development will not be possible without the mobilisation
of actors and their participation in a multi-level decision-making process.
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Chapter 6

Urban-Rural
Interrelations—A Challenge
for Sustainable Land Management
Alexandra Doernberg and Thomas Weith

Abstract Although the relevance of urban-rural interrelations is widely acknowledged in science and practice, there is as yet no feasible theoretical or theory-driven
approach or model that addresses the multiple interconnections in urban-rural spaces
at the regional level and makes them applicable to actors in policy and planning practice. In this chapter, we give a short overview of how the topic has developed; present
core concepts for urban-rural interrelations; and discuss their applicability and potential improvements by integrating other concepts and connecting governance debates.
In the process, we develop new ideas for the analysis and governance of regional
functional interrelations in a bid to improve sustainable land management.
Keywords Urban-rural interrelations · Land management · Telecoupling ·
Regional governance

6.1 Introduction
For a long time, theory and practice focused on either “urban” or “rural” issues of
spatial development and land management (e.g. rural development policy). Planning
and policy focused on the urban-rural dichotomy, which is also reflected in dualistic definitions and classifications such as statistical and spatial-functional (Tacoli
1998; Dick 2011; OECD 2013). Although scientific discussions have emphasised
the social construction of such spatial categories over the past few years, all practical applications in planning and policy have used this differentiation in the past. In
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addition, a growing number of studies have shown the variety of material and nonmaterial interlinkages between distinct urban and rural areas (e.g. Tacoli 1998; Stead
2002; Buciega et al. 2009; Gebre and Gebremedhin 2019). Many observers consider
urban-rural linkages to be an important element for economic development and for
achieving greater sustainability, which has led to them identifying policy fields and
agendas for promoting urban-rural linkages, cooperation and integrated partnerships
(Akkoyunlu 2015; OECD 2013; UN-Habitat 2017; MUFPP 2015; Piorr et al. 2011;
Wolff and Mederake 2019; DV 2013).
In the face of growing global challenges (e.g. climate change; intensive resource
and land use; food, water and energy insecurity; and social and environmental injustice), greater relevance and urgency are attached to the questions of how cities, city
regions and rural areas (and their various interfaces and system intersections) can be
sustainable, as well as effectively developed and managed (Bock et al. 2013; UNHabitat 2017: New Urban Agenda, Seto and Reenberg 2014; WBGU 2016). Urbanrural spaces (especially in peri-urban) exhibit a close interdependence of spatial
functions, different demands on land, and a complex constellation of actors and
governance schemes, which often results in land use conflicts and requires different
modes of research and governance (Repp et al. 2012; PURPLE 2014; Augère-Granier
2016; Zscheischler et al. 2017; Piorr et al. 2018).
No conceptual approaches exist at present that are simultaneously (1) comprehensive in terms of current fields of action, (2) able to capture the complexity of
urban-rural interrelationships, and (3) suitable for practice, also in the context of
regional governance.
This chapter pursues three major objectives. First, it gives a short overview of
societal discourses and the relevance of urban-rural interrelations (Sects. 6.1 and 6.2).
The second objective is to examine concepts that describe and analyse urban-rural
interrelations. The two analytical concepts presented in Sect. 6.3 can be interpreted
as the two ends of a range that displays an increase in complexity from one extreme
to the other. The model by Stead (2002), which is easy to understand and is selfevident, is positioned at one end of the range, while the highly sophisticated concept
of telecoupling (Liu et al. 2013; Friis et al. 2016) represents the other extreme.
Assuming a general science-policy gap (Taylor and Hurley 2016; Diller and Thaler
2017), we then explore how the models can be applied in the practice of regional
governance and sustainable land use. The third objective, explored in Sect. 6.4, is
to present initial ideas about how to rethink these analytical models to address the
practical needs of planners, administrative professionals and other actors involved in
land management in urban-rural areas. Finally, we link the discussion about urbanrural interrelations to the question of governance and knowledge for governance and
innovation (Sect. 6.5) and provide an outlook (Sect. 6.6).
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6.2 Societal Discourses About Urban-Rural Spaces
and Interlinkages
Seeking to define urban and rural spaces as distinct places or regions, various
attempts have been made to define their characterising factors (Stead 2002; Smith and
Courtney 2009; Schnore 1966). In the European Union, for example, each Member
State has its own definition of a rural area (Smith and Courtney 2009). Variables
such as population size, population density, employment density and land use type
are often used to this end, either individually or in combination, depending on the
country, organisation and purpose (Stead 2002; Schaeffer et al. 2013, p.81). Nonetheless, there is a “lack of a single standard definition of urban and rural areas”, as Stead
(2002: 299–300) ascertained.
Looking back to the history of definitions of rural and urban areas reveals an
interesting development. While compact cities prevailed up to the nineteenth century,
implying a clear dichotomy between the rural and the urban area, the ensuing industrialisation and expansion of urban spaces softened this division towards a rural-urban
continuum (Repp et al. 2012; Borsdorf and Bender 2010). By the mid twentieth
century at the latest, the progress of urbanisation and of social and economic development had resulted in an approximation of these previously opposing areas (Schaeffer
et al. 2013). Seto et al. 2012 confirmed this transformation of the understanding of
the term by calling the rural-urban dichotomy a “false idea” (p. 7687). Schaeffer et al.
even talked about “one system” with regard to this interconnected area (Schaeffer
et al. 2013, p. 81), coming back to Jefferson (1931, p. 446) who was convinced, as
early as 1931, that “[u]rban and rural, city and country are one thing, not two things.”
Although there are ongoing discussions about “blurred boundaries” (Woods
2009), “middle landscapes” or “hybrid geographies” (Ulied et al. 2010), a recent
publication issued by the European Parliament acknowledges that “the traditional
division is not completely gone and despite nowadays being urbanised and largely
made up of ‘hybrid geographies’, Europe retains clearly recognisable rural and
urban areas” (Augère-Granier 2016, p. 2). This dichotomy is questionable, but the
underlying assumption of two relational spaces with reciprocal flows is useful when
urban-rural interrelations need to be investigated or governed (Repp et al. 2012).
Only a few efforts have been made to address the interlinkages between the rural
and the urban area in their entirety, although many specific areas (e.g. commuting)
have been thoroughly investigated as stand-alone phenomena (Stead 2002; Smith and
Courtney 2009; Schulze Bäing 2007; Schaeffer et al. 2013; Tacoli 1998). However,
the complexity of interactions between both spaces appear to have been underestimated (Smith and Courtney 2009, see Caffyn and Dahlström 2005; Hoggart 2005). In
fact, at the urban–rural interface, land use planning and land management in general
remain quite challenging (Woods 2009; Geneletti et al. 2017).
Not only scientists and planners have recognised the increasing need to take into
account rural-urban interrelations—the political sphere has also become aware of
the considerable importance of these ties.
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Back in 1999, the European Spatial Development Perspective (ESDP) called
for more attention to be paid to urban-rural relationships in order to balance
disparities in Europe via measures of spatial planning and regional development
(European Commission 1999). An important shift towards an integrative view of
this interconnected space is currently discernible.
Several policy documents highlight the relevance of urban–rural interlinkages
(UN-Habitat 2017; Wolf and Mederake 2019; Piorr et al. 2018; OECD 2013) to
sustainable development in order to promote a balance between human welfare,
economic activities, and environmental quality. This new paradigm is expressed in a
series of international resolutions and agendas, such as the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDG) and Habitat III, both adopted in 2016.
The UN SDGs entered into force, determining the development goals to be
achieved globally by 2030 (United Nations 2017). Although they cover a wide range
of topics, several objectives of the SDGs point to urban-rural linkages. Both the
regional level and the national level of development planning are addressed in the
SDGs. In the process, the positive mutual effects generated between the urban, rural
and peri-urban space should be promoted with the aim of meeting all three pillars of
sustainability—social, economic and environmental sustainability. Furthermore, the
SDGs call for city-related issues such as sustainable urbanisation processes and settlement development linked with participatory methods, a reduction of environmental
pollution, and the provision of green areas for all city dwellers. Furthermore, the
SDGs cover people-centred topics such as combating poverty and hunger, promoting
health, education and gender issues, and economic themes such as city development,
and climate and environmental protection (United Nations General Assembly 2016).
In SDG 11 “Sustainable cities and communities”, the UN calls for the support of positive economic, social and environmental links between urban, peri-urban and rural
areas by strengthening national and regional planning and development activities.
While the SDGs take a broad approach, Habitat III, the third United Nations
Conference on Housing and Sustainable Urban Development, held in Quito/Ecuador
in October 2016, focuses on urbanisation processes. The Habitat III resolution gives
considerable weighting to rural-urban interlinkages, especially in connection with
their role in sustainable urban development. Spatial planning instruments are considered to be ideal for exploiting the promising potential of rural-urban interconnections.
Relationship and exchange should be integrative in favour of both areas. One form
of exchange is organised such that it reflects supply and demand along the value
chain. Other forms of exchange include communication, technology, transport and
infrastructure, which may help increase productivity and ensure the better utilisation
of spatial, social and economic potential. One aspect of Habitat III is the target of
achieving the equal development of regions within the urban-rural-continuum, based
on enhanced productivity as a result of synergies between both areas. Partnerships
and regional infrastructure projects should support this pathway. Another challenge
addressed by the resolution is assuring the consistency of sectorial policies in consideration of the functions of areas, regardless of administrative boundaries. Habitat III
also attaches importance to the role of land resources, including their ecological and
social features. It calls for the conservation and sustainable management of natural
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resources, especially ecosystems and biodiversity. In sum, polycentric and balanced
territorial development should contribute to achieving sustainability (United Nations
General Assembly 2016).
In continuation and advancement of the Habitat process, the UN published
“Urban-Rural Linkages: Guiding Principles and Framework for Action to Advance
Integrated Territorial Development” (UN Habitat 2019) in 2019. This document
broadens and deepens the view on urban-rural interrelations. The ten guiding principles, based on human rights, are integrated governance, balanced partnership, participative, environmentally sensitive, data-driven and evidence-based. Interventions
should be locally grounded, functional and spatial system-based, and financially
inclusive; they should not harm, and provide social protection. The last point refers
to the need to “strengthen urban-rural linkages to overcome conflicts […] and reduce
inequalities” (p. 11).
These three resolutions prove the timeliness and societal relevance of addressing
rural-urban interlinkages, and show which big challenges linked with this issue must
be tackled in future.
A better understanding of the interconnections in urban-rural spaces as socioecological systems, and hence feasible analytical and conceptual approaches with
an adequate complexity, are needed to strengthen urban-rural linkages, and to create
options to influence the management of natural resources such as land (management)
towards sustainability at different spatial scales and policy levels.

6.3 Simple Models Versus Complex Models: Two Opposite
Approaches
Several scientists endeavoured to design models for explaining spatial phenomena
and interdependencies, starting with von Thünen, Launhardt and Lösch in Europe
in the late nineteenth century (Schöler 2005). Scientists from various disciplines
contributed models to this development process. Since the 1970s at the latest, scientists have been searching for more sophisticated models to further their understanding
of the manifold interactions and interdependencies between rural and urban areas.
There are now several models with different starting points and varying levels of
complexity (Repp et al. 2012; Akkoyunlu 2015; Kasper and Giseke 2017). In the
following, we compare the model by Stead (2002) with the very complex model
of telecoupling (Liu et al. 2013) in order to present two concise examples from a
multitude of models and to illustrate the extreme bandwidth of complexity.
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6.3.1 Stead’s Model of Urban-Rural Flows
According to Stead (2002), urban and rural areas are regarded as being distinct
(however they are defined), but interconnected and interdependent. In the model,
functional relations (flows) are used to describe urban-rural relationships. Based
on the theoretical framework of Preston (1975), Stead (2002) places the functional
relations between urban and rural spaces in the centre of his model, and differentiates
between flows of people and flows of materials/goods (Fig. 6.1).
For the “flows of people” category, the model presents six sub-categories: Work;
Education and training; Migration; Recreation and tourism; Cultural activities; and
Commerce (see Fig. 6.1). The second category (“flows of materials”) has two subcategories: Waste and pollution, and Food, Water, Resources, Environmental Benefits. In addition, the flows are attributed with directions that specify the direction
in which the flows move within the interrelationships between both spatial units.
As Fig. 6.1 shows, flows may be unidirectional (e.g. waste) or bidirectional (e.g.
recreation and tourism).
This framework is able to cover “observable and quantifiable” exchange between
rural spaces and urban spaces, and vice versa (Preston 1975: 173; Stead 2002).
Stead (2002) used this framework to examine typical urban-rural interrelationships
in the West of England. However, this examination was limited to flows for which

Fig. 6.1 Original model of flows of people and materials by Stead (own illustration based on Stead
2002)
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quantitative data was available, and ignored difficult-to-measure interdependencies
such as information and financial flows, due to lack of data (Repp et al. 2012).
Stead’s model is useful for theoretically analysing the interlinkages between rural
and urban areas. However, revisions must be made to reflect current spatial current
dynamics and to grasp the even more complex interactions (Repp et al. 2012). One
option is to update the model (see Fig. 6.2). First, flow directions are revised based on
new scientific knowledge (e.g. about multi-local working places or re-urbanisation
processes). In some cases, a bidirectional dimension needs to be added to the existing
flows or directions even need to be changed, given that current situations do not reflect
the situation in West England over 15 years ago. The second option is to introduce new
categories of interlinking “immaterial flows” that are better at reflecting current developmental trends, which go beyond the exchange of goods and people. Adding the
categories “Knowledge and Innovation”, “Habitation” and “Lifestyle, Consumption
Patterns and Social Values” emphasises the greater importance of linkages relating to
information, knowledge and network integration (Repp et al. 2012). The grey arrows
in Fig. 6.2 show how the original model has been modified, and highlight the greater
complexity of urban-rural interdependencies (e.g. reciprocal relations in housing and
work) as well as the existence of non-material flows.
In the revised version Repp 2012 recognizes that urban-rural interlinkages are
also shaped by power constellations and distant effects (see also Pütz 2004).
From the authors’ point of view, the flow-based model provides a useful systematisation scheme that is adaptable and can therefore be applied more generally to
show the different development stages (e.g. urbanisation cycle of cities) or, more
specifically, the interrelations of a particular urban-rural area under investigation.
Many policy and planning documents refer implicitly to the concept (e.g. regional
development concepts for retail, transport or housing), without explicitly naming

Fig. 6.2 Adapted model of rural-urban interlinkages by Repp et al. 2012 (own illustration, modified
and extended based on Stead 2002)
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it. The Stead model and its adaptation by Repp et al. 2012 are not well known in
the scientific community (examples include Eppler et al. 2015; Kasper and Giseke
2017).

6.3.2 Complex Models of Teleconnection and Telecoupling
Focusing on social-ecological and human-environmental systems, the framework
and concept of telecoupling offers a different perspective on urban-rural relations as
well as land use systems. Telecoupling is an umbrella concept that merges relevant
frameworks from land use science such as teleconnection and globalisation (Liu et al.
2019). “It enables researchers to explore interrelationships among various distant
interactions and feedbacks across multiple scales. It also captures the complexity of
increasingly prevalent distant environmental and socioeconomic interactions, as well
as their diverse drivers and effect” (Liu et al. 2019: 21). In a nutshell, the concept
means that human–environmental systems are increasingly interlinked and therefore
interact over large distances. Human-induced processes in one part of the world affect
another distant part. The feedback between social processes and land outcomes in
the interacting systems make the concept highly interesting for researchers in land
use science and beyond (Eakin et al. 2014; Friis et al. 2016).
The concept was first applied on thematic areas related to vulnerabilities in connection with environmental changes (Adger et al. 2009) and later in broader contexts
such as urban studies (Seto et al. 2012; Haase 2019). In the urban context, the conceptual frameworks of urban teleconnections and telecouplings (UT) were used to study
urban-rural relations (Seto et al. 2012; Friis et al. 2016). They represent the shift
from place-based to process-oriented conceptualisation along a continuum of land
systems (Seto et al. 2012).
These concepts address the observation that land use changes induced by urbanisation and the use of environmental, economic and cultural resources by the urban
population affect not only the cities and their surroundings, but also distant places
(e.g. rural areas in other regions of the world) and are interlinked (Seto et al. 2012;
Liu et al. 2019). These interrelations can be illustrated using the example of meatbased diets in European cities, which cause deforestation in the Amazonas region
(Haase 2019).
Two major strands of telecoupling concepts have co-evolved in recent years (Friis
et al. 2016): first, the original structured approach that was developed by Liu et al.
(2013, 2014) and has been represented by scholars such as Friis et al. 2016 and Garrett
and Rueda 2019; second, the heuristic and actor-oriented approach following Eakin
et al. (2014), which include social and functional distances in the concept alongside
geographical distance.
The idea of telecoupling is based on a set of human and natural systems as
the core of a telecoupled system (Liu et al. 2013; Friis et al. 2016). In the initial
concept by Liu et al. (2013), the systems address agents, causes and effects that
are interconnected. These causes and effects are inseparably interlinked with each
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other by “feedback loops”, meaning that a cause induces an effect, and vice versa
(Liu et al. 2013, p. 3). The systems are linked by flows that can transport material
(e.g. goods, natural resources, organisms), energy and information (e.g. land titles,
agricultural techniques). These flows may be unidirectional or bidirectional (Liu et al.
2014). At the system level, a distinction can be made between sending, receiving and
spillover systems (Fig. 6.3). While the functions of sending and receiving systems are
obvious—one system acts as the sender of a flow and the other as the recipient—the
spillover systems require further explanation. Spillover systems are involved in the
interaction between sending and receiving systems influencing or being influenced
by the connecting flows in mainly three different ways: they can either act as an
intermediate stop to the flow medium (e.g. transportation hub), as a point on the
route being affected by the passing flow (e.g. local pollution by passing traffic), or as
an active part of the hitherto bilateral interaction, turning it into a trilateral issue (e.g.
as an additional trade partner) (Liu et al. 2013). The role played by systems (sending,
receiving, spillover) depends on the type of flow, and is therefore not determined a
priori (Friis et al. 2016).
The initial concept and its further developments (Liu et al. 2014) have been applied
in various studies dealing with aspects such as threats to biodiversity and conservation
(Kuemmerle et al. 2019), transnational land deals (Liu et al. 2014) or flows and
processes in global agri-food systems (Garrett and Rueda 2019).
The following situation is conceivable when applying the telecoupling concept to
the context of close urban-rural interrelations. A power plant located at the rural site

Fig. 6.3 Initial telecoupling framework (own illustration according to Liu et al. 2013; Friis et al.
2016)
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where the raw material is converted into energy represents the spillover system. The
agents involved are the producers of the energy carrier (e.g. farmers who produce
short rotation coppice), the power plant operator, the network operator, the energy
supplier, and the receiving households in the city. Besides flows of energy, raw
material and money as payments for the traded commodities, information is also
exchanged between the agents about energy prices, demand and trade details. The
causes of this urban-rural relationship include energy demand by the city population,
the limited possibility of fully producing one’s own urban energy, the rural capacity of
producing renewable energy carriers, and the political orientation towards renewable
energy within the overarching framework of the energy transition. In this telecoupled
system, the effects are the expansion of the production of renewable raw materials,
entailing the avoidance of nuclear risks, climate-friendly energy production, the
diversification of income for rural farmers, a land-use change in the production area,
and energy supplies for city dwellers.
In contrast to Liu et al. 2013, the heuristic and more actor-centred approach by
Eakin et al. (2014) (see Fig. 6.4) assumes that there are spatial and social distances
between the systems, and that they are not connected a priori. These distances are
considered to be geographically separate, and are viewed in terms of social networks,
institutions and governance. Place-based socio-ecological systems are governed
independently and within a given governance frame (1), which may cause unexpected and indirect effects (2) if they interact (e.g. via market transactions). The
outcome of a telecoupling process can be positive or negative (e.g. biodiversity loss,
population placement, reforestation). Land change-related problems occur when the
actors (institutions) and governance mechanisms fail to recognise the effects of telecoupling or are unable to account for the consequences (Eakin et al. 2014; Friis et al.
2016).

Fig. 6.4 Heuristic approach of the telecoupling framework by Eakin (own illustration based on
Eakin et al. 2014: 147)
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Feedback processes in (distantly) coupled systems can influence the existing
governance structure or create new institutional arrangements (3), and have therefore been assessed as having the potential for institutional change (Friis et al. 2016).
Another relevant distinction from the initial concept by Liu et al. (2013) is the recognition of differences of power, influence, and possible asymmetrical relationships
in terms of material, capital, information, etc., which “create[s] asymmetries in the
responsibility and nature of response” (Eakin et al. 2014: 149). Due to globalisation,
processes of economic intensification and connection can be observed. The material
flows induced (goods, people, capital) often go hand in hand with non-material flows
such as information, knowledge, ideologies or discourses facilitated by information
technologies and social networks (Eakin et al. 2014; Persson and Mertz 2019). These
flows enable actors in the systems to interact or even to change scales (Friis et al.
2016).
A prominent example of indirect land use changes is biofuel production, such
as induced by the European Union’s Renewable Energy Directive or by US energy
policy. These measures have caused negative environmental and social impacts in
many countries around the globe, including increased land competition and international trade, a decrease in food crops, a loss of biodiversity. In the case of biofuel
production, land use changes occur not only in the countries where the policy decisions were made, but also in other countries such as Mexico or Brazil (Eakin et al.
2014,2017), which also raises questions about the governance of food systems.

6.3.3 Preliminary Summary and Discussion
The two core concepts and their adaptations (flows of people and materials, and
telecoupling) provide useful analytical perspectives on urban-rural interrelations. As
yet, however, both concepts have mainly been applied in science and tested in a
number of empirical studies with different thematic fields (Stead 2002; Friis 2019).
Table 6.1 summarises the strengths and weaknesses of the different concepts in
terms of urban-rural relations, land management and governance.
Both concepts display the variety of urban-rural interrelations (represented by
flows). Whereas the Stead model and its adaption by Repp et al. 2012 focus on
the type and direction of functional interlinkages, the models’ explanatory power
regarding land use changes remains rather limited. Although the models make no
direct reference to land use management and governing urban-rural relations, they
enable subject areas, actors and programmes for urban-rural relations and regional
planning to be identified and operationalised by differentiating functions and flows
(Repp et al. 2012; Kasper and Giseke 2017). They are less complex and easier to
understand than the teleconnection and telecoupling approaches, making them more
feasible for practitioners.
The telecoupling model by Liu et al. (2013) is similar to Stead’s concept in
that different material and non-material flows are also an important element for
analysis. However, the telecoupling concept provides an additional analytical layer

Background/focus
of the (case) study

Relationships
between urban and
rural areas

Land use and land
management

Land use change
(urban-rural)
resulting from
urbanisation links
processes and
places, allows the
consequences of
urbanisation and
land use change to
be identified, and
connects urban
functions with rural
land uses

Concept/model

Urban-rural
relationships
(flows of goods
and people)

Urban-rural
interrelations

The urban land
teleconnections
(ULT) and urban
telecoupling (UT)
framework

Short distance
(peri-urban,
suburban, regional)
and long distance
(interregional and
international)
But concepts aim to
overcome the local
and global aspects of
land use change and
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classifications (based
on density, form of
building space or
administrative
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Yes
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urban-rural relations
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scale
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scale
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Space and scale

Table 6.1 Overview of the key concepts concerning urban-rural interrelations
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impacts
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management was
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UT concepts can be
linked to government
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Background/focus
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Land use changes
driven by
globalisation
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as well as the actors
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Concept/model
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telecoupling
approach

Actor-centred
telecoupling
approach

Table 6.1 (continued)
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such as causes, effects and feedback loops. The analysis of causes in particular can
provide useful information for land use policy and management (Liu et al. 2019). One
major feature of the telecoupling concept is that it offers a structured and processual
perspective on urban-rural relations and widens the perspective “from rural-urban
interactions to wider human–environment interactions” (Friis 2019: 58).These two
analytical perspectives can be also found in approaches that are used in ecosystem
research (Liu et al. 2019). The concept by Liu et al. (2013) provide a kind of checklist
for analysing land change (Friis et al. 2016). This makes it possible to describe the
components and entities of telecoupling, enabling different entry points for analysis.
Finally, the model can be used for multiple scales and to study temporal dynamics
and system changes.
However, the model’s explanatory features focus primarily on distant interactions
in the original concept of telecoupling. Potential expansions of the concept arise from
the possibility to combine local couplings and telecoupling (Liu et al. 2019). This
could be very useful when studying urban-rural relations or land change processes
in peri-urban spaces.
The urban telecoupling (UT) concept offers another possibility “to link decision
making, actions, government, agency and land (use) changes at both urban and rural
ends of the pathway” (Haase 2019, p. 263). We therefore state that the telecoupling
approach can be applied to show the complex interactions and interdependencies
between urban and nearby rural spaces. In our opinion, the concept is ideal for
application to study urban-rural linkages at the local and global scale where not only
the social and spatial distance, but also and the complex interplay of social processes
and effects at land level play a significant role.
We assume that the combination of local couplings and telecouplings may bring
additional valuable insight when studying urban-rural interrelations in Germany,
Europe and elsewhere. The effects of distant actions or of high-level policy decisions
and discourses (e.g. EU and national bioenergy strategies) can also be observed in
cities and their hinterlands (e.g. renewable energy production, which competes with
food production and other land uses that address local needs, land grabbing). On
the other hand, this increases the complexity of approaches that are already quite
complex.
Finally, we want to highlight the importance of distinguishing between analytical
and conceptual approaches. Following Kasper and Giseke (2017), we recommend
using the term “analytical approaches” for theories and models that aim to describe,
analyse and explain specific phenomena, including relations, functions and underlying rules, and to create a better understanding and common knowledge base. The
term “conceptual approaches” should be reserved for principles, plans or strategies
that operationalise the procedure for achieving policy or planning objectives, for
instance, and that are more actor and action-oriented.
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6.4 Discussion About Potential Improvements
After presenting the strengths and shortcomings of the two concepts of flows (Stead
2002) and telecoupling (Liu et al. 2013; Eakin et al. 2014), we now introduce two
additional analytical layers that are of relevance to urban-rural relations. The first
layer relates to the functional flow of ecosystem services, and ties in with questions
of governance and environmental justice. The second layer refers to land uses, and
draws attention to the relation between multiple land uses (multi-functionality) and
interconnections.

6.4.1 The Ecosystem Service Concept and Urban-Rural
Relations
Both the Stead (2002) model and the telecoupling model by Liu et al. 2013 refer
more or less explicitly to ecosystem services (ESS) as an essential flow or interaction between urban and rural areas. However, ESS may also provide a good reference frame when discussing the questions of sustainability, the quality of life and
environmental justice in regional and global contexts.
A common definition of ESS is that introduced by Constanza et al. (1997), who
defined them as “the benefits human populations derive, directly or indirectly, from
ecosystem functions” (Constanza et al. 1997: 253). Examples of ESS include food,
raw material production, flood protection and cultural services such as aesthetic and
recreational services (MEA 2005).
While the concept of ESS has become very prominent in science over the last
two decades, practitioners and policy-makers have difficulty putting the concept into
practice, due, among other things, to a lack of a framework that links the valuation
of ESS with “effective policy instruments and governance arrangements” (Bouma
and van Beukering 2015: 4).
Since the delivery of ESS and the distribution of social benefits and costs occur
in different spatial units and at different scales (local, regional and global) (Bouma
and van Beukering 2015), the concept is quite useful when discussing questions
concerning urban–rural relations, land use competition around land-based ecosystem
services (Müller et al. 2016) or environmental justice (Agyeman, et al. 2016). Its
potential for supporting decision-making in planning and policy is widely acknowledged (Fürst et al. 2017). On the other hand, the multi-level nature of ESS and
the spatial mismatch between many ESS and administrative boundaries impede the
governance of ESS (Bouma and van Beukering 2015) and the implementation into
practice. Moreover, criteria are still required to decide in which planning contexts are
conducive to applying the ESS concept (Fürst et al. 2017). This could also weaken
the applicability of the concept in the management of urban-rural relations.
Many authors and policy documents refer to the role that rural areas play in
providing ESS to cities (Augère-Granier 2016; Schröter-Schlaack et al. 2016). For
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example, the German TEEB report (Schröter-Schlaack et al. 2016) highlights the
role played by rural areas in providing ESS, and the use of ESS by urban dwellers.
The report also provides examples of cooperation between rural and urban actors
involved in agriculture and water management. In contrast, Gebre and Gebremedhin
(2019) stress the mutual benefits from ecosystem-based interlinkages between urban
and rural areas, but call for good management (including the protection of rural
services) in the face of an increased urban demand for rural resources.

6.4.2 Multi-Functionality
The concept of multi-functionality reflects the ability to use a site for multiple
different purposes. Adopting an economic perspective, the production process of
a commodity, e.g. the cultivation of wheat, always creates side effects in the form
of non-commodities. These are outputs with an economic, social and/or ecological benefit, such as food security, recreation or education (Wüstemann 2005). The
connection between both types of products is described as synergetic and joint. At the
farm level, multifunctional agriculture is seen as a means of diversification (Zasada
2011). Multi-functionality is often associated with agricultural activities, but “it is
not specific to agriculture; it is a property of many economic activities” (OECD
2001, p. 9). According to this statement and following Wüstemann et al. (2008),
the concept of multi-functionality can also be applied to reflecting on urban-rural
interlinkages. Changes in society and lifestyle in recent decades have increased the
importance of non-productive outcomes from rural areas compared to traditional agricultural commodities (Zasada 2011; see also Marsden 1999; Brandt and Vejre 2004;
Luttik and van der Ploeg 2004). Urban dweller therefore have a greater demand for
rural non-commodities such as enjoying the countryside, experiencing farm tourism
and buying locally produced food from the farm (Zasada 2011). Consequently, this
concept is ideal for depicting this new trend, enabling functional interrelations to be
analysed in a much more complex setting. This includes the necessity to reflect the
fact that one type of land use causes a variety of interconnections.
We assume that integrating these two analytical layers may make a valuable
contribution to the research and governance of urban-rural relations.

6.5 Governance of Interrelations: Knowledge
for Governance
Until now, interrelational models have mainly focused on an analytical understanding of functional connections and spatial relations. However, causes, effects
and flows also simultaneously affect the options for influencing and changing land
use. There has been little debate about modes of regional governance, particularly in
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land use issues (Nölting and Mann 2018), although knowledge about new types of
“governance” has been developed and used more frequently since the 1990s.
Whereas in the past the (national) state was regarded as an (assumed) central
actor that influences and controls land use and spatial development, various different
actors and their interactions are now coming to the fore. The key aspects are the
varying forms of interaction and coordination of different social actors from the
state, economy, civil society and science (Benz et al. 2007, p. 13). Consideration is
therefore given to the entire organisational and regulatory system, which coordinates
interaction between actors of all kinds. “It is … about how we establish goals, how
we define rules for reaching the defined goals, and finally how we control outcomes
following from the use of these rules” (Vatn 2010, p. 1246).
The introduction of collectively effective regulations will lead to the minimisation
of land use conflicts and to the achievement of common goals. This means ensuring
a target-oriented perspective for action that includes a process-oriented view of the
various steps from policy formulation to implementation and the analysis of effectiveness (Ostrom 2011). The complexity of governance results especially (1) from
vertical interconnectivity, the “multi-level system” (Benz 2009) and (2) consideration
of cross-sectoral horizontal interconnections. This is in part represented by spatial
planning at the national, regional and regional level, municipal land use planning,
environmental planning and various forms of sectoral planning (e.g. transport, waste)
in Europe (Reimer et al. 2015). In addition, regional development approaches (e.g.
development concepts, networks), financial subsidies (e.g. tax incentives, Common
Agricultural Policy) and other project-driven activities need to be included.
In the context of land use, Gentry et al. (2014) additionally request that the
perspective is opened for international governance instruments since distant relationships often cross international borders. In the light of the original notion of the
telecoupling concept—the distance between the interrelated systems—the need to
develop governance instruments becomes even more urgent so that their increased
tasks can be matched. There have also been calls for greater consideration of flows
especially, between urban and rural areas, as a proper component of this analytical
concept (Gentry et al. 2014). Land use changes in one place can be induced by social,
economic or political processes and changes elsewhere.
At the same time, this perspective refers to the dimension of functional governance, which goes hand in hand with functional relations, complementing traditional
forms of place-based and territorial governance. For this reason, the “construction
of space by governance” has also been coined (Kilper 2010: 16). Functional governance takes up the above-mentioned forms of spatial interrelations in a space of
flows (Massey 2005), and has so far been regarded primarily as a challenge without a
comprehensive solution (cf. also Friies and Nielsen 2014). The interrelations themselves may influence land differently and may change over time, e.g. due to feedback
loops. Hence, dynamics are an additional challenge.
The discussion of dynamics is quite often linked to debates about innovation and
transition. Since spatial activities in one system can cause pressure in other systems,
reactions such as change or rejection must be expected. In addition to unintended
flows, explicit and intended flows of knowledge (e.g. about effects, impacts, etc.) may
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also influence actors. This can cause direct or indirect pressures on an institutional
system and, as a result, on land use and land management. Although research about
change and transition processes is still in its infancy (cf. Oberlack et al. 2019),
knowledge about social innovation processes (Sovacool and Hess 2017; Petterson
and Huitema 2019) and change models (e.g. Kristof 2010; Oberlack et al. 2019) exists
in various forms. For example, the concept of the regional innovation system (RIS)
highlights the generation, transfer and application of knowledge. The RIS seeks to
draw attention to regional conditions for establishing innovation (Tödtling and Trippl
2005). Organisations, institutions and actors involved in the generation, diffusion
and use of knowledge are important (Arnold et al. 2014; Doloreux and Parto 2005;
Fritsch 2013). Regions have different potential for change, innovation and adaptation.
In consequence, account must be taken of specific regional constellations and the
permanent change of interrelations (innovation).
Conversely, forms of governance require comprehensive knowledge about the
objects and processes to be influenced. New forms of knowledge are therefore
directly linked (Rydin 2007) and are required in the scientific debate on telecoupling
(Zaehringer et al. 2019). The interaction between knowledge for governance (e.g.
functional interrelations) and knowledge about governance (e.g. multilevel governance experiences) is of particular importance. This means, on the one hand, integrating and reflecting on mutual learning processes, depending on places and people.
On the other hand, “distance learning” is necessary, reflecting spatial interrelations
and feedback loops. To this end, additional resources are needed to realise internal
and external exchange. In consequence, co-design processes must reflect not only
inner-regional knowledge generation and dissemination, but also the appropriate
inclusion of knowledge flows from other regions.
At the same time, this requires a differentiated understanding of knowledge
transfer. Going beyond a simple loading dock approach, answers must be found
about what kind of knowledge can be transferred from or to other spaces from
different contexts with different and heterogeneous networks of actors and a range
of institutional settings, and then applied and implemented there (Rogga et al. 2014).

6.6 Outlook
From the authors’ perspective, the main tasks for the future are (1) to further develop
a model to integrate regional interrelations based on functional interrelations, and
(2) to improve regional governance and transition processes, based on the analytical
model.
The challenge here is to adequately consider the aforementioned complexities of
the various approaches.
To reflect current discussions about the role of science in solving real-world problems by using co-design approaches, developers of models must also consider the
need to find applicable models that allow a broad practical application for the solution of real-world problems. This is also a consequence of a decade-long ongoing
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debate about gaps between theory and practice in the field of spatial development
and land use planning, addressed by a number of scientists (Alexander 2010, 2015;
Taylor 2016; Sanyal 2000; Thomson 2000; Vogelij 2014). On the one hand, scientists
state that theories are needed to broaden planners’ minds (Diller and Thaler 2017);
on the other hand, theoretical approaches are thought to be too far from practical
planners’ working reality, and unhelpful in their daily tasks (Sanyal 2000; Hellmich
et al. 2017).
A further development and linkage with governance approaches (such as urbanrural partnerships, DV 2013) should not only include governance modes (Rydin 2007)
and their application. It also requires a first reference to the objectives to be pursued
and the underlying values and norms. This also comprises the presentation of value
conflicts and the distribution of benefits and costs. Thus, interregional cooperation
and exchange are generally thought to increase prosperity, especially economically,
due to achieving comparative cost advantages. At the same time, this may be accompanied by negative environmental impacts that cause spatially one-sided pressures.
Such one-sided pressures are now frequently criticised in the discussion about environmental justice. Although there are some parallels between the development of
approaches in environmental justice and land use science (especially telecoupling
research), adoption of the normative dimension of environmental justice is a major
methodological challenge, and could politicise telecoupling research (Corbera et al.
2019).
Nonetheless, the authors wish to go one step further, and see the need for a
societal and scientific debate about spatial interrelations (and, in particular, urbanrural interrelations) in the broader context of spatial justice, which goes beyond the
environmental dimension. In Germany, for example, initial approaches exist in the
form of political and scientific discourses on equal living conditions or in the context
of research projects on a just urban-rural equilibrium (see www.regerecht.de). A new
cross-regional debate on globally accepted values such as justice (Höffe 1989) could
change the framework conditions for global and regional governance.
Acknowledgments Thanks to Jana Zscheischler, Annegret Repp and Sarah Keutmann for
developing the topic and for contributing to previous versions of this chapter.
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Part II

Co-Production of Knowledge

Chapter 7

Transdisciplinary Research in Land Use
Science—Developments, Criticism
and Empirical Findings from Research
Practice
Jana Zscheischler
Abstract The particular importance of transdisciplinarity (TD) is emphasised
against the backdrop of urgent complex real-world challenges and a changed societal demand for knowledge. It is no longer just a matter of producing new scientific
insights, but also of achieving the solution-oriented goals and producing the action
knowledge that support sustainable development and land management. Transdisciplinary research (TDR) projects have been supported in Germany over the past two
decades. However, critical questions are increasingly being raised about the extent to
which such projects have been successful. This chapter introduces the development
of the TDR concept; describes the current criticism of TDR; and presents empirical findings from research practice. The results reveal a number of implementation
deficits that can be traced back to a misfit with academic structures and a lack of
knowledge.
Keywords Co-production of knowledge · Sustainable land management · Mode 2

7.1 Land Use Science—From Land Cover to Global
Change Research
For a long time, the natural environment was predominantly an object of natural
sciences and the belief that progress is a matter of technology development prevailed.
The environmental crisis, arising ethical discourses on responsibility (Jonas 1984),
the postulation of a risk society (Beck 1986) and the ensuing awareness of the
increasing vulnerability of modern societies have modified society’s opinion on
progress and science (Gibbons et al. 1994; Nowotny et al. 2001). As a result, more
integrative concepts such as “human–environment interactions” started evolving in
the early 1970s (Crumley 2007 cit. in Palsson et al. 2013). This development was
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reflected in the emergence of new disciplines, such as ecological economics, environmental sociology and sustainability science (Costanza 1989; Catton & Dunlap
1978; Komiyama and Takeuchi 2006).
In this context, land use science also gradually developed an integrated socioecological systems perspective over the past two decades. While researchers initially
focused on monitoring and modelling biophysical characteristics and land cover
changes (Verburg et al. 2013), they now seek for a more integrative understanding.
In addition, land use science has become an integral part of global change research
and sustainability science (Braimoh and Osaki 2010; Meyfroidt et al. 2013), in which
the urgency to change actions is often emphasised (Palsson et al. 2013).
This growing awareness of the decisive role played by human activities is especially reflected in the concept of the “Anthropocene”, which considers that human
activities have become a major geological factor (Crutzen 2002). Jahn et al. (2015,
p. 92) regarded the diagnosis of the “Anthropocene” as one of the most fundamental
changes of perspective over the last one hundred years: “Society and nature are so
closely interwoven that they can no longer be independently investigated’.1
Since land use dynamics are simultaneously affected by biophysical, ecological,
economic and socio-cultural drivers, data and knowledge generated from land cover
analyses are insufficient for our understanding and for providing answers to many
of the urgent questions posed by society. What is also required is knowledge about
the actors involved, and their values, beliefs and motivations for decision-making.
A “radical change in perspective and action” is required, as new research questions
arise and necessitate new ways of thinking and action (Palsson et al. 2013).
This view has resulted in a new relation between knowledge and action (knowledge
for action), and consequently a new role for science. Science is expected to provide not
only more “systems knowledge”, but also knowledge about societal targets and opportunities for transformation. The evolution of the transdisciplinary research (TDR)
approach in land use science can be directly related to these developments.

7.2 The Development of the Concept of TDR
The concept of transdisciplinarity (TD) can still be regarded as a relatively young
one. Although the term “transdisciplinarity” was used by Jantsch (1970, 1972) and
Piaget (1972) in reference books of philosophy of science back in the early 1970s,
it rarely appeared until the 1990s (cf. Völker 2004). TD evolved from the concept of
“interdisciplinarity”, which was further clarified after the organisation and quality of
interdisciplinary research was unable to keep pace with the success generated by the
dissemination and use of the term (ibid.). For this reason, Mittelstraß introduced the
concept of “transdisciplinarity” at the “Bielefelder Symposium” in 1986, although
its definition was almost identical to the term “interdisciplinarity” (e.g. Mittelstrass
1 Translated

from the German “Gesellschaft und Natur sind so eng verwoben, dass sie nicht mehr
unabhängig voneinander untersucht werden können,” p. 92.
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2000). The term “transdisciplinarity” was used to elaborate the concept of “interdisciplinarity”, because the latter was previously inadequately explained and superficially
used. Völker (2004) called it a “terminological rescue attempt”.2
The resulting notion of TDR as “perfected interdisciplinarity” persists to this
day, which is especially apparent in regional differences between Europe and the
US (Klein 2008). In the North American debate, the notion of TDR refers back
to the “taxonomy of cross disciplinary research” after Rosenfield (1992) used the
lexical morpheme “trans” to describe a collaborative research approach differing
from interdisciplinarity where researchers “work jointly but still from disciplinaryspecific basis”, transcending disciplinary boundaries by “using shared conceptual
framework drawing together disciplinary-specific theories, concepts, and approaches
to address common problems.” In contrast, the meaning of “trans” in the “European”
concept is related to the North American concept of transdisciplinarity,3 but it is
extended by the science-to-society transgression. Hence, the main difference between
the two definitions lies in the involvement of non-academics, which is a distinguishing
aspect of the “European” definition. Finally, these different meanings of TD and the
relating confusion partly resulted in neologisms such as the “co-design” and the “coproduction of knowledge” (e.g. Mauser et al. 2013). In addition, it can be claimed that
these terms more clearly illustrate the core idea of TD as it is mainly understood today,
namely an equal collaboration between science and practice in the development and
design of a research project, and in the production and dissemination of knowledge.
This extended meaning of “transdisciplinarity” can be traced back to the diagnosis
of Gibbons et al. (1994), and later Nowotny et al. (2001), who described a new type
of knowledge production resulting from a changed relationship between science and
society. According to the authors, this new mode of knowledge production (Mode-2)
differs from the traditional Mode-1 by the context of application and the involved
relation to societal problems. The heterogeneity and organisational diversity of societal responsibility was highlighted via the TDR approach. While Mode-1 science was
characterised by academia having a monopoly on knowledge production, Mode-2
science also allowed the integration of further knowledge types from extra-scientific
actors. Thus, the claim for the existence of a different type of knowledge production stressed not only the integration of different disciplinary perspectives but also
perspectives from outside academia. In addition, the authors regarded the two modes
of knowledge production as not mutually exclusive, but as complementary.
At around the same time that Gibbons et al. (1994) observed and described
a “new production of knowledge”, the concept of “post-normal science” outlined
by Funtowicz and Ravetz (1993) gained attention. Funtowicz and Ravetz consider
science as in an ongoing process of change that is primarily shaped by the focused
problem constellations and definitions. The demand for a new type of knowledge
production is made plausible against the backdrop of new political challenges by a
perceived global ecological crisis and new societal risks4 : “To characterize an issue
2 Translated

from German “terminologischer Rettungsversuch”.
referred to as “transdisciplinary team science”.
4 In 1986, Ulrich Beck published his highly acclaimed book “Risk Society”.
3 Often
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involving risk and environment, in what we call ‘post normal science’, we can think
of it as one where facts are uncertain, values in dispute, stakes high and decisions
urgent.” (Funtowicz and Ravetz, 1993).
The authors argue that these challenges and problems are virtually impossible to explain by the dominating reductionist research approaches in science.
Instead, systemic and synthesising approaches are required to tackle problems with
a high degree of “unpredictability, incomplete control and plurality of legitimate
perspectives.”
In this context, the authors postulate that science has a strong responsibility for
societal development. They refer to the history of progress that has been successfully pushed by scientific knowledge. However, they also voice criticism: “…After
centuries of triumph and optimism, science is now called on to remedy the pathologies
of the global industrial system of which it forms the basis.” (ibid.)
Many aspects of “post-normal science”, such as “grasping complexity”, “dealing
with uncertainty” or “accounting a diversity of perceptions” (e.g. Mobjork 2010;
Pohl and Hirsch Hadorn 2008), have been adopted and incorporated in the discourse
of TD.
To date, practical applications of TDR can be found in the field of integrated
environmental or sustainability science, as well as in health science (e.g. Klein 2008;
Bammer 2005). In fact, sustainability science appears to be the ideal designated
field for TDR (Hirsch Hadorn et al. 2006; Scholz and Steiner 2015). In this field,
TDR is based on the derivation of a changed perception of great challenges and
political objectives such as the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs); it is backed
by politically motivated funding programmes5 for sustainability research.
Today, science is not only expected to understand and explain phenomena, but also
to provide guidance for action. Hence, knowledge production is called on to handle
normative orientation and interrelate “descriptive, normative and practice-oriented
forms of knowledge” (Pohl and Hirsch Hadorn 2008). This differentiation into the
above three types of knowledge was discussed by several authors, who divided topics
into (i) systems knowledge, (ii) target knowledge, and (iii) transformation knowledge
(Jantsch 1972; Wiek 2007; Zierhofer and Burger 2007; Schäfer et al. 2010). Systems
knowledge refers to questions about characteristics and dynamics of a problem,
considering complex human–environment interactions and diverse interpretations
(Know what?). Target knowledge represents normative knowledge, and captures
desired goals and the needs and direction for change (Know where?). Transformation knowledge incorporates support for the development of strategies for societal
transformation processes and concrete action (Know how?).
A similar differentiation into knowledge types can also be found in the concept put
forward by Max-Neef (2005), who outlined his idea of a “transdiscipline” by interrelating the specialised disciplines taught by modern-day universities (see Fig. 7.1).
Max-Neef distinguished between four different levels: At the basic “empirical” level

5 In

Germany, this is especially supported and funded by the Federal Ministry of Education and
Research.
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Fig. 7.1 The concept of a “transdiscipline” (based on Max-Neef 2005)

of his pyramid, he placed the basic disciplines that are capable of answering questions on “What exists?” The next level, called the “pragmatic level”, covers the
“technological disciplines” that contribute to the question “What are we capable of
doing?” This level was named pragmatic level, which is headed by the normative
level, with disciplines based on the question “What is it we want to do?” He called
the highest level the “value level”, with disciplines that ask and answer the question “What should we do, and how?” Transdisciplinarity based on Max-Neef (2005)
results from coordination between all four hierarchical levels of this pyramid.
In the recent discourse, however, TD is less understood as a discipline in its own
right,6 but rather as a problem-oriented research principle that integrates different
disciplinary and sectoral viewpoints, as well as knowledge types, also from outside
academia. In this regard, TD is also strongly linked with (participatory) action
research approaches (see also Cornwall and Jewkes 1995).7
Nonetheless, the concept of a “transdiscipline” based on Max-Neef illustrates that
the different knowledge types are reflected by highly specialised science (university)
but must be united to tackle “real-world” problems. In addition, the concept of MaxNeef clarifies that Mode-1 science represents the basis for Mode-2 science, which
can be regarded as complementary by the additional integrative capacity.
A milestone in the conceptual development of TD was the “td-net” conference in
Zurich in 2000. Here, different epistemological and research-practical discussions
were brought together for the first time. A key result of this conference was a common
definition of TD, which was subsequently broadly disseminated.

6 According

to Mittelstraß (2005), the identity of disciplines is determined by certain objects of
research, theories, methods and aims of research. He argued that transdisciplinarity is not a theory
principle, but rather a research guiding principle and a form of organisation.
7 Scholz (2011) provided a good overview of the differences and similarities between TD, action
research, participatory research and community-based research.
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The Zurich definition describes TD “as a new form of learning and problem solving
involving cooperation among different parts of society and academia in order to meet
complex challenges of society” (Häberli et al. 2001).

7.3 The Impact of TDR, Criticism and Open Questions
The increasing launch and funding of TDR projects over the last two decades (see
Bergmann et al. 2005; Defila et al. 2008) sparked an ongoing debate on adequate
evaluation approaches. A large part of the literature on TDR is now dedicated to
questions about quality criteria, impact measurement and evaluation frameworks
(e.g. Carew and Wickson 2010; Jahn et al. 2012; Klein 2008; Roux et al. 2010;
Walter et al. 2007; Wickson et al. 2006; Zscheischler et al. 2018). Nonetheless, since
Klein (2008) claimed that the evaluation of TDR is “one of the least-understood
aspects”, this statement continues to be highly relevant.
Difficulties in identifying consistent evaluation criteria result from the high degree
of context specificity of TDR, the non-projectable changes, the high degree of
uncertainty and the comparability of various projects (Wickson et al. 2006). Nonlinear interdependencies, multiple interacting drivers of change and long-time lags
(Roux et al. 2010) require varying approaches and criteria compared to conventional
research efforts. Consequently, several articles have discussed potential evaluation
principles for TDR (e.g. Klein 2008; Loibl 2005; Spaeth 2008). Nonetheless, no
generally accepted quality standards have been implemented to date.
This lack of quality standards is a major criticism against TDR (Goebel, Hill,
Fincham and Lawhon 2010). Although the development of quality criteria, as a
kind of guiding principle, makes a valuable contribution to supporting researchers
who apply TD, greater effort needs to be made to prove the effects of TDR. The
highly complex question of verifying societal effects becomes especially important
considering the backdrop of an increasingly output-oriented, competitive science.
Greater focus on the societal effects of TDR and a more outcome-oriented approach
are regarded as important (Russell et al. 2008; Walter et al. 2007) to substantiate the
added value of TDR. Until recently, there were few considerations of the effects and
outcomes beyond the TDR process.
Beyond numerous plausible explanations justifying TDR, there is little knowledge about its (true) performance. Doubts and a critical attitude are reflected by
the question of whether transdisciplinarity is simply a “word à la mode” (Lawrence
2004; Mittelstraß 2005). In this context, the broad interest in adequate evaluation
approaches can be interpreted as a legitimacy crisis.
TDR is time-consuming, and requires a large amount of resources. Effect analyses
that justify these higher levels of effort are lacking. The additional expense incurred
by TDR has not yet been justified by an established improvement in results. This
deficit can be linked to a lack of empirical findings (e.g. Lieven & Maasen 2007;
Tress et al. 2007). The few empirical studies on TDR projects are dispersed over
several disciplines, application fields and case studies.
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7.4 The Role of Transdisciplinary Research in the Field
of Land Use Science—Results from a Comparative
Case Study in Germany
To narrow the aforementioned knowledge gap, I conducted a number of studies
among researchers and actors from practice who address questions concerning
sustainable land management (SLM) and apply TDR in Germany (see Zscheischler
et al. 2014, 2017, 2018; Zscheischler and Rogga 2015). In the following, I synthesise
the results and present some key findings.

7.4.1 Sustainable Land Management Can Be Seen
as a Designated Field for TDR
The results show that SLM is regarded as a designated field for the TDR approach.
This is evidenced by the discussions in the field of land use science (Zscheischler et al.
2014), by a review of the literature (Zscheischler and Rogga 2015), and from ontological analyses of “complex real-world” problems such as the question of “increasing
land use competition” (Zscheischler et al. 2016).
Sustainable land management can be seen as an upcoming conceptual framework
that includes different perspectives on land as an increasingly valuable resource with
regard to global challenges, such as climate change, demographic change, value
change, economic change, and loss of biodiversity. It includes a strong orientation
for action under the normative goal of sustainability, integrating ecological with
economic and societal demands, and in this regard, it integrates knowledge, sectoral
viewpoints and values. As one of the major challenges linked to SLM, a deeper
understanding of human-nature interrelations as well as spatial interdependencies
of land use decisions is mentioned (Zscheischler et al. 2014). Land use and land
use change are driven by actors with diverse interests and demands on different
scales. Thus, SLM faces many challenges with respect to integrating these competing
interests. In addition, the core concept of sustainability is normatively driven, and
values play a guiding role when taking action.
Against this backdrop, TDR poses a rationalisation potential, and it can provide
“socially robust” knowledge to tackle these very complex real-world problems. This
relation between SLM and TDR is also supported by the results of a meta-synthesis.
It can be shown that many case studies that have applied TDR are related to the
“management” of natural resources or land use (Zscheischler and Rogga 2015).
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7.4.2 TDR Plays an Increasing Role, and the Concept Is
Being Consolidated
There has been a boost in publication output over the past decade, reflecting the
increased importance of TDR for land use science. Over a longer period, the concept
of TDR has been highly debated in terms of its epistemological, theoretical and
ontological foundations; its methodological approach; and its function in science
and practice.
A review of this literature shows that, while the concept of TDR can be considered
as being in a “consolidating phase”, it has recently been used mainly to describe a
collaborative process of knowledge production that involves multiple disciplines
and stakeholders aiming at enhancing the capabilities to tackle highly complex realworld problems (Zscheischler et al. 2014; Zscheischler and Rogga 2015). In line
with other scholars, three core features of TDR can be identified: (i) complex realworld problems, (ii) collaborations and (iii) evolving methodologies that can be
differentiated into further key concepts.
In particular, the concepts of “mutual learning” and “knowledge integration” are
broadly discussed, specifying the quality of TDR. However, despite the emphasis
placed on the idea of “knowledge integration” in the context of TDR, it is depicted
only inconsistently and vaguely.
Nonetheless, it should also be noted that the interpretation of TDR in its current
form, as a participative, problem-focused and action-oriented research approach, is
strongly driven by a Central European perspective. In fact, a large proportion of
publications come from countries such as Germany, Switzerland, Austria and the
Netherlands.
The results also show that the debate on TDR is dominated by theoretical and
conceptual contributions.

7.4.3 Attitudes Toward the TDR Approach Are Appreciative
My empirical studies revealed that researchers who apply TD are generally appreciative of the TDR approach and have a positive basic attitude towards it (Zscheischler
et al. 2017, 2018).
In contrast to scientists and practitioners with idealistic motives, other scholars
considered TD primarily as an alternative way to attract external funding. Researchers
in Germany are under increasing pressure to raise external funding. Thus, empirical
findings have revealed that the primary reason for launching a TDR project is to
attract external funding. This entails modifying the in design and wording of the
project proposal to satisfy the call for proposals without any deeper methodological
proficiency. As a consequence, some researchers also reported that they considered
TDR to be something of a “necessary evil” to be fulfilled to secure funding and that
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they sought to reach a TD threshold that had to be passed to obtain funding; others
changed their minds during the course of projects.
Nevertheless, TDR appears to be welcomed as an opportunity to pursue and test
the transformation measures intended to achieve sustainability goals. Scientists are
highly motivated to contribute to more sustainable land use.
Practitioners exhibited motivations and interests that differed greatly to those of
scientists. The involvement of practitioners in the research process was considered
by scientists to be one of the main difficulties in TDR. Interview partners occasionally criticised practice partners. They complained about practice partner saturation,
about their disinterest in integrated and abstract approaches, and their sole focus on
solution-based results. The science partners therefore made a greater effort to involve
stakeholders with an affinity for risk and an interest in experimentation.

7.4.4 Understanding of TDR Remained Vague
The studies (ibid.) showed that understanding of TDR among researchers who apply
TD differs from the conceptual advancing discussion led by scientists who advocate
TD in the literature. Although an increase in consistency is apparent in the TD
literature, there is only a vague understanding of the concept itself among the relevant
researchers.
In one of the very few empirical studies on TDR, Tress et al. (2005) demonstrated
that 81 per cent of researchers who performed TD had only a vague understanding
of the concept. Almost one decade later, this vague understanding still prevails, as
shown by the results. Nonetheless, the analysis of 13 TDR projects (Zscheischler
et al. 2017) indicates that a shared notion of TD as a form of “science-practice
collaboration” starting with a “real-world problem” is common to all projects. Other
central features of TDR, as discussed in the theoretical literature, such as “mutual
learning” and “knowledge integration”, exhibit very little consideration, or none at
all.
Moreover, TD appears to be conceived as an instrument of transfer, meaning
the application of real-world problem solutions from academia to practice. In this
context, empirical studies revealed a common understanding of TDR as an approach
for harmonising research results with the requirements of practice, which is a rather
“shortened” notion of TDR.
The general uncertainty among researchers with regard to the concept of TDR is
also documented by the key terms used in project proposals – they are hesitant when
asked about their understanding of TDR and the success of their project, or when
this was openly discussed.
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7.4.5 The Application of TDR Is Often Shortened
Furthermore, echoing this rather vague understanding of TDR, a shortened application of TDR resulting in multiple differences from the proposed ideal–typical concept
was found (Zscheischler et al. 2017). The majority of the investigated projects showed
no element of an ideal–typical co-design process for the initial phase. Instead, project
issues and composition were strongly shaped by pragmatism, following the logic of
temporary projects. “Feasibility” and “efficiency” preclude ideal–typical proceeding.
Thus, individuals or core groups of a few people (mainly representing science) determined the project objectives and desirable partners from science and practice alone.
Scientific and practice partners and the project objectives were mainly selected based
on previous projects, pre-existing contacts and networks. This pattern can be observed
in all projects, which thus stresses the importance of mutual trust and network reliance
in the selection of project partners.

7.4.6 Multidisciplinarity Prevailed
Interdisciplinary collaboration that integrates conceptual frameworks and theory
from different disciplines remained an exception; there was often no strategic planning or management (Zscheischler et al. 2017). Some scientists met, while other
sub-projects remained separate from each other in the projects under investigation.
Although dependencies led to greater exchange between sub-projects, there were
attempts to avoid such dependencies owing to fears of a delay in project organisation.
The projects were shaped by a strong natural science orientation from the very
beginning. When asked about interdisciplinary collaboration in their projects, interviewees often cited adjacent disciplines in the field of land-related ecosystem
research, such as agricultural science, forest science and hydrology.
As such, alternating perspectives on sustainable land issues from the humanities
and social sciences were marginalised. Social science contributions were generally
recognised in principle, but were rarely placed at the heart of the project from an
overall perspective. Thus, collaboration between methodologically and ontologically “distanced” disciplines remained rather additive. In most projects, social scientists were not only outnumbered, but also classified as “interface specialists” who
routinely worked as transfer agents or science communicators.

7.4.7 Involvement of Practitioners Aims at Acceptance
and Implementation
There were different roles played by actors from practice, and their incorporated
knowledge bases. One emphasis was placed on the involvement of such actors for
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the production of spatial development models and scenarios (“Leitbild” processes),
for acceptance analyses, and for the testing of technical innovations at practitioners’
facilities or sites (Zscheischler et al. 2017).
The quality of the involvement processes under investigation differed widely,
ranging from projects with highly intensive co-operation and co-creation of knowledge to projects that conducted information activities as participative measures
only. The overall picture reveals that information and consultation events clearly
outweighed more integrative approaches and methods. Stakeholder and public acceptance of science activities and implementation appeared to be the prevailing goal of
stakeholder involvement. Smaller projects (in terms of the number of institutions
and partners involved) reported a noticeably more intensive exchange of information
and perspectives among project members. However, one of the largest consortiums
(approximately 35 partners) experienced a very successful stakeholder dialogue
process involving more than 60 actors from practice. Unfortunately, these activities remained unattached to the core item of the project, which led to frustration for
both the dialogue moderators (in this case scientists) and their non-academic project
partners.
As a general observation, many scientists consider their research entirely separately from the stakeholder process. Others displayed a rather limited conception of
stakeholder involvement. As an example, specific work packages were outsourced to
providers that had been termed “non-scientific project partners”. Another frequent
expression of that scientific “services” mentality was the provision of testing areas
by landowners.
Non-academic actors were frequently classified as “partners” (bound to the project
through contracts) and “actors” (involved through interviews and surveys, focus
groups or workshops). Practice partners from municipalities, public authorities,
NGOs and so forth were often bound to the project via (co-funded) employment
at their respective institution.
One observed strategy was that many projects implemented “regional coordinators” who were assigned to establish or strengthen multiple communication processes
involving (a) science and practice, (b) horizontal cross-sectoral communication (e.g.
land management-related local authorities such as planning, environment, economy),
and (c) vertical actor-based communication (e.g. micro-level to macro-level actors).
This demanding position was frequently occupied by novices from universities who
started from scratch, often without the expert knowledge of regional networks and
peculiarities. Thus, project coordinators emphasised that the success of participative
action depended strongly on the personality of “regional coordinators”.
Instead of a strategic concept of knowledge integration, the composition of objectives and results in the form of summaries and in the manner of multidisciplinary
research was observed.
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7.4.8 Challenges and Barriers to Applying TDR Are Often
Underestimated, but Need Professionalisation
Most of the few empirical contributions found in the literature are dedicated to barriers
and facilitators of applying TDR. An examination of the material and the results
from participatory observation during many events leads to the assumption that the
implementation of TDR remains a difficult challenge; therefore, the practice of TDR
cannot keep pace with the progress of the theoretical discourse. Most mentioned
barriers and challenges generally result from a lack of resources (time, labour) and
problems that arise from habitual, mental and cognitive differences among people
who are part of heterogeneous research teams, i.e. differences in ontological models,
expectations, levels of commitment to and engagement in the process, and levels of
skill and experience. In a small number of cases, the lack of the capacity to adapt to a
changing context (personnel issues) is noted. Communication is widely considered
to facilitate the transdisciplinary process and is therefore accepted as a strategy to
overcome interpersonal differences. In this regard, the implementation gap appears
to be twofold, characterised by both operational and cognitive inconsistencies.
The observed gap between theory and practice can be attributed to the short
history of the TDR concept. As evident from the statistical distribution of the literature sample (Zscheischler and Rogga 2015), the publication output merely started to
increase during the past decade. Another reason can be identified in the heterogeneity
of the concept. In fact, over the stretch of the last two decades, the (mainly normative) debate on TDR revealed a highly fragmented discourse that led to multiple
understandings.
Finally, the demands for the application of TDR in a real-world setting may be
underestimated on a regular basis. According to our investigations and others (cf.
Tress et al. 2007), researchers’ struggles to implement TDR do not depend on their
professional experience with the concept, but might rather be justified by a lack of
opportunities for reflection within respective projects.

7.4.9 Scholarliness Runs the Risk of Falling Behind
The results also indicated that scholarliness runs the risk of falling behind in TDR
projects (Zscheischler et al. 2017, 2018). There were difficulties in balancing scientific claims against practical orientation in TDR projects. Coordinating scientists
appear to have been particularly affected, and they complained about a lack of time
to conduct their own research activities and write publications. Moreover, the pressure to publish hampers scholars’ openness to a time-intensive transdisciplinary
process. In this regard, extra-academic organisations (often spin-off companies) have
appeared to be better positioned to assume the coordination of transdisciplinary
projects. However, such projects have tended to deprioritise scientific aspects, and
risked becoming pure consulting projects.
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Additional proof of this finding is that junior scientists put their academic career
opportunities at risk by assisting in TDR projects. Many doctoral students tasked with
co-ordinating parts of a project had failed to complete their dissertation by the time
the project had come to an end. This finding corresponds with results from a comparative study published by Lange and Fuest (2015), who investigated similar projects.
Moreover, the scientific quality of doctoral theses evolving from TDR projects is
thought to be relatively low. Consequently, some professors have little motivation to
supervise such theses.
In addition, the results from a survey (Zscheischler et al. 2018) show a strong
“practice tendency” of the perception of TDR success among scientists. Scientists
seem to consider TD research mainly as a research form that prioritises practical
outcomes.

7.4.10 The Science-Practice Benefits Equilibrium Is
Off-Balance
One objective of our study was to assess the extent to which TDR contributes to the
goals of SLM and keeps its promises. Since many conceptual papers on the evaluation
of TDR have shown that it is virtually impossible to prove a direct impact, we asked
researchers and practitioners about their perspectives on TDR project success.
The results (see Zscheischler et al. 2018) showed that there is a clear conceptual
deficit regarding success dimensions and criteria when asking about the success and
benefits of recent TDR projects in the form of an open question. Nonetheless, a
quantitative survey, which asked respondents to rate prescribed criteria, indicated
that there is a kind of basic shared “success profile” among all project participants.
This “success profile” highlights criteria with a high relevance to practice, whereas
typically scientific success criteria were rated as less important. This assessment
indicates a significant imbalance within the science-practice benefits equilibrium, as
advocated in the literature, which leans toward the practice-oriented side of the TD
ideal.
As shown (Zscheischler et al. 2018), many criteria are simultaneously important and that must be considered for the successful execution of TDR projects. It
can be assumed that a deficit in fulfilling one criterion cannot be compensated by
overperforming in another.
Our results show that the “output performance” and “process quality” of projects
are important for the overall success perception of a project, while personal benefits
for “career opportunities” seem to have no influence. This finding underlines the
assumption of a high degree of idealism among participating scientists.
In general, the results revealed that the overall success assessment of TDR is rather
moderate. On the one hand, this finding can be traced back to the often sub-optimally
realised TDR process (see Zscheischler et al. 2017). On the other hand, the study
revealed both high and vague expectations.
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7.5 Conclusion and Outlook
The results highlight that TDR is an approach with a high potential for complex land
use issues, where normative discourses, conflicting interests, sectoral and disciplinary
viewpoints, and different knowledge types are increasingly integrated in the search
for sustainable solutions. Scientists who apply TD mainly have an appreciative attitude towards the concept, when asked about their opinion on TD. However, in spite
of this acknowledgement, a crucial gap between the theoretically described “ideal
type” of TDR and its “real-world” application was identified. This gap is accompanied
by a vague understanding of what TD precisely constitutes among researchers who
apply TD. The simplified conceptualisation of TD, meaning an instrument of transfer
that harmonises research results with requirements from practice, may help explain
the observation of a prevailing multidisciplinarity and an often-found low level of
involvement of practitioners. In this context, it emerged that the benefits, especially
regarding the scientific knowledge gain, are rarely reflected on, and therefore go
unnoticed. As a social innovation in the academic system, it can be argued that TDR
is currently undergoing an upscaling process, risking “rhetorical mainstreaming”. It
will therefore be important in future to assure the quality of TDR processes, and to
narrow the misfit between prevailing academic structures and increasing professionalisation and profound knowledge among researchers who apply TD. And yet TDR
methods and the underlying theoretical foundations are rarely taught at university.
Greater consideration of these methods and foundations in higher education would
make a significant contribution to the better adoption and quality of TDR processes
and outcomes.
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Abstract There continues to be a poor understanding of how transformation and
socio-technological change in the specific field of sustainable land use and management can be effectively governed and supported. The aim of this article is to contribute
to this knowledge gap by presenting the findings from a comparative case study of
nine local innovation projects that sought solutions for sustainable land management
(SLM). For each of the nine projects, we examined the (i) problem definitions and
framings, (ii) the type and degree of innovation, (iii) the different approaches taken
to manage innovation processes, and (iv) the leverage points of these solutions in
the governance system of SLM. The results show that SLM innovations start from
diverse problem framings and emerge from distinct action fields. We found a broad
variety of innovation types following distinct solution strategies that can be clustered into (i) multiple land use, (ii) knowledge-based decision support tools, (iii)
co-management approaches, and (iv) new organisations and institutions. All nine
projects applied multi-actor approaches to facilitate reflexive processes of social
learning and cognitive reframing by embedding experimental innovation management approaches such as real-world laboratories (thus optimising the solution) into
larger transdisciplinary and participatory processes (to adjust to societal discourses
and normative orientations).
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8.1 Sustainable Land Management—A Normative
Orientation for Transformation
Land is an essential but limited “resource” to humans. Demand for land and landbased goods is increasing, and will continue to increase in the future due to a growing
world population, economic growth, the energy transition, changes in consumption
patterns, and, not least, climate change. As a result, it is assumed that there will
be greater land use competition and more environmental degradation in the future
(Haberl et al. 2014; Niewöhner et al. 2016).
Land has therefore become a key issue of sustainable development, since land
use causes many sustainability problems. In the search for sustainable and socially
responsible solutions that take into account complex interactions between different
demands, associated actors and their (often conflicting) interests, perceptions and
values, many scientists increasingly promote and discuss the concept of sustainable
land management (SLM).1
Although SLM is not a clearly defined term, there are some common features
that can be summarised as follows: SLM provides a normative orientation for policymaking and management; it takes a holistic systems perspective and addresses
complex socio-ecological interactions and dynamics. SLM also takes into account
multi-level and cross-sectoral approaches that stress social learning, experimentation, negotiation and the harmonisation of different goals; SLM involves multiple
actor groups (e.g. Hurni 2000; Schwilch et al. 2012; Weith et al. 2013; Fritz-Vietta
et al. 2017; Nölting and Mann 2018).
In general, SLM can be regarded as a concept of change and transformation
building on the idea of adaptive resource co-management (see Armitage et al. 2009).
It aims to achieve “a change in understanding that goes beyond the individual to
become situated within wider social units or communities of practice” through social
interactions between actors within social networks (Reed et al. 2010). In this context,
the role of transdisciplinarity is highlighted by several authors (e.g. Hurni 2000;
Nölting and Mann 2018).
However, beyond underlining the importance of transdisciplinarity, there is an
“apparent lack of a practical, structured (yet flexible) methodology for fostering
SLM in diverse contexts” (Schwilch et al. 2012). Thus, it is an open question how
transformation and socio-technical change towards SLM can be effectively designed
and supported.
The aim of transdisciplinary (research) processes (TDR) is to provide socially
robust orientation for sustainable solutions. However, the initiation and management
of innovation processes plays a central role in developing, testing and implementing
such solutions. And yet very few studies explicitly address SLM innovations. A lot of
scholarly work has been conducted on innovation processes in general, but it can be
1A

literature review shows that there has been an increase in the number of publications on SLM
over the past decade. A “scopus” search for the term “sustainable land management” generated 168
articles in April 2019.
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assumed that SLM innovations differ considerably from the “usual” types of innovation. While market-based (business) innovations are generated against the backdrop
of the interests of individual economic actors who often accept the externalisation
of costs, SLM innovations pursue a general interest and the idea of common goods
in a bid to avoid the externalisation of costs.
Thus, SLM innovations are based on a different set of push factors and are often
dependent on policy-driven innovation systems and the funding of collaborative
actors from science and practice (from different administrative levels and sectors).
The aim of this article is to identify specifics of SLM innovations and associated innovation processes by undertaking a comparative case study of nine research
projects2 conducted within the German funding programme entitled “Innovation
Groups for Sustainable Land Management”. We argue that understanding these
processes is highly relevant in the bid to improve the steering and design of effective
innovation and transformation processes for SLM.

8.2 The “Sustainable Land Management” Innovation
System
Knowledge is considered a central resource in innovation processes (e.g. Howells
2002; Thornhill 2006); therefore, attention was increasingly focused on exchange
and cooperation between actors and organisations for developing and disseminating
innovations. This idea can be found in the discourse on “innovation systems”, where
innovations arise as a result of the interplay between different levels of an institutional structure (Edquist 1997). In this context, the meaning of “regional innovation
systems” (RIS) was increasingly discussed. RIS are “typically understood to be a set
of interacting private and public interests, formal institutions, and other organizations
that function according to organizational and institutional arrangements and relationships conducive to the generation, use, and dissemination of knowledge” (Doloreux
and Parto 2005, p. 134). So far, the concept of regional innovation systems has
been discussed as a concept of spatial positioning and clustering (national/regional;
increasing competitiveness of regions; regional development).
By offering various support measures to promote research and innovations in
SLM, national innovation policy seeks to initiate regional innovation systems via
innovation policy programmes. In Germany, for example, the Federal Ministry
of Education and Research (BMBF) launched a range of consecutive funding
programmes3 dealing thematically with the integrated consideration of different uses
2 All

nine research projects were accompanied by a scientific coordinating research project over a
period of five years. As part of this scientific coordinating project, the authors had very good access
to the documents and team members of all nine projects. The results of the comparative case study
are based on the analysis of qualitative interviews with coordinating scientists, and of documents,
participatory observations during numerous events (workshops, conferences), and informal talks.
3 https://www.fona.de/en/topics/land-management.php.
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of land and natural resources, their interactions, and the corresponding development
of solutions: REFINA (2006–2012),4 Sustainable Land Management (2010–2016),
Innovation Groups for Sustainable Land Management (2014–2020)5 and Stadt-LandPlus (2017–2026).6 This funding agency regularly issues thematic calls—similar to
EU funding structures—and sets important framework conditions for research (e.g.
action field of research, disciplinary focus). Within the FONA framework programme
(Research for Sustainable Development), the BMBF also encourages and often
requires research projects to pursue research modes based on societally relevant
research goals (Newig et al. 2019). The term “Sustainable Land Management” is
thus largely supported (top-down) by research policy and predefined (science plays
an advisory role but with a control component), but at the same time influenced
(bottom-up) by the concrete thematic design of each research project.
Looking at these calls for tender and the available literature on RIS reveals that the
“Sustainable Land Management innovation system” differs from the RIS concept in
that it is heavily dependent on external funding and is only an innovation system for a
certain period of time (demolition after the end of the eligibility period). Thus one of
the core challenges is to achieve the continuity and transfer of processes to practice
beyond the project duration. At the same time, there are a number of similarities with
the RIS concept, such as.
• the importance of knowledge and the concept of the learning region, individual
and collective learning, exchange of knowledge (e.g. Blättel-Mink 2006)
• cooperation between different actors: companies, politics, research, administration and a combination of public and private interests (Doloreux and Parto
2005)
• the regional dimension of innovation processes and development; the region as
the locus of innovation
• the policy focus: systematic support of regional development (capacity building
in regions, local comparative advantages, etc.).
All SLM funding programmes7 are framed by political strategies of the German
Federal Government.8 They promote the development and testing of innovative
concepts and strategies as well as “knowledge bases, technologies, instruments and
system solutions” to (1) “reduce land consumption”, (2) “protect livelihoods”, and
(3) mitigate “increasing competition for land and natural resources”. The declared
aim is to protect nature and the climate; secure energy and food supplies; promote
health, social justice and the balancing of interests; and assure a high level of life
4 https://www.fona.de/en/measures/funding-measures/archive/research-for-the-reduction-of-land-

consumption-refina.php.
5 https://www.fona.de/en/measures/funding-measures/innovation-groups-for-sustainable-land-man

agement-fuer-ein-nachhaltiges-landmanagement_copy.php.
6 https://www.fona.de/en/measures/funding-measures/city-countryside-plus.php.
7 The

results are based on an analysis of the call for proposals of REFINA, SLM, IG SLM and
Stadt-Land-Plus.
8 e.g. The National Sustainable Development Strategy, the German Hightech Strategy, and specified
by the FONA framework (research for sustainable development).
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quality. As a level of consideration, regions are regarded as a particularly promising
spatial intervention level (e.g. “sustainable development of regions”, regional circular
economy”, “regional value chains”). Emphasis is also placed on the central role of
holistic systems approaches, reflected by the demand for “system solutions”, which
consider the “system context”, complex interactions and urban–rural linkages.
In sum, SLM is regarded as a “key issue” and a highly “complex area of activities”
that integrates different sectors, demands and interests such as water, soil, biodiversity, regional value creation, urban and rural areas, and others. Consequently, an
interdisciplinary, cross-sectoral and transdisciplinary collaboration between actors
from practice (politics, administration, economy and civil society) and science was
mandatory.

8.3 Analysis of Innovations in Sustainable Land
Management
We sought adequate frameworks and theoretical models to identify the specifics of
SLM innovations, to better understand the underlying innovation processes, and to
structure our study. Despite a thorough review, we found no conceptual framework
with a consistent explanation or guidance for the very diverse processes and projects
that we accompanied.
Not only does the literature distinguish between different types of innovation (technical, social and process innovations) that require different management
approaches, innovation processes are also embedded in very complex contexts. Due to
this complexity, there is often doubt as to the extent to which such complex processes
can be controlled and purposefully managed (e.g. Sauer 1999; Kristof 2010).
However, it can also be stated that change and innovation processes are more
than random events that do not happen out of nothing, but that can and need to be
stimulated. In this context, many authors emphasised the role of conditions and innovation contexts that can be managed to support innovations. Particularly concerning
sustainability innovations, the “multi-impulse hypothesis” has increasingly come to
the fore (e.g. Kramer 2010). Here, the foci can be very diverse, as demonstrated
by a collection of theories about socio-technical change with “the most explanatory
power” or applicability by Sovacool and Hess (2017). The authors interviewed 35
experts from different disciplinary backgrounds and found 96 distinct theories. The
most frequently mentioned theories were the socio-technological transition approach
(after Geels 2002, Geels and Schot 2007), social practice theory (Shove et al. 2012),
discourse theory, social construction of technology, and sociotechnical imaginations.
Sovacool and Hess (ibid.) were able to show that most theories focus on the categories
(i) agency, (ii) structure, (iii) meaning, (iv) relations, and (v) norms.
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For our analysis,9 we followed these main categories and chose a rather research
pragmatic approach, adopting the suggestion by Heideloff and Radel (1998) to focus
on a higher degree of abstraction. Thus, we focused on reasonings and meanings
by considering problem framings and definitions and normative orientations of
the desired solutions as well as the underlying strategies. We additionally applied
established categories from the innovation literature, such as the type of innovation
and innovation degree (e.g. Hauschildt et al. 2016; Kasmire et al. 2012; Baregheh
et al. 2009) to determine whether there are any specific properties relevant to SLM
innovations. We also sought to determine the main barriers to the successful implementation and distribution of these innovations, and how attempts were made to
manage and control innovation processes.

8.4 Case Study: The German Funding Programme
“Innovation Groups for Sustainable Land
Management”
As described above, the “Innovation Groups for Sustainable Land Management” (IG)
funding programme (2014–2020) is part of a land-focused funding line initiated by
the BMBF. In contrast to the preceding programme “Sustainable Land Management” (2010–2016), the IG programme focuses on developing systemic solutions to
complex real-world issues, analysing innovation conditions, and building up capacities and competences among the practice actors and scientists involved in order to
drive innovative solutions that have been outlined and defined during the application
process.
In total, nine joint research projects (the “Innovation Groups”, or IGs) were funded
over a period of five years (2014–2019) with Germany as the geographical focus of
application. The IGs differed in size, actor composition (i.e. academic disciplinary
background, practitioners’ background) and research questions. In terms of topics,
the IGs can be clustered in at least four different application fields: (1) research on
regional energy transition in the context of land consumption and land competition;
(2) research on multiple or diversified land use options on the same plot of land;
(3) research on cultural landscape development; and (4) research on interlinkages
between urban and rural spaces. Numerous IGs conducted their research activities
in more than one cluster, e.g. by combining Clusters 3 and 4. Table 8.1 provides
more detailed information on the projects under investigation, along with various
characteristics.

9 Our findings result from accompanying the projects over a period of five years. They are based on

the analysis of project proposals and websites, participatory observations during events, informal
talks and semi-structured interviews with coordinating scientists.
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Table 8.1 Overview of the “Innovation Groups” under investigation
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8.4.1 Problem Definition of Projects and Societal Pressure
for Action
One central and frequently described success factor for innovation processes is the
consideration of concrete application needs raised by prospective appliers. As a
consequence, the question of how the problem is defined at the beginning plays a
decisive role for the design and development of solutions (e.g. Enkel 2009; de Jong
et al. 2016).
The majority of projects used the narrative of “increasing land use competition”
in order to prove the relevance of their research project and the desired solutions.
Here, the projects align their narrative with that of the funding agency, and address
the problem definition described in the announcement.
Applicants additionally formulate five other problem areas and fields of action:
(i) the loss of cultural landscapes, (ii) environmental degradation, (iii) increasing
land use conflicts, (iv) disparities between urban and rural areas and the challenges
of demographic change, and (v) the challenges of spatial justice. Thus, the projects
reflect a rather wide range of fields of action and current problems, and illustrate the
diversity of challenges in SLM. At the same time, it must be acknowledged that the
projects represent only some of the current land use challenges. Thus, other urgent
issues such as landscape fragmentation, climate change impacts, urban sprawl and
contamination remained unconsidered (see EEA 2019).
One striking aspect is that many of the nine research projects focus on the challenge of changing the energy system (APV-Resola, AUFWERTEN, INOLA, render,
EnAHRgie). This is not surprising, since the spatial dimension of renewable energy
production and distribution in Germany is decisive (see Meyer and Priefe 2015).
There is considerable pressure to act and transform the energy supply system, which
is discussed extensively by many societal actors.

8.4.2 Solution Strategies and Types of Innovation
It is striking that the concept of innovation, which is traditionally often equated
with the understanding of technological innovation, is significantly expanded in the
context of SLM. While there are still projects that focus on new technologies and
processes (such as agroforestry systems and agrophotovoltaic plants), most projects
place a strong emphasis on “social innovations”.
In the literature, there are different interpretative patterns of the term “social
innovation” and corresponding heterogeneous theoretical approaches. In accordance
with others (e.g. Taylor 1970; Brooks 1982; Schubert 2016), we consider the term as
an extension of the notion of technological innovation and define “social innovation”
as “new” practices that provide alternative solutions to persisting problems (Zapf
1989), driven by specific actors in specific operating contexts (Rogers 2003; Howaldt
and Schwarz 2010).
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Such “new” practices were the aim of many of the nine projects under investigation. These practices include new participation concepts, decision support tools,
the initiation and strengthening of new collaborations and networks, and new
organisations.
It emerges that the solution approaches adopted by the nine projects can be grouped
into four clusters that follow different strategies:
1. Multiple land use (Example: agroforestry systems, agrophotovoltaic plants)
These projects primarily focused on the development of technological innovations that follow the strategy of “multiple land use” to mitigate land use competition. In contrast to concept of “multifunctional land use”, which advocates
heterogeneity at the landscape level (see Mander et al. 2007), “multiple land
use” means that one land plot is used simultaneously for two purposes such as
agrophotovoltaic plants that are installed above crops, generating two harvests:
the harvest of solar power and of crops (see Photo 8.1). The innovation revolves
around a new technology that was developed in strong interaction with farmers
on a specific plot, applying an experimental living-lab approach.
A similar research setting was applied by the AUFWERTEN innovation group,
which investigated the applicability of agroforestry systems to “regular” farming
practices. As in the first example, a farmer provided test sites where the applicability of the innovation was tested in a real-world laboratory setting. In contrast to
the agrophotovoltaic test site, the agroforestry project allowed for a rather open
innovation research approach because the installation of woody structures on

Photo 8.1 Multiple land use by an agrophotovoltaic plant that enables solar power and crops to be
harvested simultaneously from one plot (source ISE Fraunhofer)
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arable land requires little monetary investment and, thus allows experimentation
and many variations. In contrast, the APV plant was rather cost-intensive. Thus,
the margin for processual adaption and innovation was narrow.
2. Improvement of decision-makers’ knowledge base (example: integrated
energy concepts)
Several projects developed instruments to help decision-makers make wellinformed and justified decisions when dealing with complex situations where
stakeholders often have opposing views and where trade-offs between different
societal goals are prevalent. This included integrated and action-oriented
concepts for municipal administrations (usually in the context of energy transformation), decision support systems, and associated tools and instruments
(EnAHRgie, render and ginkoo).
3. Co-management approaches (example: collaborative landscape management)
Another strategy was to establish new alliances, networks and collaborations
for pooling scarce resources, facilitating mutual knowledge exchange and social
learning, and to coordinate collective actions. As an example, in one project,
where the loss of the traditional cultural landscape was defined as a problem
shared by all of the actors involved, the idea of collaborative landscape management was advocated as a promising solution (Zscheischler et al. 2019). In this
case, several partial solutions (also technological innovations) were co-designed
and co-developed by actors from different sectors such as farmers, tourism
providers and nature conservation. These solutions were complemented by the
idea of an integrated management concept that includes new forms of coordination, new co-operation and new networks on a community level. The process
combined a real-word lab approach (for co-designing and testing several partial
solutions) with a transdisciplinary process. This combination facilitated a joint
problem framing, the harmonisation of actors’ different visions and conflicts by
means of a consensual discourse, the initiation of social learning processes, and
the strengthening of actors’ relationships (Fig. 8.1).
4. New Organisations and Institutions
Another type of outcome and innovation was the development and construction of
new organisations and institutions that took responsibilities and (in some cases)
mandates to manage or co-ordinate land resources. Here, a general approach was
to install an administrative or co-ordination position, which we call the “land use
manager”.
These managers worked at the interface between governance and government,
as well as between different land use sectors (vertical and horizontal structures).
From an organisational point of view, the implementation of “land use managers”
can be seen as an adaptation of the current German practice of administrative
units that work at the municipal or regional level based on cross-sectoral tasks,
defined by policy demands. As an example, “climate protection managers” have
been installed in recent decades to accompany the implementation of climate
targets set by the government (at different administrative levels). Climate protection managers work horizontally (cross-sectorally) as well as vertically (between
hierarchical levels) within the administration. They also perform communication
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AƩracƟve scenery
Biodiversity and conservaƟon

Income and cost recovery
maintain agricultural land

Maintenance of CL
and heritage

Fig. 8.1 Collaborative landscape management integrates different interests and pools resources
from actors of different sectors to manage and develop a traditional cultural landscape including
the typical attractive scenery, cultural heritage, biodiversity and cost recovery (own source)

tasks involving social learning, information and acceptance by the populace.
Although there is also a concrete political goal in Germany to reduce excessive
land consumption, there is not yet a corresponding administrative position that
addresses “land management” as a cross-sectional issue. Therefore, the projects
filled that “blind spot”, albeit in different ways. The INOLA project, for example,
tasks a citizens’ foundation with pursuing the goal of achieving the regional
energy transition. The foundation was initiated by citizenship interests and political will, and was eventually given a political mandate by its founding rural
districts (Landkreise).
Other projects established citizens’ initiatives to coordinate actions of different
actor groups towards the common goal/interest of cultural landscape management.

8.4.3 Steering Innovation Processes
All projects were invited by the application call to implement a transdisciplinary
research approach that brings together different actors from science and practice,
integrating their perspectives and interests. This requirement is based on the assumption that the process design and development of sustainability innovations plays an
important role in the transformation towards the socially responsible use of land and
natural resources.
Innovations in integrated sustainable land management (or sustainability innovations) also differ from the more classic (product, process, marketing or organisational)
innovations studied in economics. Besides addressing economic exploitation structures, they also seek, among other things, to achieve the multifunctionality of agrarian
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landscapes. Sustainability innovations are thus often associated with competitive
disadvantages (Nidumolu et al. 2015). In addition, in order to be able to develop and
establish themselves, sustainability innovations usually require “second–order” innovations; they “challenge” conventional paradigms, routines and institutions (Knickel
et al. 2009), and eventually reconfigure regimes (Geels and Schot 2007) where technical and economic drivers have proven inadequate (Hegger et al. 2007). Moreover,
the development and enforcement (including adoption and impact) of innovations is
seen as a social process (Currie et al. 2005) and as a result of co-evolutionary development and learning processes that involve different stakeholder groups and bring
together knowledge resources (e.g. Ingram et al. 2015; Kemp et al. 2009; Schot and
Geels 2008).
Most of the projects then addressed these conceptual considerations by designing
innovation processes with the participation of various stakeholder groups. Different
approaches were used in the nine research projects (see Table 8.1). Examples include
the “real-world” or “living lab” approach, the “open innovation” concept, the method
of “design thinking”. Transdisciplinary processes were also conducted, as well
as very incremental management approaches that can be described as “muddling
through”. Combinations of several approaches, such as a transdisciplinary learning
process with a real-world lab approach (see also Rogga et al. 2018) were often
observed.
Such combinations appear to be pertinent: while transdisciplinary processes
enable the joint definition of problems in the consensual discourse, the integration of
different stakeholder perspectives, the elaboration of objectives and the identification
of suitable innovations, the other methods and approaches enable these solutions and
the corresponding transformation knowledge to be tested and experimented with.

8.4.4 Leverage Points in the Governance System of Land
(Use)
As stated above, we consider SLM to be a concept of change and transformation. In
this context, the term “management” refers to activities and interventions that seek
to bring about a shift towards more sustainable land use. Land (use), however, is a
highly regulated subject/field with several intervention levels, as shown in Fig. 8.2
(adapted after Hurni 1997).
With regard to the nine projects under investigation, we found that most projects
comprised interventions and developed innovations at levels between the land
plot (e.g. technological innovations such as agrophotovoltaic plants, agroforestry
systems) and the community (e.g. collaborative landscape management, integrated
spatial energy concepts). However, we also found that the projects coordinators
mentioned legal conditions as main barriers to innovation processes. Thus, it may
be worthwhile considering TDR projects that also involve actors from higher
intervention levels in the future.
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Fig. 8.2 Intervention levels for sustainable land management (adapted after Hurni 1997, 2000)

8.5 Discussion and Conclusion: Three Theses
on the Specifics of SLM Innovations
The aim of this article was to identify the specifics of SLM innovations and the
underlying innovation processes (see Table 8.1). The comparative analysis of nine
transdisciplinary research projects led us to formulate three theses on the specifics
of SLM innovations, which are presented and discussed below.
Thesis #1
SLM is a New and Complementary Form of Governance and Normative
Orientation
A closer look at the solutions developed in the nine projects under examination shows
that SLM and the underlying innovations can be regarded as a strategy to counterbalance the disadvantages and shortcomings of land use that is managed sectorally and
organised by the government. Thus, we consider SLM to be a “new” and complementary form of governance that focuses on innovation processes and follows an adaptive
co-management approach (Armitage et al. 2009) involving science and practice to
iteratively design and test solutions for the more sustainable use of natural resources
and land.
This thesis is supported by the types of innovation evolving from the nine projects
under examination. Although two of the nine projects focused on technological
innovations (such as agroforestry systems and agrophotovoltaic plants), most of the
projects centred around social innovations. These innovations included new collaborations and networks between actors from different sectors; the development of
new institutions such as the establishment of a coordinating authority (e.g.,“land
use managers”) or of tools for supporting well-informed and justified decisions
in situations of great uncertainty and complexity.
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Although other scholars have highlighted the integrative nature of SLM (e.g.
Nölting and Mann 2018; Wang and Aenis 2019), comprising the components of
technology, policy and land use planning (Hurni 2000), the interaction of different
types of innovation and the specific role played by social innovations in SLM has not
yet been considered. We argue that taking a deeper look at these conditions would
enhance our understanding of sustainability transformations.
Thesis #2
SLM Innovation Processes Follow a Multiple-Objective Strategy and Combine
Transdisciplinary Processes with Innovation Management Approaches
Most projects followed a two-fold approach and combined a number of partial solutions (local niche innovations) with a “regional” integration concept. As a consequence, transdisciplinary processes were frequently combined with other innovation
management approaches such as real-world labs or the open innovation approach.
Thus, transdisciplinary processes were applied to integrate different types of knowledge and perspectives from a wider sphere of actor groups, especially when framing
and jointly defining the problem or initial situation (systems knowledge), but also
when supporting the development of visions and targeted sustainable futures (target
knowledge). This corresponds with the ideas of many scholars who regard transdisciplinarity as a valuable approach to provide “socially robust orientation” for sustainable development (Nowotny et al. 2001). However, it can be argued that complementary approaches that allow the co-design and testing of innovations (transformative
knowledge) within this jointly defined framework are required for the development
of concrete solutions and interventions.
The combination of transdisciplinary processes with real-world lab approaches
has already been observed in other studies (Rogga et al. 2018). It has been shown
that embedding the innovation process in a broader transdisciplinary discourse is
conductive to estimating unintended effects more effectively, and reducing ethical
concerns, but also to considering critical questions of legitimacy.
Thesis #3
Innovations for Sustainable Land Management Are Neither Disruptive nor
Radical
The literature on innovation studies often differentiates between incremental and
disruptive or “radical” innovations. This differentiation refers to how an innovation
influences and challenges the existing system and stimulates follow-up innovations.
Accordingly, radical innovations are innovations that have a “high degree of
novelty, being totally or substantially new” and a “profound effect on future development, establishing whole new fields of study” as well as new technological systems,
“making dominant rival technologies or processes obsolete” (Kasmire et al. 2012).
These innovations are frequently associated with eureka moments, ingenious ideas
and flashes of inspiration (e.g. van de Poel 2003).
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In contrast, there are “incremental innovations” that are far less ground-breaking,
new and original, and more likely to result in changes and modifications in the form
of incremental improvements to existing innovations and technological systems.
This differentiation according to the novelty and impact of innovations appears
to be rather questionable, because assessing the novelty of an innovation is a very
subjective and vague matter. Kasmire et al. (2012, p. 348) argue: “when examined
critically, the birth process of many “radical” innovations reveals only logical, even
obvious, small steps with no “eureka” moments”.
With regard to the projects examined here, it emerged that SLM innovations were
neither “sensationally new” nor radical or disruptive. Instead, they can be considered
as incremental adaptations towards new normative objectives or paradigms such as
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) or growing awareness of the importance
of a systems perspective. SLM innovations in the nine projects under investigation
were often locally tailored solutions that were mainly based on existing ideas, and
were now being implemented.
The extent to which the concept of “radical” innovations applies to SLM innovations is questionable because they often revolve around social innovations such
as new forms of coordination and collaboration. However, the concept of “radical”
innovations was derived from and is related to the retrospective study of technological
innovations (ibid.). Nonetheless, the concept of “radical” innovations seems hardly
applicable to SLM innovations, also with regard to the impact of such innovations.
Although some of the projects also focused on technical/product innovations
(e.g. hay ovens, biomillers, agrophotovoltaic systems, agroforestry systems), these
innovations were closely tied to the well-regulated resource of “land”.
For example, agroforestry systems with short-rotation wood strips for energy
wood production have been researched and developed in Germany for over 25 years.
However, the implementation and dissemination of such systems in practice has
so far failed due to the legal framework. In this case, minimal changes (also in
terms of subsidy backdrops) may cause considerable land use changes and, in retrospect, appear to be “radical”. However, it is unlikely that agroforestry systems will
completely replace other agricultural systems. It is more likely that such systems will
complement other systems, where appropriate.
The strict regulation of land is not only a strong barrier to SLM innovation. It
is very likely that it will influence the innovation process from the very beginning,
excluding legally unworkable solutions from the outset. From a critical point of view,
the innovations developed within the nine projects under examination are mainly
based on the existing system. The extent to which these innovations challenge current
regime structures is an open question.
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Chapter 9

Knowledge Exchange at Science-Policy
Interfaces in the Fields of Spatial
Planning, Land Use and Soil
Management: A Swiss Case Study
Marco Pütz and Regula Brassel
Abstract In this article, we investigate knowledge exchange at the intersection of
science and Swiss public policy in the fields of spatial planning, land use and soil
management. Based on a literature review and expert interviews, we identify six
types of knowledge exchange, and examine the barriers to and opportunities for
knowledge exchange. These six underlying concepts suggest knowledge exchange
is a challenging task because different expectations exist on how knowledge should
be exchanged.
Keywords Knowledge exchange · Science-policy interface · Spatial planning ·
Land use · Switzerland

9.1 Introduction
Over the last few decades, the way in which science has been considered to be
an instrument to inform policymakers has changed. Science addressing environmental policy issues often has to deal with endemic uncertainties, conflicting values
and different goals among actors. This has challenged traditional science, which
has been widely understood as a provider of value-free and definite factual knowledge (Funtowicz and Ravetz 1993: 739, 744, 749 et seq.; Ravetz 1999: 647–650).
Observing this development, Funtowicz and Ravetz (1993) introduced the concept
of “post-normal” science—a “problem-solving strategy [for policy issues], where
systems uncertainties or decision stakes are high” (Funtowicz and Ravetz 1993: 749).
Systems uncertainties refer to problems that cannot be solved simply by detecting
a specific fact, but where a complex reality has to be understood and managed.
Decision stakes encompass the diverse interests of different actors concerning an
issue (Funtowicz and Ravetz 1993: 744). To deal with these system uncertainties
and decision stakes, post-normal science implies that it is not only researchers or
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official experts who should debate the quality of scientific policy inputs, but indeed
all the actors affected by the issue and interested in contributing to a solution should
be included in the discussion (Funtowicz and Ravetz 1993: 752 et seq.; Ravetz
1999: 651). Gibbons et al. (1994: 1) also observed that the modes of knowledge
production had been changing. From their point of view, knowledge is no longer
solely produced disciplinarily and in a context of mainly scientific interests (Mode 1
knowledge production), but also transdisciplinarily and in “a context of application”
(Mode 2 knowledge production) (Gibbons et al. 1994: 3–5; Zscheischler et al. 2018).
However, there has been a shift not only in the way knowledge is produced and who is
involved in this process, but also in the way knowledge is exchanged (Bielak, Campbell, Pope, Schaefer, and Shaxson, 2008): referring to the findings of Funtowicz and
Ravetz (1993), Gibbons et al. (1994) and Pretty and Chambers (1993), Bielak et al.
(2008: 202 et seq.) asserted that
[i]t is no longer tenable to rely on the notion of a linear progression through an orderly
research process driven by scientists, to a dissemination phase driven by communication
specialists, to an adoption phase in which end users (whether in policy or management)
presumably apply research findings directly in their everyday activities. Rather, science
must be socially distributed, application-oriented, transdisciplinary, and subject to multiple
accountabilities. From a one-way linear process, science is evolving to a multi-party,
recursive dialogue.

The positivist perspective of “knowledge transfer”, where knowledge is understood as something that can simply be handed over to other individuals in a one-way
exchange process, has been complemented by other (more subjectivist) perspectives
(Rogga et al. 2014). Subjectivist perspectives take into account the idea that different
kinds of knowledge exist, which are individually and socially constructed (Fazey
et al. 2014: 206). Knowledge exchange arising from such a perspective “tend[s]
to result in knowledge exchange activities that encourage mutual learning through
multi-stakeholder interactions” (Fazey et al. 2014: 206), which is exactly what Bielak
et al. (2008: 202 et seq.) postulated. Therefore, today various definitions of knowledge exchange and a broad variety of different terms with diverging underlying
assumptions exist including “knowledge sharing, generation, coproduction, comanagement; transfer, brokerage, storage, exchange, transformation, mobilization, and
translation” (Fazey et al. 2013: 20; see also Mauser et al. 2013). In this article, we
understand knowledge exchange according to Fazey et al. (2013: 20) “as a process
of generating, sharing, and/or using knowledge through various methods appropriate
to the context, purpose, and participants involved.” However, knowledge exchange
does not always operate to the satisfaction of all the actors involved. Recently, various
scholars have begun to discuss the challenges of knowledge exchange at the intersection of science and public policy (which we refer throughout to as “science/policy
interfaces”) (Böcher and Krott 2014; Saarela and Söderman 2015; van Enst et al.
2014) and how they can be improved (Böcher and Krott 2014; Saarela and Söderman
2015). Others have focused on how knowledge exchange at science/policy interfaces
may be implemented most effectively (Reed et al. 2014).
In the following article, we investigate the different types of knowledge exchange
that actors in Switzerland have adopted at the intersection of science and public policy
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(which we refer to as “science/policy interfaces”) in the areas of spatial planning,
land use and soil management, and use our investigations to develop a typology of
knowledge exchange. Furthermore, we examine the barriers to and opportunities for
knowledge exchange in Swiss spatial planning, land use and soil management. The
goal of this article is to better understand how knowledge is exchanged, and to find
out what impedes and enhances knowledge exchange, drawing on Switzerland as
a case study. We assess in what respects the findings from Switzerland have been
represented in previous literature, i.e. which concepts of knowledge exchange our
empirically developed typology refers to. By looking at the concepts that underlie
the types of knowledge exchange actors adopt, it becomes clear why knowledge
exchange is a challenging task: differing concepts of knowledge exchange result in
different expectations on how knowledge is to be exchanged.
We discuss the following research questions
1. Which types of knowledge exchange do actors adopt at science/policy interfaces
in spatial planning, land use and soil management in Switzerland?
2. Which concepts of knowledge exchange do these different types of knowledge
exchange refer to?
3. How do actors at the science/policy interfaces in the fields of spatial planning, land
use and soil management in Switzerland assess the barriers to and opportunities
for knowledge exchange?
In Switzerland, the land and the soil are resources that have come under increasing
pressure. Construction and urban sprawl threaten agricultural land, biodiversity and
the landscape. A growing population, high mobility (and the resulting consumption
of land by transport infrastructure) and growing demand for more per-capita living
space have all helped drive this process (Schweizerischer Bundesrat, KdK, BPUK,
SSV and SGV, 2012: 1, 4, 6). We understand pressure on the land and the soil to
be a typical problem for post-normal science in the sense of Funtowicz and Ravetz
(1993): it is an environmental policy issue with high systems uncertainties and high
decision stakes. While population growth, mobility and the demand for more personal
space have been expressed as reasons for the consumption of land and soil, the role
of other drivers (such as zoning policy, tax policy and capital markets) is not fully
understood, to say nothing of the interdependencies among the various drivers (Brils
et al. 2016: 792; Plieninger et al. 2016; Schweizerischer Bundesrat et al. 2012: 1, 4, 6).
Moreover, spatial planning, land use and soil management all epitomise the presence
of diverse interests, which are introduced into each issue by a variety of actors.
These include the construction industry, real estate companies, private landowners,
farmers and conservationists (high-decision stakes). We therefore presume that, in
their attempts to find solutions in a complex context like this, actors adopt various
types of knowledge exchange, which encompass not only the positivist perspective
of “knowledge transfer”, but also other types of knowledge exchange that go beyond
that.
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9.2 Conceptualising “Knowledge Transfer”
and “Knowledge Exchange”
The scholarly debate on knowledge exchange in science/policy interaction has
been unfolding for quite some time. According to Fazey et al. (2013: 20), knowledge exchange is “a process of generating, sharing, and/or using knowledge
through various methods appropriate to the context, purpose, and participants
involved.” Accordingly, this definition implies two basic understandings of knowledge exchange: (a) knowledge exchange in a wider sense, as an overarching concept
encompassing a variety of subjacent concepts (e.g. knowledge transfer, the coproduction of knowledge); (b) knowledge exchange as a specific concept, incorporating “a two- or multiple-path process with reciprocity and mutual benefits, maybe
with multiple learning, but not necessarily recognition of the equitable value of the
different forms of knowledge being exchanged” (Fazey et al. 2013: 20).
In line with these basic understandings by Fazey et al. (2013), other scholars
provide similar overviews of knowledge exchange theories and concepts. Nutley et al.
(2014) distinguished rational-linear models, context-focused models, interactive
models and post-modern models of practice-policy interaction. Stewart et al. (2014)
differentiated among “knowledge transfer”, “knowledge exchange” and “knowledge
interaction”. They regarded “knowledge transfer” to be linear models of knowledge
uptake, dominating between the 1960 and 1990s, which required the effective packaging and communication of knowledge. The concept of “knowledge exchange”,
which emerged in the 1990s, was seen as the result of social and political processes,
and required effective relationships. Finally, “knowledge interaction”, which has
emerged in more recent years, has been regarded as embedded in systems and
cultures, and which requires effective integration within organisations. Kamelarczyk and Gamborg (2014) distinguished between knowledge transfer models and
knowledge interaction models: for them, knowledge transfer was characterised as
a linear and one-way model, clearly separating the worlds of science and policymaking, and working under the assumption that knowledge was produced as a clearly
defined, ready-to-use product. In contrast, knowledge transaction sees science and
policymaking as an undivided whole, and characterised by blurry boundaries. Here,
knowledge is coproduced in cycles. Kamelarczyk’s and Gamborg’s (2014) concept
of knowledge transaction thus corresponds to the concepts of knowledge exchange
and knowledge interaction proposed by Stewart et al. (2014).
A review of the literature on knowledge transfer and knowledge exchange in
science/policy or science/practice interaction reveals that many scholars agree on
these two basic concepts of “knowledge transfer” and “knowledge exchange” (Fazey
et al. 2014). Firstly, there is a consensus that concepts of knowledge transfer that have
emerged since the 1950s (e.g. Lasswell 1956) have understood transfer as a linear,
one-way or unidirectional activity of knowledge production, from science to policy
or practice (see Stone 2001; Pregering 2004; Birkland 2005; Böcher and Krott 2014;
Kamelarczyk and Gamborg 2014; Stewart et al. 2014; Linke et al. 2014). Second,
there is also a consensus that knowledge transfer may be complemented or substituted
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by more recent concepts of knowledge exchange or related terms, such as knowledge
interaction or transaction (see Stone 2001; Keeley and Scoones 2003; Jasanoff 2004;
Roux et al. 2006; Turnout et al. 2007; Kamelarczyk and Gamborg 2014; Böcher and
Krott 2014; Prager and McKee 2015).
Theories and concepts of knowledge transfer and exchange draw on wider debates
on science/policy or science/practice interaction. Following Sybille van den Hove,
we define science/policy interaction
as social processes which encompass relations between scientists and other actors in the
policy process, and which allow for exchanges, co-evolution, and joint construction of
knowledge with the aim of enriching decision-making. (van den Hove, 2007: 807).

In fact, van Enst et al. (2014: 13–16) used this same definition to develop a typology
of science/policy interaction, specifying different ways of handling knowledge.
1. The first type, “individual science-policy mediation”, focuses on individual scientists and experts that link science and policymaking by mediating between the
two groups and thus help to make knowledge available and utilisable.
2. The second type concentrates on the process of “participatory knowledge
development”, in particular transdisciplinary and participatory coproduction of
knowledge and common understandings. It includes all actors—from scientists,
policymakers and other professionals to laypeople (van Enst et al. 2014: 16).
3. The third type includes “boundary organisations”, which van Enst et al. described
as “formal institutions, often having a legal basis, which serve as an institutional
bridge between the worlds of science and policy” (van Enst et al. 2014: ibid.).
For our article, we interviewed actors representing one or more of these three
types of science/policy interfaces in an effort to demonstrate examples of who can
provide knowledge and who needs it.

9.3 Methods
We conducted 16 qualitative expert interviews with actors representing
science/policy interfaces in Switzerland, including individual science/policy mediators and boundary organisations. The interviews, which took between 50 minutes
and 2 hours, were generally conducted at the actors’ work. We recorded these interviews, took minutes, and prepared transcripts. In the questionnaire, we asked the
actors to describe how they exchange knowledge themselves, and how knowledge is
exchanged in spatial planning, land use and soil management in Switzerland more
generally. We thus used “knowledge exchange” as a superordinate concept. Insofar
as this concept characterises a two- or multiple-path exchange process, we made
clear to the interviewees that knowledge exchange might be understood in many
different ways, and thus also asked what other kinds of knowledge exchange they
had experienced.
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To analyse the transcribed interviews, we performed a qualitative content analysis
following Mayring’s method (2015). We coded the data with MaxQDA coding software. We started the coding process with concepts from the literature that we expected
to appear in the data (“knowledge transfer”, “knowledge exchange” or “coproduction of knowledge”). Over the course of the coding process, we complemented this
first set of codes with inductively created new codes. Drawing from the coded interviews, we identified barriers and opportunities, and developed a typology of knowledge exchange, including knowledge transfer. We complemented this typology with
elements that had not been explicitly expressed in the interviews, but that represented patterns that had appeared in the data. In the following sections, we do not
present the interview results in detail. Rather, we focus on the summarised results to
present a typology of knowledge exchange, and an overview of the barriers to and
opportunities for knowledge exchange.

9.4 A Typology of Knowledge Exchange in Spatial
Planning, Land Use and Soil Management
in Switzerland
Our analysis of how actors exchange knowledge in Swiss contexts of spatial planning, land use and soil management resulted in a typology of knowledge exchange.
Based on the interviews, we were able to identify six types: (1) knowledge transfer,
(2) knowledge transfer support, (3) knowledge exchange, (4) knowledge exchange
support, (5) participatory knowledge development and use, (6) formal and informal
knowledge exchange. These six types exhibit a total of 21 subtypes, characterising
different ways of exchanging knowledge (Fig. 9.1).
In the typology, we have distinguished between transfer and exchange processes.
We understand knowledge transfer (Type 1) as one-way processes, where knowledge
is imparted from one actor to another actor unidirectionally. In contrast, we define
knowledge exchange (Type 3) as a reciprocal process operating in both directions. We
further differentiate between “knowledge transfer” and “knowledge transfer support”
as well as between “knowledge exchange” and “knowledge exchange support”.
While knowledge transfer as such characterises processes where scientists and policymakers transfer knowledge they themselves have produced or possessed, knowledge transfer support (Type 2) describes processes where boundary organisations
or individual knowledge advocates enable the transfer between science and policymaking. Similarly, we differentiate between knowledge exchange (Type 3) and
knowledge exchange support (Type 4). Moreover, in some of the subtypes, we then
distinguish between direct and indirect processes. Direct knowledge exchange takes
place when actors are in direct contact with other actors. This direct contact may
also be organised by either a boundary organisation or an individual knowledge
advocate, or both. “Indirect knowledge exchange” characterises processes in which
actors do not meet or communicate directly. “Participatory knowledge development
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1.1. Knowledge transfer as a result of knowledge demand
1. Knowledge transfer

1.2. Direct knowledge transfer from a supply perspecƟve
1.3. Indirect knowledge transfer from a supply perspecƟve
2.1. Direct knowledge transfer supported by boundary organisaƟons

2. Knowledge transfer
support

2.2. Indirect knowledge transfer supported by boundary organisaƟons
2.3. Knowledge transfer supported by knowledge advocates

3.1. Knowledge exchange as coproducƟon of knowledge
3. Knowledge exchange

3.2. Knowledge exchange by Ɵght collaboraƟon
3.3. Knowledge exchange by loose collaboraƟon
4.1. Direct knowledge exchange supported by boundary organisaƟons

4. Knowledge exchange
support

4.2. Indirect knowledge exchange supported by boundary organisaƟons
4.3. Knowledge exchange supported by knowledge advocates

Formal and informal knowledge exchange

2.4. Awareness-raising acƟviƟes

5.1. CoproducƟon of knowledge through parƟcipaƟon
5.2. Retrieval of knowledge through parƟcipaƟon
5.3. Learning through parƟcipaƟon
5. ParƟcipatory
knowledge
development and use

5.4. ParƟcipaƟon to acquire new input
5.5 ParƟcipaƟon in knowledge evaluaƟon
5.6. ParƟcipaƟon designed to preserve knowledge gains
5.7. Strategic parƟcipaƟon

Fig. 9.1. Types and subtypes of knowledge exchange

and use” (Type 5) characterises how and why actors are involved in knowledge
exchange processes. “Formal and informal knowledge exchange (Type 6) describes
the formality of knowledge exchange processes. The following sections present these
types and subtypes in greater detail.

9.4.1 Type 1: Knowledge Transfer
Knowledge exchange Type 1, “knowledge transfer”, refers to knowledge exchange
processes that are only one-way. We distinguish among three subtypes:
Type 1.1: Knowledge transfer as a result of knowledge demand. This describes
knowledge transfer where either policymakers or scientists express a knowledge
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demand that can be met by a one-way transfer process. Knowledge demand,
for example, occurs when policymakers approach scientists with a question the
researchers can answer promptly (e.g. on the phone).
Type 1.2: Direct knowledge transfer from a supply perspective. This embraces
knowledge transfer by researchers who disseminate their results not only via scientific
journals, but in ways that also address policymakers directly. We understand this as
knowledge transfer coming from a supply perspective, because the scientists impart
their findings unasked.
Type 1.3: Indirect knowledge transfer from a supply perspective. This describes
indirect knowledge transfer via publications that scientists or policymakers supply.
This subtype includes, e.g. popular articles in newspapers, the trade press or
factsheets, or scientific reports published by scientists or policymakers.

9.4.2 Type 2: Knowledge Transfer Support
The knowledge exchange type of “knowledge transfer support” is characterised by
one-way transfer processes between science and policymaking enabled by boundary
organisations or individual knowledge advocates. We established four subtypes.
Type 2.1: Direct knowledge transfer supported by boundary organisations. In
this type, scientists and policymakers are in direct contact; knowledge transfer is
supported, e.g. by universities within final presentations of research projects.
Type 2.2: Indirect knowledge transfer supported by boundary organisations. This
indicates that scientists and policymakers do not meet or communicate directly;
knowledge transfer is enabled by boundary organisations that are involved in science
dissemination activities.
Type 2.3: Knowledge transfer supported by knowledge advocates. Here, individual advocates are understood to support knowledge transfer from science to policymaking or from policymaking to science in one-way processes, e.g. scientists who
send publications directly to policymakers.
Type 2.4: Awareness-raising activities. These encompass events, excursions,
marketing campaigns and publications to raise awareness regarding challenges in
spatial planning, land use and soil management; they are organised by boundary
organisations or individual knowledge advocates. This way, scientific and expert
knowledge is transferred to policymakers and laypeople. This subtype shows features
of all the other subtypes of “knowledge transfer support”.

9.4.3 Type 3: Knowledge Exchange
“Knowledge exchange” describes knowledge exchange where dialogues or other
interaction between actors from science and policymaking takes place. Here, knowledge is exchanged reciprocally. However, the kind of knowledge that science
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and policymaking exchange with each other are not necessarily the same. While
science is understood to introduce scientific knowledge into the exchange process,
policymakers impart knowledge on practical problems, on social networks or on
administrative or legal processes. This type includes three subtypes:
Type 3.1: Knowledge exchange as coproduction of knowledge. This subtype is
characterised by knowledge exchange between policymakers and scientists, where
scientists carry out a research mandate for public authorities and subsequently coproduce knowledge. This does not mean working together constantly, but it does mean
developing it in an iterative, collaborative way.
Type 3.2: Knowledge exchange by tight collaboration. Like Subtype 3.1, knowledge is exchanged between public authorities and scientists executing a research
mandate. Here, policymakers only give input and feedback to accompany the research
process closely.
Type 3.3: Knowledge exchange by loose collaboration. Again, like Subtypes 3.1
and 3.2, knowledge exchange takes place between public authorities and scientists
executing a research mandate. Here, however, the contact between the two parties is
only “loose”. Policymakers provide feedback only occasionally, and do not follow
the research process closely.

9.4.4 Type 4: Knowledge Exchange Support
The knowledge exchange type “knowledge exchange support” is characterised by
reciprocal knowledge exchange between science and policymaking, but supported
by boundary organisations or individual knowledge advocates. Once again, there are
three subtypes.
Type 4.1: Direct knowledge exchange supported by boundary organisations. This
is characterised by knowledge exchange between scientists and policymakers that
occurs when boundary organisations arrange meetings, workshops, conferences,
excursions and other events where actors meet directly.
Type 4.2: Indirect knowledge exchange supported by boundary organisations.
This describes knowledge exchange processes where science and policymaking do
not meet directly. Instead, knowledge is received from science and imparted to
policymakers through boundary organisations.
Type 4.3: Knowledge exchange supported by knowledge advocates. In this
subtype, individual knowledge advocates enable knowledge exchange between
science and policymaking. This exchange is carried out, e.g. by interns in government agencies. Interns are often simultaneously students at a university, so that public
authorities not only impart knowledge to interns, but also receive scientific knowledge
back from them.
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9.4.5 Type 5: Participatory Knowledge Development and Use
The “participatory knowledge development and use” knowledge exchange type
describes actor participation in research projects and in policymaking. Who these
actors are, how they are included in the process and for what purpose can vary. To
show this variety more clearly, we have differentiated the subtypes of this knowledge
exchange type into two groups: the first three subtypes focus on how participation
is organised. The fourth to seventh subtypes describe the reasons participation is
taking place, i.e. the purpose of introducing participation. Accordingly, the subtypes
include two different aspects of participation (how and why) that overlap. There are
seven subtypes in total:
Type 5.1: Coproduction of knowledge through participation. This is characterised
by actor participation where knowledge is being coproduced by scientists, policymakers or actors from civil society. Coproduction means that actors can be involved,
e.g. through stakeholder workshops, expert interviews or assessments. In transdisciplinary research projects, the coproduction of knowledge begins immediately, with
different actors jointly defining the problem and setting project goals.
Type 5.2: Retrieval of knowledge through participation. This is focused on actor
participation in workshops or surveys to retrieve knowledge. Here, participation does
not imply a joint act of generating knowledge, but a demand-side act of requesting
and receiving knowledge from actors.
Type 5.3: Learning through participation. This entails enabling individual learning
or mutual learning between scientists and policymakers.
Type 5.4: Participation to acquire new input. The goal of this is to understand the
variety of the actors’ knowledge, opinions and interests; participating actors may be
scientists or policymakers, as well as individuals from civil society.
Type 5.5: Participation in knowledge evaluation. This is characterised by actor
participation with the goal of generating specific feedback on documents, prototypes, results, solutions or recommendations. Here, participation does not focus on
acquiring new input, but on getting feedback and making evaluations.
Type 5.6: Participation designed to preserve knowledge gains. This concept refers
to participation that incorporates crucial influential people who would need to be
consulted before a policy could be applied.
Type 5.7: Strategic participation. “Strategic participation” refers to participation
as a strategy to legitimise outcomes. Policymakers may ask for feedback by scientists, or scientists may be (formally) included in policymaking by public officials.
Participation is only “pro forma”, and designed to indicate that the actors have been
involved, rather than actually exchanging knowledge as the primary goal.
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9.4.6 Type 6: Formal and Informal Knowledge Exchange
The “formal and informal knowledge exchange” knowledge exchange type describes
the formality of knowledge exchange. On the one hand, it describes in which setting
(formal, informal) the other types of knowledge exchange in this typology take
place. On the other hand, the subtypes can also represent themselves (e.g. informal
knowledge exchange at conferences). It is important to note that we do not see
“formal” and “informal” knowledge exchange as two completely separated types
of knowledge exchange, but rather as extremes along a continuum. Knowledge
exchange is a complex phenomenon, and often consists of multiple interactions
between actors; for this reason, the formality of an exchange can change over time,
e.g. informal exchange can lead to a project that is regulated by a formal agreement.
This knowledge exchange type appears in two subtypes.
Type 6.1: Informal knowledge exchange. This occurs when actors exchange
knowledge with other actors in an informal setting. This may include unofficial parts
of meetings or conferences, as well as informal workshops organised by public agencies to stimulate creative and open exchange between policymakers and scientists in
a confidential setting.
These networks are especially important before projects are formulated, when
actors informally exchange information with their counterparts about problems they
observe, about knowledge needs they have or about possible solutions they perceive.
The second subtype is 6.2: Formal knowledge exchange. This describes knowledge exchange that is embedded in formal structures and processes. For example,
this subtype includes meetings organised by public agencies to gain insights on the
opinions of different actors concerning a particular topic. Such meetings are designed
in the formal style of a consultation, where the statements of the invited actors are
written down and the course of the meeting is rather predetermined. However, this
subtype also embraces formal calls for proposals and knowledge exchange that is
regulated by agreements that define the tasks and duties of two contracting parties.

9.5 Barriers to and Opportunities for Knowledge Exchange
in Spatial Planning, Land Use and Soil Management
in Switzerland
Based on the interviews, we identified 11 “barriers” to and five “opportunities” for
knowledge exchange (Tables 9.1 and 9.2). “Barriers” refer to factors that constrain
knowledge exchange, while “opportunities” refer to factors that improve knowledge
exchange. Basically, both barriers and opportunities are crucial factors influencing
knowledge exchange. Obviously, barriers can turn into opportunities, and vice versa.
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No

Barrier

1

The divide between science and policymaking

2

The different time frames of scientists and policymakers

3

Different “languages” of science and policymaking

4

A lack of science/policy interfaces

5

Difficult access to scientific knowledge

6

A lack of applicability of scientific findings

7

Information overload

8

Pressure to publish in scientific journals

9

A lack of financial resources and time

10

Conflicts of interest and power issues

11

A lack of links between soil and spatial planning experts

No

Opportunity

1

Federalism and multilingualism

2

A small but well-connected expert community

3

The availability of informal and personal contacts

4

General openness to new developments

5

Motivation and a commitment to collaboration

9.5.1 Barriers to Knowledge Exchange
Some of the barriers to knowledge exchange that we identified can be classified
into groups. One group of barriers refers to the interaction between science and
policymaking (Barriers 1–4). A second group of barriers refers to issues around the
use of knowledge (Barriers 4–8). Three other issues complement the list of barriers
(Table 9.1).
Science and policymaking are often perceived as two distinct fields following
different rules and demonstrating different characteristics (Barrier 1). They are seen
as having a different “culture”—in terms of their ways of thinking, their methods, the
knowledge they have and produce (scientific knowledge vs. practical knowledge),
their spatial focus (international versus national), and/or their expectations regarding
the outcomes of research. Scientists and policymakers also have different timeframes
(Barrier 2). Science is perceived as long-term, policymaking as short-term.
Next, science and policymaking use different ways of expression (Barrier 3).
Scientific knowledge has to be revised, edited and “translated” into language policymakers can understand and make use of. Moreover, the knowledge that has been
produced needs to be calibrated for its target audience. Public agencies, consultants,
farmers or civil society organisations all must be addressed differently, and need
different degrees of detail. Policymakers look for solutions to practical problems,
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while scientists try to find a scientific gap in which they can perform their research
and publish it.
To bridge the paradigmatic divide between science and policymaking, it is essential that scientists and policymakers have a common idea of the problem at hand, and
that they exchange long enough to really understand what the other side knows
and wants. To start with, science/policy interaction would immediately improve
if the different expectations of science and policymaking regarding research were
expressed and clarified, and if both sides would accept that these expectations will
not always converge.
Finally, boundary organisations support science/policy interaction. They help
bridge science/policymaking divides. However, it is obvious that a lack of
science/policy interfaces represents a crucial barrier of knowledge exchange
(Barrier 4). Clearly, this finding is strongly in line with the literature on transdisciplinarity (Zierhofer and Burger 2007; Zscheischler et al. 2018).
Knowledge exchange takes place when knowledge is used. Difficult access to
scientific knowledge (Barrier 5), especially to research findings, results and guidance for practice hinders this usage of knowledge. For policymakers, researching
knowledge can be an exhausting task. Furthermore, access to scientific publications
and data is not always open access and free of charge.
However, even if knowledge is accessible, its usage is not guaranteed. Transferability, applicability and practicability of scientific knowledge is not self-evident
(Barrier 6). Knowledge (e.g. a new method for land management) has to be tested
and adapted to conditions in practice.
Another knowledge-specific barrier is the problem of selecting relevant information, and identifying new, innovative ideas in an age of information overload
(Barrier 7).
Knowledge producers are often scientists. The reward system of scientists can in
fact impede knowledge exchange at science/policy interfaces, because researchers are
rewarded—and are mainly measured—by the frequency of their publications in highranking scientific journals (Barrier 8). This dissuades researchers from “wasting”
time at the science/policy interface.
Afterall, it is obvious that knowledge exchange takes time and costs money.
Accordingly, financial and time pressure in research projects result in fewer
knowledge exchange activities organised by scientists or boundary organisations
(Barrier 9).
Spatial planning, land use and soil management affect different sectors of the
economy. Construction, tourism, agriculture and forestry, among others, all demand
different uses for the land and the soil. Those with an interest in developing land
could oppose those with an interest in preserving high-quality soil (Pütz 2011).
Correspondingly, different interests make knowledge exchange difficult. Conflicts
of interest and power issues might hinder the free flow of knowledge and its comprehensive exchange (Barrier 10). Related to the barrier concerning conflicting interests
is the fact that experts in spatial planning, land use and soil management usually come
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from different disciplines and scientific communities as well as various fields of experience. This is especially true for the lack of links between soil and spatial planning
experts, which typify the divide between natural sciences and social sciences.

9.5.2 Opportunities for Knowledge Exchange
Switzerland is a rather small country, with 8.3 million inhabitants. It is composed of
26 small cantons, within which are about 2,500 municipalities. Switzerland’s federal
structure and multilevel governance system, plus its four linguistic regions, result
in a variety of ways to deal with spatial planning, land use and soil management.
Correspondingly, a variety of different options exist to experiment and find distinct
solutions. In light of both the smallness as well as the large number of entities, we
identified five opportunities for knowledge exchange, summarised in Table 9.2.
Of course, the large number of small entities could potentially lead to either fragmentation or integration, and could thus be interpreted as either a barrier or an opportunity. According to the interviews, however, the advantages of the Swiss system
and its practices outweigh the disadvantages. Therefore, we frame these factors as
opportunities. The interviewees particularly noted the different linguistic areas and
the necessity to coordinate across administrative levels and sectors as a challenge,
but also as an opportunity. The German, the French and the Italian-speaking part
of Switzerland have all taken the majority of their cues from concepts originating
from the neighbouring countries with whom they share the same language, planning
culture and ways of thinking.

9.6 Discussion
9.6.1 Types of Knowledge Exchange
Our typology of knowledge exchange shows that in Swiss spatial planning, land use
and soil management actors exchange knowledge in six different ways. These six
types do not always perfectly correspond to the concepts in the existing scholarly
literature. The next few paragraphs highlight how our six types confirm or add to the
debate.
Type 1, “knowledge transfer”, describes one-way knowledge transfer processes.
In the subtypes, we distinguished between knowledge transfer coming from either
a demand or a supply perspective. This implies that knowledge is a thing that one
actor has and another actor wants or lacks, and that can easily be conveyed from a
holder to a receiver. This type clearly corresponds with Fazey et al. (2013: 20) who
conceptualised knowledge transfer as a linear, one-way process, where knowledge
is delivered and received, and is understood to be portable.
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Type 2 (knowledge transfer support) and Type 4 (knowledge exchange support)
characterise one-way transfer processes and reciprocal exchange processes, respectively. However, in these types of knowledge exchange, transfer and exchange are
encouraged by boundary organisations or by individual knowledge advocates, rather
than by the scientists and policymakers producing or possessing the knowledge.
Boundary organisations and individual knowledge advocates supporting knowledge
transfer and exchange in our typology correspond to the individual science/policy
mediators and boundary organisations identified by van Enst et al. (2014: 13–16)
in their typology of science/policy interaction, who conceptualised them as individuals or formal institutions operating as a bridge between science and policymaking
(van Enst et al. 2014: 13–16). In our typology, individual knowledge advocates and
boundary organisations also function as connecting elements between science and
policymaking. However, we additionally distinguish between the knowledge transfer
and the knowledge exchange that these third parties support.
Type 3, “knowledge exchange”, characterises reciprocal exchange processes
where interaction, dialogue or learning takes place. The exchanged knowledge does
not necessarily have to be the same kind of knowledge: while scientists introduce
scientific knowledge into the exchange, policymakers introduce practical knowledge
and presumably also tactical knowledge for scientists (e.g. about funding opportunities). Fazey et al. (2013: 20) described knowledge exchange as reciprocal two-way or
multiple-path processes, including learning, which is exactly how we conceptualise
it.
Type 5, “participatory knowledge development and use”, is characterised by the
involvement of actors in policymaking processes. van Enst et al. (2014: 15) classified
processes of participatory knowledge development as a third type in their typology
of science-policy interfaces. However, they focused on participatory coproduction
of knowledge, which only corresponds to one of our subtypes, 5.1—“the coproduction of knowledge through participation”. We have demonstrated that participation
can also be perceived in a more unidirectional way of simply retrieving knowledge (Subtype 5.2), where knowledge is not coproduced, but instead requested and
received from actors; it may also be understood as mutual learning or individual
learning within a collective body (Subtype 5.3). Apart from the Subtypes 5.1–5.3
that explain how participation operates, we also included four subtypes (5.4–5.7) that
focus on why participation is organised. van Enst et al. (2014: 5–9) also discussed
how knowledge is “strategically” used and produced. Our Subtype 5.7, “strategic
participation” corresponds with that of van Enst et al. (2014) in terms of the strategic
use of knowledge by policy of “knowledge being used selectively”, which includes
“politicians ask[ing] for advice only to legitimize their pre-formed decisions” (Hoppe
2005: 201 in van Enst et al. 2014: 7).
Type 6, “formal and informal knowledge exchange”, focuses on the setting
(formal, informal) in which knowledge exchange takes place. The Swiss respondents identified the informal component of knowledge exchange to be particularly
important. Reed et al. (2013: 313) argued that “[k]nowledge exchange and transfer
often take place through informal networks as well as through formalised and depersonalised forms of communication such as the mass media.” This corresponds with
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our findings. However, they specified mass media as an example of formal knowledge exchange. Our data revealed other examples of formal knowledge exchange that
emphasised the formality of the process more clearly, e.g. formal calls for proposals
or bilateral agreements regulating knowledge exchange.

9.6.2 Barriers to and Opportunities for Knowledge Exchange
Our data showed that diverging differences in philosophy and priorities, as well as
a lack of communication generally all impede knowledge exchange in Swiss spatial
planning, land use and soil management. These include divides in “culture” and
ways of thinking between scientists and policymakers, differences in the timeframes
they work in, differences in the way they express themselves and a lack of institutionalised links between them. The two communities thesis, “[f]irst elaborated by
Caplan (1979)… assumes that a fundamental gap exists between research and policy
which is held to be the result of cultural differences between these two communities”
(Nutley et al. 2014: 99). Referring to van Buuren and Edelenbos (2004); Wiltshire
(2001) and Strydom et al. (2010); van Enst et al. (2014: 9 et seq.) also pointed out that
differences in expression, timeframes and perceptions of reality between scientists
and policymakers created problems for the science/policy interface. However, our
data indicates that these divides, differences and lacking links that constrain knowledge exchange between science and policymaking are not limited to a gap between
science and policymaking as such. They also include different “ways of thinking” and
different concepts dominating in the different linguistic areas in Switzerland, administrative differences originating from Swiss federalism and a lack of communication
paths between soil and spatial planning experts.
Interviewees mentioned several barriers to knowledge exchange between science
and policymaking concerning the handling of scientific results. They criticised the
results for sometimes being in a language policymakers did not understand or for
being inapplicable or inaccessible. Hence, the interviewees called for adapting the
communication of scientific results to the language of the addressees, investing in
efforts to render the results applicable and providing open-access publications. The
first two of these aspects correspond to the findings of Reed et al. (2014: 341 et seq.)
whose interview partners suggested that an “effective” knowledge exchange would
provide tangible and useful outputs, and would include outside actors in the formulation of policy implications so that the communication of results would actually
reach the target audience. Referring to Sarawitz and Pielke (2007), van Enst et al.
(2014: 10) also identified “insufficient access to knowledge” as a problem of the
science/policy interface, which is in line with our findings.
Other barriers to knowledge exchange expressed in the interviews included the
reward system of scientists, which encourages them to concentrate more on writing
scientific publications, and less on providing guidance and ready-to-use tools; a lack
of financial resources and time for knowledge exchange; an overload of information; power struggles and competing interests constraining knowledge exchange;
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and informal contacts that may render knowledge exchange non-transparent. Reed
et al. (2014: 340 et seq.) have indicated that adequate funding resources and time
for knowledge exchange have to be included directly in the research design if the
exchange is to be effective; this corresponds to our findings.
Aside from the barriers, the interviews revealed several opportunities for knowledge exchange. Some of these related explicitly to the Swiss situation. Interviewees considered the small expert community in Switzerland, where people know
each other and communication paths are short, to be an opportunity for knowledge
exchange. Similarly, the Swiss system of federalism, which produces a wide range
of spatial planning solutions, facilitates learning about other cantons or even other
language areas. Informal contacts and networks were also identified as opportunities
for knowledge exchange. This corroborates findings by Reed et al. (2014: 341), who
found that informal exchange between scientists and other actors were crucial for
effective knowledge exchange. Another important factor in the facilitation of knowledge exchange was motivation and openness to new, different experiences among the
actors involved. However, it also became clear that the Swiss system of federalism,
the different language areas and informal networks could also serve as barriers to
knowledge exchange.

9.7 Conclusions
Swiss actors in spatial planning, land use and soil management exchange knowledge
in many different ways, corresponding to a variety of different concepts from the literature. Most of the actors use more than one way of exchanging knowledge, but they
nevertheless exchange knowledge differently depending on the decision situation, the
context or person they work with. A given actor might facilitate knowledge transfer
as a knowledge advocate, but may also organise participatory and transdisciplinary
processes of knowledge development and use.
In practice, multiple types of knowledge exchange occur at the same time and in
parallel. Moreover, different situations, contexts and actors require different types of
exchanging knowledge. Associated with these overlaps is the fact that actors have
different expectations about knowledge exchange and bring in different understandings of what knowledge exchange is. Our article clearly confirms that knowledge
exchange can be understood differently (e.g. to coproduce knowledge, to accompany research projects, to retrieve knowledge) and thus functions differently as well.
Balancing different expectations and types of knowledge exchange is the crucial
challenge to successfully exchanging knowledge.
We have shown that there are specific factors that impede knowledge exchange,
including philosophical divides, differences in perspectives, a lack of links between
actors and a lack of resources. Working to break down these barriers as well as
making use of the opportunities for knowledge exchange will help Swiss scientists
and policymakers improve knowledge exchange in the fields of spatial planning, land
use and soil management.
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Chapter 10

Serious Games in Sustainable Land
Management
Jacqueline Maaß

Abstract Over the last few decades, Germany has experienced a trend towards
increased suburbanisation and urban sprawl, accompanied by growing distances
between residential and commercial areas and growing numbers of the commuting
population. These phenomena were made possible in part by cheap energy prices for
fossil fuels and have accordingly determined our land use and settlement structures
to a major extent. As energy prices for fossil energy rise, we feel the effects in the
structures society has built, and these have an impact on land use and sustainable
land management.
Keywords eLAN serious game · Land use and transport (LuT) model · Energy
price · Land use · Political decision-makers

10.1 Introduction
The correlation between cheap fossil energy and land use has been the subject of
several studies worldwide focusing on different aspects and using different methods.
The eLAN—energy prices and land use project, funded by the German Sustainable
Land Management funding programme, analysed this correlation for the German
context. By simulating the complexity of sustainable land management as well as
incorporating learning aspects for decision-makers, the project combined a serious
game with a land use and transport (LuT) model, thus taking an integrated approach
to analysing the effects of high prices for fossil fuels on land use. The eLAN project
asked local and regional decision-makers to:
• Identify the effects of rising energy prices for their respective municipalities
• Generate possible responses about how to cope with rising energy prices, and
• Develop their own strategies to counter the negative effects of rising energy prices.
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Fig. 10.1 Participating cities, municipalities and joint communities of both corridors (based on
Gertz et al. 2015, p. 125, author’s translation)

Participants in the serious game came from two different participating corridors
in the Hamburg Metropolitan Region (HMR). The decision-makers of both corridors (northwest from Hamburg to the district of Dithmarschen, and northeast from
Hamburg to the district of Northwest Mecklenburg) attended in several meetings
to develop their individual strategies on how to cope with rising energy prices
(Figure 10.1).

10.2 Post-Fossil Energy in the Twenty-First Century?
eLAN started in late 2010 and ended in 2014, coinciding with a phase of high crude
oil prices between 2012 and 2014. Much of the debate on the post-fossil-energy era
has been based on the assumption that the global fossil fuel supply was reaching (or
had already reached) its peak. Over the course of the project, the debate as well as
efforts to move into a post-fossil energy era became much more visible than they
had been before. There were several reasons for the strong upwards trend in oil
prices on the commodity markets (see also Carollo 2011; EWI and Prognos 2006;
Newman 2008); prices went over USD 100 per barrel. This meant a sudden doubling
in prices, and many market commentators considered the market to have crossed a
psychological barrier.
Decades of cheap fossil energy have influenced our settlement structures:
phenomena such as suburbanisation, accompanied by growing spatial distances
between relevant destinations and a growing commuting population, is one major
example of cheap and abundant fossil energy resources fostering such developments.
The questions eLAN posed therefore were: What happens if high energy prices
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persist over a longer period of time? How would political decision-makers respond
when areas such as transport, traffic and housing come under clear pressure from
long-term rising oil prices? What effects might that have on land use?
Even in the 21st century, fossil energy is what keeps our society running in its
current form. Germany imports most of its required energy in the form of coal,
oil and gas from different countries (Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Energie
(BMWI) August 2018). Being dependent on foreign energy sources leads to a dependency on the global structure of energy markets. Those energy markets are shaped
by various factors, with global political developments playing an important role. The
transport sector in Germany in particular depends on fossil energy, as more than 90%
of the fossil energy used in this sector is imported (largely petroleum) (Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Energie (BMWI) August 2018). This means it is especially
vulnerable to price fluctuations on the global crude oil market. Besides being a very
car-dependent and car-centred society,1 heating is commonly considered a major
factor for private households in Germany in terms of fossil energy consumption
(Deutsche Energie-Agentur GmbH (dena) September 2012).

10.3 How High Energy Prices Affect Communities
Rising energy prices also affect public budgets in Germany in multidimensional
ways. This include immediate versus delayed effects, as well as direct and indirect
effects.
As for the present trends, oil prices dropped remarkably quickly, and reached the
level of 2003 (less than USD 30 per barrel) in January 2016 (International Energy
Agency (IEA) 2016). Both upward and downward movements have fed discussions
on the wide range of impacts that energy prices may have on economic activities
and social life in general. One of the areas of concern is the resilience of spatial
configurations of cities and regions to the effects of high energy prices. Newman and
Kenworthy Jr. (1989) for example, were among the first to make a large-scale analysis
of the reasons for the statistical connection between higher levels of fuel consumption per capita and lower population densities in urban areas of three continents.
Their findings suggested a range of policy strategies for lowering the dependency on
fossil fuels, e.g. by increasing urban density, enhancing the attractiveness of centres,
and providing attractive public transport options as an alternative to travelling by
car (Newman and Kenworthy Jr., 1989). Larson and Yezer (2015) used models to
simulate the effects of energy on land consumption. A major policy concern has
therefore been to make sustainable urban and regional development less vulnerable
to energy price variations.

1 More than 92% of all households with two or more persons have access to at least one car (Frondel

et al. 2015); the car density in Germany as of January 2017 was as high as 684 motor vehicles per
1000 inhabitants (Kraftfahrtbundesamt 2017).
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Such research and its results lead to questions about how much space sealed by
infrastructure or settlement areas is desirable for our society, and how rising energy
prices affect these structures. The answers to these questions should be given by
planners and political decision-makers, but may to a certain degree also depend on
the responses of private households in the sense of supply and demand.
The immediate and direct effects of rising energy prices on public budgets are to a
degree comparable to those of private households. However, the delayed and indirect
effects will affect municipalities the most if high energy prices persist over a longer
period of time. Land management or questions concerning sustainable planning will
therefore become more difficult to anticipate. Forecasting the possibly broad variety
of private households’ responses to rising energy prices seems necessary. Insofar
as planning tries to anticipate and match the future needs of private households
with the services and infrastructure provided, planning becomes more difficult as
soon as outside influences disturb the current system. Linear projections of known
development paths may therefore fail to grasp the effects.
Private households may be able to cover short peaks of higher fuel prices by
adjusting their budgets and cutting down on other types of expenses, as shown in
Fig. 10.2. Households with a higher income may be able to absorb rises in fuel
prices and not change their habits in terms of housing and transport at all. However,
households on a tighter budget might be forced to think sooner in more lifestylechanging terms if energy prices start climbing and remain at a high level. The choices
they previously made regarding residential or work locations or their daily travel
routines, the mode of transport, etc. might become subject to efforts to minimise
rising energy costs. It must be pointed out that rising oil prices affecting fuel prices
for car use may lead to higher prices for car travel than for public transport, given
Possible courses of action in case of higher fuel prices

Use car more
Economically

More
efficient car

Cutting down
other budgets

Larger
Economic
number of driving style
passengers
per car

Spatial
reorganisation

Visit closer Relocation
destinations of residence
or work
place

Change

Public
Walk &
transport cycle (NMT)
(PT)

Limit activities

New
media

Alternative
provisioning

Fig. 10.2 Possible courses of action in case of higher fuel prices (BMVBS/BBSR March 2009,
p. 60)
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that only a fraction of the ticket price of public transport is directly related to the fuel
price itself.
If several private households start changing their common routines or behaviour
where the mode of transport is concerned, location choices might also be revised,
as well as budgets for other activities. These effects might affect municipalities in
various ways.
The two fields of “spatial reorganisation” and “change” (Fig. 10.2) will also lead
to land use effects that municipalities must consider.
People might change from car transport to public transport or cycle more often
for shorter distances. Current infrastructure might not be able to accommodate a
rapid increase in public transport users where capacity limits have already been
reached. Bike lanes might suddenly be necessary or insufficient in their current state
of expansion. People might also tend to buy more items and services online and use
delivery services more often, or try to use home office options (where possible) to
cut down on (car) trips. Public infrastructures might not be able to accommodate
sudden and numerous changes in demand.
Households deciding on spatial reorganisation to minimise commuting trips or
change their workplaces might intensify current trends for municipalities or influence tax income. Municipalities already suffering population losses due to various
causes—e.g. rural areas with fewer possibilities for higher education or work places
have already suffered from a drain of younger inhabitants—might experience even
faster outflows. Other centres experiencing a rise in the number of inhabitants might
experience a stronger influx due to rising energy prices and households’ relocation
choices.
Due to all these fields of possible variations, differentiations and changes, municipalities may experience shifts in modal splits, tax revenue, social outlays, infrastructure, etc., which will make planning and hence land use decisions altogether more
difficult in the light of rising energy prices.

10.4 Rising Energy Prices and Land Use—A New Research
Focus
The stated combination of effects on global energy markets for fossil fuels, societies’
dependency on fossil fuels, the responses of private households, and the physical and
topographic municipal landscape as well as existing settlement layouts and transportrelated infrastructure, have opened up new avenues for research. Few publications so
far have focused on rising energy prices and land management in terms of a combined
effect analysis of settlement structure, infrastructure and accessibility. Research in
this context has so far focused on the following aspects:
• How to use resources more efficiently and manage changes in land management
for a more resilient and sustainable outcome (i.e. Bundesministerium für Bildung
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und Forschung (BMBF), April 2013; Beckmann, 2000; Bundesamt für Bauwesen
und Raumordnung 1999).
• The vulnerability of low-income households to rising energy costs, known as
“fuel poverty” or “energy poverty” in general (e.g. Boardman 1991; Dubois and
Meier 2016; González-Eguino 2015; Brunner et al. 2012), or with a supplemental
focus incorporating aspects of accessibility, transport, mobility and vulnerability
(e.g. Berry et al., 2016; Legendre and Ricci 2015; BMVBS/BBSR, March 2009;
Dodson and Sipe 2007; or Roberts et al. 2015).
• Spatial aspects or accessibility questions in combination with scarce energy
supplies or rising energy prices (e.g. Büttner 2017; Wegener 2009a; Dodson and
Sipe 2008; Fiorello et al. 2006; or Shepherd et al. 2008).
• The social dimension of equity or (in)equality existing in the context of rising
energy prices and transport, accessibility or car dependency (e.g. Dubois and
Meier 2016; Mattioli 2014; Reames 2016; Walker and Day 2012).
Experience with and knowledge of the resilience of urban settlement areas (city
layout) or of accessibility aspects has often been derived from software-based
approaches. Using models or GIS tools to visualise or account for effects has been a
major approach in the context of land use research (e.g. Fiorello et al. 2006; Wegener
2009b; Buettner et al. 2013).
However, little research so far has focused on administrative levels, the impact
of rising energy prices on social-political structures, and the potential effects caused
by decision-makers’ responses. There is no research literature on how decisionmakers at various levels of government cope with the complex, multidimensional
problem of rising energy prices in a society dominated by car transport and the land
use strategies associated with it. Timeframes for oil crises and rising energy prices
have been rather short. But as the oil crisis in the 1970s showed, drastic effects and
responses are possible. Further research in that field is therefore required.

10.5 Serious Games—A Different Approach to Sustainable
Land Management
Usually, mathematical models are used to map future trends or evaluate political
decisions based on numbers. However, those numeric models cannot include future
(political) planning decisions that might arise in the light of high energy prices or
(sudden) scarcity of fossil energy.
With fossil energy a major factor in transport, traffic and heating, high energy
prices over a longer period of time increase pressure on decision-makers to find
more sustainable ways of planning. Policy-makers and administrative decisionmakers might therefore be in need of new or additional approaches to cope with
such complex phenomena, assuming that fossil energy might (again) become more
cost-intensive in the future. To explore which path future developments will take and
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to shape strategic decisions for the coming decades, a complex, integrative approach
is necessary. eLAN achieved this by simulating the impacts of rising energy prices
and capturing the responses of decision-makers through participative methods. The
insights obtained during the project suggested this “serious game” as the most suitable
approach for simulating sustainable land management decision-making.
The term “serious game” has not been precisely defined; different contexts have
conceptualised it differently (e.g. Hitzler et al. 2010: 218–219, Rebmann 2001: 9).
Definitions and understandings may also vary between the German and the AngloAmerican contexts, where the expression “Planspiel” and the terms “simulation
game” or “serious game” can be found (e.g. Hitzler et al. 2010: 218–219, Rebmann
2001: 9).
For the eLAN context, the closest definition of the “serious game” is the
following: “The serious game is an activity-oriented method, in which complex
economic or social-political functional relationships are simulated within an illustrative modelled gaming scenario.” (Author’s translation). “Das Planspiel ist eine
handlungsorientierte Methode, bei der komplexe ökonomische oder politisch-soziale
Funktionszusammenhänge in einem modellhaften Spielszenario simuliert werden.”
(Fischer 2008: 137).
This makes a serious game a good methodological fit for the project’s purposes—
a combination of modelled scenario in combination with an activity-oriented basic
approach.
In the context of eLAN, the term “Planspiel” has been used in German publications and “serious game” as the direct equivalent to describe the research approach
in English publications.
Serious games are not a new tool, and have been used in teaching, learning and
evaluation contexts for several decades (e.g. Ebert 1992; Hitzler et al. 2010; Korte
and Lehmbrock 2009). For political consulting, serious games have also been known
to be a valuable tool for testing the effects of new laws or administrative regulations
(e.g. Herz and Blätte 2000; Korte and Lehmbrock 2009; Hitzler et al. 2010; Böhret
and Wordelmann 2000; Vissers and van der Meer 2000; Joldersma and Geurts 2000).
As shown by way of example in Korte and Lehmbrock (2009), serious games have
also a long history in political contexts for urban and transport planning (Korte
and Lehmbrock 2009: 11–12). However, as Hitzler et al. (2010) noted, there is no
homogeneity of serious games within Germany. Serious games have been designed by
many different institutions, companies, universities and individuals for a multitude of
different purposes (e.g. Hitzler et al. 2010: 220–221). Nevertheless, the combination
of serious games with computer-supported elements is still very rare in the sector
of planning or decision support for politicians and planners; one exception is the
serious game TAU (Böhret and Wordelmann 2000).
Researchers on the eLAN project also found that, in spite of the potential usefulness of a serious game, there was nothing available to cover all the aspects of the
project’s research interest. eLAN researchers therefore chose to illuminate this lessexplored object of research by developing a new serious game, supported by scenarios
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generated by an integrated land use and transport model (LuT). This LuT was developed within the project as the second pillar of research, and thus was an excellent fit
for the serious game.
The serious game developed by eLAN focused on setting a scenario for the
participants in which they would be able to react to rising energy prices according
to their actual roles and responsibilities in local government.

10.6 The Serious Game Developed
by eLAN—Methodological Outline
To get both elements—the serious game and the LuT model—to work seamlessly
together, a translation process between both sides was a very important aspect of the
project (Fig. 10.3).
The first step of the iterative process entailed selecting participants (decisionmakers) and using various media to present them with the basic trends and developments according to a created scenario (Fig. 10.3, at the top). The scenario was
created using an LuT model, which cast the effects of rising energy prices three
years into the future2 (Fig. 10.3, left-hand side). The scenario was based on the latest

Fig. 10.3 Iterative phase model; eLAN 2014 (also in Guimarães et al. 2014)
2 Since the first round took place in 2012, the scenario for the serious game was 2015—close enough

in time to prevent a possible response in the direction of “technological evolution will solve the
problem”, but also far enough into the future to relate to substantially higher energy prices.
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data available on demography, employment patterns, transport infrastructure, residential locations, taxes, household incomes, education and other important aspects
(for further information about the model, see Gertz et al. 2015).
The second step of the project attempted to communicate this data via different
channels in an effort to make simulation as realistic as possible for the participants.
For the professional level, for example, the project created a regional planning report
with common facts and figures about commuter data, demographic developments,
etc. typically used in such media. Participants were also addressed on a more personal
level by media clips and short video clips designed as news reports. The articles for
those media clips were produced (based on scenario data) by a professional journalist
and imitated the styles and characteristics of layouts of current print media products.
The goal was to sensitise the participants to the topic and to enable them to relate to
the scenario in different ways on a broad professional and personal basis.
These visualisations were used in the third step to prompt the participants to
identify the effects of rising energy prices for their respective municipality and to
develop measures, ideas and strategies to respond to such cost developments as
decision-makers for their specialisation and/or municipality (Fig. 10.3, right-hand
side).
During the fourth step, the participants’ ideas were reformulated as far as possible
into numeric values according to previously identified parameters, such as the time
frame for implementation and financial effort.
The output generated by the serious game was translated and fed back into the
model (Fig. 10.3, bottom) to generate a scenario for 2025. The new scenario was
then translated into different media and presented to the decision-makers. Confronted
with these outcomes, they were asked to respond once again. This created an iterative
cycle between the model and decision-makers, and the project simulated a span of
20 years (2010–2030).

10.7 Investigating Energy-Price Effects in the Hamburg
Metropolitan Region—How to Integrate Regional
Decision-Makers
The study area of the eLAN project is the—still growing—Hamburg Metropolitan
Region (HMR). Currently, it is made up of 1177 municipalities in four federal states
in Northern Germany,3 with about 5 million inhabitants. It comprises an area of
around 26,000 km2 . The city of Hamburg, with around 1.7 million inhabitants, is the
dominant centre in the region and is a hub for key economic activities. The region
also contains sub-centres with universities, entertainment facilities, hospitals and

3 In eLAN, the Hamburg Metropolitan Region encompasses the city-state of Hamburg, the western
part of Mecklenburg-West Pomerania and the southern part of Schleswig–Holstein. The Hamburg
Metropolitan Region also includes parts of Lower Saxony, but this area was omitted from the study.
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health services, and displays a relatively diverse economic structure with employment
opportunities in a variety of sectors.
Complex problems in planning require a comprehensive approach. This is why
the project undertook a policy analysis to identify which stakeholders played which
roles in the processes of decision-making and developing strategies pertaining to
land use and regional development. The logic for coming to decisions was based on
an analysis of the incentives or constraints, the relationships between stakeholders
and the administrative-institutional system.
This led to identifying two central dimensions in that context: the “role” and
the “region”. The former contained three scopes, which were important as both
descriptive and selective factors for potential participants and were called “selection
dimensions” (Projekt eLAN, 30 June 2011, p. 11):
• Political power (in the sense of the separation of powers)
• Policy
• Administration (Projekt eLAN 30 June 2011, p. 11); author’s translation).
The latter dimension, “region”, led to the classification of five types of affectedness
within the HMR (Fig. 10.4).
The dimensions of “role” and “region” were then cross-referenced to identify
which stakeholders were relevant for the serious game at the municipal level. The
project then approached these stakeholders to participate themselves or recommend
suitable representatives to participate in the serious game.
The feedback to the first contact through the project was very positive overall.
The actual circumstances of rising energy prices during the project might have
also pushed stakeholders’ interest in the project’s favour. The mix of participants
covered a wide range of knowledge relevant for planning (especially concerning
transport, housing, energy and economics) at all three political levels (municipal,
federal state (Länder) and federal government). The decision-makers participating

Fig. 10.4 Five communal classes of affectedness by rising energy prices within the HMR (according
to Projekt eLAN, 30 June 2011, p. 11, author’s translation)
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in eLAN represented their own local, state or federal level and were chosen from
different types of areas in the HMR, including parts of the city-state of Hamburg, the
western part of Mecklenburg-West Pomerania and the southern part of SchleswigHolstein. Thus the selected representatives of communal classes varied according to
population, economic structures and degree of vulnerability to fluctuations in (fossil)
energy costs. Unfortunately, no secondary city as a counterpart to Hamburg was able
to participate, which led to one classification to be omitted in the project.
Since Mecklenburg-West Pomerania and the southern part of Schleswig-Holstein
are very different in their settlement as well as administrative structure, the project
constructed two corridors for the serious game. The Eastern Corridor (Hamburg
to Mecklenburg-West Pomerania) and the Western Corridor (the southern part of
Schleswig-Holstein to Hamburg) addressed these differences and made it possible
to compare different structures for the serious game.
Continuity was a central factor for the project during the different parts of the
serious game. The sessions were held over a period of one-and-a-half years, between
April 2012 and October 2013. The long duration of the intervals between sessions was
in part necessary for the project to be able to additionally incorporate the federal level.
This was relevant for regional stakeholders’ decisions, as the federal government
sets the overall framework for possible responses at the regional level.4 In order to
most realistically simulate regional decision-making, the regional level actors and
stakeholders therefore had to interact with the federal level to explore the relationship
between both levels, and to develop an exchange between them.
The result is a two-tier serious game as shown in Fig. 10.5.

Fig. 10.5 The two-tier serious game of eLAN (eLAN 2014, also in Guimarães et al. 2014)

4 I.e.

The German Renewable Energy Sources Act—Das Erneuerbare-Energien-Gesetz (EEG)—
which sets the frame for electricity to be preferentially produced by regenerative energy sources
and refunded by certain mechanisms. For the German federal states, important also for electrical
vehicles and transport modes.
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10.8 How to Play the eLAN Serious Game
To implement the serious game, a series of moderated workshops was held in which
key stakeholders from the case study area were asked to react to scenarios of rising
energy prices. They were asked to act according to their best intentions and knowledge
as they would in reality, and thus to decide on measures and strategies to counter
the negative effects of rising energy prices identified for their municipality or their
respective sphere of action.
Several serious game sessions were held during the eLAN project between 2012
and 2013. Decision-makers from different administrative levels reacted to a scenario
of constantly high energy prices, which would stress the public purse through costs
for providing transport, social services and energy for heating, street lights, etc. If
energy prices consistently rose and were not a peak event that ceased after a few days
or weeks (like in the 1970s or in 2008), stakeholders would be more likely to be forced
to take action to counter the noticeable effects of increased fuel and heating costs. One
possible option was to directly subsidise fuel costs for consumers. Another option
would be a systemic option for hardship cases to improve their financial situation,
strained by rising energy prices. Those were two possible strategies decision-makers
might decide on. These and other possible answers were anticipated by the project
as possible outcomes of the serious game.
For the project’s starting scenario, “2015”, a price of USD 200 per barrel of crude
oil (Brent) was set. This was calculated to result in a pump price of EUR 2.20 per litre.
The average additional cost per household paid for energy (heating, transport and
electricity) in the scenario was subsequently calculated to be EUR 130 per month
compared to prices in 2010. For the later scenario, “2025”, the prices were set at
USD 400 per barrel of crude oil (Brent), which amounted to an additional EUR 340
compared to 2010 prices.
To formulate decisions, measures, etc., decision-makers were provided with LuT
model results translated into figures, tables and maps, as well as newspaper articles.
These materials consisted of an easily understandable multifaceted set of information,
which gave tangible meaning to abstract model numbers. The aim behind providing
and distributing information in this way was to simulate the real conditions in which
policymaking occurs as closely as possible.
Suggested policies by decision-makers were constrained by their current powers
within the German federal system as well as by current municipal budgetary restrictions. The restrictions were defined to be as realistic as possible to prevent participants from pursuing “unrealistic” responses, e.g. in the sense of spending more on
measures than they would be able to in reality. The project also attempted to prevent
the inclusion of more measures or ideas in their policy portfolio than they would if
the scenario was true.
The outcomes of the sessions were then quantified, translated into parameters for
the LuT model and fed back into it. For a more detailed explanation of the serious
game design, see Gertz et al. (2015).
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During the first session in the Eastern Corridor, the participating decision-makers
were presented with the results generated from the integrated land use and transport
model as a first step, which was intended to aid them in relating to the scenario on
a more personal basis. Through (custom-produced) newspaper articles, they got an
impression of how rising energy prices might influence daily life. A report presenting
statistics relating to the development scenario—a regional monitor—presented them
with key facts and figures in a familiar format to relate to the scenario on a more
professional and planning-oriented level. In the second step, the decision-makers
identified likely effects on their respective municipality, and were then asked to
devise actions and measures to counter the (adverse) consequences of rising energy
prices.
On the regional level, participating decision-makers were split into two groups
according to their regional affiliation or corridor. One group represented the Eastern
Corridor; the other the Western Corridor. The project took different methodological
approaches to each region in the serious game, varying in the number of sessions
and therefore also in the depth of analysis of the effects for each participating municipality. This paper concentrates on explanations about the serious game within the
“East” group, which had more sessions and a longer and therefore deeper phase
of analysis. This gave participants more time to analyse the effects of rising energy
prices on their own municipality and identify the resulting areas in which there would
be a need to act. In the Western Corridor, the first phase of identifying such areas
as well as the depth of analysis and time for developing appropriate policies was
shorter. The results from both corridors are summarised in the following section.

10.9 The Resulting Policy Agenda
After two iterative cycles of the serious game, each decision-maker came up with
proposals on how to minimise the negative effects of rising energy prices by 2030. The
actions and policies developed by each decision-maker were clustered and labelled
according to the general direction the measures implied. Depending on the municipal classification (e.g. small town with a rural context or larger city) for which each
decision-maker acted, there was no consensus among stakeholders about the general
direction that the proposed measures took, and in some cases they were even contradictory. But in some areas, they also complemented each other. An overview of the
direction of measures and strategies the municipal representatives came up with is
given in Table 10.1.
When taking a closer look at the various measures that decision-makers chose, it
is remarkable that they largely come from five policy fields:
•
•
•
•
•

Housing
Transport
Energy
Technical and social infrastructure
Comprehensive approaches.
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Table 10.1 Policy measures suggested by decision-makers within the eLAN serious game
Direction of measures

Description

Examples of measures

More efficient, car-based
society

(Small) Municipalities highly
dependent on structures for
private car use do not see any
way of replacing the car. They
attempt to increase car use
efficiency through
technological improvements as
well as a higher degree of
occupancy per car

• Promotion/development of
electric transport
• Online ride-sharing services

More efficient housing

Almost all municipalities see
• Energy-efficient renovation
the housing sector as one with a
of houses
• Energy advice for tenants and
high potential to save energy
owners
• Construction of new housing
• Setting higher energy
standards for urban land use
planning

Public transport as the
saviour of mobility
(“Stepping out of the
comfort zone”)

Municipalities close to main
public transport corridors see
public transport as the saviour
of mobility. Significant
improvements can make public
transport more attractive, but
these investments are only
worthwhile if their inhabitants
discover sympathy for them

• Capacity improvements on
existing public transport
routes
• Traffic management and
combination of transport
modes
• Park & Ride options
• Regional network expansion
of public transport (including
rail)

New happiness on two
wheels

Many municipalities view
electric bicycles and especially
the potential connection with
public transport as a major
opportunity

• Mobility management
• Combination of transport
modes
• Promotion and development
of electric mobility
(suggested by participants in
the Western corridor)

Self-sufficiency on various
levels

As climbing energy prices
• Combined heat and power
increase spatial resistance,
plants as the standard for
some municipalities strive for
urban land use planning
• Promotion of bio-energy
self-sufficiency on multiple
villages
levels:
• Cooperation between heat
energy supply (wind power
producers and heat users
stations, bio-energy village,
through a “heat stock market”
…), attractiveness to businesses
(of their own municipality),
infrastructure, binding
purchasing power
(continued)
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Table 10.1 (continued)
Direction of measures

Description

Examples of measures

Compensation of energy
price—disadvantages of the
location

Some (more peripheral)
municipalities try to
compensate for their location
disadvantage (worsened
through increased energy
prices) by strengthening their
local advantages (subsidised
land for building, affordable
and high-quality child care
options, good reputation, green
spaces, …)

• Attractive day care (nursery
school)
• Increased promotion of
attractive housing areas
• Citizen survey: What do we
want?
• Attracting businesses (to their
own municipality)

Maintain short distances,
coupled with the topic of
“adaptation to demographic
change”

Strategies for adaptation to
demographic change.
Especially when talking about
retaining shops and services
(social infrastructure, retail)
through reorganisation,
subsidies or restructuring

• Establishment of a health
centre
• Establishment of a
cooperative town hall
• Local supply of goods
through a “marketplace shop”

E-Everything with local ties

Many municipalities
• Broadband and
acknowledge the potential of
telecommunications
digital media in enabling more • “E-Everything” (local
supplies and all municipal
energy-efficient mobility for
services online)
their residents
• Telemedicine (online medical
This idea is tied together by
services)
purpose-built components (e.g.
online ride sharing platforms in
combination with safe and
well-designed commuter
parking spots) as well as social
elements (e.g. municipal
initiatives to use ride sharing,
mentor programmes for using
online services, etc.)

Services on
In very rural areas, mobile
• Local supply of goods
wheels—services come to us services and supplies are
through a “marketplace
experiencing renewed
truck”, mobile medical
popularity. Thus another thread
services, Combi-Bus (bus
of the discussion and strategies
taking on passengers as well
linked to demographic change
as mail and goods)
debate has continued. The
reality of implementation so far
has yet to culminate to a
significant amount
(continued)
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Table 10.1 (continued)
Direction of measures

Description

Make space and avoid
overheating

Due to rising energy prices,
• Capacity improvements on
central urban areas enjoy
existing public transport
additional popularity, adding
routes, advertising new
another element to trends of
housing sites and inner-city
reurbanisation. At the same
development
time, communities fear an
overheating of housing markets
and look for possibilities to
handle the sometimes
significant needs for
infrastructure expansion (e.g.
along the main axes and main
nodes of public transport). The
remaining question of how
those expansions are to be paid
for still needs to be answered

Examples of measures

There is still life in old
regional centres

Model outcomes suggest that
• Capacity improvements on
the attractiveness of
existing public transport
medium-sized regional centres
routes
• Advertising new housing sites
will rise along with increased
and inner-city development
energy prices. This advantage
should be exploited by regional
centres

Interestingly, none of the participants suggested that subsidising energy costs directly
should be part of their respective strategies or policies.
The majority of the measures suggested by decision-makers belonged to either
the housing or transport field. One reason is certainly that decision-makers at all
municipal levels believe the housing sector to have great potential for saving energy,
e.g. by renovating existing buildings to save energy, and/or by setting higher energy
standards for new buildings. The large number of measures suggested in the field
of mobility is mainly caused by the assumption that travel as such should still be
possible for their citizens or residents, but perhaps by a different mode of transport
than before—such as switching from, e.g. car to public transport. Many measures
tended to improve public transport services or promote a switch of transport modes.
Where travelling by car is the only viable option, participants mentioned ridesharing
programmes or related ideas as ways forward. The overall aim is to keep the level
of mobility for their residents at least constant, or improve the existing options of
transport means for necessary trips.
The results of the eLAN model reveal that the current social disparities within
the Hamburg Metropolitan Region will deepen in line with rising energy prices. This
result is in part a consequence of a higher car dependency in rural areas and a reasonably well developed mass public transport system in urbanised areas. Not only are
different regions differently affected by rising energy prices, but different types of
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municipalities also experience different effects. Regional centres will face an overheating housing market, as increasing energy prices create additional demand along
with the noticeable trend of reurbanisation. One consequence of this development
will be that existing mass transport infrastructure will experience increased demand
along the main axes and at the main connecting nodes.
At the other end of the scale, rural areas will struggle to compensate for their car
dependency by using various strategies to offer other benefits. Developing additional
independent structures for energy production or even attracting more jobs are some
of the measures municipalities are looking for, depending on their own requirements
and capacities.
The effects of increasing energy prices simulated for distances travelled in eLAN
show that while the City of Hamburg will experience an increase in traffic, the average
distance travelled per day and per person in rural and low-income municipalities
will drop by approximately 20 km in comparison to 2010. This sharp reduction in
distances travelled affects whole regions, such as Harburg, Storman and Segeberg.
Interestingly, inhabitants of some municipalities (mostly in the east) would be less
affected or would even drive more than in the reference year. This would occur due
to a lack of employment, because high energy prices (among other factors) help
to contribute to turning part-time or small-income jobs unprofitable, if commuting
costs consume a large fraction of that income. Coupled with the relatively low overall
income levels in these areas already, these effects would deepen social inequities in
the region.
The results indicate that it is not possible for all municipalities to compensate
for the effects of rising energy prices in full. Moreover, some effects might cause
already existing trends (demographic change, migration trends, etc.) to increase or
to progress at a faster pace.

10.10 Future Options for Using New Modes of Integration
The participants agreed that the biggest value of the project came from the opportunity
to discuss the effects of rising energy costs and possible responses in an unusual
setting and with an unprecedented combination of decision-makers. They stated that
the views from all regional classifications and different federal bodies enabled them to
investigate the problem from multiple angles, and that they rarely had the opportunity
to meet in such constellations in their professional setting or field of responsibility.
They also considered the presentation of their strategies incorporated into a model
to be valuable, because it allowed them to gain an overview of possible developments
and effects of policies, even when there was no numeric output to quantify the effects
of individual policies or measures.
The serious game created an interface in which the decision-makers were able
to freely discuss a complex problem with other stakeholders that was not (yet) on
the agenda but deemed very important. The value added by the serious game to the
discussion about new ways for the co-design and co-production of knowledge for
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land use governance can be seen as an approach for taking a broader view on a
complex subject. Serious games can be used as a tool to come to better informed
conclusions; the idea of co-design in the context of land use as a scarce resource and
in meeting sustainability goals was especially fruitful. This was true not only within
various administrative levels—to broaden the view on one specific problem—but
also in a context, e.g. with local stakeholders, to use serious games as a participatory
co-creation tool. As an example to actively involve additionally practical experience
for a broader view on a complex subject, serious games can involve farmers in the
process of agroecosystem design and identify factors and patterns of local-level
decision-making to openly discuss and share their ideas (Speelman et al. 2014).
This is just one option how serious games can add value to sustainable land
management due to their discursive design and the wide selection of participants. The
serious game enabled the participants as a group to come to a better understanding of
the problem by combining views from different (occupational) backgrounds, public
institutions, panels, or other more formalised structures that would not meet in the
traditional course of planning and policy; this thus enhanced the formal process at
an early stage.
A broader understanding of the problem via serious games does not necessarily
lead to a “better” solution for a problem in the sense of increased efficiency, but it
may enable decision-makers to consider more facets and thus raise the group’s level
of knowledge through the inherently communicative design of a serious game.
To determine all important aspects of a complex problem, planning in such a broad
context is necessary, but it depends on many variables. Exploring such problems
with tools such as serious games, which are not standard procedure or formalised,
can add value to the whole process. Nevertheless, the non-standard design requires
individual commitment. To embed such commitment into more formal structures or
procedures might in some sense be counterproductive, but should be understood as
acknowledged evidence for the usefulness of serious games as a tool for improving
administrative and political processes.
The complex context of sustainable land use also lends itself to serious games.
Many serious games utilise dynamic computer-based elements to create scenarios
for the participants or to demonstrate decision results or the outcomes of the session.
Participants of eLAN stressed the need for more exchange about complex problems. Another example of exchange and format on complex land use problems was
LandYOUs, where participants explored dimensions of sustainability with respect
to economic, social and environmental conditions, while being continuously threatened by global trade fluctuations and limited resources as described in Schulze et al.
(2015) and Seppelt et al. (2014).
Different formats for exchange and exploration besides the standard methods and
boards of professional planning must still be discussed further to facilitate crossborder solutions adequate for the problem. The developments of the past ten years
have shown that serious games are increasingly seen as collaborative tools to enhance
planning decisions and sustainable land management. Research by den Haan and van
der Voort (2018) has offered a glimpse of the possibilities, citing examples of more
than 40 serious games around the world in the field of sustainable land management.
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These results reinforce the idea of serious games as a platform for this necessary and desired exchange as part of the preparatory process for policymaking. This
is especially the case in the complex fields of planning and policymaking, where
planners and politicians need a combination of the opportunities to process complex
information and respond to the possible effects of their decisions. In such circumstances, an integrated computer-supported serious game like eLAN can be a valuable
tool of support at all levels of government and administration.
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Real-World Laboratories Initiated
by Practitioner Stakeholders
for Sustainable Land
Management—Characteristics
and Challenges Using the Example
of Energieavantgarde Anhalt
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Abstract Real-world laboratories have gained substantially in importance as a
format in sustainability and transformation research in recent years in Germany. This
increase in significance is associated with the expectation of fostering and experimentally investigating transformations towards sustainability under real-world conditions
in a bid to gain knowledge of their dynamics, to identify characteristics of successful
transformation processes, and to be able to transfer this knowledge to other cases.
Real-world laboratories are usually managed by a scientific partner, enabling use to be
made of established procedures and methods in areas such as knowledge integration.
Where responsibility for coordinating real-world laboratories lies with practitioner
stakeholders, there is promising potential for their deployment. However, it also gives
rise to situations, processes and challenges that are new to all parties involved and that
have yet to be explored. In principle, experimental approaches that are characteristic
of real-world laboratories are not new in the field of sustainable land management and
spatial development. However, they are not traditionally alluded to as the real-world
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laboratory format. The two desiderata above provide the starting point for the present
article. The aim of this article is to classify and reflect on the possibilities generated
by real-world laboratories that have been initiated by practitioner stakeholders. A
prime example of such real-world laboratories are those developed by Energieavantgarde Anhalt. This registered association wishes to contribute to sustainable land
management in the context of the energy transition in rural areas, featuring small
and medium-sized towns. A comparative analysis of these real-world laboratories is
conducted using core characteristics from the scientific debate on real-world laboratories. As a result, the insight gained from this analysis can be used for future
development and research.
Keywords Regional energy transition · Real-world laboratories as a whole, within
a project · Practitioner stakeholder’s initiative · Participation · Co-design,
Co-production

11.1 Introduction
Real-world laboratories are gaining importance in the field of sustainable land
management and spatial development (see, for example, Augenstein et al. 2016;
Hahne and Kegler 2016). In Germany, the discussion on these innovative formats
was primarily triggered by the flagship report by the German Advisory Council
on Global Change (WBGU) “World in Transition: A Social Contract for Sustainability” (WBGU 2011). In its report, WBGU recommends a new kind of interaction between politics, society, science and the economy (ibid.: 26). In this context,
transdisciplinary and transformative sustainability research is encouraged (Schneidewind and Singer-Brodowski 2013: 2015) and, in particular, the format of real-world
laboratories promoted (Schneidewind 2014).
The popularity of real-world laboratories has increased dramatically recently in
Germany, due not least to the initiation of several support programmes at the federal
and state level.1 As such, both the variety of publications and publication density are
developing dynamically and at a disproportionately high rate, as pointed out clearly
in the analysis by Schäpke et al. (2018a). At the same time, a debate has emerged
that is controversial to some extent. While some see little new in the real-world
laboratory format, others pin their hopes on the (potentially) innovative power of
real-world laboratories (Beecroft and Parodi 2016: 4). In other words, the debate on
real-world laboratories and the potential they have for social transformations and
1 The

state government of Baden-Württemberg in particular was quick to embrace the WBGU
recommendations, establishing a “Science for Sustainability” group of experts (MWK 2013)
and initiating two support programmes for real-world laboratories (BaWü Labs); for an
overview, see: https://mwk.baden-wuerttemberg.de/de/forschung/forschungspolitik/wissenschaftfuer-nachhaltigkeit/reallabore/ (last accessed on 16 July 2019). The Federal Ministry of Education
and Research (BMBF) also promotes real-world laboratories, for example in the context of the “City
of the Future” funding initiative (Schmidt 2017), addressing not only universities in the process,
but also communities or municipalities as practitioner stakeholders.
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for transformation research has only just begun.2 Real-world laboratories are “in
their infancy” (Beecroft and Parodi 2016: 4), and a detailed methodological and
theoretical concept has yet to be developed (Grunwald 2016: 204f). Although it can
be assumed that real-world laboratories initiated by practitioner stakeholders have
high deployment potential on account of the practical approach they take, they have
attracted little attention in the scientific debate to date (Engels and Rogge 2018;
Menny et al. 2018).
Real-world experiments are generally considered to be the core of the real-world
laboratory approach (Schäpke et al. 2017: 3). This idea is not new in the field
of sustainable land management. In fact, the approach of experimentally investigating social change processes at the urban level goes back to the sociological
Chicago School of the 1920s (Gross et al. 2005: 65ff; Schneidewind 2014: 3). In
land management, for example, there are many projects and model projects of an
experimental nature that are not, however, termed real-world laboratories. Examples include the International Building Exhibitions (IBA), state and national flower
shows, the regional structural aid measures in North Rhine-Westphalia called the
REGIONALE, and various regional development processes in the context of European regional assistance (see De Flander et al. 2014: 285; Hohn et al. 2014). As
yet, the experience gained in these measures is largely detached from the real-world
laboratory debate, meaning that a great deal of research is needed to bring together
these aspects (De Flander et al. 2014: 285).
These two desiderata provide the starting point for the present article. The objective is to integrate into the scientific debate real-world laboratories that have been
initiated and coordinated by practitioner stakeholders for the purpose of sustainable land management, and to reflect on the possibilities and limitations of those
approaches. In the process, questions that have not been addressed in the scientific
discussion to date are of importance: What challenges arise when real-world laboratories are initiated by practitioner stakeholders? Are those challenges similar to
those arising in real-world laboratories designed by scientists? How do they differ?
What opportunities do they offer, and what added value can be expected from the
real-world laboratory format? To answer these questions, Sect. 11.2 provides an
account of the real-world laboratories initiated by the Energieavantgarde Anhalt
(EAA) association, which include the urban laboratories undertaken within the joint
research project “The re-productive town”3 funded by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF). The core characteristics of real-world laboratories are
then identified from the scientific literature. These characteristics provide the theoretical basis for discussing the special features of real-world laboratories that have
been initiated by practitioner stakeholders (Sect. 11.3). This discussion is based not
2 Concerning

classification in transdisciplinary research and transformation research, see, e.g.
Wittmayer and Hölscher (2016), Rogga et al. (2018).
3 The project entitled “The re-productive town. Changing towns for achieving the energy and sustainability transition” [original in German: Die re-produktive Stadt. Die Stadt verändern, um die Energieund Nachhaltigkeitswende zu schaffen] receives BMBF funding under the FONA/Social-Ecological
Research: “Sustainable Transformation of Urban Areas” funding line from August 2016 to July
2019; see https://re-produktive-stadt.energieavantgarde.de.
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only on the experience gained from the BMBF-funded project “The re-productive
town”, but also on insights from three workshops held with EAA members and other
interested participants (business representatives, especially from the utilities sector;
representatives from local government and politics and from science) in 2017. The
article concludes with a critical analysis and an outlook for future developments
(Sect. 11.4).

11.2 Real-World Laboratories Initiated by the Practitioner
Stakeholder Energieavantgarde Anhalt e.V.
Energieavantgarde Anhalt (EAA) is an association that acts as a network of stakeholders comprising civil activists, municipalities and rural districts, companies
and other institutions in the Anhalt-Bitterfeld-Wittenberg region. This network is
committed to accelerate the energy transition in the region in cooperation with
national and European partners. The approach was developed in the context of the
profound, multiple socio-economic transformation processes that pose huge challenges to towns and regions, such as the closure of businesses and the loss of livelihoods, demographic change, and the energy transition. The direct impact of these
processes is very much apparent in the Anhalt-Bitterfeld-Wittenberg region: high
cost pressure relating to infrastructure, a sharp fall in property prices, the demolition
of entire neighbourhoods. A wide range of technical, economic and socio-cultural
innovations are needed to meet the challenges associated with these developments
in this region dominated by lignite mining and the chemical industry. These innovations radically change land uses, creating new decentralised, interconnected and
energy systems based on renewables, as well as new urban-rural relations. In the
process, EAA places particular emphasis on the regionalisation of energy production and energy use and on sector coupling. To achieve this, developments in the
area of prosumer models and demand-side management measures should encourage
not only resource efficiency, but also system-supporting, flexible energy consumption behaviour, and enable as many citizens as possible to participate in the regional
energy transition through regional added value and democratic processes.
Since there is no ready guidance on how to meet these challenges and since a
wide range of individual issues need to be resolved, the association calls this largescale regional experiment the “Anhalt Real-World Laboratory” (www.energieavant
garde.de). In this laboratory, partners engaged as practitioners in the region and
scientists join forces to design a variety of sub-laboratories and experimental setups.
With this in mind, the association brings together within its framework not only local
authorities, public utility companies and technology companies from the renewables
sector, but also civil society interest groups. The projects in the region initiated by
EAA are generally based on the experience and issues raised by association members
within their everyday operations and on collaboration with research institutions in
other projects. In their role as project initiators and project coordinators in the region,
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members of the association explicitly represent the interests of the association and
of the regional stakeholders it represents. As a result, the focus is on searching for
workable approaches for promoting sustainable development by using renewable
energies and achieving high resource efficiency. Considering contributions from the
current scientific real-world laboratory debate, this regional institution could also be
characterised as a “real-world laboratory as a whole” [own translation] (Beecroft et al.
2018: 80) where various transdisciplinary sustainability projects are implemented.
The joint research project entitled “The re-productive town”, which has received
BMBF funding for three years, is one of the outcomes of EAA’s activities in the Anhalt
region. Initiated by EAA, the research alliance comprises EAA and Bitterfeld-Wolfen
Town Council as its practice partners, and Brandenburg University of Technology
(BTU) Cottbus-Senftenberg/Chair of Urban Technical Infrastructure, the Fraunhofer
Institute for Microstructure of Materials and Systems (IMWS) and inter 3 Institute
for Resource Management as its science partners. The project is accompanied scientifically by sustainify Institut für nachhaltige Forschung, Bildung, Innovation. In
the research project, the town of Bitterfeld-Wolfen is taken as an example of the
urban planning challenges associated with transformation. This town seems to be
particularly suited to develop and test new approaches for social-ecological urban
development. The starting point of the project is the energy sector, from which inroads
are made into agriculture and forestry, architecture and building services, industry
and finance, citizenry, the urban economy and the urban landscape. Possibilities are
systematically sought to consider unexploited resources such as brownfield sites, sun,
wind and green waste as well as secondary resources such as waste heat and refuse
as a starting point for something new. These innovations are then reutilised for the
benefit of the town and its inhabitants or the processes that generate them are directly
changed. Conceptually, the approach refers back to the concept of (re)productivity
proposed by Biesecker and Hofmeister (2006). According to this concept, (urban)
production and consumption processes must be designed in such a way that the town
maintains or even improves its material/energy and economic/social reproductive
capability in order to remain sustainable or to ensure its long-term survival. The aim is
to use the systematic improvement of the material/energy and economic/social reproductive capability of Bitterfeld-Wolfen Town to develop a blueprint for a possible
transformation path for a new, yet very common type of town as a result of territorial reforms: an extensive, medium-sized, polycentric town that can be expected to
offer new starting points for energy and sustainability transition and, as a result, new
townscapes and urban landscapes.
Urban laboratories are a core format. Urban laboratories are site-specific
participatory and communication platforms that map ongoing local transformation processes and enable broad participation. They provide the experimental basis
for developing, negotiating and implementing into urban design solutions for the
use of secondary resources in urban spaces in cooperation with the population,
companies and the administration. This is undertaken in work phases of living
labs or real-world laboratories such as co-design, co-creation, co-exploration, coexperimentation/testing and co-evaluation steps. More specifically, four urban laboratories representing neighbourhoods typical of medium-sized towns were selected
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in consideration of characteristics such as resource potentials and stakeholder
constellations. These neighbourhoods are
• A central, inner-city area, characterised by a combination of brownfield and industrial areas (neighbourhood type—inner-city brownfield in a central location: “Am
Plan” urban laboratory)
• A detached housing estate, including listed buildings, that faces extensive changes
in ownership structure (neighbourhood type—existing housing estate with a
garden city character: “Gartenstadt” urban laboratory)
• A new housing estate with detached houses and multiple dwellings on an urban
open space (neighbourhood type—new residential area: “Krondorfer Wiesen”
urban laboratory)
• A multiple dwelling demolition area characterised by industrial housing construction as well as demographic and socio-economic challenges (neighbourhood
type—industrial prefabricated large housing estate: “Wohnkomplex 4/4” urban
laboratory).

11.3 A Comparison of Core Characteristics
As outlined in the introduction, there is as yet no uniform theoretical and detailed
methodological concept of real-world laboratories (Grunwald 2016: 204f), and therefore no uniform definition either. However, several scientific institutions are currently
performing further groundwork, especially also in the context of research in support
of the real-world laboratories (BaWü Labs) funded in Baden-Württemberg.4 On the
international arena, there are also a multitude of other approaches that are similar
to the real-world laboratory format or that were used as its basis. These include
living labs, sustainable living labs and urban transition/living labs (for a comparative overview, see Schäpke et al. 2017: 28ff; Schäpke et al. 2018b). Furthermore, an
almost inflationary (and simultaneously unspecific) use is currently being made of
the term “lab” in other fields.
According to a definition originally introduced by Schneidewind (2014), a realworld laboratory generally describes “… a societal context in which researchers carry
out interventions in the sense of ‘real-life experiments’ in order to learn about social
dynamics and processes” [own translation] (Schneidewind 2014: 3). Real-life experiments are considered to be the core of the real-world laboratory approach (Schäpke
et al. 2017: 3 with reference to WBGU 2014, 2016; Schneidewind 2014; De Flander
et al. 2014; MWK 2013; Wagner and Grunwald 2015). The idea is to transfer the
term “laboratory”, as used in the natural sciences context, to the analysis of social and
4 These include, in particular, the Wuppertal Institute (WI), the Institute for Technology Assessment

and Systems Analysis (ITAS) at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), the Institute for
Social-Ecological Research (ISOE), as well as Leuphana University and the University of Basel,
especially in the context of research in support of BaWü Labs. BaWü Labs are supported by two
teams of researchers: (1) the “ForReal” team (WI, ISOE, Leuphana University), (2) BF-Uni Basel
(University of Basel).
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political processes in concrete social contexts (Schäpke et al. 2017: 4). According to
the definition coined by Gross et al. (2005), a hybrid form of the experiment is associated with this term, ranging between the production and application of knowledge
and situation-specific and controlled boundary conditions (Schneidewind 2014: 2).
Conceptually, real-world laboratories therefore build on the ‘experimental turn’ in
the social, economic and sustainability sciences, and are similar to other transdisciplinary and participatory research approaches such as transdisciplinary case studies,
participatory action research, fieldwork, intervention research or transition research
(Schäpke et al. 2017: 4, referring in each case to prominent representatives of the
approaches named).
In the scientific landscape, the concept of the real-world laboratory is therefore
easily expandable and currently formative. In practice, however, the term is rejected
by some because it evokes associations that experiments are being performed on
the participants (Grießhammer and Brohmann 2015: 22). The term “urban laboratory” proved to be useful for work in the “The re-productive town” project. This
is because the term is used in the field of urban development, albeit with diverse
and different meanings, such as for educational institutions with an experimental
laboratory character.
In order to shed light on what characterises real-world laboratories that have
been initiated and largely shaped by practitioner stakeholders, we refer below to the
core characteristics listed by Parodi et al. (2016): research orientation, normativity,
transdisciplinarity, transformativity, civil society orientation/participation, long-term
nature and laboratory character (see Table 11.1). These core characteristics largely
correspond to or overlap with characterisations proposed by other authors such as
WBGU (2016), Schäpke et al. (2017), Defila and Di Giulio (2018a). We add another
core feature—continuous processes of reflection and learning with regard to one’s
own research practice and social effect; these characterise the research process (e.g.
Schäpke et al. 2018b; Schneidewind and Singer-Brodowski 2015).
Based on these core characteristics, an outline is given below of how real-world
laboratories initiated and coordinated by EAA can be characterised, whether and
how they differ from those real-world laboratories that are initiated and coordinated
by stakeholders from science, whether they face challenges and, if so, what those
challenges are. The definition of the relevant core characteristics is given in Table
11.1.

11.3.1 Regarding Research Orientation
In the Anhalt Real-World Laboratory ‘as a whole’, the EAA association offers interested researchers the region’s problems concerning energy design, energy policy and
energy management, some of which have already been formulated and structured;
its contacts with regional practitioner stakeholders; and its expertise in the development of a sustainable regional energy system for transdisciplinary research. In this
sense, EAA serves as an institution for sustainability and transformation research;
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application-oriented research is explicitly mentioned in the association’s statutory
objectives. However, whether or to what extent these institutions for real-world laboratories must always have a scientific character is not deemed absolutely necessary
in the previous discussion. Instead, the association focuses primarily on practical
orientation and on the search for practicable approaches towards sustainable development in its areas of interest; in the process, analytical work and the consideration
of internal scientific interests are accepted as prerequisites for joint research and
Table 11.1 A comparison of the core characteristics and real-world laboratories undertaken by
Energieavantgarde Anhalt (authors’ compilation)
Core characteristics Real-world laboratories Anhalt real-world
…
laboratory as a whole

Urban laboratories in
the project “The
re-productive town”

Research
orientation

… act as scientific
facilities in
sustainability and
transformation
research1

✓
Research closely
oriented to practice

Normativity

… are oriented towards ✓
the principles of
sustainable
development1

✓

Transdisciplinarity

… function in a
transdisciplinary way
They directly connect
science and society
(practitioner
stakeholders) and use
forms and methods of
transdisciplinary
research in their
experiments1

✓

✓

Transformativity

… conduct
transformative
research. They are
hybrid undertakings
that aim to
concurrently achieve
scientific findings and
social design. They
facilitate sustainability
research and
simultaneously make
experimental
contributions to
sustainable
development1

✓

✓

Not necessarily,
focuses on practical
orientation

(continued)
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Table 11.1 (continued)
Core characteristics Real-world laboratories Anhalt real-world
…
laboratory as a whole

Urban laboratories in
the project “The
re-productive town”

Civil society
orientation,
participation3

… integrate citizens
and/or civil society in
particular as strong
partners and
decision-makers into
their work from the
beginning
… embrace
participation, from
information and
consultation to
cooperation and
empowerment, and
develop their
transdisciplinary
experiments in
co-design1

✓
But opposite direction
of activity: drive comes
from civil society,
which involves science

✓
But opposite direction
of activity: drive comes
from civil society,
which involves science

Long-term
nature

… are long-term
research facilities
spanning (many)
decades1

✓

–

Laboratory
character

… are laboratories.
They are a
transdisciplinary
infrastructure in order
to ensure the best and
most stable conditions
possible for
experimental research
and observation in
complex real-world
contexts2

✓

✓

Continuous
reflection and
learning
process4

Research in real-world
laboratories is devised
and understood as a
continuous reflection
and learning process
with regard to one’s
own research practice
and social effect

✓

✓

1 Own

translation of Parodi et al. (2016: 16)
translation of Parodi et al. (2016: 16f)
3 Own addition to description of characteristics
4 Own addition based on Schäpke et al. (2017: 5), Schneidewind and Singer-Brodowski (2015)
2 Own
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development activities. This principle of strong practical orientation can be adapted
accordingly to current circumstances and needs at the specific project level.
One example are the urban laboratories in the BMBF joint research project entitled “The re-productive town”; these feature an explicit research orientation. The
research questions were defined jointly by the scientific partners and the practice partners (co-design); they are accessible for scientific analysis and for practical changes
for transformation towards sustainability.

11.3.2 Regarding Normativity
The normative orientation towards sustainability is one of the association’s implicit
statutory objectives and, as such, of the Anhalt Real-World Laboratory. This orientation is specified in the association’s statutes on objectives such as to contribute
to environmental protection and climate action, and the objective to conserve the
natural basis of life.
In urban laboratories, the normative assumptions, principles and objectives
regarding the reference to the concept of re-productivity by Biesecker and Hofmeister
(2006) are made explicit. In this context, the following insight was gained from
ongoing work: scientific partners proceed in accordance with elaborated sustainability concepts in real-world laboratories, and it would be helpful for companies,
civil society organisations, other institutions and local authorities to use or develop
concrete tools in the practical implementation of real-world laboratories. Examples
that would make the integrative concept of sustainability tangible for practitioners
in the process include environmental protection concepts, corporate social responsibility standards, a local climate action plan, the European Energy Award and other
quality management systems. It may also be helpful in this context to adapt for
practical use scientific-theoretical sustainability approaches such as the concept of
re-productivity in an intermediate step, and to prepare such approaches for practical
implementation in the real world (Yildiz et al. 2012).

11.3.3 Regarding Transformativity
In the Anhalt Real-World Laboratory, the EAA association focuses primarily on the
shaping of society in terms of the energy transition, mainly by way of local experimental contributions. To do this, EAA draws on findings resulting from sustainability research. The work of EEA backs two aspects of real-world laboratories:
first, the Anhalt Real-World Laboratory sees itself as an element of various niche
experiments embedded in structuring processes somewhere between the niche level
and the regime level. Second, in line with its objective, the work performed by the
association should help further develop transformative sciences by portraying and
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investigating the abstract format of transformation in the real-world laboratory as a
physical environment.
Owing to their origins, urban laboratories are likewise primarily practiceoriented. Potential changes in the practices of resource utilisation by municipal stakeholders play a key role in the selection of neighbourhoods, and therefore also in the
constitution of the problem, the institutions and people involved, and the methods
and intensity of participation. This framework also yields a wide range of options for
sustainability research and scientific evidence (e.g. the methodological operationalisation of the characteristics of re-productivity in criteria for assessing technical and
socio-economic solutions) (Schön et al. 2013).
The strong practical orientation in the EAA real-world laboratories necessitates a
careful reflection and evaluation of the approaches taken so as to be able to make statements on the effect of interventions and on the course of transformation processes
in real-world laboratories. The small scale and reach of the measures that can be
implemented concerning sustainable urban development generally make it difficult
to formulate transferable results, which is currently being hotly discussed as a general
phenomenon of real-world laboratories.5 One cannot help but suspect that a specific
contribution to resource efficiency or a viable use of renewable energies in a certain
neighbourhood arises more by accident than by design due to a certain constellation of problems and stakeholders. It is then impossible to repeat such a success at
other locations. The result is that strong practical orientation represents a restriction,
especially for scientific partners. Then again, precisely these small-scale changes
can occur and be documented in the Anhalt Real-World Laboratory. These are the
small steps that represent the details of social transformation, which is ultimately of
greater significance from a practical point of view.

11.3.4 Regarding Civil Society Orientation, Participation
This characteristic exhibits the biggest difference between the state of the scientific
discussion and the approaches taken by the EAA real-world laboratories. The drive
to initiate the Anhalt Real-World Laboratory came from civil society, which involved
scientists in the project as strong partners. The initiative for the BMBF joint research
project and its urban laboratories also came from EAA. As such, the direction of
activity is opposite to the characteristic portrayed in the literature. The idea for a scientifically supported, experimental transformation of the regional energy system arose
from the realisation that the special constellation of stakeholders seeking change
and the decisive issue of regional energy supply involving the broader shaping and
economic participation of the population became apparent as an opportunity for innovative action. Although science, lobby institutions and financial backers were then
involved in the subsequent establishment of the Anhalt Real-World Laboratory at the
5 Concerning

July 2019).

this, see also, e.g. Krohn et al. (2017) and www.td-academy.de (last accessed on 16
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very beginning, the format can be described as a laboratory initiated by practitioner
stakeholders, because:
• Practitioner stakeholders from the Anhalt region raised the issue of the regional
energy transition, and had already addressed this issue with their own commitment
using the resources available to them for more than three years,
• The establishment of the real-world laboratory was only conceivable and feasible
due to the active work of key regional stakeholders seeking to change the existing
system, and
• It was only possible to address additional practitioner stakeholders with success
because of the trusting relationships among regional stakeholders that had been
in existence for several years.
Against this backdrop, an important finding that is a compelling case for the
establishment and long-term operation of real-world laboratories by practitioner
stakeholders is the fact that it takes a long time to establish successful participatory constellations. This longer-term option is missing in urban laboratories (see the
long-term nature criterion). To achieve effective cooperation in the transformation
of society, all stakeholders must also act proactively so as to position their issues
and other concerns. After all, a form of cooperation that always expects the drive
and organisation to come from the same partner will soon show signs of fatigue. It
is clear that the involvement of local stakeholders remains a challenge, even if the
real-world laboratory is initiated by practice partners. Even if a region has activists
who are interested in transformative research, this does not mean that all of the
stakeholders needed to tackle a specific issue are willing to get involved. At best, the
initiating practice partner will be powerful, influential and well networked, enabling
it to organise the constructive participation of the necessary stakeholders.

11.3.5 Regarding the Long-Term Nature and Laboratory
Character
The Anhalt Real-World Laboratory is designed for the long term. The association seeks to establish transdisciplinary infrastructure with adequate physical and
personnel resources (criterion laboratory character) to be able to ensure the best,
most stable possible conditions for experimental research and observation in complex
real-world contexts (see Parodi et al. 2016). In contrast, urban laboratories are based
on a three-year time frame and are project-related, despite ideally desiring their
longer-term and autonomous establishment.
The availability of sufficient resources is a prerequisite for this. However, the
non-profit association has very limited resources. One possibility would be to raise
funds by providing services, but this would imply a change of role to that of a market
economy stakeholder like an energy agency, planning office or consulting agency.
However, if EAA represents its own business interests, it runs the risk of losing
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credibility with regard to the handling of sensitive data. This is likely to affect the
trust required to acquire regional cooperation partners for transformative research,
and the quasi-public role of mediating between possibly competing partners could
only be played to a very limited extent in the best case (Yildiz and Schön 2014).
As a result, in order to maintain transdisciplinary infrastructure in the long run,
other ways of obtaining sustainable funding must be found by EAA in this specific
case and by other practitioner stakeholders seeking to establish real-world laboratories. One option could be a system of mixed financing, comprising continuous
funding from state and local resources, together with the acquisition of external
funding for research to ensure the independence and impartiality of the real-world
laboratory. In this way, the Anhalt Real-World Laboratory could be stabilised as an
independent sponsor of transformative research and regional development, akin to an
(economic) development agency. With regard to ensuring sustainable infrastructure,
the challenge is principally to ensure continuous work processes. This is not possible
in the case of project funding alone. After all, funding shortfalls will inevitably
occur between a funding project and the next funding projects, ideally following
straight on from the first. Unlike research institutions, which are equipped with basic
funding, practitioner stakeholders are particularly affected by such shortfalls. Moreover, subsequent funding is uncertain, and there are limitations to the capability of
the content to tie in with previous funding, due to the fact that support programmes
are usually themed. Besides the (political) will to establish experimental spaces and
to actively co-create them, the funding issue therefore becomes a key issue for the
establishment of longer-term, viable infrastructures for real-world laboratories (see
Kanning and Scurrell 2018).

11.3.6 Regarding Continuous Processes of Reflection
and Learning
To assess the processes of reflection and learning, emphasis is placed below on the
level of interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary cooperation (Singer-Brodowski et al.
2018) as well as the associated role of accompanying research (Defila and Di Giulio
2018b).
When it established the Anhalt Real-World Laboratory, EAA already made provision for accompanying research. The discussions about the topic proved to be difficult. This was because partners with previous experience in transdisciplinary research
expected to be closely involved in the real-world laboratory, while the majority of
partners assumed that traditional observational research would be conducted. The
accompanying research was thus established in the context of a Ph.D. project at the
Berlin Social Science Center (WZB), financed by the real-world laboratory. In the
light of the findings on relations between researchers, accompanying researchers and
financial backers presented in the meantime by Defila and Di Giulio (2018b), it is
now possible to make a more detailed assessment of this issue.
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The existing accompanying research in the Anhalt Real-World Laboratory is
indeed geared towards producing knowledge on the processes that take place in the
real-world laboratory. According to Defila and Di Giulio (2018b), however, the relation to individual projects in the real-world laboratory can be described as a relation
to the “object of research” that is characterised by dependence and an unequal distribution of power. This relation to the object is very much apparent in the real-world
laboratory. The strong substantive involvement of the association’s main financial
backer gives it access to information about the individual projects. What is more, in
addition to the geographical proximity of the accompanying research to the association’s sponsors (both from outside the region), the financial backer’s interests are
close to those of the research institution, namely the effectiveness of energy policy
and the national recognition of achievements. As such, the tensions described by
Defila and Di Giulio (2018b) do not occur in the sponsor’s relation to accompanying
research, but there are tensions in both their relations to regional stakeholders. There
is a realisation that the establishment of the Anhalt Real-World Laboratory, driven
by practitioner stakeholders, could well have benefited from accompaniment experienced in transdisciplinary research in order to cope with integrating the different
bases and forms of knowledge.
In the BMBF research project entitled “The re-productive town”, within which
urban laboratories are initiated and developed, this was achieved by contracting out
support in the experience process, the knowledge process and the process of transferring results—although it was not possible to describe this that clearly at the time of
the application. The knowledge of experienced transdisciplinary researchers is necessary to integrate knowledge bases from practice and science; to produce transferable
knowledge; and, not least, to ensure the continuous self-reflection of different, sometimes changing roles in the transdisciplinary learning process. Ideally, such knowledge should be involved as early as at the stage of conceptually designing real-world
laboratories. In this case, scientific accompaniment by a neutral moderator such as
sustainify GmbH proved to be successful in the joint research project, ensuring the
integration of different bases and forms of knowledge as well as the self-reflection
of the practice and scientific partners involved. This insight is consistent with the
recommendations already made by Parodi et al. to ensure “co-created accompaniment that supports real-world laboratories in a cooperative, advisory manner” [own
translation] (2018: 179).

11.4 A Summary Critical Appraisal and Outlook
Real-world laboratories are a relatively young and yet highly diverse format that is
interpreted and shaped in a strongly divergent manner by practitioners in some cases.
The debate has only just begun and is still being shaped. In principle, many of the
characteristics of real-world laboratories discussed are not new for sustainable land
management, such as the development of common problem definitions and solutions
(co-design, co-production), as is often the case especially in informal processes of
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sustainable urban and regional developments. What is more, knowledge on participation in planning processes also virtually serves as a role model for real-world
laboratories (Eckart et al. 2018: 131ff; Kanning 2018). As such, real-world laboratory formats are compatible with sustainable land management, and also offer added
value. Especially real-world laboratory formats that are initiated and coordinated
by practitioner stakeholders offer specific implementation potential and, at the same
time, are faced with particular challenges.
In our opinion, the direct and explicit integration of objectives for practice and
research associated with the real-world laboratory format (Defila and Di Giulio
2018c: 40) represents particular added value over common participatory land
management processes. In real-world laboratories, all of the stakeholders involved,
whether practitioners or scientists, are considered to be “researchers” [own translation] (Eckart et al. 2018: 105f) who jointly define the solution to the problem and
produce new knowledge (co-design, co-production), integrating different specialist
disciplines as well as science and practice. In contrast to the planning and development approaches established in land management, an extended self-conception can
be identified that could help bridge the oft-criticised gap between theory and practice (e.g. Lamker et al. 2017). In real-world laboratories, the transformation approach
is oriented to radical innovations and change processes towards sustainability in a
much more proactive manner than is often the case to date in sustainable urban and
regional development processes (see Heyen et al. 2018: 26). Where the principle of
sustainable development is reflected critically and understood integratively in correspondence with the state of scientific knowledge in real-world laboratories, this goes
beyond the current prevailing understanding of sustainability in land management.
The latter focuses primarily on the safeguarding or creation of ecological qualities,
and pays little attention to the original core of the idea of sustainability, i.e. the transformation of social, economic action in a social-ecological direction (see Kanning
2005; Hofmeister 2014). In this connection, it would also be necessary to include in
the discussion the generally inherent, unquestioned concept of material growth (see
Fröhlich and Gerhard 2017: 28ff). As such, the real-world laboratory format—in line
with the design currently featuring strongly in the scientific discourse—could help
establish experimental spaces for radical innovations in which the various areas of
expertise in transformation and planning (science) are brought together for sustainable land management and, ideally, linked to educational objectives (see Beecroft
et al. 2018: 78).
Real-world laboratories that are initiated and coordinated by practitioner stakeholders also offer special deployment potential due their practical approach, and
at the same time face special challenges. On that point, a number of insights and
hypotheses can be summarised from EAA’s experiences and discussions for further
scientific discourse and practical development:
Practitioner stakeholders must satisfy various conditions and have certain skills
to be able to initiate real-world laboratories. Among other things, they must be
capable of organising a research alliance; making their results publicly accessible; and
participating in scientific discourse. They must also either have their own financial
resources for conducting research or at least have a strong position in the relevant
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stakeholder network, enabling them to generate the financial resources needed to
operate a real-world laboratory.
Scientific and practitioner stakeholders often face the same challenges when establishing the research process, because the interests of many stakeholders must be
accommodated when it comes to complex transformation processes. There is always
a need to formulate issues in a practically relevant as well as scientifically interesting
and challenging manner at the constituent stage of the project, irrespective of the
real-world laboratory initiator’s institutional background. It is only the weighting
of the practical and scientific relevance that may vary to a certain extent. The good
position of a research-affine practitioner stakeholder may make it easier to develop
stable stakeholder networks for the purpose of achieving cooperation among the
relevant practitioner stakeholders, but the various aspects of effective participation
must be borne in mind nonetheless. On the other hand, practitioner stakeholders find
it particularly challenging to find scientific partners from several disciplines who go
along with a joint problem definition and who are not only interested in obtaining
data or conducting purely scientific experiments. In addition, social or economic
practitioners who have initiated real-world laboratories tend to be challenged more
by the need for experience in methods of knowledge integration and modelling for
the purpose of transferring results. One solution for this may be to seek support
from experienced transdisciplinary researchers and to involve these experts in the
conceptual design stage of the real-world laboratory.
Based on these findings, real-world laboratories led by practitioner stakeholders
offer particularly favourable conditions when they are backed by local authorities or
public bodies. Strong local governments have excellent links; they know the stakeholders’ interests; they have experience in planning participatory processes, which
can be largely transferred to real-world laboratories (Eckart et al. 2018: 131ff); they
can perpetuate transdisciplinary research, ensuring continuity and, on this basis,
learning processes. However, small and medium-sized towns, and towns undergoing
socio-economic structural change that feature disproportionate demographics are
often under financial supervision and rarely have the human resources capacity to be
able to undertake the research that is urgently required for their strategic realignment.
Such local authorities therefore tend to be unable to support real-world laboratories,
which means that they are only rarely able to incorporate their particular problems in
research projects. Consequently, support structures are required to make real-world
laboratories accessible to all local authority types.
Against this backdrop, real-world laboratories should not only be financed by
research funding in the future, but at least in equal parts by structural support from
the relevant ministries (e.g. the Ministry of Energy and/or the Ministry for Economic
Affairs). After all, besides producing effects in research and science, real-world laboratories (are supposed to) actively drive forward transformation towards a sustainable
society (see Kanning and Scurrell 2018).
Several recent changes in science and structural policy will improve the conditions for real-world laboratories initiated by practitioner stakeholders in future. These
include a greater shift towards citizen science, including its transformation towards
to more complex civic research beyond mere data collection. Citizens are more
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frequently involved in the formulation of research issues, and the definition of criteria
for data collection and analysis. Various institutions besides universities and research
institutes give citizens the possibility to participate in research. The “Green Paper
Citizen Sciences Strategy 2020 for Germany”, published in 2016, provides guidance
on activating citizen science for the purpose of transformation that is appreciated,
acknowledged and embraced by society and science alike (Bonn et al. 2016: 25). From
the perspective of practitioner stakeholders, it is important to create stronger links
in future between citizen science formats, ranging from data collection to active codesign and active co-production (ibid.), to the original real-world laboratory format
developed by science, creating synergies. In addition, since the 2017 Bundestag
elections at the latest, greater attention is being paid in structural policy to the development of rural regions and their small and medium-sized towns. If such attention
can also be translated into supporting measures for the sustainable development of
rural areas, there will be new financial leeway for real-world laboratories, which can
be established and used as experimental spaces for sustainable land management.
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Chapter 12

Knowledge Management
for Sustainability: The Spatial Dimension
of Higher Education as an Opportunity
for Land Management
Jens Schulz, Thomas Köhler, and Thomas Weith
Abstract The production and dissemination of knowledge are seen as essential
elements of sustainable land management (Salet 2014; Kaiser et al. 2016). Digitalisation creates a variety of opportunities for knowledge creation and communication. Knowledge cooperation and digitalisation for governance of land is a concept
coined by the various and perhaps diverse interests of diverse stakeholders. In the
era of digitalisation, new developments trigger further changes that may be of a
challenging nature. However, digitalisation also offers innovative options for collaborative activity in land use, bringing together these diverse interests and eventually
enabling new patterns of collaboration. The authors address principal patterns of
collaboration in multi-stakeholder networks that have only recently been considered meaningful for research. Concepts from both domains—higher education and
land management—are advantageously combined, allowing new interpretations of
spatial and digital artefacts. Digitalisation is dramatically changing the knowledgerelated domain itself at the end of the 2010s. Besides encouraging new teaching and
learning activities, new technologies also have an impact on knowledge spaces and
on the institutional and personnel knowledge carriers established therein. However,
the institutional and sectoral development of academic education practice has rarely
been addressed in the context of higher education research. To illustrate the new
way in which knowledge management is directed under such conditions, the authors
briefly present digital networks from both sectors. Obviously, different layers of
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stakeholders (state ministries and other authorities; higher education institutions and
their sub-units, and other societal actors, etc.) need to collaborate in order to define
and run the processes prevailing in and for higher education. How do these spatially
distributed institutions interrelate in order to co-design the higher education landscape across an entire federal state? Which structures and processes are applied
in co-design practices? Consequently, this paper outlines these developments, and
combines knowledge economics, educational geography and educational science
approaches in the context of higher education research.
Keywords Land management · Higher education · Digitalisation · Knowledge
management · Sustainability

12.1 Introduction
The production of new knowledge and the dissemination of knowledge are seen as
essential elements of sustainable land management (Salet 2014; Kaiser et al. 2016).
Digitalisation creates a variety of opportunities for knowledge creation and communication. Until now, new methods have mainly been discussed and implemented in
research projects and programmes. But how can knowledge creation be combined
with processes in the higher education system in the context of digitalisation? And
what opportunities exist for sustainable land use and spatial development under
these circumstances? Besides developing single curricula, the following chapter will
reflect on the spatial conceptual models behind current practices in higher education,
enabling the authors to discuss alternatives for the future in this field of knowledge
creation and dissemination.
Digital media, as a core component and important output of digitalisation
processes, differs significantly from conventional knowledge media, given that it
emphasises cooperative action—whether in the form of human-machine interaction
or as interpersonal mediated communication (Köhler 2006). Friedrich W. Hesse, the
founding director of the Leibniz Institute for Knowledge Media in Tübingen, pointed
out: “Through digital resources, a knowledge space is changing and knowledge work
is changing” (Hesse 2017). Although in this case knowledge space stands for a mathematical structure that reflects the results of the learning process, the knowledge work
clearly refers to a spatially effective size in the geographical understanding, since
production, storage and transfer of knowledge require appropriate infrastructures or
people.
Scientific discourse in spatial sciences (e.g. Kaiser et al. 2017) outlines how relevant opportunities for collaborative activity in land use occur, possibly bringing
together diverse interests and eventually enabling new patterns of collaboration to
be detected. Has research been able to identify principal structures of collaborative
interrelations in multi-stakeholder networks? And how will governance models be
affected? This aspect is especially relevant in the European context, where equal
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living conditions are quite often an underlying political target of spatial development, and where spatial justice is often seen as a basis for the distribution of both
infrastructure and subsidies. Addressing these rather complex questions, the authors
seek to open up the agenda for a theoretical discourse and subsequently an empirical
discourse, to be documented in the present chapter. A possibly innovative momentum
will be developed from the combination of theoretical domains—knowledge cooperation and digitalisation in higher education for the governance of land, which have
so far been rather independent.
An interdisciplinary analysis of the technological, social, (organisation) didactic
and policy-related challenges is required so as not only to accompany, but also to
shape developments in the concrete case. The link between digitalisation and the
concept of space is addressed by introducing the concept of knowledge as an interface.
Future research in digitised knowledge cooperation will be linked with research and
explanatory approaches of higher education research and research on informational
land use, applying aspects such as organisational research, the knowledge economy
and educational geography.
First, the authors provide a brief introduction to the status quo of the two chosen
domains—research on knowledge in land management (related to information and
communication, and relevant technologies) and higher education research (focusing
on e-learning, organisational development and digitalisation).

12.1.1 Generating and Disseminating Knowledge
for Sustainable Land Use
Knowledge can generally be understood as the conscious processing and adoption of
information. In the same vein, knowledge is also defined as the process of purposeful
connection of information (North 2011: 36f). Change processes, also in land use,
are characterised by making individual knowledge accessible to the actors involved
(Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995). New knowledge is generated by the cyclical repetition
of the internalisation of information and processing into knowledge (learning), and
its externalisation (communication). Learning, feedback and communication thus
serve the purpose of knowledge generation and knowledge dissemination, supported
by the moderation of intermediaries. In recent years, considerable progress has been
made with regard to the development and availability of codified knowledge stocks
and new knowledge generation processes by digitalisation.
The handling of real sustainability problems such as challenges in land use
depends on the production and dissemination of new knowledge produced in this
way. This is often developed in transdisciplinary settings in a co-design approach.
Such practice enables the integration of different forms of knowledge, resulting, in
particular, from the diversity of practitioners involved in the research process. As
a result, contributions to the solution of complex societal challenges are grouped
around problems, rather than scientific disciplines (Pohl 2014).
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With sustainability research in mind, several authors stress the need for this kind of
research; the current lack of knowledge; and new methods of knowledge management
(e.g. Miller et al. 2014: 244; Kajikawa et al. 2014). For several years, research
efforts have focused more on producing the knowledge required to understand the
challenges. Until now, the ‘quality and validity of knowledge systems in the context
of sustainability research’ have been a major challenge (Cornell et al. 2013) within
knowledge systems (ibid.: 61).
Scientific debates in this context are accompanied by science policy debates and
political discourses. The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) document is an
important political statement in this context. Knowledge management is addressed
in three SDG objectives (Goal 4: quality education; Goal 16: peace, justice and
strong institutions; and Goal 17: partnerships for the goals). It is simultaneously
linked to education and lifelong learning. An explicit reference to digitalisation is also
mentioned for the first time in the SDGs. Besides being relevant to many sustainability
goals, digitalisation is explicitly addressed in sub-goal 9c (Industry, Innovation and
Infrastructure): “To substantially improve access to information and communication
technology and to ensure universal and affordable access to the Internet in at least
developed countries by 2020”.1 The accompanying “Future Earth” research process
is of great importance for the development and implementation of the SDGs. This
global network focuses on the development and dissemination of new knowledge
and the exchange of knowledge (www.futureearth.org). One of the network’s explicit
goals is to support the transformation towards sustainability. The associated research
agenda states that this also requires a new form of knowledge generation across
disciplinary boundaries, together with social partners.
While knowledge is a precondition for action, co-designed processes for the
generation and management of knowledge are considered to be core elements for
sustainable spatial development and land use (Salet 2014). Davoudi (2015) grasps
the knowledge-action relationship in a manner that defines “planning as practice of
knowing”. In this context, knowledge is quite often based on a variety of experiences
in practice, embedded in social networks and organisational structures (Zimmermann 2010: 118). In this way, knowledge production and dissemination is not a
single task to be addressed by several experts, but is accompanied by regional and
local knowledge from a variety of actors.
The processes must be complemented by actors who manage the processes of
knowledge cooperation or learning. This task often involves moderating, comparable
to the tasks of facilitators and, in some cases, mediating actors (cf. Stützer et al.
2013). Moderation implements the “cohesion function”, i.e. guiding group work,
keeping the group together, introducing rules, overseeing, and harmonising group
members, as well as the “locomotion function”, i.e. setting group work in motion,
and ensuring effective and focused working methods (Ziegler 1993). On this basis,
the mediating actor fulfils two functions: those of discussion leader and consultant.
Another concept of facilitated interaction is that of intermediaries, which is close to
the method of moderation. Millar and Choi (2003) define knowledge intermediaries
1 https://www.un.org/development/desa/disabilities/envision2030.html
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as organisations that “facilitate a recipient’s measurement of the intangible value of
knowledge received” (ibid.: 269). One function of the knowledge intermediary is to
provide firms and/or knowledge producers with technology and knowledge transfer
processes in the context of regional innovation systems (Parker and Hine 2013).
The findings about intermediaries provide helpful information for determining who
is responsible for knowledge management. Recent approaches often refer to the
changing role of knowledge professionals. This role may even disappear completely,
such as in the case where the question is asked: “Does a class need a teacher?”
(Köhler and Kahnwald 2005). Indeed, greater emphasis is placed on sharing interests
in practice than on following a predefined curriculum (Kahnwald and Köhler 2007).
Regarding the transfer of knowledge, the use of a unidirectional or one-way
transfer from knowledge producers to knowledge consumers (also called “mode
1”) to deal with information and knowledge flows cannot adequately reflect the
challenges of a decision-making process or of a planning support process in a
complex multi-stakeholder environment. This mode of science-policy interaction
can be described as the “science push” and/or the “demand pull” model (Dilling
and Lemos 2011). The new focus of knowledge transfer activities also considers
the communication, translation and mediation of knowledge (Cash et al. 2003).
Gibbons et al. (1994) call this focus “mode 2 knowledge” in the context of transdisciplinary research. The experiences of transdisciplinary research, primarily characterised by the cooperation of scientists and practitioner stakeholders, confirm the
barriers and disadvantages of “mode-1” versus “mode-2” knowledge production
(cf. Hirsch Hadorn et al. 2008). Thus, assembling different stakeholders in various
groups throughout the planning process is one of the crucial conditions for a sustainable decision-making process and a key pillar of the currently consolidating concept
of transdisciplinarity (Gibbons et al. 1994; Pohl 2011; Opdam et al. 2015). From
this point of view, mutual collaboration of the stakeholders concerned is required in
order to support knowledge production, transfer and implementation—this is the idea
behind the concept of the co-production of knowledge (Pohl et al. 2010; Enengel et al.
2012). Lemos and Morehouse (2005) argue that an iterative and interactive model
for the co-production of science and policy requires interdisciplinarity, stakeholder
participation and the production of usable knowledge, which can be incorporated into
all stakeholders’ decision-making processes. They also acknowledge in this context
that usable knowledge “not only must be tailored to fit stakeholders’ needs and uses,
but must also be made accessible to those users” (ibid.: 62).
Usability, accessibility and transferability depend in many ways on “producers”
and “producing processes”. Perspectives on challenges and problems define the
starting points of agenda processes. Co-design processes are essential, followed by
the co-production of knowledge, accompanied by exchange and interaction (Mauser
et al. 2013: 427). In consequence, one of the most important questions at the beginning
of the process is whom to define as an important actor. In addition, actor networks
and organisational units are highly relevant, because single actors are embedded,
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and also develop and share knowledge within their organisations. In consequence,
the use of transdisciplinary approaches also means exchanging knowledge between
organisations that start bargaining processes, and developing framing narratives in
institutional settings. This will raise awareness beyond projects to whole systems
such as higher education.

12.1.2 New Ways of Knowledge Generation, Dissemination
and Management: Higher Education Research
with a Focus on E-Learning, Organisational
Development and Digitalisation
The institutional and sectoral development of academic education practice has rarely
been addressed in the context of higher education research. While a major interest of
education research is linked to understanding specific didactic effects, the interdisciplinary approach is crucial to cope with the complexity of organisational relationships
and the institutional contexts in which the digitalisation of higher education takes
place. Decision-making and the forecasting of such processes appear to be challenging in this sector. Dimensions to be covered include the following aspects or
areas of research and practice:
•
•
•
•

Structures and actors,
Administration, governance and organisational development,
Didactics and competence development, and
Educational technologies and technical infrastructures.

The professions represented in higher education development committees should
ideally reflect these four points. But what does this mean for knowledge practices
in a completely digitised knowledge society with more and more immaterial goods?
Indeed, it is also possible to recruit expertise at any time and disseminate it through
various exchange formats within research or practice communities, or to elaborate
such expertise in projects via digital media and relevant formats of collaboration. As
a result, higher education research must consider society in general in order to gain
an appropriate understanding of how knowledge is generated, shared and transferred.
Extending such understanding would also require ideas about spatial organisation
beyond the embedding of this knowledge-related practice in the physical space of
educational buildings.
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12.2 Digitalisation of Higher Education
12.2.1 Classification into Megatrends of the Twenty-First
Century
Two thematic areas are particularly striking when analysing current global megatrends: there are demographic and social scientific considerations as well as economic
interpretations. In many cases, however, the boundaries between these domains are
fluid because there are interactions and links between them. In addition, each of
these megatrends can be accompanied by current developments in the field of education, which require detailed analysis in terms of digitalisation processes. Interesting
connections can be established, particularly for universities (see Table 12.1).
The challenges presented here are only examples, and are not consistent in the list.
They provide an overview in the sense of impetus, seeking to reveal the connections
that are currently important to the education system. With regard to conclusions
and consequences, the table shows how important it is to combine new forms of
knowledge management with higher education. This goes hand in hand with the
changing framework conditions, particularly in higher education, from a greater focus
on the labour market, to digitalisation, globalisation and new forms of governance.
Table 12.1 Global megatrends (Stang and Eigenbrodt 2014: 233ff) and exemplary challenges for
higher education in the context of German approaches
Global megatrend

Exemplary challenges for higher education

Demographic change

Lifelong learning

Individualisation of the mass market

New (multi-site) study and learning
opportunities

Social fragmentation

“Ascension through education”; “open access
universities”

Urbanisation

Competition between university locations

Mobility

Online learning/studying versus “global
villages”a

Digitalisation of all areas of life

Skills, competences, habits and preferences of
teachers and students

Automation and flexibility in collaborative
working environments

Learning analytics; artificial intelligence; big
data

Knowledge-based economy

Knowledge transfer in knowledge regions and
globally; new requirements for education and
training

Significance of education

Weakening the prohibition of cooperation under
Article 30 of the German Constitution; “Quality
Pact Teaching” of the BMBF

a This term, first introduced by Marshall McLuhan in 1962, is a media-theoretical description of the

world that grows together through electronic networking (in the sense of electronic interdependence)
(McLuhan 2008)
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12.2.2 Digital Media and the Resulting Changes in Higher
Education Teaching and Learning
The digitalisation of (higher) education unfortunately remains an issue that fails
to create an optimistic and positive image of the future among the public (Schulz
2018). This is certainly not unfounded and is sometimes important; but as a societal
cross-cutting task, there should at least be a vision for action in the future. However,
digital transformation in education is particularly evident when comparing courses
requiring presence to online courses. The example of “seminar versus webinar”
shows the extent to which change is generally understood. In universities, students
often sit in rows facing the lecturer, with a notebook or tablet on their desks in
front of them, while students interact with teachers or each other, depending on the
nature of the course. The lecturer uses a digital projector to show PowerPoint slides.
The difference to face-to-face courses 20 years ago is astounding: notebooks and
tablets take the place of books and paper; PowerPoint presentations have ousted the
blackboard. Features may, of course, depend on the teacher and the subject culture,
but most courses, whether seminars or lectures, now take place in such a format.
Indeed, recent forecasting using scenario and Delphi techniques suggests that there
will no longer be any pure offline educational situations by 2030 (Köhler et al. 2018,
2019).
Webinars are purely online seminars. They dissolve the physical space of the
course, as both lecturers and students can participate from anywhere. Citizens of the
“global village” come together in a virtual space; link up with knowledge of others
in real time; generate their own knowledge; and finally share that knowledge with
others. On closer inspection, however, most offers are a 1:1 transfer of the seminar
concept to a non-physical space: the lecturer determines the degree of interaction by
assigning rights; students sit (or lie) in front of a computer with an image transfer
of the lecturer and the PowerPoint slides, and note important information in virtual
and/or physical exercise books. Although there has been significant progress with
digitally enhanced courses in terms of participation in educational processes, the
opportunities associated with digital technologies are rarely fully exploited.
As mentioned above, digital teaching and learning technologies also open up new
opportunities for imparting knowledge and learning material. Media didactics differentiate between “traditional” and “new” media formats. Traditional media formats
are understood to be mainly analogue texts, images, graphics, presentations, films,
videos and audio files. In this case, information and communication technologies are
used for unidirectional performance or instruction. Newer mediation formats allow
students to apply knowledge, obtain feedback or interact with fellow students in a
more connectivist, co-constructionist way. As a consequence, the spatial distance is
no longer decisive, but online access and interaction possibilities are
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Excursus: Online interactions include video, audio and chat conferences, and
digitally based forums, as well as digital simulations and business games, etests, common media products, wikis and blogs. Riedel et al. (2017) found in a
survey among all lecturers at universities in Saxony that the use of traditional
media formats clearly predominates. More than 98 per cent of the respondents
stated that they used texts, presentations, graphics and images in digital form,
almost 77 per cent used films, videos and audio files. In contrast, the new media
formats mentioned, which encourage interaction, are only part of the teaching
portfolio for about a third of the teaching staff (e.g. forums: 37.3%; e-tests:
24.8%).
At first glance, the primary media-didactic question about the use of different
media formats in teaching seems to have little spatial impact in the geographical
sense. However, if one includes social and communicative aspects of virtual cooperation, changes in the room can be expected. Regardless of an increase in the degree of
use of such new media formats, devaluation, or at least a reclassification of currently
used learning spaces, may occur. In contrast, new learning spaces are being created
in places that are not yet intended for such use. Examples include spaces used while
commuting to university, and student services cafés.

12.3 Spatial Dimensions: Informal Spaces and New
Learning Worlds in Adult and Continuing Education
12.3.1 Governmental Argumentation in Favour of Digital
Continuous Education
Official education policy, however, seems to consider online elements of education
as being rather relevant for postgraduate education. Yet educational processes also
take place outside of schools and universities. In adult and continuing education in
particular, far-reaching developments can be observed, and are expected in the years
ahead. The Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi), for example,
helps companies to digitise their business processes or sales channels, or to develop
personnel by way of digitised training and e-learning. The ministry argues for the
latter as follows: “If employees can use digital media for further training, companies
and employees benefit:
• A large number of employees can be continuously trained.
• Further training can take place regardless of time and location.
• Standardised content can be prepared interactively, quickly and in a way that
promotes learning.
• Compulsory training can be demonstrated more effectively (compliance).
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• Learning groups can be virtually networked across locations.
• Customer training (product training) can take place digitally.
• Costs can be saved by, e.g. shortening learning times or by eliminating travel
costs” (BMWi 2016: 24).
In the context of equal spatial development through digitalisation in education, the
key words in this list are “location and time independent”, “networked across locations …” and “no travel expenses”. The interpretation can go so far that digitalised
educational offers mean that traders and their employees in peripheral, rural areas
no longer have to fear location disadvantages with regard to further and advanced
training. All the necessary events and training courses, including the product training
mentioned, would be ubiquitously available, contributing to equal opportunities
between differently characterised areas and regions.

12.3.2 Changes in Organisational Learning
and Communication Behaviour
What conclusions can be drawn concerning the domain of educational governance?
On the one hand, political aims and targets stress the desire for equal living conditions
and fair opportunities for development. In recent years, discourses about new modes
of governance have stressed development policies away from simply state-driven
hierarchical systems towards integrative approaches, adopting the variety of actors’
positions and network organisation. The organisational and regulatory system coordinates interaction between state and non-state actors of all kinds. “It is … about how
we establish goals, how we define rules for reaching the defined goals, and finally
how we control outcomes following from the use of these rules” (Vatn 2005). There
will be fewer conflicts, and common goals will be achieved.
On the other hand, there are still differences between rural areas and urban regions
concerning the use and acceptance of digital resources.2 An additional aspect that
has only been so far been given little consideration is the potential different patterns
of information culture between urban versus rural regions and their inhabitants.
Indeed, the research literature shows that this topic of organisational learning and
communication behaviour is a relatively undiscovered territory when it comes to the
question of implementing information and communications technologies (ICT).
Another contradictory observation in relation to the far-reaching potential of
technologies is the observation that administrative advantages are often serve an
easy entry point of ICT into any domain, before applications arrive in the sectoral
practices. For example, in education learning was mainly adopting administrative
moments before educational practice started to reform (Erber et al. 2004). However,
recent studies on ICT-based management procedures in general education (Bergner
2 https://www.spiegel.de/netzwelt/web/breitband-ausbau-auf-dem-land-hinkt-hinterher-a-130

2174.html
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2019) confirm that virtually no schools in Germany apply enterprise resource planning (ERP) technologies, which are commonplace in industry, not even in a simple
way.
As information and communication devices, and related applications, increasingly
penetrate everyday private and professional life, behaviours also change. However,
learning can also take place in informal arrangements, whilst formal settings can be
configured and enriched in very different ways to one or two decades ago. This new
learning behaviour is characterised by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interactivity,
Anonymity,
Individualisation,
Hyper mediality,
Topicality and
Globality (Semar 2014: 12f).

This has been described briefly in Sect. 12.2. But a second change can already
be observed in addition to “new learning”, because the new technical conditions are
able to turn almost all learners into lecturers (whereby this term should be used with
caution, since it is usually associated with a formally proven teaching qualification).
Any individual who believes that they have specific knowledge or have solved a practical problem can create an explanatory video with the simplest of means; upload
it onto an appropriate internet platform; and hope that interested parties will find
it. It instantaneously becomes an educational offer, even though the material may
have not been elaborated with didactics in mind, and can be integrated into formal
learning arrangements without any barriers. A seventh point “Knowledge transfer
through production and distribution” can therefore be added to the above description of learning behaviour, whereby “Changed communication behaviour during the
learning process” would be a more precise description in many cases.

12.3.3 Economic Versus Educational Perspectives: A Sample
Case
To illustrate this development in the educational versus economic domain, the authors
decided to present a sample case in the context of one of the largest German university associations for digital learning, the Education Portal Saxony (Bildungsportal
Sachsen).The goal of this collaborative project, established only in 2019–2020,
focusing on “virtual teaching cooperation”, is to pilot cross-university teaching
processes, taking into account the didactics of collaborative teaching and learning,
ideally in a specialist domain and possibly between different university types. It also
seeks to develop solutions for cooperation with international partners. Furthermore,
the project seeks to promote the subject-independent (interdisciplinary) qualification
of educational staff to strengthen the effectiveness of the self-regulation of students
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in online or blended learning scenarios in such open collaborative networks, for
example by acquiring online tutoring skills and abilities. Finally, individual Saxonywide preliminary courses and online self-assessment tests are supported with the use
and creation of open educational resources (OER).3

12.4 Interactions of Space and Education in the Context
of Digitalisation
12.4.1 The Spatial Dimension
Digitalization goes far beyond purely economic applications, and therefore illustrates
the specific relevance for spatial and land-related developments. The link between
digitalisation and the concept of space is addressed at this point by introducing the
concept of knowledge as an interface. An outline has already been given of how
the acquisition of knowledge using new information and communication tools will
change, and continue to change. The possibilities of the location-independent and
time-independent design of educational processes reveal that digitalisation is not a
point-source event, but one that takes place in an area. The concept of knowledge in
its spatial dimension is analysed as the central point of the discourse, since all actors
become effective as part of their complex spatial environments.
New dynamics subsequently arise following the detachment of the physical
connection of knowledge and information towards individuals. The concept of knowledge regions, which, when understood traditionally, was based on geographical,
almost demarcated areas and easily comprehensible actor interactions, needs to be
readjusted in the light of digitalisation. It can be assumed that there will be developments towards differentiated knowledge networks or global knowledge clusters, i.e.
the spatial dimension will decline in favour of the knowledge economy, meaning that
planning processes for any education domain will take place in new spatial thinking
patterns.

12.4.2 Relevant Knowledge Economics and Educational
Geographic Assumptions
It makes sense to use other relevant knowledge-economic and educational geographic
assumptions to understand the spatial dimension described above. Initially, these
must be interpreted as being detached from parallel digitalisation. Yet it is obvious

3 https://bildungsportal.sachsen.de/portal/parentpage/projekte/hochschulvorhaben/projekte-2019-

2020/virtuelle-lehrkooperationen
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that a process is already taking place on a national or global scale, receiving new
dynamics through digitalisation, which will certainly be preserved.
The first assumption relates to the production and (re)use of knowledge. Innovation processes are driven accordingly by different knowledge bases (Kujath and
Peiker 2014), i.e. by networking knowledge producers in specialist communities or
the ubiquity of classic and new knowledge media. The emergence of innovations is
basically conceivable anytime, anywhere. In these traditional knowledge networks,
places and regions, institutions and organisations are interconnected, forming the
common basis for processes that can then culminate in a result.
This is followed by a second assumption, which states that competition and cooperation within a common theme are not mutually exclusive, and take place regionally, supra-regionally and globally. There are fixed interaction mechanisms between
actors, which may be both different and of the same institutional type, e.g.
•
•
•
•
•

Colleges and universities, R&D institutions,
Primary and secondary educational institutions,
Actors in knowledge-intensive regional development,
The population as a carrier of knowledge-related identity, and
Established and newly founded knowledge-intensive companies.

This is likely to have the greatest possible impact on each individual network
member (Fromhold-Eisebith 2010). In addition to this concept, Kujath (2010) offers
a third assumption for the above-mentioned interaction processes, which are also
not only a social element, but primarily a transfer of knowledge and know-how:
specialised transaction service providers support the transfer of knowledge between
people, network nodes, knowledge regions and organisations. These are groups of
actors who collect, store and process knowledge, and do business with it. Information
and knowledge have, in fact, become a global commodity. However, the economic
pursuit of profit need not necessarily be in the foreground, because not only international conferences or—with the leap towards digitalisation—operators of digital
research and open access, but also publication networks may act as transfer service
providers. Such a process has been described by Köhler and Schilde (2003) for higher
education institutions by adopting the information broker concept from industry. The
main finding would be moving away from thinking about territories and places, to
inter-relational spaces. This would have to be reconsidered in the higher education
system, in the sense of theoretical analysis.

12.4.3 Exemplary Developments in the Context of Research
on Knowledge Networks in Land Use in Germany
One example of web-based knowledge platforms is the “Sustainable Land Management” knowledge platform, which simultaneously supports and implements aspects
of communication and learning (www.nachhaltiges-landmanagement.de/en/library/
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documents). The platform also contains a discussion forum. The aim of the platform
is primarily to enable the exchange of information and codified knowledge. An online
forum is the basis for developing a community of practice (CoP) for all those involved
in the funding measure provided by the German Federal Ministry of Education and
Research, i.e. scientists, practitioners, representatives from authorities, and so on.
The platform enables research results and products to be exchanged, analysed and
discussed, also to jointly initiate learning processes for sustainable land management
(Weith and Kaiser 2015).
The platform has a graphical user interface. In addition to full-text search, the
knowledge base can also be accessed by category-based search. Knowledge resources
are differentiated according to products, target group, topics, regions and projects in
sustainable land management. On the next level, these five categories are subdivided
again into group-specific headings, which also feature selected keywords.
The interactive knowledge platform enabled all registered users to upload their
own contributions (texts, images, etc.) between 2013 and 2018. Indexing of the
uploaded contributions in the upload area (input mask for uploading contributions)
played a major role. Indexing of contributions by the knowledge provider ensures
that knowledge stocks can be accessed by category. Category-based access enables
knowledge seekers to control the search results. The uploaded contributions were
simultaneously made available for discussion in the forum.
In addition to the creation of a knowledge platform, presentations for formalised
educational units for higher education were also developed (Weiterbildungsmodule).
These units, which focus on a specific topic (e.g. the connection of supply chain
management and sustainable land management), are also included in the knowledge platform, besides being specifically disseminated to organisations that deliver
vocational training.
In a recent study, Köhler et al. (2019) argue that, in 10 years’ time, higher education will resemble augmented human-computer interaction that actively combines
educational offers from different educational institutions in a virtual space. In their
fourth scenario, entitled “Open educational resources + open science - informal
learning using the offers of several universities on the basis of recommender systems”,
they state that “opening up of the university through digitalisation means that study
programs or learning objects from various providers are becoming more and more
widespread” when simultaneously “offers from the university are made accessible to
external users – which, although technically possible, has barely been implemented.”
The authors primarily see the following characteristics in this scenario:
• Students’ shared knowledge production in a connectivist learning setting;
• Learning objects that are not clearly assigned to a single university, but taken from
a virtual information market;
• The implementation of ‘trusted repositories’ as comprehensive subject-related
collections of digital teaching and knowledge objects in the form of OER, OAP,
etc.
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As a result, universities may enable the portfolio-based networking of learners,
brought together on the basis of suitable portfolios, also when working on interdisciplinary topics, known as “knowledge dating” (ibid.), which leave geographical
limitations behind.

12.5 Discussion and Summary Remarks
12.5.1 A Solution? Multifaceted, Networked Digital
Knowledge Construction as an Opportunity for Equal
Spatial Development
What options are available for the geographic design of educational spaces? We
note tendencies to dissociate the offerings of place and time dependencies, and note
tremendous technological advances, which always seem to be one step ahead of
the previously proven teaching/learning scenarios. However, if one seeks a creative
futurist approach not just in the educational meaning, but also in the spatial planning
sense, then we need a new interpretation of geographical/physical space.
In this sense, spatial planning will shift more from functional place-making
towards the creation of a virtual network of knowledge co-creators and adopters.
This may be easy to imagine using the example of “grassland becomes a land for
building maintenance” but, of course, it is harder for us to shift from physical reality
to a digital, mediated reality of digital products and environments. As a result, at least
two perspectives of knowledge cooperation and digitalisation in the higher education
sector for spatial governance can be identified:
1. So far, the integration of different knowledge bases in educational processes
has been characterised by information systems and the physical participation of
actors (lecturers, students, and to a lesser extent, administrative staff). This is the
currently widespread approach of e-learning or online education. However, the
practice of education, especially in the higher education sector, is still strongly
related to the physical location; regional virtualisation is hardly practiced, if at
all. Virtual university cooperation is also neglected. For Saxony, this is evident
in the goal of a joint project, initiated only in 2019/2020, focusing on “virtual teaching cooperation” to pilot cross-university teaching networking, taking
into account the didactics of collaborative teaching and learning, ideally in a
specialist domain and possibly between different types of university. Surprisingly, the newly published coalition agreement of December 2019 states: “Digital forms of teaching and learning as well as open learning materials should find
their way into all subjects. We create incentives for this through an innovation
fund and drive the digital networking of study programmes. In the long run, the
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Virtual University of Saxony can act as a shared platform.”4 This could also
be regarded as a solution for cooperation with international partners. Furthermore, the subject-independent (interdisciplinary) qualification of educational
staff should be promoted to strengthen the effectiveness of the self-regulation
of students in online or blended learning scenarios, for example by acquiring
online tutoring skills and abilities. Finally, individual Saxony-wide preliminary
courses and online self-assessments are supported with the use and creation of
OER.5
2. In the future, an innovative approach could be the cross-location consideration
of partly new forms of generating and disseminating knowledge and learning as
a starting point. In this respect, the network—the meaning to be generated in coconstruction—becomes the starting point and replaces the primarily local focus,
which is usually only brought together in a few cases afterwards. Area-related
co-existence is also practiced, especially in the higher education sector, overcoming the primary location reference. Indeed, examples exist of such common
practices of operating and, above all, using digital educational infrastructures.
These include the Saxony educational portal6 (as mentioned above), the education servers of school administrations, and the nationwide network for open
educational resources, represented by OER Info7 at the German Institute for
Educational Research (DIPF). Obviously, one may find examples of shared
developments across individual institutions, leading to new institutional forms.
What are the lessons learned from and opportunities for equal spatial development? As already shown, digitalisation enables especially peripheral and rural areas
to participate fully in educational processes. However, this aspiration has only been
met to a certain degree as yet because there is no successful interplay of a nationally
available, powerful and sustainable digital infrastructure, digital services, and the
highest possible degree of innovation. The Digitalization Strategy of the Free State
of Saxony calls for the facilitation of a “high quality and attractiveness of a digital
offer for all areas of life” (cf. SMWA 2019: 15). It is important to note, however,
that uninterrupted broadband access is an urgent requirement that had not yet been
met by 2019, especially in the rural areas of Saxony. In this respect, great hopes are
associated with the introduction of the new 5G standard in mobile communications,
which is an essential element of the infrastructure for networked systems, such as
required for autonomous driving on roads.
In his recent study on how to apply digitalisation in education in an effort to
trigger opportunities for equal spatial development, Schulz (2018) proposes reorganising broadband expansion and related investments in the digital infrastructure
in special-purpose (public or municipal) associations. Indeed, he suggests that such
4 https://www.spd-sachsen.de/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Koalitionsvertrag_2019-2024.pdf (cf.
page 16)
5 https://bildungsportal.sachsen.de/portal/parentpage/projekte/hochschulvorhaben/projekte-20192020/virtuelle-lehrkooperationen
6 https://bildungsportal.sachsen.de
7 https://open-educational-resources.de
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a transformation should also take place in wastewater disposal and public transport.
After all, the digital infrastructure, and to some extent water and wastewater disposal
and public transport, are not only needed in five years’ time, but are now required for
today’s sustainably planned public services. In this way, a political solution could be
created in which public institutions or even the municipalities, serve as stakeholders
and act independently or in place of commercial providers. The fact that the federal
states and the federal government act as a driving force would certainly support this
development, enabling rural communities to move into the digitised future at greater
speed.
With regard to the education sector and, detached from the discussion about broadband expansion, Schulz (2018) suggests that the existing physical and digital function and area types in cities and municipalities be recorded and rededicated to new
learning, information, knowledge and transfer spaces. These would be interlinked
places for education, enriched with digitised offers, whereby no clear assignment is
possible or necessary in every case. After all, not only classrooms, public libraries,
cafés, city parks, or in fact any public space, as well as workplaces and living rooms
at home can be used as places of learning. In this way, learning islands are created
which, thanks to their equipment and characteristics, meet learners’ individual needs.
In a digitised world, the physical offer would feature interfaces, enabling these islands
to be integrated and linked to multifaceted8 educational spaces that grow together.
Reallocations and functional extensions would end the need for a one and only educational infrastructure. The physical location is left behind to enable learning regardless
of time and location, with the ideal scenario being a convergence of physical and
digital space. Mobile learning already addresses such a media design—but what
functions then remain for physical locations?

12.5.2 Three Assumptions
Finally, the question of equal spatial development should be asked again. The authors
suggest that digitalisation offers considerable opportunities, such as compensating
for location disadvantages or developing peripheral regions into attractive places to
work and live. Since digitalisation reduces distances to educational offers, this takes
place in two directions: a Berlin resident can attend an interesting course online with
a provider in Paris, whilst a Parisian can take advantage of an educational provider’s
offer from Berlin.
With regard to land use and spatial development, governance should reflect actorbased functional interrelations in coupled spaces more broadly. Current scientific
discussions have proposed initial options (Newig et al. 2019). To connect spatial
planning with the development of higher education systems, the overall framing
concept must first be revised as described above. In addition, actors’ roles must be
8 The term “multifaceted” is derived from the description of a transformation option for libraries by

Eigenbrodt (2014)
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redefined. Specialist areas that previously only held advisory roles, as well as civil
society, with its needs and independent initiatives, must be involved in the planning
process. Bottom-up and top-down actors then form a planning process that takes all
aspects into account, contributing to the equal development of educational spaces.
As shown by Köhler and Schilde (2003) and Schulz (2018), many different factors
affect the topic of digitalisation, education and space. On the one hand, there are
users’ behaviours arising from the technical possibilities. These are characterised
by individual influences driven by society and peer groups. As associated changes
occur in social behaviour, the methodological case of learners and their educational
needs also change. Digital components support individuality and are simultaneously becoming increasingly important. Similar to the case of online mail order,
the proximity of the offer also plays a largely subordinate role in this case. As the
distance from the learner increases, the proportion of digitally depicted elements
and processes increases, which is an important point for education providers, be it
universities, schools, libraries or private further education companies. However, in
the absence of local providers, the competitive situation may be intensified, particularly at local or regional borders. This is shown in exaggerated form in the following
three hypotheses:
1. Despite new ICTs, knowledge, control and monitoring functions are spatially
concentrated, and routine functions are generally performed decentral
(Meusburger et al. 2011).
2. Traditional teaching/learning arrangements will be largely superseded by selfdirected, flexible and individualised forms in the medium term (Köhler et al.
2018, 2019).
3. Physical learning spaces in schools, universities/colleges and vocational education and training institutions will be replaced by digital learning spaces, as
learners can access the same resources anywhere, anytime (ibid.).
Obviously, the necessary research would have to address the greater integration of
(A) spatial ideas about cooperation in the context of digitalisation and (B) the development of new visions and models based on this, including all domains involving
the creation of knowledge and its dissemination into society.

12.5.3 Methodological Critique and Future Research Needs
Finally, it is necessary to briefly present a methodological critique of the presented
research, and to address the need for future research. Due to the multi-perspectives
and the high dynamics of the (socio-)technological development around digitalisation
and the variety in its adoption (cf. Fischer 2012), there are certainly inaccuracies in
the scientific findings, both in theoretical and methodological terms, which must be
discussed briefly in the following.
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I. Dynamics of the research domain:
As argued by Meusburger et al. (2011), research has to take into account the historicity
of the artefact under investigation. This means that certain elements or configurations
are no longer existent, and thus the research object is not always consistent in itself.
Due to a learner potentially changing into a teacher or provider of an educational offer
via social media channels, open platforms or research networks, it can be assumed that
digitalisation will blur the boundaries between decentralised and central functional
spaces.
II. Development and dissemination of new knowledge:
Overall, the influence of digitalisation on knowledge genesis in the context of
sustainable, fair development should not be underestimated—and is relevant for
achieving strategic development goals (SDGs; Weith and Köhler 2019). The focus
here is on the development and dissemination of new knowledge and the exchange
of knowledge (www.futureearth.org). Supporting a transformation towards sustainability is mentioned there as an explicit goal. The associated research agenda states
that this also necessitates a new form of knowledge generation across disciplinary
boundaries—together with social partners.
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Chapter 13

Transcending the Loading Dock
Paradigm—Rethinking Science-Practice
Transfer and Implementation
in Sustainable Land Management
Sebastian Rogga
Abstract Modern science is increasingly called on to produce societally relevant
and usable knowledge to tackle global challenges. Academics respond by conducting
research projects that transcend the boundaries of single disciplines and institutions
by actively engaging with non-academic actors. Such institutional arrangements open
up entirely new perspectives for science communication and the problem-solving
of real-world issues. However, they also call for elaborate management tasks and
demand learning processes on the part of all those involved. This chapter introduces
transfer and implementation (T&I) as a conceptual pair of terms to grasp the challenges, without compromising the opportunities of this new research mode. In doing
so, this chapter discusses contemporary approaches of science knowledge transfer,
and promotes a notion that prioritises knowledge transfer over information transfer
through artefacts. After reframing T&I as a management area in research projects, I
present three strategic policy pathways for sustainable land management.
Keywords Transfer · Implementation · Science-practice collaboration ·
Transdisciplinarity · Sustainable land management · Societal impact · Conceptual
framework · Strategy

13.1 Introduction
After the discovery of the “ozone hole”, it took policymakers five years to adopt
effective measures to reduce ozone-depleting substances induced by humans on a
global scale. What appears to be a long haul is actually a spectacularly short time
scale if the cause of the discovery—a scientific study by Joe Farman et al. published
in Nature magazine in May 1985—is placed in relation to the action—a global ban
on the production of ozone-depleting substances in June 1990. In fact, the Farman
report is a rare, yet outstanding example of scientific knowledge being transferred
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directly to society, i.e. scientific evidence that led to concrete action being taken by
decision makers in line with the authors of the study.
The case of the ozone layer is often cited when addressing the potential societal
impact induced by research. The science-practice transfer, which appears as a straight
path in our example, is rather diffuse and acts in a permeable environment at the
intersection of science and society in which information is shared, reassembled and
re-evaluated. What appears to be an action arena that is too complex to steer, or even
to fully understand, is an upcoming field of investigation for scientific action that
aspires to bring about societal effects as a result of the research undertaken. To be
clear from the outset: science-to-practice transfer cannot be conducted and planned
to the full extent. This is especially true for contested policy arenas, within areas of
high scientific uncertainty, and areas of application involving a variety of actors. It is
nonetheless possible to design science-policy interfaces that increase the likelihood
of science results being adopted by societal actors. But how should such interfaces
be designed in the field of sustainable research?
In this chapter, I seek to reframe the science-society interface in sustainable land
management (SLM). The result is not a “how-to manual”, but rather a framework
for initiating and guiding SLM processes with a focus on the transfer of knowledge.
SLM encompasses a purposeful process of managing land use and development by
integrating scientific and practical knowledge. From my perspective, SLM embraces
project-based research processes in which actors from practice and academia form a
project consortium for a certain period with the common goal of achieving the more
sustainable use of land resources. As such, SLM project partners form an alliance
that proactively seeks to intervene in the highly regulated field of land use. I refer
to these proactive intervention measures as transfer and implementation (T&I),
despite a variety of related terms, including diffusion, impact or outreach.
T&I is applied in a wide variety of contexts such as political science, information
technology and other domains. Nevertheless, this chapter will show that T&I, as a
conceptual pair of terms, is ideal for supporting the framework for that particular
area of SLM practice that receives greater attention as research is increasingly asked
to “perform” with a higher societal impact. Besides the societal performance aspect,
I also apply T&I as guiding principles for transdisciplinary processes. In doing so,
I take into account the fact that T&I activities in SLM encompass more than a
sole compilation of artefacts (i.e. books, reports and software) that are gathered and
compiled at the end of a project cycle. Thus, I seek to transcend the prevalent practice
that Cash (2006) calls the “loading dock paradigm” of transfer.
The “loading dock” is a metaphor for a location or deposit where scientific results
are stored for the one-way transfer of results from science to other areas of society.
These results, often peppered with scientific jargon and offering limited opportunity
for feedback, are indeed generally available to everybody (unless they are hidden
behind paywalls), but do not specifically address non-scientific target audiences. In
addition, the “loading dock” oversimplifies the complex intersectional network that
emerges in the transition area between science and society, which leads to a linear,
causal understanding of how knowledge transfer actually works (ibid.).
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Even though the knowledge base about the question of “how to transfer knowledge” is growing annually, the “loading dock approach” is still pervasive in many
academic areas. However, I consider it to be outdated for the purposes of research on
sustainability issues, which places communication and social learning in the centre
of research activities (Fazey et al. 2013).
Clearly, the discussion on transfer and implementation is played out against the
background of a new understanding of a reflexive, engaged and process-minded
form of science that faces unknown challenges and seeks to gather new forms of
knowledge. Thus, in Sect. 13.2, I briefly describe this new mode of science and how
it differs from other (more conventional) approaches. Against that backdrop, I argue
in Sect. 13.3 how transfer and implementation can be understood in transdisciplinary
science approaches in contrast to prevailing transfer models. In Sect. 13.4, I present
a T&I framework for transdisciplinary research projects, and apply this framework
to SLM in Sect. 13.5.

13.2 Science, Society and the Drive Towards
Transformation
New demands have recently been placed on science as an institution. Science is
increasingly called on to serve society and justify the resources invested in it
(“return on investment”). Academia is to make a greater contribution to solving
real-world issues that society expects from science. These real-world issues, such as
climate change and demographic change, differ from conventional scientific questions. They entail normative dimensions (i.e. human values, norms and preferences);
they are complex (i.e. factors influencing the systems under investigation are manifold and sometimes unknown); they must be solved within democratically legitimised
processes; and they call for a synthesised approach that incorporates the knowledge
of many perspectives. Consequently, this new mode of science is asked to “produce”
different forms of knowledge (Pohl and Hirsch-Hadorn 2006; Zscheischler et al.
2017), namely:
• systems knowledge about systemic interrelations in a given research context (the
real-world issue),
• target knowledge about desired future developments in society, and
• transformative knowledge about strategies and instruments on how to approach
the desired future.
Whereas the production of systems knowledge may be provided by established
research methods, the production of target knowledge and transformative knowledge
calls for entirely new methods that incorporate multiple scientific disciplines as
well as so-called practitioners or stakeholders.1 This novel mode of science (often
1 For

easier understanding, I refer in this text to “practitioners” as non-academic project partners
(i.e. they represent non-academic institutions, but are contractually bound to the project consortium)
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referred to as “transdisciplinary research”, “transformative science” or “intervention
science”) seeks to change the current (non-sustainable) state of our societies by
different means (and intervention levels), backed up by scientific evidence.
Not only is it necessary to generate new sets of knowledge that—unlike disciplinary knowledge—are “different” and are fed from society to science. It is also
necessary to adequately communicate and feed back knowledge, and vice versa, if it
is to be effective. This is at least the inherent claim of many sustainability-oriented
research activities (cf. Jong et al. 2016).
From a systems theory perspective, the trend towards transdisciplinary science
can be summarised as follows: The boundaries between the scientific subsystem and
the other subsystems of society become more permeable. At the intersections of these
subsystems, new intra- and inter-directional communication patterns are established
that work bi-directionally. Transdisciplinary research projects can be located at these
intersections. They form boundary organisations (Guston 2001) in which knowledge
is produced and transferred to multiple subsystems such as science, politics, economy
and administration.
If we continue the notion that transdisciplinary research is accompanied by new
patterns of communication, then it follows that research outputs change as well
since they reflect the changing mode of communication. Modern science, as it has
evolved since the nineteenth century, has developed elaborated media channels for
communicating within its own system boundaries. However, these communication
channels may have changed in the digitised world, yet the supposed output of science
has remained the same: the production of truth. As the outcomes of sustainability
research change, so does the adaptation of what science has previously considered
the output of a research project. Thus, concrete questions arise for the areas of T&I
in the context of changing research, since T&I forms the bridge between “output”
and “outcome”.

13.3 From the “Loading Dock” to Reflexive
Discourses—A Short Anthology of T&I as Objects
of Scientific Investigation
The term implementation is used primarily in the fields of computer science, data
processing and, most prominently, in the fields of politics and administration (Nohlen
1998). In the innovation context, implementation refers to the phase in which innovation has reached “market maturity” and is distributed to anticipated customer groups
accordingly (cf. Ibert 2003). This applies in modified form to non-economically
exploitable innovations, too. The innovation will be linked to certain goals, but these
may have unintended consequences.
and “stakeholders” when I mention actors or actor groups affected by the issue under investigation.
Stakeholders may become part of the research process (via participatory methods, public hearings,
exhibitions, etc.), but are not bound to the project by contract.
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Despite a variety of usage contexts, transfer can be defined as a “transmission” of information or objects between a sender and a receiver, some of which
operate in specific contexts. In application-oriented research, transfer is conventionally equated with the transfer of research results to potential users. In this context,
transfer becomes an instrument that appears in the context of innovation and diffusion
research (Schröder et al. 2011).
In applied science, aspects of T&I have been the focus of numerous empirical
studies on the diffusion of innovations since the 1920s and 1930s. Since then,
mainly application-related disciplines, such as engineering and technical sciences,
medicine and geography have addressed questions relating to T&I research. The
aims of research activities include the systematic analysis of transfer conditions and
modelling approaches (Gräsel et al. 2006: 479).
From the perspective of research on T&I, different approaches have been
developed. Of particular note here are actor-centred approaches, which operate
with a typology of persons (groups) in the diffusion process. According to these
approaches, innovations by persons or groups of people are adapted at different
speeds (Hägerstrand 1952; Rogers 1995). Another approach, based on the findings
of the network theory, considers actors as objects in a superordinate social network
whose connections are of central importance (see, for example, Granovetter 1973).
A third model that has been widely adapted in German innovation policy (Blümel
2016) is the linear model of technology push or science push (based on Bush (1945)).
According to this model, innovations go through a gradual evolution that ranges from
basic research, through applied research, to product development and innovation.
This model is also based on unidirectional knowledge transfer, which understands
“society” as the addressee of scientific results.
The principle of unidirectional transfer was dominant in the past (between the
1960s and the 1990s), but increasingly came under criticism. Cash et al. (2006) used
the metaphor of the “loading dock” of science transfer to describe its deficiencies.
According to this term, scientists perform their research activities in a house (with an
adjacent loading dock) that symbolises academia. At the end of the research cycle,
the results are eventually stored as readymade “information packages” or “products”
on a dock and made available to potential end users: “You take it out there, and you
leave it on the dock and you say, there it is. And then you walk away and go back
inside” (ibid. 484). This approach is based on the premise that the information that
reaches the recipient triggers appropriate action, or that research results are adapted
from the practical side.
In the field of science communication, this phenomenon is also known as the
“information deficit model”, which attributes public scepticism to science to a lack
of understanding, resulting from a lack of information. In science-based consultancy,
an artificial separation of scientific information from policymaking was promoted by
its clients (Weith 2011) and thus manifested the inherent logic of the loading dock
metaphor.
The loading dock approach underlines the notion of a purely knowledgedriven science which, as the sole knowledge producer, remained separate from the
application-relevant areas of knowledge (“policy knowledge”). It not only leaves
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potential user groups undefined, it also vaguely describes the benefit of research. It is
assumed that the public needs innovative products and scientific knowledge of solutions. In addition, numerous empirical studies have shown that the implementation
of practice transfer has fallen short of expectations (Böcher and Krott 2013; Ascher
et al. 2010; Fry et al. 2003; Pregernig 2000, etc.) (Table 13.1).
Contemporary transfer approaches that especially concentrate on knowledge
transfer and advocate a move beyond the transfer of artefacts reflect much more
on the fact that the generation of knowledge requires a co-constructed (learning)
process (Fazey et al. 2013). This means that the mere provision of knowledge in
different media forms of preparation is not the same as the successful transfer of
that knowledge. The way in which actors tap into knowledge plays an increasingly
important role.
Best and Holmes (2010) see two paradigms of knowledge transfer as an extension to the linear model. First, relationship models, in which knowledge producers
and consumers come together in collaborative networks and exchange knowledge,
Table 13.1 Comparison of linear transfer models versus systemic transfer models by characteristics
(own source)
Characteristic

Linear transfer model

Systemic transfer model

Transfer impulse

Science-pushed or demand-driven Science-pushed and
demand-driven

Direction of transfer

Unidirectional; from science to
practice

Reflexive and iterative between
science and practice

Dimensions of transfer Transfer of research results
Transfer of research results
(technological transfer, transfer of (technological transfer, transfer of
codified information)
codified information); knowledge
transfer (exchange of individual,
disciplinary and
organisation-based knowledge)
Date of transfer

Ex-post

Continuous and ex-post

Content of transfer

Results of research

Results of research, perspectives
of disciplines and stakeholders,
experiential knowledge of
practitioners and stakeholders,
data, evaluation of complex issues

Who transfers?

Science (via intermediaries)

Science and practice

Instruments of transfer Publications (artefacts and
presentations), academic teaching

Publications (artefacts and
presentations), academic teaching,
methods of knowledge exchange
and integration

Transfer objects

Artefacts, scientific publications
and dissemination formats
(written and oral), tools, policy
briefs, exchange forums, decision
support systems, etc.

Artefacts, scientific publications
and dissemination formats
(written and oral)
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have increasingly been discussed since the 1990s. Transdisciplinary research projects
represent a suitable form of organisation in this case.
Second, “system models” that assume transfer-relevant knowledge is embedded
in organisations or other system units have increasingly been addressed for about
ten years. These models reflect the priorities of an organisation and its “culture”.
In this approach, transfer extends to the aspects of the integration, translation and
mobilisation of knowledge (Partidario and Sheate 2013, p. 28).

13.4 Reframing T&I for SLM
Based on an extended understanding of T&I, I advocate a multi-dimensional
concept of transfer and implementation. This concept extends the hitherto
dominating unidirectional, mostly technology-oriented transfer concept that is
science-driven and focuses on practice diffusion.
Communication and cognitive science aspects of T&I are stressed as the notion
shifts from the transfer of information through artefacts to so-called knowledge
transfer. Knowledge transfer is defined as a process in which knowledge (or information) is externalised and communicated internally and intrapersonally by means
of media (Beckers 2012, p. 95). Accordingly, transfer takes place not only between
individuals in the form of interaction, but also involves intrapersonal processes of
learning, describing and explaining. Transfer is no longer just a process in which
“knowers” connect with “non-knowers”. It rather reflects a more dynamic view of
how knowledge is generated; and that knowledge is embedded in individual and
organisational contexts, and circulates among the actors involved, (ideally) creating
a meta-learning process (co-learning) that runs parallel to individual learning (cf.
Kaiser et al. 2017).
Given the context of transdisciplinary research, T&I activities tie in with the
inherent goal of stimulating change in both the academic world (as new modes of
knowledge production are tested) and the real world.
T&I can be captured in a bi-dimensional, conceptual framework that includes
an internal and external dimension (see Fig. 13.1). In the following section, the
framework is projected onto the SLM case study, but can in principle be adapted for
any transdisciplinary research activity.
Our unit of consideration is the transdisciplinary research project, i.e. a temporally,
financially and staff-wise limited unit of activities in relation to one or more related
research goals (Newig et al. 2019) that exists within a real-world research setting (see
Fig. 13.2). Following the normative and programmatic nature of transdisciplinary
research, the project involves different actors from academia and practice (i.e. the
project consists of at least two different parties); it involves conducting research
in a collaborative fashion and aspires to transcend its boundaries by tackling realworld issues. The boundaries of a research project are thus constituted not only by
resources (namely time, workforce and money), but also by the affiliation of the
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Implementaon

Internal
dimension

External
dimension

Transfer

Measures for reciprocal
knowledge exchange,
tesng of soluons within
project boundaries

Strategic
transformaon
planning,
applicaon of
research results

Processes of reciprocal
knowledge exchange,
social learning

(Ex-post)
transfer
to pracce

Processes of
communicaon,
collaboraon and
parcipaon with the
project environment

Fig. 13.1 Multidimensionality and causal links between T&I in transdisciplinary projects (own
source)

Real-World Research Se ng
Research Project

Scien sts

Prac

oners
Stakeholders

Fig. 13.2 Basic model of a transdisciplinary research project and its boundary (own source)

project members. In externally funded projects, project partners are often contractbound and, thus, form the boundary of a project by the receipt of grants (as opposed
to non-grantees).2
Either way, successful research activities, outputs and outcomes in those kinds of
institutional arrangements cannot be taken for granted (Newig et al. 2019) as they
2 In

reality, however, project boundaries cannot be drawn in such a clear-cut way because project
partners may also be bound simply by cooperation agreement without the awarding of grants.
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form complex management tasks. I therefore stress the internal dimension of T&I
as a key field of action that should be covered by project coordination.
In this context, transfer refers mainly to the realm of knowledge transfer among
project team members. It includes processes that aim at informative exchange about
knowledge stocks (expert knowledge, interests, agendas, norms, values, etc.) and at an
integration of different epistemologies for the cause of the research question. Transfer
evolves into a field of coordination action that must be continually considered and
highlighted during the early stages of the project cycle in which fundamental research
issues are framed that may be impossible to correct at later stages of the research
process. Transfer in this context can also be understood as processes of knowledge
internalisation (individual learning, group learning) and externalisation (i.e. making
tacit knowledge explicit).
To foster internal transfer, it makes sense to implement a set of rules and regulations, as well as integration methods, i.e. methods that support the exchange of people
and their knowledge. Research projects usually consist of relatively loose networks
that are bound by their common research interest and that are not subject to any
other regulations than those provided by the project funding agency and the research
partners’ respective affiliation. Thus, project rules such as control mechanisms and
codes of conduct are ideally a result of negotiation processes within the project. In
other words, internal implementation is a matter of transdisciplinary research design.
Another notion of implementation in this context refers to projects that form
experimental spaces or work on technological innovations. In the course of research
projects, prototypes or comparable artefacts may be implemented to gather data or
observe their performance in a laboratory setting.
Whereas the internal dimension covers activities within the project boundary, the
external dimension of T&I highlights action arenas beyond the boundary of the
research project.
In this context, transfer invokes processes and activities of interaction with the
project environment (e.g. public relations, participation, and feedback loops). The
purpose and function of external transfer can range between simply providing information about research activities and empowering target audiences. Transfer is not
solely considered as a punctual, one-way minded, communicative act, but rather
understood as a reflexive mode of science that stimulates social learning and as a
vehicle to close the application gap of scientific results.
In contrast, external implementation can be understood as a result of external
transfer activities. It describes two realms: first, it is the strategic approach (or
pathway) on how to stimulate change towards a preferred direction in a given research
context. This requires a mental model acquired by the research team about how transformations actually (might) work in their project setting to be effective. Second (and
in accordance with the conventional understanding of implementation in applied
research), it describes the output(s) of a research project; the communicative format
or artefact that is designed to suit the target audience’s expectations.
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13.5 T&I Strategic Policy Pathways in SLM
Up to this point, I have outlined the framework for all kinds of subjects in which
transdisciplinary research can be performed. In the following section, this framework
is applied to land management settings (see Fig. 13.2), seeking to achieve a strategic
mental model of T&I. This mental model is suitable as a starting point for considering
and planning T&I activities in land-related research projects that seek to stimulate
change towards sustainability. To capture the rich nature of land-based issues, the
model picks a rather high level of generalisation. My description of the elements of
the model will include practical examples to facilitate understanding.
The model was inspired by theoretical assumptions from the literature on T&I
using deduction (see Sect. 13.3) as well as by observed transfer strategies applied by
SLM projects (from the funding measure under the same title 2010–2016; see also
Weith et al. 2019), acquired by induction during project activities.
The research project is the starting point and central subject of the model
(Fig. 13.3; left side). Even though the project assembles a group of individuals with
very specific goals and interests, I assume that the central connective element is the
mutual goal to make land use more sustainable (Fig. 13.3; green circle). This also
includes scientists, because they demonstrate a high degree of commitment to the
normative goal of SLM projects (Zscheischler et al. 2018). Thus, the research project
is considered to be a unit that proactively pushes towards sustainability by means of
various measures.
Since research projects (usually) lack the capacity to directly transform land use
practices (cf. Lux et al. 2019), the mental model incorporates intermediate actors as
transmitters that are proactive in both directions. Besides building a bridge from the
research project to land use decision arenas or decision makers, they fuel and enrich
the research process by feeding knowledge (e.g. factual knowledge, experiential
knowledge) back to the research project. Thus, they may be a part of the research

Context management approach

Research project

ScienƟsts

Key actors
of land use
(KALU)

Actor-centric
approach

Key actors
of land use
(KALU)

Prototype approach

Fig. 13.3 Strategic conceptual model of T&I in SLM (own source)

Sustainable
land use
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project itself (bound by contract), as this increases the likelihood that research results
will be adopted after the end of the project cycle (Lux et al. 2019). Numerous studies
on transdisciplinary research indicate that an early and continuous involvement of
practitioners in the research process (e.g. mutual problem definition, co-design of
the research process) correlate with the higher societal impact of (transdisciplinary)
research (Lux et al. 2019; Jong et al. 2016).
For SLM, such intermediaries are introduced as “key actors of land use” (KALU).
In the model, they constitute both the main addressee of external T&I actions and
the co-producers of knowledge in internal T&I activities. KALU can be individuals
or (representatives of) institutions that play a decisive or influential role in the land
use context such as.
(a) individuals or collective institutions that possess direct decisive power over land
use options on a given plot (e.g. farmers, agricultural enterprises, forest owners,
land owners in general).
(b) institutions that steer land use by setting the legislative and regulative framework
of land use in a given spatial context (e.g. planning authorities, administrations).
(c) institutions that influence land use by setting decisive context conditions and/or
incentives for land use decisions (e.g. markets, politics), and
(d) individuals or collective institutions that influence the societal discourse of land
use in society. The latter covers the full range of institutions such as NGOs,
political parties, professional organisations, the media, civil society actors,
businesses, and science-policy interface organisations. Individuals can also be
considered key actors, e.g. if they own the capacity and commitment to achieve
sustainable land use change in a given context or if they make a significant
contribution to filling crucial knowledge gaps to enhance the understanding of
the issue under investigation.
Identifying the “right” KALU is one of the key tasks in SLM. It requires a thorough stakeholder analysis that is backed up by scientific methods. The heterogeneity
of the actor landscape evolves from the way in which land governance is performed
in post-modern societies. Land as a commonality is the subject of an inextricable
network of different regulations and actors’ accesses and interests. A multitude of
institutions (usually at different scales; from international to local) may have a direct
or indirect impact on land use on a certain plot of land. In addition, context conditions such as market forces or environmental conditions such as climate change have
an indirect (if not direct) impact on land use practices. Also, as in most democratic
systems, significant changes in land use regulations presuppose democratic negotiation processes that can substantially extend project time schedules. In sum, every
change in this highly regulated action arena must consider the limiting borders, as
well as the enacting and supportive forces. Apart from the fact that this should be
part of an expectation management process conducted in every project at an early
stage, I suggest three strategic policy approaches (or impact pathways) that provide
orientation and support strategic project decisions for T&I.
Each approach constitutes an ideal path to influence land use decisions made by
KALUs. They should not be considered as an exclusive strategy that leaves other
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approaches unnoticed. On the contrary, depending on the goal(s) of the research
project, these paths might be used alternatively or even in combination, as they may
generate synergies. Any given measure along these paths should be continuously
evaluated according to its impact and (if necessary) readjusted accordingly.
1. The actor-centric approach (or persuasive transfer approach) involves measures
that address KALU directly and integrate them into communication and learning
processes. Institutionalised agricultural advisory services have followed this
approach for decades, addressing farmers to communicate information, produce
knowledge and enhance skills (Labarthe et al. 2013). By pursuing this path,
research projects seek to improve individuals’ knowledge base on which they
base their decisions. Depending on the knowledge base of the targeted KALUs,
the communicative goal may vary between raising awareness for a hitherto
neglected issue (e.g. effects of land sealing), concrete policy options or even
hands-on training via “how-to-do SLM” manuals. If considered as a two-way
communication setting, research projects may also benefit from feedback. This
transfer option, however, requires exact knowledge of the setting of target groups
in the investigated field and presupposes stakeholder analysis methods. Since
persuasion is a relatively “soft tool” for initiating change, activities in this direction should be persistent and repetitive in order to have an effect. Assessing the
effectiveness of persuasive methods is equally challenging.
2. Another transfer approach can be described as an indirect form of the persuasion
of KALU. In the prototype approach, transfer measures aim to establish technological, procedural or institutional innovations in the form of pilot projects.
This approach picks up the diffusion of innovations theory by Rogers (1995)
and the Multi-Level Perspective framework (Geels 2002) by designing innovations in niche contexts first that, eventually, diffuse into a broader context. The
niche innovation is nurtured by specific actors at the micro scale that have been
withdrawn from the influences of market and regulation.
Besides being particularly feasible for projects that focus on techno-societal innovations, this transfer path is increasingly applied to social innovations, too. It is
worthwhile cooperating with businesses in this case, since they have a genuine
interest in driving innovations that invoke marketing potential. However, cooperation with economic partners also harbours a number of risks for research projects
(e.g. confidentiality of results vs. scientific publications).
Projects that apply the prototype approach may benefit from the cognitive
phenomenon that artefacts (such as prototypes) suggest visible and tangible
progress, and convey the feeling of being able to “get a grip” on the problems
that are being investigated across research groups (Ukowitz 2012, p. 303f.). This
effect seems to be magnified for haptic interactions that users may experience
when testing a prototype or tool. Also, it inhibits positive effects on the visibility
and legitimacy of research on the ground, and often corresponds to the stereotype
of the scientist as an inventor (ibid.).
The adoption potential of a new technique for tillage, for example, that has
been designed and tested in a project context is greater if test sites show the
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effects to other farmers. These innovative products, processes or institutions
alone, however, are not the result of SLM but, in turn, are only further persuasive
vehicles to indirectly influence land use decision makers. A successful prototype
approach should therefore implement suitable instruments from the actor-centric
approach to increase its effectiveness. This might include field days for farmers or
farming business representatives, on-site performances and corresponding Q&A
sessions with an expert farmer who may also be a research partner for the new
technique.
With this approach, target group sensitivity is therefore a conditio sine qua non
for the required knowledge transfer. It necessitates a thorough analysis of the
connectivity potential of such prototypes, its (unwanted) side-effects and tradeoffs. If applied, design-thinking methods, boundary objects or adjacent creative
methods may be suitable. Depending on the research question, the prototype
approach can boost the transfer potential of projects.
3. Since land use is embedded in a highly regulated environment (market, laws, regulations, planning, etc.) that operates at all spatial levels, another transfer approach
exists for influencing KALUs: the context management approach. Steering the
development of a given system by stimulating its given framework conditions
is adapted from systems theory thinking (Willke 2014). Among the described
transfer paths, changing the regulative framework for land use is certainly the
most demanding and least manageable option for research projects. Nonetheless,
it holds the biggest potential of transformation as it sets the rules for post-project
timetables.
The context management approach seeks to involve actors and institutions that set
the framework conditions for land use or interact with intermediate institutions
that prepare political decision-making, feed in recommendations to decisionmaking levels, advance agenda-setting processes or form opinions. Interestingly,
the framework approach is still deemed to be the conventional pathway for scientific knowledge that “leaks” into society. In this concept, “excellent scientific
work” either catches the attention of science-policy networks that perform at
higher scales (such as IPCC or IPBES) or directly finds its way to decisionmakers. In our introductory example of the ozone hole, knowledge transfer took
that path as the news of a global danger “quickly” found its way into the highest
levels of global politics. I must stress that this example represents an extreme
exception.
However, the context management approach in SLM is slightly different as it
adds another dimension by proactively seeking to change context conditions
that, for instance, slow down the implementation of sustainable practices. Also,
research projects actively seek to advance options that hold more potential for
sustainability (e.g. by simplifying approval processes, and setting standards and
incentives). Other target groups of T&I activities could also be politicians, administrations, spatial planning institutions, companies and citizens, as they influence
land use indirectly (e.g. market conditions, public discourse). The degree of influence varies greatly between actor groups as well as the possibility of influencing
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existing regulations and assessing the impact of the transfer measure taken. It is
certainly easier to launch a regional campaign for sustainable land use in public
than to influence existing legal framework conditions, especially if these are set
at supraregional level.
The conceptual model of strategic T&I in SLM described may be used by project
architects and coordinators at different stages of the research cycle. It is of particular
value as a “tool” for planning outreach activities during the starting phase of projects.
However, it can also be used as a project management method that sparks debate
between project partners on the desired impact and the realistic output of SLM
projects, i.e. to develop a mutually shared “model of change” in real-world settings.
Nonetheless, the model invokes various limitations that should be briefly noted.
First, it depicts an idealised form of a complex “transfer reality”. Actors cannot be
classified into rigid roles as they appear in the model, nor do they think and act
consistently and rationally in the sense of sociological institutionalism. Transdisciplinary research means scrutinising existing structures and modes of operation, and
dissolving boundaries between actors. In addition, addressing a broad spectrum of
actors is a practical challenge that is virtually impossible to operationalise in this
form.
Second, additional actors of knowledge transfer that influence research projects
are left out, such as traditional forms of academic knowledge transfer in which
academia constantly feeds collaborative research with current developments in
research. In addition, the quality and salience of research results are fundamental
if research wants to have an impact on society. Economic institutions that are left
out play an important role in rather technology-based solutions, especially when it
comes to marketability and, ultimately, to stabilising solutions after the end of the
project cycle.
Third, an evaluation of token T&I measures is not easy to apply as time lags prevail,
i.e. diffusion effects might be visible after a certain period. As stated above, changing
the regulative and institutional framework that influences land use usually presupposes democratic processes at multiple hierarchy levels. Also, attribution between
measure and effect may not be clearly identified. If, for instance, a whole set of
different transfer activities led to a desired effect, then how do we know which
of them was effective? Both aspects complicate the adaptive management of T&I
processes during an ongoing project.
Each transfer approach pathway is not exclusive and isolated from each other.
Instead, actors, measures and framework conditions mutually influence each other
in the transfer process. A combination of different approaches therefore seems necessary. It is therefore strongly recommended to integrate different perspectives for the
area of SLM as they hold the potential for synergies and catalytic effects (see Leach
et al. 2010; Stringer and Dougill 2013). The choice of path is determined by efficiency criteria on the one hand and the actual content of the research project on the
other.
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13.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, I have argued that the conventional “loading dock approach” of science
transfer is not applicable for research projects that proactively seek to drive societal
change towards sustainability. Conventional transfer channels of scientific results
are still viable, but are inappropriate in SLM settings if they are the only strategic
approach to transfer. Bi-directional communication channels that involve science
and societal actors are needed to enhance the societal relevance and applicability of
outputs. Moreover, innovative ideas in SLM require an interpersonal level in which
key actors of land use (KALU) can share, interpret and contextualise information.
In a mental model, three strategic impact pathways for T&I activities in SLM
have been presented. Each represents an ideal, heuristic approach towards KALUs
that had been identified as the main addressees of T&I activities. These actors differ
widely depending on the research context, and can impersonalise individuals and
institutions alike. Notable resources in project planning should be tied to activities
that analyse the environment of stakeholders and the system under investigation (and
its inherent ties and interrelations), in order to identify crucial actors that should be
approached.
T&I are activities that should be considered continuously during a research
process, and be an element of strategic project management from the very beginning of the project cycle. Undoubtedly, T&I activities tie up additional management
resources and cause trade-offs with other activities in the research project, which must
be considered. T&I activities need professional experts who are paid and recognised
for their work. Conceptualising and conducting T&I activities as described in the
previous section requires professional expertise that is rarely taught in academic
curricula as yet. If taken seriously, T&I should not be done part-time and in addition
to a “real” function within a research project.
Moreover, there is no guarantee that T&I activities (even if conducted to perfection) will lead to a desired impact in society because external factors that cannot be
influenced make transdisciplinary research projects vulnerable. Thus, T&I should be
seen as activities that increase the potential for research impact only. After all, it is not
the product, the process or the model of a prototype that stands for successful transfer
alone; it is the knowledge of an innovation and its functioning, and its strengths,
weaknesses, risks and opportunities that influence or slow down the dissemination
of innovations.
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Part III

Co-Evolution: New System Solutions
and Governance

Chapter 14

Small-Scale System Solutions—Material
Flow Management (MFM) in Settlements
(Water, Energy, Food, Materials)
Peter Heck

Abstract The complexities of the present energy-climate era coupled with the
ambitious targets of the 2030 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) demand
approaches to resource management that transcend conventional strategies. Material
Flow Management (MFM) can be a vital tool in sustainable resource management
(SRM) in complex systems. It contributes, among other things, to the protection of
land, the conversion of abandoned land and the upcycling of degraded land. Despite its
relative novelty, its usefulness has already been demonstrated. This chapter presents
the practical application of MFM in small-scale systems, which are characterised
by decentralised material and energy flows. It attempts to highlight the utility of
MFM in SRM. The chapter gives special attention to the augmentation of source and
sink capacity, employing MFM to reduce impacts on ecosystems both upstream and
downstream—i.e. on the use of resources as well as on the amount of emissions.
Keywords Material flow management · Regional added value · Potential
analysis · Zero emissions campus

14.1 Introduction
14.1.1 Anthropogenic Systems, GDP Growth, and Material
Flow Management
Contrary to the (wise) premise, we, “the wise”—or Homo sapiens, have always taken
an anthropocentric1 stand toward everything we have done so far. By any reasonable
judgement, this will largely stay the norm for the next couple of decades as well.
1 The view/belief that human beings are the most important entity in the universe. The analysis of
Kopnina et al. (2018) may be useful for some insights and perspectives.
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The taming of nature and the extraction/consumption of ever-increasing quantities
of resources have been fundamental aspects of all progressive civilisations thus far.
It is also fundamental to the current model of economic growth and development
that we follow to the hilt. As a consequence, severe environmental degradation and
the depletion of resources have occurred in tandem. Adding insult to injury, globalisation and population growth coupled with the fallacious chase for GDP growth
have aggravated this situation even further.
However, since the mid-twentieth century, the manmade environmental calamities
such as the Great Smog of ’52, the threat of DDT in the ’60s, the ozone depletion
of the ’70s, and the largest ever oil spill in human history—the Persian Gulf oil spill
in ’91—drew humanity’s attention to the underlying issues, prompting a sluggish,
nevertheless noticeable shift in this anthropocentric order of business toward an
ecocentric direction.
The extensive consumption of fossil resources along with the application of
synthetic chemistry/biology—which are also liberally attributed to the aforesaid
calamities—has triggered a frenzy of industrial and economic development (see
Fig. 14.1: GDP as a proxy indicator), which as a result has increased humanity’s
environmental footprint like never before.
Intensive pollution—land, air and water—was widely recognised as a symptom
of the underlying societal metabolic disorder; this gave impetus to the global green
movement in the twentieth century. Adding momentum, the contemporary debate
on global climate change, which is attributed to anthropogenic global warming, has

Fig. 14.1 World GDP growth. Source Roser (2019)
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accelerated the pace of application of green [environmental] solutions globally in
recent decades.
To create any significant impact, such solutions need applications on different
levels and scales. Clearly, anthropogenic systems are complex and come in all shapes
and sizes (e.g. a business, a municipality, a political system, the European Union,
etc.). Systems are characterised by a system boundary and the flow/flux of material
and energy across and within the system boundary. Inputs such as raw materials and
energy, and outputs such as products, services and waste/emissions are inherent to
anthropogenic systems. These various inputs and outputs further distinguish various
systems. In dealing with complex anthropogenic systems, special attention should
also be paid to the output of money as a valuable resource, as many of the problems
originate from an incorrect allocation of money and the concurrent loss of economic
power and opportunities related to financial waste from systems (see Fig. 14.3).
Despite the lack of consensus on the definition of “small-scale systems”, in this
text, we focus on small-scale political and administrative systems such as villages,
municipalities and business entities such as farms, factories, SMEs, etc. Small-scale
systems play an important role in rural areas of the world, in particular by provisioning ecosystem services, clean water and healthy food. They also help to conserve
biodiversity and facilitate multifunctional land use, etc.

14.1.2 The Throughput Society and the SDGs
Currently, the predominant practice of resource management involves extracting,
making, using, and wasting/throwing away. This practice is denoted as the throughput
system (also known as the throughput metabolism). Accordingly, we can describe
present human society as “the throughput society” and the current global economy as
“the linear economy”. Characteristics of these systems include the massive input/use
of virgin resources, low levels of resource productivity/product efficiency, and the
generation of gargantuan amounts of emissions or unwanted by-products that are
usually termed waste. Thanks in large part to this throughput system of resource
management, “global primary material use, and thus global primary material extraction, is projected to double in the coming decades… from 79 Gt in 2011 to 167 Gt in
2060” (see Fig. 14.2).2 From a land use perspective, this foresees a massive increase
in the use of valuable land resources for resource extraction, agriculture and urban
development, collectively resulting in permanent degradation of ecosystems due to,
among other things, the depositing of waste materials. From an anthropocentric point
of view, ecosystems are essential for provisioning (e.g. food and water) and regulatory (e.g. flood control, climate) services. To use them as waste deposits or sinks
leads to the loss of (sometimes irreversible) service capacity.
The constant bombardment of news about environmental calamity, resource
scarcity, social inequality, economic downturn, etc.—inevitable consequences of
2 Note:

indicates the net effect of the three trends.
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Fig. 14.2 Forecast of global material use. Source OECD (2019)

the throughput system—remind us that humanity is facing an existential threat, for
which achieving sustainability has been projected as the panacea. It was for this
reason that UN policymakers set out to achieve environmental, social and economic
sustainability (popularly termed “triple-bottom-line sustainability”) as humanity’s
goal for the current century, employing the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
in the short term for the endeavour.
The underlying matrix that forms the objectives of the SDGs also includes the
following: achieving social and intergenerational equity, extracting and consuming
resources in accordance with the planetary boundaries, and, at the same time,
achieving economic growth and prosperity while minimising negative environmental
consequences.
Though the exact origin of greening for sustainability is somewhat nebulous, its
effects have become increasingly common over time, presenting a broad array of
solutions for the aforementioned socioeconomic and environmental concerns. These
solutions include green products (e.g. green chemicals) and services (e.g. green IT,
green design and green certification); green infrastructure (e.g. green buildings);
green energy (e.g. carbon–neutral/renewable energy); green processes (e.g. green
manufacturing, green chemistry); green policies (e.g. green public procurement),
etc. The goal is to establish green jobs and green cities with the ultimate aim of
introducing green economies, where sustainability is the fundamental value.

14.1.3 MFM and Associated Tools
The circular economy, material flow management and zero emissions are different
aspects of a new nexus in the world. The circular economy is the new paradigm, material flow management is the management tool for implementation, and zero emissions
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Fig. 14.3 The transformative approach of MFM. Source IfaS (2019)

are the ultimate target. “Nexus” in this context emphasises the new holistic view of
managing systems as such, instead of optimising individual components in linear
flows. Closed-loop economies need to pay attention to embedded energy, virtual
water, carbon footprints, levelised costs of service, etc. This segmented view of our
society hinders economic efficiency, resource efficiency and emission reduction. As
often observed in such an approach, the suboptimal allocation of financial resources
also leads to negative incentives for unsustainable investments.

14.1.3.1

Material Flow Management

Material flow management (MFM) strives to change the throughput metabolism
and helps users to develop technical and economic alternatives designed to improve
the system’s conditions and reduce the outgoing material and energy flows—more
commonly termed emissions or waste. MFM could be applied to any typical consumption and production system insofar as its primary goal is to optimise material and
energy flows according to given objectives. Figure 14.3 illustrates the material and
energy flow of a typical throughput system that, by implementing MFM, circulates
resource flows while reducing virgin and non-renewable resource inputs, minimising
the loss of financial resources and reducing environmental impacts due to emissions.
Ideally, the resulting new system could be a zero-emissions (ZE) system, depending
on the targeted objectives.
Typically, material flow analysis (MFA) precedes MFM, during which a thorough
system analysis is performed to qualify and quantify the resource flows through
and within the defined system boundary temporally and spatially.3 The MFA not
only collects and assesses the pertinent data, but also makes this information visible
and transparent. This, in turn, allows policymakers and scientists to simplify and
elaborate on the problems and their subsequent management options. Figure 14.4
3 MFA

and MFM proper are the two methodological steps of material flow management. Material
flow management is a yet unpublished but often used management strategy developed at ECB by
Professor Dr. Peter Heck.
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Fig. 14.4 Available biomass potential in the counties of Rhineland Palatinate (Heck and Hoffmann
2001). Note The biomass estimates include various sources, such as forestry, landscaping, agriculture
and organic household waste. Various conversion technologies such as incineration and digestion
have been used to calculate the oil equivalent. Only biomass that is technically and legally available
as well as economically viable is shown

shows an analysis of biomass potential in the state of Rhineland-Palatinate. The MFA
clearly reveals the enormous potential of biomass, expressed as the availability of oil
equivalents per year. In this way, MFA leads to more transparency of systems with
regard to their potential. MFA also illustrates the current states of systems (or the
status quo), as illustrated in Fig. 14.5.
MFM usually details a comprehensive plan for the specific management and
financing of individual projects that optimises specific resource flows; together these
projects lead to system change. As mentioned earlier, one ideal system optimisation target could be a ZE system, in which emissions flows are utilised within the
system’s boundaries or connected to adjacent subsystems as valuable raw material
inputs (such as in the case of industrial symbiosis), creating closed loops of material and energy flows—i.e. a circular system. This ultimate system state is usually
referred to as the circular economy (CE) model (as opposed to the “linear” model of
the economy mentioned above), which is environmentally, socially and economically
sustainable. Typically, the holistic sustainability results of such an optimised system
can be measured in terms of regional added value (RAV). RAV presents/quantifies
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Fig. 14.5 MFA for the Rhein Hunsrück District (IfaS–Heck et al. 2011). Note The Sankey diagram
shows financial losses (in e/year) and the CO2 emissions incurred (in t CO2e /year) on the upper
left side. The main energy sources are still fossil fuels, as can be seen by the thin green lines for
renewable energies and the rather thick black/grey lines for conventional electricity and heat sources

both monetary and non-monetary benefits derived from MFM. Non-monetary benefits include, among others, lower pollution levels, increased biodiversity, improved
aesthetics, increased innovation, an enhanced public image, etc. Monetary benefits
include increased labour and employment opportunities, increased savings, lower
costs, increased revenues from new business ventures, new sales options, etc. As
can be seen, the key objective of material flow management (MFM) is to optimise
systems in order to achieve more systemic added value, while achieving triple bottom
line sustainability.
The starting point of current models of targeted sustainable economies—specifically the circular economy (CE), the bio-economy (BE) and the green economy
(GE) as depicted in Fig. 14.6–is the use of MFM and ZE technologies and strategies.
Despite the size of the anthropogenic system targeted or the sustainable economic
model to be followed, these tools are intrinsic; therefore, here we investigate the
concept of ZE and its implications on CE.

14.1.3.2

Zero-Emissions

As remarked on earlier, the throughput society of today extracts ever-increasing
amounts of resources from the earth’s ecosystems and turns the bulk of it into different
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Fig. 14.6 Relative positions and associations of the GE, the BE and the CE. Note Fig. 14.6 is
intended to highlight the close association and relative position of the three concepts. The size of
the bubbles in the figure does not pertain to the current work. Franceschini and Pansera (as cited in
D’Amato et al. 2017)

kinds of waste products such as solid waste, wastewater, waste gas, waste heat and
greenhouse gases. These create enormous environmental pressures, often with lasting
negative impacts. As resources become depleted and sinks become increasingly overloaded, the reduction and/or the avoidance of emissions will be a vital measure to
protect resources and sinks, and thus prevent land and ecosystem degradation.
In that context, the approach of zero emissions (ZE) calls for the systemic, overarching optimisation of processes, incorporating elements of sufficiency, efficiency
and substitution. Zero emissions do not mean avoiding all emissions as such. Instead,
it means avoiding the types of emissions that lead to negative impacts on neighbouring (eco) systems, such as rivers, wetlands, agricultural land, etc. It also stipulates changing system metabolism in such a way that by-products are either upcycled
or improved as a result of secondary use options, or drastically reduced in terms of
volume. Another key element of the zero emissions strategy is a focus on economics.
Avoiding emissions makes economic sense, even without considering externalities. In
a world with dwindling resources and shrinking sinks, the efficient use of both could
save money and create competitive new business opportunities with better bottom
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lines. For small-scale, financially strained systems such as rural villages and municipalities, SMEs, etc., a ZE strategy can assist in boosting the local economy and/or
cash flow, while reducing the environmental burdens arising from consumption and
production systems.

14.1.3.3

The Circular Economy

The CE is an alternative route to holistic sustainability, though it is still in an early
phase of adoption. Developed to emulate the energy and material flow management
model in biological systems, its supporters position the CE as an alternative to the
current take-make-waste extractive industrial model. CE aims to redefine growth,
focusing on positive society-wide benefits. It entails gradually decoupling economic
activity from the consumption of finite resources and designing waste out of the
system. Underpinned by a transition to renewable energy sources, the circular model
builds economic, natural, and social capital (Ellen MacArthur Foundation 2015).
The value of the CE stems from its explicit focus on the economy. Compared
to sustainable development (which is widely seen as an environmental initiative,
even though by definition, it is not), the dominance of economic thinking within CE
concepts is clearly visible.
As hinted at earlier, according to Elia et al. (2017) and the European Environmental
Agency (EEA 2016), the CE is characterised by its ability to reduce the input and
use of natural resources; reduce emission levels; reduce valuable material losses;
increase the share of renewable and recyclable resources; and increase the durability
of products. It is based on three simple principles: design waste and pollution out of
the system; keep materials and products in use as long as possible and as economically
as possible; and regenerate natural systems.
Despite the CE’s relative novelty, its unambiguous and application-oriented nature
is a positive in fostering action toward sustainability at local, national and international levels. The CE is perhaps still a road less travelled. But, analogous to the
German Autobahn, the CE is a smooth, straight, obstacle-free, high-speed freeway to
sustainability. As exemplified in many domains in the European Union—the predominant promoter of the CE at present—the CE is not just another fancy term for
waste management. The CE would help to reduce virgin resource extraction/input
for economic processes, while also reducing the associated environmental impacts.
As opposed to other economic models, the utility of the CE has been tangibly proven
in applications in the EU. Accordingly, one recent estimation has suggested that CE
practices such as chemical leasing, nutrient recovery in agriculture, materials substitution in the construction sector, and shared ownership models in transport systems
could reduce up to 7.5 billion tonnes of CO2e globally. This would bridge half of
the existing emissions gap to reach the 1.5 °C target as outlined under the Paris
Agreement (Schroeder et al. 2019).
Optimising material flows according to the principles of the CE is important for
easing the pressure on land. In addition to this indirect positive effect on land use,
the CE enables strategies for new land use systems based on the cascade approach
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and system thinking. For example, the “More Value from a Hectare” project, conceptualised and applied by the Institute for Applied Material Flow Management (IfaS)
at Trier University of Applied Sciences for a new rural bio-economy strategy, is
designed to enhance the resilience of agricultural systems, with a special focus on
land and soil, while provisioning more services—or value—from each hectare of
land utilized (Böhmer et al. 2019).
The CE would also create innovative business models. That means, besides generating profits, the CE would create employment opportunities—in other words, it
contributes to social sustainability targets (see Schroeder et al. (2019) for some
insights). Concerning economic aspects, according to the Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2015), a shift to a CE would reduce net expenditures on resources by e600
billion per year, improve resource productivity by 3%, and generate e1.8 trillion per
year of net benefits in the EU by 2030.
In light of its origins and the compatibility of its transformative tools (i.e. MFM,
ZE, etc.), the CE model’s applicability seems universal. Clearly, the CE provides
a very practical option to treat the societal metabolic disorder modern civilisation
suffers from. Its versatility in solving developmental and environmental challenges
simultaneously is also worth considering when promoting the CE as an effective tool
in achieving the UN’s SDGs.4 Given the anticipated severity of impending resource
and environmental crises (see Fig. 14.7 for some insights), the CE seems to be one
of the best alternative paths to follow.
According to the OECD (2019), the material intensity of economies—in particular
in OECD countries—is set to decline (by 2060); furthermore, growth in the recycling
sector (i.e. use of secondary materials) will surpass that of the mining sector as
recycling becomes more price competitive than mining. This is in part attributed
to the strong presence and growth of the CE. However, citing a 2015 report by
the European Academies’ Advisory Council, Schroeder et al. (2019) have pointed
out that transforming the current linear economic model to a CE model has been
stymied by “a skills gap in the workforce and lack of CE programmes at all levels of
education.”
Nevertheless, the efforts of Europe’s research and higher education institutions
such as the Institute for Applied Material Flow Management (IfaS) of the Trier
University of Applied Sciences5 in Germany have been highly regarded locally
and internationally by representatives of industry, academia and the public sector
alike. For nearly two decades, IfaS has deployed its expertise on the CE on practical
projects on five continents, offered graduate and postgraduate level education on the
CE through dedicated degree programmes,6 and continually disseminated applied
knowledge regarding the CE through its signature events platform: the International
Circular Economy Week and Conference.7
4 See

Schroeder et al. (2019) for some in-depth insights on this aspect.

5 Find out more at https://www.umwelt-campus.de/ucb/index.php?id=home&L=1 and https://www.

stoffstrom.org/en/.
6 https://www.imat-master.com.
7 https://icew.de.
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Fig. 14.7 Remaining non-renewable stock of resources (Source of image BBC Future: https://
www.bbc.com/future/story/20120618-global-resources-stock-check)

The home base and foundation of this innovative education programme is the
Environmental Campus Birkenfeld (ECB). ECB itself is a small-scale, decentralised
and sustainable system of energy and material management; it has been purposefully
designed as an object of study and a living laboratory for the specialised streams
of scientific research pertaining to these areas. The following section explores the
unique features of ECB in MFM.
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14.2 Europe’s First Zero Emission Campus: The
Environmental Campus Birkenfeld (ECB)
This section gives an overview of the pertinent features and characteristics of
the Environmental Campus in Birkenfeld (ECB) as a case study. Located in the
Hunsrück Hochwald mountain region of the Rhineland-Palatinate, ECB itself represents a small-scale, decentralised system of material and energy management.
ECB’s energy and material management system also qualifies it as one of the
largest of Germany’s bio-energy villages (BEV), where at present nearly 2,600
people—including students, academics, researchers, administrative staff, private
sector employees, etc.—enjoy CO2 -neutral electricity, heating and cooling. ECB
can boast about its status as the first zero emission campus in Europe. Furthermore,
it has been officially recognised as the Greenest University Campus in Germany
since 2016. ECB is a unique higher education facility, where zero emissions system
design is not only taught in theory, but is also implemented in practice by converting
a former US reserve military hospital into an actual zero emission university campus.
Hence, the zero-emission campus facility, with its innovative technology infrastructure, is not only home to students and environment-related study programmes, but is
also an object of study itself. Especially in the context of land use, the repurposing of
abandoned military brownfields into a centre of higher education and sustainability
creates a perfect example of the CE.
The conversion process took place from 1994 to 1996 (Fig. 14.8b), following
ecological construction principles and applying cutting-edge environmental technologies in the areas of sustainable repurposing of existing buildings as well as
energy-efficient and material-efficient new construction. Energy aspects of the buildings such as heating, cooling and electricity supply have been entirely based on
renewable energies. Moreover, the campus features biotopes and rainwater recycling
infrastructure that contribute to the sustainable water management system of ECB.
In the vicinity of the campus, an eco-industrial park was also constructed to optimise regional material and energy flows connecting the campus via district heating
and a low-voltage transmission grid. In 1997, a wood-chip power station was commissioned with an installed thermal capacity of 28 MW utilising about 65,000 tons
of low-level and highly contaminated waste wood from forestry, agriculture, landscaping and industry annually; the power station can produce up to 8 MW of heat,
37.5 t/hour of steam and up to 8.3 MW of electricity for the environmental campus,
neighbouring industrial facilities and the national electricity grid. In addition, the
cogeneration units at the wood-chip power station utilise the biogas output of the
nearby anaerobic digestion plant, which annually treats about 40,000 tons of municipal organic solid waste collected from the administrative districts of Birkenfeld and
Bad Kreuznach. As a result, these local energy sources utilising regional biomass
residues end up supplying a significant share of the campus’ total energy demand. The
remaining energy demand is covered by renewable energy installations on the campus
itself. Various photovoltaic (PV) systems installed on rooftops and on the building
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Fig. 14.8 a Bird’s-eye view of ECB 2018. b bird’s-eye views of ECB in 1950, 1996 and 2016;
and c technical flow chart illustrating some of the energy innovations of ECB. Source: IfaS (2018)
ECB and (2019). Green Campus Concept. https://www.umwelt-campus.de/en/campus/life-on-cam
pus/green-campus-concept

façade, with an installed capacity of 510 kWp, cover another 40% of the total electricity demand. The performance of different PV module types and mounting systems
are continuously monitored, displayed and employed as a subject for teaching and
research. The use of solar energy is complemented by various solar thermal installations with a total capacity of 135 kW and a collector area of 270 m2 that augment the
heating system during the cold months. This solar thermal system also supports the
solar adsorption cooling system, which has an installed cooling capacity of 175 kW.
Thus, the total annual electricity demand of 1000 MWh and the total heating/cooling
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energy demand of 3700 MWh are completely supplied by renewable energies. With
a new 99 kWp solar carport, a 100 kWh battery storage system, and five charging
points for ten IfaS-owned electric cars, the campus is also progressively tackling the
transport issue, which is still largely based on fossil energy (ECB 2019).
In the repurposed (and refurbished) buildings, a computer-controlled building
automation system controls the natural lighting—maximised by daylight guidance
systems and skylights—and the artificial lighting as well as the ventilation, heating
and cooling of the buildings by employing motion detectors, luminosity sensors and
CO2 sensors. New buildings, such as the ones for student housing and the communications centre, have been built according to passive-house and/or energy-plus standards. The combination of the highest insulation and airtightness standards together
with a roof-mounted PV system ensures that these buildings produce more energy
than they consume. Heat exchangers for the recovery of waste heat in the used air
coupled with geothermal preheating and cooling systems complete ECB’s innovative
HVAC system.8
The overall rational use of energy has been extended to other emerging areas
such as street and building lighting. While various LED-based street illumination
prototypes had already been in use and researched for many years, recently an entire
street was retrofitted with state-of-the-art, highly efficient LED street lights, including
a demonstration and performance control unit.
Aside from showcasing CE land use by converting an abandoned military complex
into a high-tech university site, ECB also demonstrates aspects of the CE through
sustainable landscape management strategies by developing biotopes based on separately collected rainwater. The ZE concept of ECB is extended to biotopes and biodiversity management, creating and maintaining protected areas and greened rooftops.
Rainwater is collected on retention surfaces and redirected into natural water bodies
or allowed to be channelled towards the aquifer. Part of the rainwater is collected,
after mechanical purification, in two tanks and used for various greywater applications such as toilet flushing, irrigation and even as a coolant for an adsorption cooling
system. The present system already avoids the discharge of rainwater into the sewer
system. Nevertheless, modernisation of the wastewater infrastructure is currently
underway, including water use minimisation strategies by installing vacuum toilets.
The reduction of wastewater by separation of urine and brown water in one student
dormitory is ongoing but not yet finished. In case of successful implementation,
this system will be implemented to all dormitories on campus. With the complete
installation of waterless urinals, the first step towards efficient water and nutrient
management has already been taken.

8 https://wissenszentrum-energie.ludwigsburg.de/,Lde/start/Bauen_Sanieren/gebaeudeenergiesta

ndards.html, https://www.umwelt-campus.de/fileadmin/Umwelt-Campus/Oeffentlichkeit-sarbeit/
Tech-Broschuere/2016_05_04_Broschuere-GrueneTechnologien-am-Campus_klein.pdf.
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14.3 Sustainable (Bio)energy Villages and Communities
Following the example of ECB and partially motivated by its success, many communities in Germany have begun implementing similar strategies based on the idea
of the CE and MFM. Communities all over the world face a multitude of critical
socioeconomic and environmental issues in this energy-climate era due to their fossilbased primary energy use and their unsustainable land use patterns. Tackling these
issues at the smallest political entity—the village—was envisioned and pioneered in
Germany, where material and energy flow optimisation has taken the lead in creating
self-sufficient and sustainable villages.9 The bulk of the energy needs of these “sustainable villages” come from locally available, renewable energies like biomass,
wind and solar power.
Due to the limited availability of biomass, more and more villages are relying
on solar and wind resources for their energy supply (accordingly, the prefix bio is
parenthesised in the terminology). As noted above, this original concept has since
evolved to an advanced state where (bio) energy villages (BEV) tend to fulfil all their
own energy needs, such as electricity, heating and cooling, and transportation from
regionally available renewable energy (REN) sources such as wind, solar power,
hydropower, and geothermal sources, as well as biomass; this makes them selfsufficient in terms of energy as well as independent from the national grids. Moreover,
this initiative puts great emphasis on developing the land used for harnessing new
sources of energy in a way that keeps resilience and biodiversity in mind.
Sustainable energy development is crucial to developing a BEV where regional
added value, stemming from regional material flow management (rMFM), plays a
pivotal role in achieving more general sustainability goals. The energy autonomy
characteristic of BEVs is due not only to their high utilisation of regional renewable
energy sources, but also to their high energy conversion and use efficiencies. In addition, features such as integrated water management, sustainable agriculture through
sustainable soil management, and the use of bio-fertiliser and soil amendments—
such as biochar—are integral parts of its design fabric. The (re)circulation of material and energy flows in a BEV unleashes enormous regional potential, referred to as
regional added value (RAV), which would be otherwise unutilised or underutilised.
Key elements of RAV include (but are not limited to) the reduction of greenhouse
gas emissions (GHG); the creation of new products and services; the creation of
employment opportunities; the reduction of the emigration of vital human resources;
the reduction of environmental degradation and the loss of biodiversity; and the
preservation of cultural heritage and indigenous knowledge by integrating them into
the system.
In summary, BEVs based on zero emission strategies are much more than simply
a new approach in environmental and climate protection. They provide the basis for
9 There are about 150 established (bio)energy villages and another 43 under development in Germany

under the FNR initiative. (See further details at https://bioenergiedorf.fnr.de/bioenergiedoerfer/
liste/). Furthermore, the IfaS alone is currently in the process of developing another 94 new
(bio)energy villages.
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a sustainable economic policy based on the local potential that promotes innovationdriven modernisation of developed and emerging economies alike.
The utility of BEVs is well understood, but planning, developing and implementing BEVs is a complex process. Starting with the MFM process, a substantial
amount of time and money is required to set up a BEV. Moreover, the required level
of human capital, which can create opportunities out of problems, is large. However,
the benefits of BEVs far outweigh the costs and complexities of implementation. Let
us illustrate this point taking a common issue in any community or village: solid
waste. Organic waste is a bothersome and expensive problem for communities in a
conventional waste management context. However, in material flow management,
organic waste is a vital resource and input for energy and fertiliser production.10
Conventionally, this unused material flow is dealt with in compliance with environmental management and pollution prevention requirements. This siphons off scant
financial and labour resources without generating any added value. As depicted in
Fig. 14.3, The Throughput System, this would lead to a net loss of financial resources
and further perpetuate an unsustainable system. As opposed to the aforementioned
status quo system, should the principles of MFM and the CE be applied to this, the
waste stream would no longer exist, and instead a resource stream for energy and
fertiliser would be established. This, in turn, would create income, environmental
benefits and employment opportunities as well. Such applications are the building
blocks of BEVs.
This example can be transposed to most other socio-industrial metabolic systems
as well, such as food, transportation, land use, etc., and can cover resource streams
such as water, wastewater and energy. It is clear, therefore, that BEVs are sustainable
villages with regard to energy consumption, energy provision, and the participation
of local inhabitants in the energy management system. In the case of biomass use for
energy production, land use must be decoupled from the pressure on biodiversity,
soil erosion and nutrient oversupply. In this energy-climate era, it is necessary to
consider carbon and water storage in appropriate respective sinks/reservoirs to avoid
undesirable externalities. This is already happening in Germany.
An important question worth asking at this point is if it is possible to achieve
sustainable, decentralised community development. As mentioned earlier, it is a good
idea to perform a thorough systems analysis (usually an MFA) at the outset to determine the required level of human and financial capital. This helps clarify the reasons
for the poor allocation of resources—energy, water, money, human capital, etc.—and
as a consequence helps to prepare, design and execute technical and administrative
solutions. As experienced in many of IfaS’ applied projects, the resources needed
to organise this change or shift can be retrieved within the system itself. Otherwise,
market or public/government programmes may provide the necessary resources. The

10 For

example, 1 ton of organic material is equivalent to 100 m3 of biogas with at least 50%
CH4 content, which means approximately 50 L of oil. The fermented residues contain in addition
approximately 600 kgs of organic fertiliser.
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latter, of course, is the most convenient, yet not always the most efficient, way to
approach the critical issue of transaction costs.11
The following section presents two case studies on particular aspects of sustainable resource management: transferring know-how and knowledge on sustainable
development to German communities. These government-funded projects, carried
out by IfaS, follow two tracks. First, The Sustainability Roadshow is a communication
programme specifically developed to disseminate research findings and communicate
knowledge and know-how on decentralised sustainable development. Second, the
Dorfkern Limited project is an example of a market mechanism to support sustainable
resource management (SRM) and sustainable development (SD), demonstrating a
public–private partnership (PPP) approach to securing necessary funds and allocating
the necessary human capital to the sustainable development of small villages.

14.4 Programmes and Concepts
14.4.1 The Sustainability Roadshow
Since 1999, the German Ministry of Research and Education (BMBF) has offered
research grants for sustainability research under the Forschung für Nachhaltigkeit
(FONA) programme. After spending billions of euros and commissioning over a
hundred projects,12 questions were raised on the impact of the projects in the real
world.
IfaS was contracted in 2018 to design and implement a research project on the
transferability of FONA products to communities in Germany. The project was
divided into four areas of activity:
1. The analysis and evaluation of FONA products with regard to their transferability;
2. The selection of feasible products for practical transfer;
3. The presentation of these products to German communities in six major
Roadshow conferences;
4. The selection of 27 model communities from among Roadshow participants.
The analysis of the research projects from the FONA database immediately
showed the difficulty of maintaining sustainability and transferring the concept to
communities. Only a few products were left for transfer and even fewer were developed for practical application. The definition of sustainability and sustainable projects
needed to be clarified, as some projects and outcomes were of questionable value
according to the 17 SDG indicators. Using new software tools to optimise and accelerate the search for available commercial real estate in communities might help the
local economy, but otherwise interfere with other aspects of sustainable land use.
11 Based
12 e3.3

on our own experiences.
billion during the period from 2005 to 2014, with another e2 billion from 2015 to 2020.
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The selection of feasible products was done in close cooperation with the participants of the projects, specifically researchers, academics/professors, consultants,
and the ministry itself. Out of 87 projects, 62 were selected in the first phase. In
the second phase, interviews with project directors and researchers led to a final 26
projects with a total of 32 specific products.13
We classified the projects into four categories: water/wastewater, energy, land
use, and general issues. The “general issues” category was designed to introduce
sustainability, zero emissions approaches and material flow management to the audience, and to offer a glimpse into the future, such as by introducing examples of best
practices.
We then assembled these into presentations. One of these general presentations described successful project examples, model communities, added value
assessments, and policy support. Another one dealt with specific financing options.
The presentation to German communities was designed to cover most of
Germany. Six different cities—Nuremberg, Hannover, Stuttgart, Leipzig, Schwerin
and Emsdetten—each hosted a one-day or two-day conference. The conference
venues were selected to allow as many mayors and public experts as possible to
attend.
372 participants participated in four meetings; 178 were representatives from
small villages and towns. The conferences were organised as one-day and twoday events. Two-day conferences offered attendees the opportunity to meet in the
evening, reflect on the day’s information, and start networking for implementation.
This was crucial, because the projects energised and intellectually challenged the
audience. Accordingly, there were many requests for more information, especially
for implementation support. Out of these 178 participating communities, 2714 model
villages and towns were selected for intensive transfer of know-how and coaching
within the year.
The next steps of the process will involve a detailed data analysis of each community, followed by stakeholder interviews. This research will then be used to formulate
ideas for the transfer of existing concepts or products, and transfer them to communities. At the end of the process, which will involve town hall meetings to facilitate
ownership among local residents as well, the respective town councils will decide
on implementing a proposed product or strategy.

14.4.2 “Dorfkern” Companies
A “Dorfkern” company is a new strategy developed by IfaS to cope with the high
transaction costs and complex efforts to achieve a sustainable village, a resilient
village or a (bio) energy village (Heck and Blim 2019).

13 Some
14 One

projects had multiple products or solutions that could be transferred.
additional model village was selected due to the amount of excellent applications.
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In this approach, several small villages set up a not-for-profit company, which
mobilises the resources to do a proper MFA, and develop detailed projects in the
fields of energy, water, land use and infrastructure. The non-profit company then
uses the MFA as a guidebook to develop projects and prepare the implementation
legally and economically. In addition, the Dorfkern is designed to support the aspects
of technology expertise and financing. Dorfkern is mainly owned by the consortium
of villages; however, there are provisions for inviting other shareholders.
Dorfkern is a clear solution to addressing the issues that a small village or a
community cannot address alone. Individual villages or communities have options,
but alone they are too small to recognise issues and implement solutions. Dorfkern
further rectifies the problems of the lack of human capacity, know-how, and legal
and financial resources as a large, collective entity, effectively.
A Dorfkern company’s success comes from the capitalisation of unused or nonmonetised potential in villages and communities. These opportunities include the
installation of solar panels on roofs and other free space, LED street lighting, the
installation of heat pumps, increased building insulation, implementation of district
heating, increased capacity for electric transport, the changing of land use with new
marketing ideas such as solidarity farming, harvesting biochar from farm hedges,
etc. The MFA helps stakeholders find opportunities and turn them into assets, which
they can subsequently offer on the market. As the first stakeholder discussions have
shown, potential investors have been interested in buying into these opportunities
and making a good return on investment.15

14.5 Conclusions
Small-scale systems are direct victims of the worldwide plundering of energy and
resources, and also have been severely affected by the throughput system of economy.
Accordingly, resources and sinks have been overused, and neither efficiency nor
effectiveness has been given sufficient attention. As a result, small-scale systems
have lost opportunities and competitiveness, and in turn, have become a burden.
In this energy-climate era, these issues are becoming even more severe, impacting
all aspects of sustainability. In rural areas—where these small-scale systems are
dominant—changes in precipitation regimes, frequent drought, increased soil erosion
and biodiversity loss have pushed stakeholders to their limits. Furthermore, and
characteristically for small-scale systems, the know-how, money and management
skills to organise change are scarce.
A shift from a throughput society toward a more sustainable metabolic system such
as the CE would pose major challenges not only for small-scale systems but for all
systems. However, using an MFM methodology would help turn these challenges into
targeted opportunities for the decentralised management of resources and sustainable
development. As this chapter has pointed out, small-scale systems such as small
15 Project

talks with Naturwind, Energie Leipzig about financing Dorfkern GmbH, 2019.
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villages and communities have multiple opportunities similar to those of large-scale
systems. However, strategic planning and management solutions are necessary at the
level of project deployment and resource mobilisation, as exemplified in the case of
ECB and Dorfkern companies.
In light of that challenge, we presented two randomly chosen management
approaches to turning small-scale systems into resilient, sustainable systems—i.e.
BEVs or communities. The Sustainability Roadshow has transferred thus far unused
or little-used research results to small communities and towns. Best-practice and nextpractice solutions developed using BMBF research grants have been interwoven with
the challenges and problems of small systems. Regional conferences and the selection of model communities push research directly into the heart of small systems.
Stakeholders become motivated and informed, and receive implementation coaching.
This is an ongoing project, which so far has demonstrated very positive results.
A second, more market-driven example, the Dorfkern company, demonstrates how
to change small-scale systems based on a throughput society into sustainable systems
by employing a business approach. Achieving SRM and the SDGs via a market-based
small-scale system by bundling resources and capabilities is an innovative approach
that could be deployed in almost any (rural) geographic location in the world.
In summary, there is no lack of potential and solutions, but rather a general lack of
management and strategy, as well as courage. Referring to courage, a quotation from
Nelson Mandela seems appropriate to end this work: “It always seems impossible
until it’s done!”.
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Chapter 15

Multifunctional Urban Landscapes: The
Potential Role of Urban Agriculture
as an Element of Sustainable Land
Management
Kathrin Specht, Julian Schimichowski, and Runrid Fox-Kämper
Abstract Urban agriculture (UA) has long been the subject of civic and scientific
debate, since it provides cities with a diverse range of functions and services. UA
is thought to have a positive effect on sustainable urban development in environmental, economic and social areas. Although most of the effects attributed to UA
are positive, there are also critical aspects and concerns. For example, doubts have
been raised about the quality of the products grown, considering the prevalence of
air pollution and contaminated soils; and there are doubts about the contribution that
urban agriculture makes to feeding urban populations, owing to the small quantities produced. Moreover, there are conflicts surrounding land use, especially in big
cities; and in some cases, agricultural activities are undertaken in the city without
the necessary building approvals. The concept of co-production and sharing as a
(business) model is increasingly being applied with reference to urban gardens. This
is particularly the case with volunteer-led community gardens, which are tremendously open to gardening enthusiasts and are renowned for the sharing of resources
and space. Rather than seeking to make a profit, many of these initiatives operate
under the principles of a non-profit or sharing economy. This chapter explores how
UA can contribute to sustainable land management and co-production. To this end,
background information is given on the (re-)emerging phenomenon of urban food
production and on what motivates those involved to implement collaborative practices. The functions and services provided by UA as an element of sustainable land
management are then explored using the three pillars of sustainability.
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15.1 Background on Urban Agriculture
There has been an enormous increase in UA activities throughout the world in the
recent past, as evidenced by the growing interest in allotment gardening and urban
gardening (BMUB 2015). And yet the production of food in the city is not a new
phenomenon – it has been common practice ever since cities evolved. According to
Colding and Barthel (2013), the emergence of UA is closely linked to crisis-prone
developments in the city. The term “crisis” refers primarily to times of economic
upheaval, although it can also be extended to social transformations (Fox-Kämper
2016). Thus allotments emerged around the mid-nineteenth century in response to
the poor housing and supply conditions experienced by the urban population of
European cities that swelled as a result of industrialisation, whereas the growing
popularity of community gardens since the mid-1970s is partly a response to the
growing polarisation, fragmentation and segregation of the urban population (CalvetMir et al. 2016). In view of globalised food markets, the development of current types
of urban agriculture also reflects an increasing desire for traceability and knowledge
about the origin of food and the interplay involved in its production.
Especially in view of shrinking cities and regions – for example owing to postreunification phenomena in Germany or structural change – people are currently
in search of approaches that can bring about stabilisation and improvement. New
ideas and approaches are needed to embrace today’s urban reality, which is marked
by the coexistence of shrinking and growing regions. The concept of “Continuous
Productive Urban Landscapes” (CPUL), proposed by architects and urban designers
Katrin Bohn and André Viljoen, seeks to integrate agriculture into urban planning,
and to make it an essential element of sustainable infrastructure (Schulz et al. 2013;
Viljoen et al. 2005). This example illustrates today’s continued relevance of UA for
urban planning. In contrast to the past, however, UA is only rarely pursued to enable
the urban population to become self-sufficient (Schulz et al. 2013). As indicated
above, UA was popular whenever populations suffered deprivation and hardship. It is
therefore all the more surprising that UA has become such a widespread phenomenon
in prosperous cities in developed countries of the Global North, resulting in the
evolvement of a “new urban agriculture” (Karge 2015). Appel et al. (2011) identify
the emerging green movement in the 1970s and the effects of the Chernobyl disaster
in the mid-1980s as starting points for the renaissance of UA (Appel et al. 2011). This
was a time when alternative lifestyles and economic systems were being debated and
put to the test, particularly in Germany, because the Western economic model had led
to mistrust and uncertainty among the population, owing to an increase in fragility.
In the light of concerns about the finite nature of fossil resources, growing numbers
of people asked themselves how they, as individuals, could lead more sustainable
lives (Lohrberg 2011). Growing food can therefore be regarded as an alternative to
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globalised food markets and a consumerist lifestyle. Then there are social motivations
– many urban gardens are tended communally, and serve as places of integration and
openness towards the urban environment (Lohrberg 2011).
Internationally, “urban agriculture” is considered to be an umbrella term for all
types of food production in the city. Whereas central importance was attached to food
production in early definitions of the term (UNDP 1996), more recent definitions
recognise the diversity of the different types of UA, which provide the city with
other services apart from food:
Urban agriculture spans all actors, communities, activities, places and economies that focus
on biological production in a spatial context, which – according to local standards – is
categorized as ‘urban’. Urban agriculture takes place in intra- and periurban areas […]
urban agriculture is structurally embedded in the urban fabric; it is integrated into the social
and cultural life, the economics, and the metabolism of the city. (Vejre et al. 2016, 21).

The following table lists examples of different types of UA. Their boundaries are
blurred or may overlap in some cases, and are not always clear-cut (Table 15.1).

15.2 Motivations for UA: New Consumer-Producer
Relationships and Co-production
The notion of sharing as a (business) principle is increasingly applied with reference
to urban gardens. This is particularly the case with volunteer-led community gardens,
which are characterised by tremendous openness towards gardening enthusiasts and
by the sharing of resources and space (Zoll et al. 2018; Opitz et al. 2017). Rather
than seeking to make a profit, many of these initiatives operate under the principles
of a non-profit or sharing economy (Piorr et al. 2018; De Cunto et al. 2017). The
principle of sharing is evident in collaboration among the volunteers and in the
sharing of resources (land, money, labour and means of production) as well as crops
and knowledge.
Figure 15.1 shows the focus of different types of UA. While some types of UA
(such as home gardens) are merely practised in a private setting, with no engagement involved, other types of UA are largely shaped by elements of collaboration
and co-production. For example, interaction between members is a key element of
community gardens, which are geared towards social networking, whereas interaction between producers and consumers is the core of the business model when it
comes to community-supported agriculture, for instance.
The main reason for the particular relevance of collaboration and co-production
in UA is that the marketing of food produced in UA differs considerably from that
in commercial agriculture. Food grown in urban settings is usually marketed locally,
i.e. it is consumed in the city where it was grown. Whereas the food produced by
established large farms is usually traded on the world market, UA is characterised by
direct marketing (RUAF Foundation). While urban gardens tend to be small-scale
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Table 15.1 Different types of urban agriculture, and their main characteristics
Type of urban agriculture

Main characteristics

Home gardens

• Affiliated with individual households
• Not institutionally embedded

Allotments (also referred
to as family gardens)

• Plots for individual use, e.g. for the non-commercial
production of food, usually in specific complexes
• Institutionally embedded in acts and planning law

Self-harvest gardens

• Plots that have been pre-tilled by farmers, and are
individually tended by urban residents who grow their
own vegetables
• Leases, usually for a season

Community gardens

• Volunteer-led gardens for communal use
• Often as interim use concepts on brownfield or infill sites;
no institutional backing

Intercultural gardens

• A special type of community garden with the aim of
fostering integration

Therapeutic gardens

• Often affiliated with psychotherapy institutions
• Doing gardening and experiencing the garden may have a
healing effect on patients

School gardens

• Usually affiliated to schools
• The aim is to teach children about how to grow, process
and prepare food, and about the environment

Social farming

• Managed farms operated by institutions responsible for
social welfare establishments
• By handling farmed animals or plants, individuals are
given the opportunity to relax and perform work-related
activities

School farms

• Further development of the traditional use of farms
• The aim is to provide children with an educational and
recreational facility in a near-natural environment

Community-supported agriculture • A community of producers and consumers comprising
farms and private households
• Seasonal contractual relationship between producers and
consumers
Local direct marketing

• Direct marketing of agricultural products – generally in
farm shops

projects that may meet a few households’ demand for food, market oriented urban
agriculture can also be practised on large-scale farms (Opitz et al. 2016).
In the process, UA does not only produce material goods. On the urban periphery
in particular, farms have adopted strategies to adapt their range of services, which are
usually aimed at local or regional markets. The strategies for UA mentioned by Piorr
et al. (2018) include specialisation, differentiation and diversification. Specialisation
in a few specific products enables production costs to be cut and the functional
proximity to urban areas to be exploited. In this way, for example, highly perishable
products that are only feasible for short transport distances can be marketed with a
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Market engagement
Local direct marke ng

Strong
engagement

Community-supported agriculture
Social farming

Self-harvest gardens

School farms

Occasional
engagement

Community gardens
Intercultural gardens

No
engagement

Allotment gardens
Home gardens
Individual/private

Therapeu c gardens

School gardens
Community-oriented interac ons

Consumer-producer interac ons

Level of interac on and collabora on

Fig. 15.1 Collaboration and level of market engagement in different types of UA (source: authors)

competitive advantage over rural agriculture. Differentiation can involve growing old
varieties or especially high-quality products, for instance. Diversification enables UA
projects to expand their portfolio by offering services such as horse management or
educational activities in addition to food (Piorr et al. 2018; van der Schans et al. 2016).
All operational strategies place emphasis on strong regional networking structures.
In the historical context, UA was mostly linked to the motivation of subsistence.
The primary actors in UA today have different reasons for growing food in an urban
setting. The three typical types of motivation named by Berges et al. (2014) are (1)
an emphasis on subsistence, (2) a socio-cultural emphasis and (3) an emphasis on
commerce (Berges et al. 2014). Those who place an emphasis on subsistence pursue
the goal of producing their own food by their own efforts, along with the added monetary, health and recreational benefits. This also ties in with the motivation to supply
oneself with fresh produce, and to create and pass on knowledge about food production (van der Jagt et al. 2017). Environmental considerations are another important
reason for getting involved in agricultural activity, enabling possibilities for more
sustainable urban food production to be tested in cities that are apparently becoming
increasingly disconnected from nature (van der Jagt et al. 2017; Smit et al. 2001;
Vejre et al. 2016). The key objectives of activities with a socio-cultural emphasis
are community-building, cultural exchange, education and social inclusion (Berges
et al. 2014, 12). Such activities are often politically motivated. An anti-capitalist
stance and a rejection of the globalised food system are reflected in some UA initiatives (McClintock and Simpson 2017). Other UA activities seek to appropriate urban
space, and to demand the “right to the city” (Horst et al. 2017, 283; Thibert 2012;
Holm 2011; Purcell and Tyman 2015). The main objective behind the commercial
emphasis is to generate income and profit, create jobs, and develop new markets.
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With reference to UA, Appel et al.(2011) mention, in particular, the possibility to
create a new type of open space “that may be the starting point for collective grassroots processes, practised autonomy and networking, and that may play an important
role in promoting (local) politics” (Appel et al. 2011, 152, translated by authors).
This enables UA stakeholders to actively shape a part of the city, based on their own
ideas (Appel et al. 2011).
Those engaged in UA can broadly be classified into two groups. The first group
comprises people who carry out farming as their usual main occupation, whether parttime or full-time. They may have deliberately chosen the proximity to an urban area,
or may have experienced urban growth encroach on their farm over time. The second
group comprises individuals who practise UA as a hobby in their spare time (Vejre
et al. 2016). These two UA subgroups differ. Above all, urban gardens are usually
tended as a hobby, whereas urban agriculture tends to be practised by professional
actors.

15.3 Functions and Services Provided by UA Concerning
Sustainable Land Management
The functions and services of UA mentioned in the scientific debate are extremely
varied. As a multifunctional service, UA has, in principle, the potential to have a
positive impact on social, ecological and economic concerns in cities (Schulz et al.
2013). Based on Pearson et al. (2010), the services are presented below using the
three pillars of sustainability. Where possible, reference is made to sustainable land
management.

15.3.1 Social Functions and Services
Various studies have documented that UA may contribute to strengthening the social
capital of the city (Santo et al. 2016). In particular, the notion of multifunctionality of
the city should be stressed in this respect. There are social demands, for example, with
regard to additional services provided in the areas of leisure, recreation and education.
Being green spaces in a city, urban gardens may make an important contribution to
the city landscape and to increasing the quality of life in urban spaces.
This is achieved by creating new networks between actors from different social
backgrounds and milieus, which is particularly the case with community gardens.
In this context, services conducive to the integration of disadvantaged social groups
are attributed to UA projects (Santo et al. 2016; RUAF Foundation). These social
services are also achieved by creating new places of interaction and encounter, which,
particularly in neighbourhoods with a lack of green space, improve residential quality
and may result in a higher level of identification with the neighbourhood (Appel et al.
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2011). Added value is generated by creating leisure activities to enhance physical and
mental health, promoting general health and well-being (RUAF Foundation, Piorr
et al. 2018). As an element of sustainable land management, therefore, urban gardens
make an important contribution to neighbourhood development. The result is a “new
sense of community, prospects for shaping one’s own life; and gardening encourages
participants to become more deeply engaged in the neighbourhood” (BBSR 2015,
5; translated by authors). UA also makes a contribution to practical environmental
education by enabling individuals to experience first-hand how food is produced
(Gahm 2017; Appel et al. 2011). In that regard, UA induces a change in consumer
behaviour, one that is more sustainable, because it enables passive consumers to
become co-producers of food (Santo et al. 2016).

15.3.2 Ecological Functions and Services
UA increases the heterogeneity of urban land uses, contributing to the urban
ecosystem (Sanyé-Mengual et al. 2018; Artmann and Sartison 2018). The additional
vegetation grown increases biodiversity in urban spaces. In addition, inner-city urban
gardens may help to balance the temperature and reduce heat islands (Santo et al.
2016). The fresh air produced also helps improve air quality (BMUB 2015). Moreover, UA generates new infiltration areas. After all, sealed brownfield sites are often
converted into land for UA, which has a positive impact on the groundwater and on
flood protection (Santo et al. 2016; Piorr et al. 2018). UA may also help to reduce
waste by recycling organic waste and waste water as part of the urban material cycle
or urban metabolism (Roggema 2016; de Zeeuw 2011). In general, the ecological
functions described may make cities more resilient to climate change and, at the same
time, contribute to mitigate climate change (Piorr et al. 2018; Santo et al. 2016). This
is also achieved because local food production reduces transport distances – referred
to as food miles – as well as the energy consumption involved, e.g. for cooling food,
reducing the overall level of pollutant emissions (Piorr et al. 2018; Pearson et al.
2010).

15.3.3 Economic Functions and Services
First of all, UA performs economic services with respect to urban farmers and
gardeners because food is grown, easing the financial burden on households. Farmers
and gardeners either sell produce to this end, or consume it themselves (RUAF Foundation). However, the emphasis on subsistence is less important in post-industrial
nations of the Global North. In these countries, economic advantages can be generated
instead by developing business strategies tailored specifically to the framework conditions of urban spaces (Piorr et al. 2018). As such, UA may generate jobs and create
employment opportunities in the local value chains (Santo et al. 2016). Furthermore,
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the concept of “social entrepreneurship” is common in UA, and alternative economic
models that focus on greater cooperation between consumers and producers often
come to fruition. UA therefore promotes a diversified urban economy and added
value by way of urban production (Brandt et al. 2018; Pearson et al. 2010). This
also helps cities to become more resilient in terms of food supply and food security
(BMUB 2015). As with other green infrastructure, UA may help to upgrade urban
neighbourhoods, stemming a decline in value of urban infrastructure and real estate
(Voicu and Been 2008), particularly in regions affected by shrinkage. Municipalities
also benefit from UA, such as when green spaces are tended communally by garden
initiatives, reducing the financial burden on cities (Rosol 2006; Stierand 2012).

15.3.4 Limitations
Aside from these positive attributions, there are also voices in the academic debate
that challenge the functions and services provided by UA, or at least limit them.
For example, it is said that, although locally initiated urban gardens improve neighbourhoods, they may ultimately encourage gentrification processes and damage the
neighbourhood’s social fabric (Cohen and Reynolds 2014; Specht et al. 2017; Horst
et al. 2017). There is also criticism that the oft-touted tremendous openness may
not signify openness for everyone. After all, the use of former public open spaces
for urban gardens excludes non-gardeners from using these spaces, raising doubts
about whether they are indeed of interest to the general public (Sondermann 2014).
With reference to the integrating effect of UA, mostly associated with intercultural
gardens, it is noted that colonial ways of thinking are re-inscribed in that the better-off
bring good food to disadvantaged social groups (McClintock et al. 2016).
Another key limiting factor that must be mentioned is the availability of land,
which is a necessary condition for any kind of UA. Undeveloped areas are highly
sought after, particularly in growing cities with a high influx of newcomers, resulting
in strong competition for land use and high land prices. In this context, inner-city
urban gardens particularly compete with investors usually keen to implement real
estate projects, e.g. for residential purposes (Schmidt 2016; Berges et al. 2014;
BMUB 2015). Since urban gardens are mostly projects that are initiated and run
by residents, they are financially inferior to commercial real estate development and
usually unable to compete successfully for urban open spaces (Berges et al. 2014).
As a result, land reserves are increasingly being covered with buildings, and urban
greenery and urban gardens are in conflict with other uses (BMUB 2015). This
situation is exacerbated by the principle of “inner development before outer development” defined in the many national building codes - e.g for Germany in the Federal
Building Code (BauGB) (Siedentop 2010; Koch 2017). The aim of this requirement
is to reduce land consumption, which leads to the re-densification of central areas and
fewer building land designations as urban expansion. Concerning the availability of
land for urban gardens, this means that more infill sites are developed, more brownfields are covered with buildings, and more land is recycled, putting even greater
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pressure on urban open spaces (Schmidt 2016; BMUB 2015; Siedentop 2010). The
bigger the city and the greater influx it experiences, the more this situation is exacerbated. This is especially true for cities that experience a high influx of newcomers
and are particularly appealing to young people (Simons and Weiden 2016). Growth
dynamics, and therefore the pressure on open spaces, are particularly high in such
cities. Then again, limiting settlement development on the outskirts of the city leads
to the securing of land for UA initiatives located in those areas, because it reduces the
excess planning of agricultural land on the outskirts. UA is thus largely influenced
by the availability of land (Berges et al. 2014).
The situation is opposite in shrinking cities, where there is ample land for UA
(Dams 2012). In this respect, for example, the structural availability of brownfield
sites in former industrial regions may potentially promote UA, whereas cities in
prosperous metropolitan regions exhibit higher land prices and commercialisation
pressures, making it more difficult for UA initiatives to develop and persist. Although
this finding primarily relates to urban gardens located in urban areas, it can also be
applied to peri-urban areas. UA in peri-urban areas runs the risk of farmland being
converted into building land. After all from the urban planner’s perspective, periurban agricultural areas were long regarded as land reserves for urban development
concepts and planning processes (LWK NRW 2012).
The quality of land and its suitability for growing food is also of crucial importance. The availability of other resources such as water, organic waste and soil are
the determining factors in this case. Then it could be the case, especially with innercity areas, that soil has been contaminated by previous industrial use, for example,
preventing food production or necessitating complex soil remediation measures
(Specht and Siebert 2017; Howe et al. 2005).
There are also doubts concerning the independent economic viability of UA
projects because they are often a recreational activity and therefore do not have
to be economically sustainable (Schulz et al. 2013). The economic capacity of UA
and its actual contribution to the food system are also cast into doubt. Compared
to conventional farming, the contribution of UA to providing food for the urban
population is considered minimal (McEldowney 2017).
In spite of the limitations described, it has been shown that UA may potentially
be beneficial to a variety of broader development goals such as sustainability, quality
of life, food justice and urban resilience (Horst et al. 2017).

15.4 Conclusion
Urban agriculture (UA) has long been the subject of civic and scientific debate. In
connection with sustainable land management, UA is especially considered in the
context of urban development with the simultaneity of suburbanisation and reurbanisation processes (Schulz et al. 2013; Piorr et al. 2018). The functions and services of
UA are manifold. UA has a positive impact on sustainable urban development, e.g.
by reducing food miles; economic benefits are created by increasing regional added
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value; social benefits are gained by way of integration and community-building;
health effects are produced due to exercise, nutrition and recreation; and environmental advantages are achieved by improving the urban climate (Berges et al. 2014;
BMUB 2015). These are just a few of the positive impacts of UA discussed in the
scientific literature. The above-mentioned benefits do not apply in equal measure
to all types of UA. Moreover, the actors involved differ, as do the motivations for
undertaking UA activities, ranging from subsistence and socio-cultural motivations
to commercial intentions (Berges et al. 2014). Although most of the effects attributed
to UA are positive, there are also critical aspects and concerns. For example, doubts
have been raised about the quality of the products grown, considering the prevalence
of air pollution and contaminated soils; and there are doubts about the contribution
that urban agriculture makes to feeding urban populations, owing to the small quantities produced. Moreover, there are conflicts surrounding land use, especially in big
cities; and in some cases, agricultural activities are undertaken in the city without the
necessary landuse and building approvals. Urban green spaces are under tremendous
pressure: population growth and economic developments lead to a growing need for
settlement areas, particularly in conurbations.
It is recognised that collaboration and sharing can be regarded as key elements of
UA. The strong role that UA may play with regard to urban networking and interaction
between a wide variety of actors can primarily be explained by the special forms of
organisation and marketing that are geared towards the urban setting.
In order to be able to make a real contribution to sustainable land management, it
is important for UA to overcome the boundaries and obstacles relating to agricultural
production in cities. This includes seeing existing competitive usages as an opportunity by further developing unused areas for multifunctional uses. For example, many
unused roofs are suitable for creating rooftop gardens. Also allotments, which have
come under pressure in many places, could be made available for use as green spaces
by a wider public, by testing new approaches and demonstrating greater openness
towards non-gardeners, ensuring their continued existence as green oases in the heart
of the city.
Particularly the notion of multifunctionality, which also includes social and
ecological benefits that are hard to quantify (Schulz et al. 2013), may become an
important guiding principle for sustainable land management in the future, in which
UA may be acknowledged as a “multifunctional service”.
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Chapter 16

Integrating Ecosystem Services, Green
Infrastructure and Nature-Based
Solutions—New Perspectives
in Sustainable Urban Land Management
Combining Knowledge About Urban Nature for Action
Dagmar Haase
Abstract Global urbanisation comprises both urban sprawl and increasing densification of existing cities. Along with the heat waves, floods and droughts associated
with climate change, urbanisation challenges our cities, and thus the places where
soon 60% of the world’s population will live. In addition to human beings and their
health, nature and biodiversity are under extreme pressure to function and to survive
in these growing urban systems. More and more key biodiversity areas (KBAs) are
becoming urbanised, and wetlands are being sealed. However, ecosystems are crucial
for a healthy and safe life in cities. So how should we save urban nature as a habitat for
humans, flora and fauna? This chapter presents three concepts that provide different
perspectives for sustainable urban land management. They represent complementary
paths to increased urban sustainability. Nonetheless, implementation is still a long
way off, and moreover, unsolved issues still exist, such as the social inclusiveness of
the three approaches.
Keywords Ecosystem services · Green infrastructure · Nature-based solutions ·
Complementary approaches for sustainable land use

16.1 Challenges in Urban Land Management: The Case
of European Cities
Urbanisation and urban growth are two overarching phenomena in land use development affecting areas around the planet. Worldwide, more than 55% of the population
lives and works in cities, and this trend does not seem to be subsiding (Haase et al.
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2018). Europe, a continent that became urbanised relatively early, is stagnating in
population growth terms, but cities as such are becoming attractive places to move
to (Scheuer et al. 2016; Wolff et al. 2018). Indeed, land take in and around cities is
not only not subsiding in Europe—it is accelerating. In addition, when considering
the per capita living space increase over the past few decades along with the average
decrease in household sizes in Europe (Haase et al. 2013), land has become a scarce
resource in cities. Recent construction activities are no longer exclusively concentrated on the urban periphery; on the contrary, densification of inner-city areas and
infill development are high on the agenda (Wolff and Haase 2019).
Densification by infill development automatically leads to a decline and a partial
complete disappearance of (spots of) nature in city centres (Haase et al. 2018), despite
the fact that such areas are often high-value nature areas with a rich biodiversity, due
to the wetland and riverine locations of many cities (Kühn et al. 2004). At the same
time, we still find peri-urbanisation and land take outside the city cores on formerly
arable ground, resulting in a decline in fertile land (Nilsson et al. 2014). Thus, the
face of urban growth in European cities is multifaceted and does not include the
considerable percentage of cities and towns in Europe that are shrinking (Wolff et al.
2018).
While growing and densifying, cities also face the direct consequences of ongoing
climate change, such as long-lasting and early heat waves (as the summers of 2018
and 2019 recently demonstrated) including “tropical night” temperatures exceeding
20 °C. This is clearly a challenge for urban public health, in particular for an ageing
urban population in a densely built area (Bosch and Sang 2017). At the same time,
high daytime temperatures and continuous irradiance are a challenge for urban tree
and shrub vegetation, which already suffers from the lack of rainfall. Therefore, heat
has become one of the key challenges for entire urban systems in Europe, including
the environment, public health and the economy, especially when considering cities
that attract (mass) tourism (such as Vienna, Rome and Berlin).
In addition to heat, an increasing risk of flooding in lowland and coastal cities
(Barcelona and Genoa after heavy rainfall, as well as Bosnia, Croatia or Germany
after heavy rainfall and stationary depressions in the past decade) appears to be
another key challenge for European cities (Scheuer et al. 2017). As cities increasingly
accumulate economic value and, of course, human life, the frequency and degree of
hazardous flood events need to be incorporated into a more sustainable and floodproof urban land management (Krysanova et al. 2008). The case of drought and water
shortages is similar, which have recently often alternated with floods: most European
cities are not well prepared for longer-term water shortage and extreme irradiance.
However, cities in Europe are also places of great vestiges of nature (Haase
and Gläser 2009). In addition to the above-mentioned wetlands and riverine land
strips, cities harbour old forests, large parks, numerous gardens and green backyards. Recently, urban green ground infrastructure has been complemented by “vertical green” such as green rooftops and living walls (Pauleit et al. 2018). Moreover,
we know about the positive effects of urban green and blue spaces in cities when
dealing with high air temperatures and irradiance (Weber et al. 2014a). We know the
positive effects of green space for public health and the prevention of heart or lung
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disease, as well as “lifestyle diseases”, such as obesity and diabetes (very frequent
in cities with a high poverty rate), and mental disease, such as depression or anxiety
disorders (Gruebner and McCay 2019; Gruebner et al. 2017).
Thus, the major research question guiding this chapter of the book will be: How
we can make use of urban nature and knowledge about nature to protect human
life and, at the same time, protect nature from severe and hazardous conditions and
events? Are there forms of urban land management that allow us to effectively and
sensibly harness nature for human benefits, leading to more sustainable urban land
use?
This chapter provides novel insights by discussing various concepts and the
potential to integrate them into cities.

16.2 Three Concepts for One Goal
The next few pages will introduce three different approaches and concepts dealing
with urban nature for sustainable cities:
• Urban ecosystem services (demand, flow, supply; Haase et al. 2014),
• Green infrastructure and green infrastructure types (Pauleit et al. 2018) and
• Nature-based solutions (Nesshoever et al. 2017).
All three concepts are interrelated and have a complementary character to a certain
degree (Table 16.1 and Fig. 16.1). Urban ecosystem services (ES) focus on the
processes and structure of urban nature and the beneficial effects of ecosystem process
outcomes for people—in the case of this chapter, urban residents and urban society as
a whole (Haase et al. 2014). Urban green infrastructure (UGI) can be understood as a
strategic planning approach that takes these functional benefits of ES for “granted”;
it thus aims to develop networks of green and blue spaces in urban areas, designed
and managed to deliver a wide range of ES and other benefits at all spatial scales
(Pauleit et al. 2018; EEA website). Finally, the concept of nature-based solutions
(NBS) focuses on problems and challenges of an environmental or a social nature.
NBS harnesses the ES functional approach and the design concept of green (blue)
infrastructure to adapt both ES and UGI to the distinct and specific needs of cities.
NBS, therefore, can be defined as living solutions that are inspired and supported
by nature, which are cost-effective, whilst simultaneously providing environmental,
social and economic benefits and helping to increase resilience and adaptation to
climate change (Kabisch et al. 2017).
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Table 16.1 Core properties of the three “green approaches” to sustainable urban land management
(own conceptualisation and content compilation)
Urban ecosystem
services

Urban green
infrastructure

Nature-based solutions
for cities

Basic response or
“working” units

Ecosystems (patterns
and processes) and
elements of them, such
as soils, the water cycle
and trees in an urban
environment

Vegetation and
vegetation types, their
design and
management in a city

Materials, structures
and processes that
function as, or like,
ecosystems

How the approach
works, or the idea
behind it

Outcomes of ecosystem
processes represent
flows of material or
energy that facilitate
human life in cities, e.g.
temperature cooling or
water purification by
soil sediment fixation

Elements of vegetation
are planted and/or
designed as well as
maintained to make use
of their ecosystem
service flows for
human well-being

Elements of nature are
either used or
constructed (mimicry)
to produce ecosystem
service flows to address
issues related to
climate change (solve
the temperature
problem) or facilitate
human life in cities

Role of society

Beneficiaries of flows
from ecosystem
services at both
individual and societal
level; reduction of
replacement costs

Users of the green
infrastructure, whether
as recreational users in
parks or as urban
gardeners (to provide
two examples)

Active engagement in
the (co-)development
and (co-)design of
nature (mimicry) and
monitoring NBS
success

State of
implementation

Partly in
implementation in
cities; still criticism of
the concept; ES
indicators are in proper
use in most urban
planning departments
across Europe

Widely implemented
and refined in European
cities; suffers from
limited municipal
budgets, but is also
implemented through
NGO and citizen-based
activities and
programmes

Novel approach, with
most implementations
in flood management
and climate adaptation
in bigger cities across
Europe, less in food
production or
environmental
education

16.3 Ecosystem Services, or the Benefits Nature Provides
to Urban Populations
What are ecosystem services? Urban green and blue spaces deliver a number of
ecosystem services (ES) that contribute to maintaining the physical and mental health
of urban dwellers, improving their quality of life. Urban ecosystems in cities provide
regulatory (air temperature and humidity regulation), cultural (recreation, tourism)
and basic provisioning services (food, forage) to people (Haase et al. 2014; Fig. 16.2).
Accordingly, healthy ecosystems deliver these services to a proper extent; degraded
ones to a much lower extent, if at all (McPhearson et al. 2016).
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Expected impact/eﬀect to make urban land management more sustainable

ES – verƟcal and
horizontal – using
ecosystem structure
and flows

UGI as the way ES
are designed and
managed by society

(Re-)Construct ES
supply and flows
using UGI and blue
elements

Fig. 16.1 Main links, partial overlaps and the differences between the three concepts (own sketch)

Provisioning ES
Major outcomes and products
from urban ecosystems

RegulaƟng ES
Material benefits urban residents
can obtain from urban ecosystems

Cultural ES
Non-material benefits urban
residents can obtain from urban
ecosystems

• Food (gardens, urban
agriculture)
• Fresh Water (rivers,
groundwater, wetlands)
• GeneƟc resources (urban
biodiversity)

• Climate regulaƟon (green
spaces)
• Flood regulaƟon (open spaces)
• Water purificaƟon (soils,
sediments)
• PollinaƟon (urban biodiversity)
• Disease regulaƟon (geneƟc
diversity of plants and animals)

• RecreaƟon (green spaces)
• Tourism (green & blue spaces)
• AestheƟcs (parks, gardens,
green walls)
• InspiraƟonal, Sense of place
• EducaƟon (gardens, green)
• Social cohesion (parks, gardens)

SupporƟng ES
Func ons (processes) of urban ecosystems needed for the produc on of all ES
• Soil formaƟon
• Nutrient cycling
• Primary producƟon (energy)

Fig. 16.2 Urban ES classifications with examples for typical urban infrastructures providing the
respective services (own compilation)

The increasing frequency of heat waves have confronted Europe’s urban residents
with very high day and “tropical night” (>20 °C) temperatures (Weber et al. 2014a);
moreover, they are exposed to particulate matter and traffic noise (Weber et al. 2014b).
These environmental pressures can impair human health and result in higher illness,
morbidity and mortality rates, as well as impaired mental health (Adli 2017). Europe’s
growing elderly population is particularly vulnerable to these problems (Gruebner
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et al. 2017). Illnesses caused by heat and pollution dramatically limit the quality of
life in cities and incur major costs to urban society, especially for healthcare, as well
as reducing labour capacity.
Regulatory ES provided by intact ecosystems definitely and effectively help to
minimise these environmental pressures (TEEB Germany 2017): During spring and
summer heat waves, such as Europe has experienced in 2018 and 2019, there is a
significant increase in illness, morbidity and mortality rates (Gabriel and Endlicher
2011). For example, estimates of up to 5% of deaths in the city of Berlin are linked to
heat (Gabriel and Endlicher 2011). Urban vegetation such as trees as well as various
grasslands and meadows can significantly reduce peak summer temperatures (Weber
et al. 2014a). Records show that a green space measuring 50 to 100 m wide is up
to 3 °C cooler on hot, wind-still days than the surrounding developed area (Pauleit
et al. 2018). Moreover, green spaces have a cooling impact on their direct urban
surroundings (Andersson et al. 2019). In addition to heat relief, urban green spaces
play a major role in air pollution control (Pauleit et al. 2018). Trees filter particulates
by between 5 and 15%, depending on height, density and configuration (Weber
et al. 2014a). In residential neighbourhoods, nature is especially beneficial to human
health, as green spaces invite residents to spend time outdoors and to participate
in active recreation such as sports, games, or even passive nature enjoyment and
relaxation (Rall et al. 2017). A number of studies have provided very good and clear
evidence that being outdoors supports reductions of aggression and anxiety, and, vice
versa, raises concentration and performance levels across all age groups (Bosch and
Sang 2017).
In terms of urban society and the social life in cities, which are also core concerns
of urban land management, healthy ecosystems contribute to strengthening social
cohesion by providing “aesthetic places for communication” (Kremer et al. 2016).
When freely accessible, urban parks, gardens, rivers and lakes serve as refuges for
urban residents to go to for multiple leisure and social activities with family and
friends (Voigt et al. 2014). Allotments and community gardens facilitate encounters,
joint activities and intercultural exchange (Pauleit et al. 2018). Growing local food
in the city—be it in different types of gardens, on balconies or in abandoned cemeteries—increases urban self-sufficiency (Rodríguez-Rodríguez et al. 2015), and, at
the same time, raises awareness about regional and healthy food (counteracting
problems such as obesity among children and adults). Thus, recreational ecosystem
services contribute to urban public health in multiple ways. However, these ES only
arise if all groups of residents see these aforementioned green spaces as available,
accessible, and attractive (Biernacka and Kronenberg 2018). With respect to the last
of these, one key component of this attractiveness of green spaces is biodiversity—
and is something that park users recognise (Fischer et al. 2018). This is a clear signal
for more and better (more consistent) nature conservation in cities for ensuring the
delivery of necessary ES.
Many of the aforementioned ES that nature delivers in cities are to a large extent
neglected or simply ignored by urban planners and decision-makers dealing with land
use and urban landscape/surface design (Kain et al. 2016; Kaczorowska et al. 2016;
TEEB Germany 2017). Thus, the ES concept that is proposed here is a tool focusing
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MANAGEMENT AND PLANNING
Ecosystem services
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SUSTAINABILITY
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Ecosystem services
(linkage, transport, access)

FLOW
Ecosystem services

Ecosystem services
(mis-)matches

NONSUSTAINABILITY

Society system
(benefits and values)

DEMAND

Capacity < Flow

Fig. 16.3 Adapted cascade of urban ES supply, flow, and demand, and its incorporation into land
management [building on earlier diagrams by Baró et al. (2017), Potschin and Haines-Young (2011),
Villamagna et al. (2013) and Geijzendorffer et al. (2015)]

on the functional outcomes of nature’s processes in urban areas; it can be used as
both a planning and a monitoring tool in urban decision-making for fairer, more
sustainable land use in our growing cities to balance density, social-environmental
segregation and species loss (Fig. 16.3; McDonald et al. 2019).

16.4 Designing nature’s Benefits into Green Urban
Infrastructure in Cities
A second approach that appears promising for more sustainable urban land use
through management and design is the urban green infrastructure (UGI) approach
(Pauleit et al. 2018). The idea behind UGI is based on the principle that protecting and
enhancing nature and natural processes are consciously integrated into urban spatial
planning. UGI, in this sense, can be framed as a strategically planned network of
(semi-)natural areas together with other natural features designed and managed to
deliver a wide range of ES in the urban context (EEA 2019).
In contrast to common human-made, means-constructed, urban infrastructure
approaches that often serve a single purpose, UGI’s “living system” character entails
multifunctionality; the elements or types of UGI can offer multiple benefits and flows
of benefits—urban ecosystem services—provided that ecosystems are in a healthy
state (Pauleit et al. 2018; Andersson et al. 2019): A single park supports not only
climate change adaptation and mitigation, but also active and passive recreation,
including educational benefits, and increases species biodiversity (Andersson et al.
2015; Rall et al. 2017). The multifunctional performance of such single infrastructure
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Heat, drought,
extreme
insolaƟon, missing
space, pests

Fig. 16.4 Types of UGI allocated by a multifunctional element of UGI—the urban tree. UGI can
provide multiple benefits if it is healthy; if not, no flows of ES can be expected (tree by https://gun
nisontree.com/tell-tree-dead-just-needs-water/)

units supports a more sustainable yet still resource-efficient urban land development
process in European cities, where both space and resources are limited (Andersson
et al. 2019).
UGI comprises a wide range of environmental features that operate at different
scales—from the neighbourhood to the region—and in the best case these features
form part of an interconnected ecological of new green infrastructure and other
sustainability investments in cities have to accrue to positive outcomes for lowincome and underprivileged residents as well, respecting their ideas and recreational
needs equal to that of the wealthier part of urban society, which dominates discourse
(Haase et al., 2017) (Fig. 16.4).

16.5 ES and UGI as Nature-Based Solutions to Urban Land
Management Challenges?
A third approach has also started to emerge, making use of urban nature for more
sustainable land management in cities and urban regions: nature-based solutions
(NBS). According to the IUCN, NBS are defined as “actions to protect, sustain-
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ably manage, and restore natural or modified ecosystems, that address societal challenges effectively and adaptively, simultaneously providing human well-being and
biodiversity benefits” (Cohen-Shacham et al. 2016). NBS are intended to support
attaining society’s development goals and safeguarding human well-being in ways
that (a) reflect the cultural and societal values of a multi-origin urban society, and
(b) enhance the resilience of urban ecosystems, and their capacity to provide the
aforementioned ES (Kabisch et al. 2016a, b). NBS are designed nature—similar to
UGI—that are implemented to address the urban challenges listed in the introduction of this chapter: food security, climate change, water shortage, human health, and
disaster risk (Nesshoever et al. 2017).
NBS are based on both the ES and UGI concepts, but are novel in that they
are conceptualised and implemented (Table 16.2): NBS always address a specific
urban challenge, such as shown in Fig. 16.5, using the single planted tree as an
example. NBS can be implemented as individual measures, or in an integrated
manner combined with additional “grey” (i.e. technological, engineering or digital)
solutions to urban challenges. Compared to city-wide ES flows and UGI networks,
Table 16.2 Classification of NBS in cities (modified from Cohen-Shacham et al. 2016)
Category of NBS Approaches

Examples from urban land management

Restoration NBS approaches

• Ecological restoration of wetlands, riparian forests and
brownfields (including natural succession of grasslands)
• Ecological engineering (co-creation of new parks at
brownfield sites)
• Forest landscape restoration (reforestation of former forest
sites and afforestation of urban brownfields)

Adaptation NBS approaches

• Ecosystem-based adaptation (using functional adaptation and
mutation properties of ecosystems, such as adapted species or
populations)
• Ecosystem-based mitigation
• Climate adaptation ecosystem services (using the
transpiration and evaporation functions of vegetation and
soils)
• Ecosystem-based disaster risk reduction (retention properties
of open soil and natural wetlands)

Infrastructure NBS approaches • Blue infrastructure (design of water-depending sites such as
ponds or constructed wetlands)
• Green infrastructure (design of parks, gardens, green roofs
and walls)
Management NBS approaches • Integrated coastal zone management (stormwater zones and
coastal dune protection)
• Integrated water resources management (constructed
wetlands, bioswales, rain gardens at rooftop level, river
revitalisation, floodplain de-sealing)
Conservation NBS approaches • Locally based nature and biodiversity conservation
approaches, including management of protected areas (urban
national parks and biosphere reserves, nature playgrounds,
beekeeping in cities, old tree maintenance)
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Fig. 16.5 How an urban NBS works and how it can be related to the concepts of urban ES and
UGI (own sketch)

NBS are often determined by site-specific natural and social-cultural contexts. NBS
recognise and address existing trade-offs between the production of a few immediate health or economic benefits or risk reduction, and future (time-dependent)
options for the production of the full range of ES flows and UGI network habitat and
population-related effects, again as shown in Fig. 16.5, using the single planted tree
as a multifunctional and long-living example (Nesshoever et al. 2017).
A recent review study reports, on the one hand, that, despite a lack of consensus
about a single “final” definition of NBS, there is a shared understanding among European stakeholders that the NBS concept encompasses human and ecological benefits
beyond the core objective of ecosystem conservation, restoration or enhancement.
On the other hand, the study also reveals that resources are often limited in city
municipalities, and each city has different needs. This makes it critical to prioritise
the challenges NBS is to address during the urban land use planning process (Ershad
Sarabi et al. 2019).

16.6 Conclusions for Sustainable Urban Land
Management in the Future
The absolute strength of the three concepts and approaches introduced here lies
in their combination and complementarity of functionality, design, management and
straightforward implementation, as well as problem-based orientation to make urban
land management more sustainable. Supply and demand as well as flows of nature are
central in all three concepts. The complementary concepts link different disciplines
and disciplinary strengths, bringing them all together towards a new approach in
sustainable urban land management.
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A clear weakness of all three approaches is that they neither include nor address
one of the most crucial urban social and democracy-related questions of today: justice
and fairness questions at the local—i.e. city—level are almost neglected. At the global
level, telecouplings have not even been touched (Haase 2019), and thus urbanisation
at the global level is difficult to tackle with any of the three concepts, although papers
have already been published on global principles and upscaling from single cities
and urban areas.
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Chapter 17

Upcoming Challenges in Land Use
Science—An International Perspective
Christine Fürst

Abstract This chapter provides an overview on relevant concepts, such
as ecosystem services, sustainability, multifunctionality and social-ecological
systems/frameworks applied in land use sciences. Current discussions, political
debates and challenges in terms of methodological aspects, actor enrolment or project
design are raised. Future research topics particularly related to the often non-coherent
UN Sustainable Development Goals and their mutual trade-offs are raised and challenges in how to advance land use science are provided. An outlook is provided how
co-development of knowledge and co-design of land use system research could be
conceived in the future.
Keywords Land use science · Social-ecological systems · Co-development ·
Co-design · Integrated modelling and assessment

17.1 Introduction
Land use science or land system science turned out to be one of the key concepts
in the recent years to integrate an inter- and transdisciplinary perspective in the
sustainable management of our earth’s natural resources and ecosystems (Müller
and Monroe 2014; Rounsevell et al. 2012; Verburg et al. 2013, 2015). Disciplines
that found entrance in this concept include geography, landscape ecology, environmental economics, behavioural sciences, social sciences, and biology, to name
only few (Zscheischler and Rogga 2015). A key aspect of land use science consists
in co-developing new and integrative methods in systemic modelling, multi-actor
participation and in the appraisal of potential social-ecological impacts of changes
in land use and land management (Fürst et al. 2017).
A number of concepts is closely related and meanwhile part of the methodological
toolkit of land use science that should be shortly defined at the beginning. The
concepts social-ecological systems and the major approaches for assessing the impact
C. Fürst (B)
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of their changes, namely sustainability, ecosystem services, land use functions and
multifunctionality have been selected since they are broadly referred and often used
in parallel.
Social-ecological systems or system frameworks are one of the key approaches
for enhancing the understanding of complex and multi-tiered human-environmental
interactions at multiple scales and their outcomes (Ostrom 2007). The transition to a
“framework” approach was suggested to form an umbrella for comparing in a metalanguage different theories on the systemic interactions and cause-effect relationships
in social-ecological models and thus contribute to highly generic systemic approaches
(McGinnis and Ostrom 2014). Related to land use science, social-ecological systems
or frameworks provide the theoretical background for identifying key system components and sub-systems and classify their relationships and interactions to come from
a case-study and observation based understanding to generic system architectures
that are a relevant basis for modelling land (use) systems (e.g. Tett et al. 2013).
For assessing the performance of land use systems, a number of assessment frameworks can be used (O’Farrell and Anderson 2010; Wu 2013). Assessment approaches
and frameworks closely related to land use science are, among others, sustainability,
ecosystem services (and synonymous terms), land use functions and multifunctionality. All of them are used in parallel, often with similar understanding but different
relevance for land use sectors. By sustainability, we understand since the Brundtland
report (1987) and the Rio Declaration in 1992 the “development that meets the needs
of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs” (Brundtland report 1987) including the balancing of ecological, social and
economic sustainability aspects. Anyhow, this understanding was developed more
from a political and societal perspective (Lélé 1991) that missed in some aspects the
relation to land use due to its high level of abstractness, even if it was broken down
to sectors, using the Ministerial Conference for Pan-European Forestry (MCPFE)
as an example (Mayer 2000). The novel concept of sustainability suggested by Von
Carlowitz (1713) was much closer to land use since it was simply developed from
a resource economic perspective to optimize over long time the harvesting of forest
biomass to generate enough energy for ore smelting (Basiago 1995; Mebratu 1998;
Wiersum 1995). There were manifold attempts to make the concept less abstract and
break it down to indicators to support its implementation in practice (e.g.; forestry:
Raison et al. 2001; agriculture: Harwood 1990; Zinck and Farshad 1995). A key criticism resulting from these attempts were the assessment efforts through too many,
often redundant indicators and the high data demands (e.g. Ceron and Dubois 2003;
Niemeijer and de Groot 2008; Hák et al. 2016).
The origin of the ecosystem services concept dates back to the 1970s, where
Westman (1977) highlighted the social value of benefits provided by ecosystems to
society (nature’s services) as a basis for informed decisions. Subsequently, ecosystem
services were mainstreamed in literature with a peak in the 1990s (e.g. Costanza
et al. 1997; Daily 1997). Only little later, the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment
(MEA 2005) became an important milestone in the conceptual development of
ecosystem services and their relevance for policy consulting by synthesizing globally knowledge on the state of ecosystems. Since then, the number of publications
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addressing ecosystems and their services increased exponentially (Fisher et al. 2009;
Gómez-Baggethun et al. 2010; Vihervaara et al. 2010). Ecosystem services found
their entrance in political agenda setting through the UN science-policy process
“Intergovernmental Panel for Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IBPBES), which
was established in 2012 in Panama (Larigauderie and Mooney 2010; Larigauderie
et al. 2012) and is currently (2019) ratified by 132 countries. Since the introduction of ecosystem services as an assessment framework e.g. in the context of the
European Biodiversity Strategy (Maes et al. 2012a, b; Schägner et al. 2013), a
multitude of definitions have been developed and discussed (Fisher et al. 2009).
Definitions that reached highest interest, are, “Conditions and Processes through
which natural ecosystems, and the species that make them up, sustain and fulfill
human life” (Daily 1997); “Benefits human populations derive directly or indirectly
from ecosystem functions” (Costanza et al. 1997); “Components of nature, directly
enjoyed, consumed, or used to yield human well-being” (Boyd und Banzhaf 2007);
“Aspects of ecosystems utilised actively or passively to produce human well-being”
(Fisher et al. 2009); “Direct or indirect contributions of ecosystems to human wellbeing” (The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity, see e.g. Ring et al. 2010).
Still, the definition formulated in MEA (2005) is acknowledged as most important
one, defining ecosystem services as “The benefits people obtain from ecosystems”.
These include provisioning services such as food and water; regulating services such
as regulation of floods, drought, land degradation, and disease; supporting services
such as soil formation and nutrient cycling; and cultural services such as recreational,
spiritual, religious and other nonmaterial benefits.”
However, the division of ecosystem services as suggested by MEA (2005) is
critically discussed and, for instance, The Common International Classification of
Ecosystem services (CICES, Potschin and Haines-Young 2011; Haines-Young and
Potschin 2012) suggest reducing the number of groups to regulating, provisioning
and cultural services. They suggest assessing separately bio-geophysical structures,
processes and ecosystem functions along a cascade that facilitates separating intrinsic
values of nature from yielded services. Among the diverse suggestions how to best
implement ecosystem services in support of policy consulting, the CICES cascade
in combination with the DPSIR (Drivers-Pressures-State-Impact-Responses) framework (Müller and Burkhard 2012) and the IPBES framework (Díaz et al. 2015a,
b) are promising and acknowledged suggestions. Both support strongly to separate
the assessment of intrinsic values of nature and their benefits for human well-being,
based on indicator sets, but also accounting for qualitative information. Anyhow, most
recent terminological discussions on the use of “Nature´s contributions to people”
(Díaz et al. 2018) instead ecosystem services and resulting critical responses (Braat
2018; de Groot et al. 2018) indicate that the concept as such is not yet in its final
stage to really support the assessment of outcomes of land use systems.
Consequently, there were attempts to make the concept suitable for a more integrative systemic perspective referring to landscapes as a holistic entity were multiple
land uses are meeting (Termorshuizen and Opdam 2009; Termorshuizen et al. 2007)
to address better human-nature interactions and landscape configuration as decisive
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Table 17.1 Comparison of the concepts sustainability, ecosystem services, landscape services,
land use functions and multifunctionality
Concept

Scale

Holistic?

Comprehensive?

Indicator
availability?

Sustainability

Social-ecological
systems

Yes

Partially

High

Ecosystem services

Ecosystems

Partially

Yes

Still in work

Landscape services

Landscapes

Partially

Partially

Not yet fully

Land use functions

Ecosystems/land use
types

Reductionist

Yes

High

Multifunctionality

Landscapes
(Ecosystems)

Partially

Yes

High

factors for services generation. Other attempts, such as the concept of land use functions (Pérez-Soba et al. 2008) suggest a more reductionist approach, focusing on
those functions (or services) that are decisive in a regional context.
In contrast, multifunctionality was conceived as a concept to assess land use
systems and landscapes in terms of their performance from an integrative transdisciplinary perspective (Antrop 2005; Fry 2001). Their relevance consists particularly
in supporting a holistic (cultural) landscape (von Haaren 2002) and land use system
planning (Selman 2009) and development including sectorial applications in agricultural (Renting et al. 2009) and forest management planning (Schmithüsen 2007)
and in rural development (Knickel and Renting 2000). Table 17.1 summarizes the
major aspects and differences in the applicability and usefulness of the assessment
concepts.

17.2 Current International Debates and Political
Discourses
Land use science is highly relevant to support consulting environmental and other
policies, ensure their coherence and develop governance instruments at multiple
scales for ensuring a sustainable development (Sterk et al. 2009; see ongoing discussions e.g. in: Weith et al. 2019). Most relevant international debates rank currently
around the topics of Climate Change, Global Change and tele-coupling, the achievement of the UN Sustainable Development Goals and biodiversity losses considering
their impacts on the resilience and vulnerability of our land use systems (Allen et al.
2016; Bahn et al. 2018; Olesen and Bindi 2002). Since Climate Change (CC) was
brought into the policy and public perspective through the endorsement of the International Panel for Climate Change by the United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP) and the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) in 1988 (From Noordwijk 1990), it found most recently a culmination point in public perception through
the grass root movement “Fridays for Future” (Wahlström et al. 2019). However, this
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public expression of needs to start quickly with instruments to realize the outcomes
and of the Paris Agreement in 2015 (van den Bergh 2017) originates and is conducted
mostly in the developed world and not in the Global South, where CC impacts
are much more dramatic and relevant for peoples survival. Land use systems as an
intrinsic factor in regulating the global climate through carbon sequestration are not
really in the focus of the public perception and adapted behaviour (van de Ven et al.
2018) yet, even if certification systems that could further afforestation or halt losses
of tropical forest areas are known and proven to be highly efficient (Brancalion et al.
2017; Kongsager et al. 2016). In contrast, policy changes, for instance in Brazil,
foster the degradation and destruction of the Amazonian forest (Freitas et al. 2018),
while in the boreal forests, large areas are burnt, for instance, in Russia in the recent
years through missing monitoring and mismanagement, whose capacities to regulate the large subsurface Carbon resources in permafrost soils are now destroyed
(Schaphoff et al. 2016; Shuman et al. 2017. The current debates on stopping CC are
more focussing on replacing the critical use of fossil energy and related technologies by other critical technologies (e-Mobility) with increasingly disastrous social
and ecological impacts on land use systems through the extraction of rare metals
and particularly of lithium (Agusdinata et al. 2018; Lee and Wen 2017). In contrast,
approved and traditionally developed strategies related to land use as a means to mitigate CC or to adapt to the not-anymore manageable impacts are lost in the societal
and political discourse (Eguavoen et al. 2015; Knutti et al. 2016).
Global change and tele-coupling are not yet publicly perceived topics but anyhow
found entrance in the political discourse on equitable polycentric international governance and the achievement of the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
(Bowen et al. 2017; Vasseur et al. 2017), but also in the discussion on global migration trends and how to co-manage them between Global North and Global South
(Oberlack et al. 2018; Radel et al. 2019). Known interactions are the increasing
consumption of meat in developed and transitioning economies, the globalization of
production processes, land grabbing for resource extraction, the cultivation of renewable resources for energy production and the compensation of CO2 emissions trough
certificate trade (e.g. Fiske and Paladino 2016; Garrett and Rueda 2019; Harvey and
Pilgrim, 2011; Hull and Liu 2018). These lead to highly negative impacts particularly
on land use systems in the Global South and here particularly in weak economies
in Africa or transitioning economies in Latin America, South-East and Central Asia
(Liu et al. 2013; Gasparri et al. 2016). In result, highly valuable and native ecosystems
are irreversibly degraded with huge consequences for the global loss of biodiversity
(IPBES 2019) and its relevance for climate regulation, regulation of CC impacts and
the intergenerational equity in the access to highly relevant natural resources (Cardinale et al. 2012; Redclift and Sage 1998; Tacconi and Bennett 1995). Since the role
of all organisms threatened by the degradation of land use systems is not fully understood, negative consequences for the resilience not only of singular ecosystems, but
the system earth and for the vulnerability of land use systems from local to global
scale are not yet known (Bonan and Doney 2018).
The 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs; UN SDGs 2015) address
directly or indirectly land use systems, such as SDG 17 “Life on Land”. Anyhow,
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the achievement of many of them provokes critical trade-offs for the sustainable
development of land use systems, e.g. through soil sealing (SDG’s 8 (Decent Work
and Economic Growth), 9 (Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure), and 11 (Sustainable Cities and Communities)). This requires planning and policy instruments that
reduce such trade-offs through spatial prioritization of areas foreseen to contribute
to the SDGs and strategies to make them ecologically less problematic (e.g. through
keeping green infrastructures, greening of facades and roofs, etc. (e.g. Ignatieva and
Anrné 2013; Keesstra et al. 2016; Norton et al. 2015). An open question remains,
how the land use systems in highly different political, cultural, social and economic
surroundings can contribute not only locally but globally to the achievement of these
goals and what kind of criteria need to be defined to correspond to the diverse contextual situations when judging how far adapted land use has contributed to or improved
the achievement of the SDGs.
In this complex and interwoven areas of political and societal discourse, land use
science has the potential to reveal dependencies of the different political areas and the
interlinkages of the land use systems and subsystems from local to cross-continental
scale referring to the theories of social-ecological systems and their tele-coupled
connections (Friis et al. 2016; Liu et al. 2014; Schlueter et al. 2012). This theoretical
frame can help to identify which intervention strategies, either through regulating
or financial governance instruments or community-efforts can be most efficient in
reducing CC, CC impacts and biodiversity losses (Carter et al. 2014; Pereira et al.
2012). Policy and planning recommendations need to stretch over all the above
raised topics and reflect through an assessment of their impacts on the sustainable
development by the use of approaches such as sustainability criteria or ecosystem
services how relevant trade-offs, but also synergies are for local populations and in
a global context (Costanza et al. 1991; Kumar et al. 2013).

17.3 Topics for Future Research Areas
Land use science and its methodological concepts can contribute largely to make
societies aware of future challenges and risks in their development. Refocussing on
social-ecological systems, for instance, health and medical treatments are at high risk
to get lost including regulating and provisioning ES, taking waterborn diseases and
not yet explored medical substances as examples (Alves and Rosa 2007; Romanelli
et al. 2015). This poses also a problem for the long-term achievement of UN SDG
3 “Health and Human Well-being”. Besides the public and political discourse on
such highly relevant topics, there is a number of other research areas, where land use
science is called to contribute from an inter- and transdisciplinary perspective.
One of them is urbanization; currently, roughly 55% of the world’s population is
living in a city or in an urban/metropolitan area. This is expected to be increased in
the upcoming decades to an amount of 68% (UN World Populations Prospects 2019),
which means that the major part of the global population has no direct access to natural
resources and no direct relation to more natural land use systems such as agriculture
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or forestry. Concentration in urban areas might be sustainable from the perspective
of health, education, access to clean water and energy and can boost urban and industrial development (SDGs 3 (Good Health and Well-being), 4 (Quality Education), 6
(Clean Water and Sanitation), 7 (Affordable and Clean Energy), 9 (Industry Innovation and Infrastructure) and 11 (Sustainable Cities and Communities); UN SDGs
2015) through more efficient bundling or resources and infrastructures. On the other
hand, there might be huge trade-offs for poverty, hunger, gender equity, the relation
between life and work, and sustainable consumption (SDGs 1 (No Poverty), 2 (Zero
Hunger), 5 (Gender Equality), 8 (Decent Work and Economic Growth), 12 (Responsible Consumption and Production), 13 (Climate Action) and 15 (Life on Land); UN
SDGs, 2015) through abandonment and lack of working power in rural areas as well
as selective rural–urban migration of young people/young men, losses in cultural
identity, and higher consumption needs in terms of changes in the diets (more meat)
and energy consumption/mobility (Cutter 2017; Reckien et al. 2017; Springmann
et al. 2018) (Fig. 17.1).
Related to this topic, rural–urban and cross-continental migration remains for
the next decades one of the key research topics, where the question of how land
use opportunities could counteract migration and how CC is driving migration are
subject to recent research activities (Cattaneo et al. 2019; Pelling et al. 2018). “Attractive” land use opportunities require generally achieving a lower vulnerability and
higher resilience towards climate and global change (Froese and Schilling 2019;
Javadinejad et al. 2019). In many cases, cash-cropping instead of subsistence farming
is considered to be an appropriate solution (e.g. Friend et al. 2019; Gentle et al. 2018).
However, this provokes a higher dependency on markets considering the purchase of
the seeds or seedlings, potentially higher efforts in fertilization and irrigation, and in
selling the products (Amrouk et al. 2019; Robinson 2018). Globalized markets thus
gain more and critical influence on highly vulnerable local systems and are prone
to accelerate negative impacts on the ecological-economic resilience of the systems
(Reyers and Selomane 2018; Rosa-Schleich et al. 2019). Failures in successfully
cultivating cash crops due to either climate or market variabilities can destroy in
very short time farming systems in the Global South and accelerate poverty-driven
migration (e.g. McKeon 2018; Mustafa et al. 2019).
Fig. 17.1 Synergies and
trade-offs of urbanization
with the UN SDGs (2015)
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A highly relevant integrative research area will thus be to focus less on agricultural adaptation strategies alone, but on the water-energy-food-biodiversity nexus
(Fürst et al. 2017; Stoy et al. 2018; Venghaus and Hake 2018). The nexus
approach as suggested, for instance, in the Future Earth initiative Food-Energy
and Water (https://futureearth.org/networks/knowledge-action-networks/water-ene
rgy-food-nexus) delivers an integrative concept similar to the synergy-trade-off
considerations in social-ecological systems, sustainability and ecosystem services
assessments (e.g. Karabulut et al. 2018; Nhamo et al. 2019). Research in the sectors
of water management, efficient energy production and accessibility, food systems and
biodiversity is so far often highly segregated and solutions to overcome scarcity or
losses in quality are missing to be coherent with each other sector (Fader et al. 2018)
since causal interactions between these sectors are often not directly visible. The
most recent calls for scoping as suggested by IPBES therefore enhance the systemoverarching perspective and will trigger research that transitions from inter- and
transdisciplinary approaches focussing on a specific topic or question to connecting
similar disciplines and actor types across sectors regarding a multitude of questions.
Part of these across-sector research demands will be the consideration of societal
transformations concerning their capacities to contribute to a sustainable development and come up with related social and systemic innovations. Societal transformations are known to be key processes that impact land use systems in terms of their
performance in providing a multitude of services and resources and equitable access
to them (Ehrensperger et al. 2019; Long and Qu 2018) Expressions of social transformations in their land use context can range from changes in community living styles
(e.g. from hunting to herding, Bergman et al. 2013), ecosystem management practices
(Olsson et al. 2004), to changes from land use to land development rights (Zhu 2004).
Land use planning as an integrative discipline needs to take into account such transformations concerning the prioritization of areas in regional spatial and urban planning
for delivering the requested amounts of food, clean water, recreational areas and green
infrastructure, areas for protecting settlements against CC driven extreme events and
other demands. These can change dramatically along socio-cultural-economic transformations through rural–urban migration and informal settlements or changed diets
and living styles (Bardsley and Hugo 2010; Lerner and Eakin 2011).

17.4 Challenges in Research Practice
An important challenge in land use science is an equal enrolment of social and natural
sciences (Müller and Munroe 2014) and the development of an original set of interand transdisciplinary research methods (Rounsevell et al. 2012). Current research
attempts are often either focussed on one of the disciplinary fields (natural/social
sciences) and consider the other instead of coming to a fully integrative approach
(Zscheischler and Rogga 2015). Reasons for this might consist in funding strategies
that are in many countries worldwide still set up from a highly disciplinary point of
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view and train researchers that fail to understand the philosophies and theoreticalmethodological backgrounds of other disciplines (Bromham et al. 2016). A huge
hampering factors for land use sciences consists in the historically separately developed research in land use sectors, such as agriculture and forestry, that often have
similar disciplinary approaches, but fail in the cross-sectoral integration and fail
in cooperation from a systemic, landscape perspective that is essential for deriving
suitable policy recommendations (e.g. Klein et al. 2005; Mickwitz et al. 2009). The
lack in a systemic understanding is another challenge in further developing land
use sciences. Many of the data acquisition, monitoring and modelling approaches
are still oriented towards the micro-scale, miss spatial representativeness and thus
fail to contribute to integrative assessments at superior scales and decision levels
(e.g. Anderson 2018; De Palma et al. 2018). There is often no real valid relation
between spot-oriented sampling or monitoring regarding up-scaling approaches to
regional or global scales, but vice versa, also no real attempts to down-scale and
validate outcomes from global assessments and modelling approaches with regard
to their local reliability (e.g. Kolosz et al. 2018; Le Clec’h et al. 2018; Malenovský
et al. 2019). Most of the modelling approaches in land use sciences are purely data
driven and miss making use of such theoretical frameworks as provided by the socialecological system concept (Colding and Barthel 2019). Sustainability and ecosystem
services assessments focus often too narrowly on singular ecosystems or ecosystem
types and thus do not contribute to holistic and integrative landscape-oriented planning and policy recommendations (von Haaren et al. 2019). Consequently, one of
the most important challenges consists in an improved implementation of a systemic
perspective and in the focussing of systemic architectures including all subsystems,
subcomponents, their interrelations and the quality of these interrelations (e.g. Langhammer et al. 2019). Graph-node theory based approaches such as Bayesian Belief
Networks (BBN) or Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) would provide adequate solutions that can either make use of local, indigenous and expert knowledge in drafting
the system architecture (BBN), or make use of artificial intelligence algorithms to
harvest data sets (ANN) (e.g. Marcot and Penman 2018; Schmidt et al. 2018). While
ANN are reliant on the amount and quality of the available data, BBN and similar
approaches hold the huge potential to serve also as a transdisciplinary method to
approach the understanding of land use systems, integrate multiple knowledge types
and data sets and combine qualitative and quantitative data sets. This is of even
higher relevance, since challenges for land use science called by Future Earth are the
co-design of research and subsequently the co-development of new knowledge (Liu
et al. 2018). Using system architectures as a starting point in the discourse between
science and practice reveals knowledge gaps and research needs in understanding
specific land use systems and—in the sense of social-ecological frameworks—in
generalizing their structure and functioning (Gu et al. 2018). The identified “nodes”
(i.e. sub-systems) can be critically reflected considering the availability of data or
methods to parameterize them. Finally, by the step-wise integration of knowledge
to parameterize the subsystems and describe their interactions helps to co-develop
knowledge on the system, but also knowledge on potential intervention scales or
decision levels to accomplish sustainable development (see e.g. Kampelmann et al.
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2018). A remaining challenge will however consist in the enrolment of actors from
practice to bridge or potentially close the gap between land use science and land use
practice (e.g. Partelow et al. 2019).

17.5 Outlook
Transdisciplinary methods alone will not solve the problem how to realize a permanent engagement of actors from practice. There is a need for a new understanding and
conception in how land use systems research should be conceived for delivering relevant practical recommendations without losing its scientific character. If co-design
of research and co-development of knowledge are taken serious, traditional “projectoriented” research might not be appropriate since the period between the start, where
research questions and hypotheses are (co-) formulated and the end, where outputs are
presented remains often non-transparent and inaccessible for actors from practice due
to time, economic or methodological constraints (e.g. Hansson and Polk 2018). Also,
their priorities and questions might undergo changes during the research project. An
opportunity to overcome these discrepancies between science and practice would be
to agree not on singular questions or projects, but on agenda-based approaches referring to the impact pathway strategy. This would include coming to a joint agreement
on final impacts expected by policy, planning and practice (e.g. achievement of the
UN SDGs) in a medium to long-term perspective and on outcomes that are perceived
to be relevant to accomplish them (e.g. through societal transformations and the way
how these can be initiated, supported and put into action). The agreed research agenda
could then start with an initial set of outputs (i.e. singular projects) that are serving to
succeed in the outcomes (e.g. scenario model-based recommendations that inform on
optimal intervention scales and decision levels in land use systems regarding the UN
SDGs). New relevant outputs could be added and existing ones should be subject to a
critical review in reasonable time spans, so that a co-learning approach can be established. This could help to overcome the difficulties between day-to-day management
in practice and the time lapse in conducting research. Certainly, the coordination of
such an agenda-based approach will require a higher and very holistic coordination
effort, which leaves enough decision and financial space for adjustment over the
agenda process and that will require conducting some pre-assessments of financial
ranges including uncertainties in which final budgets will range. On the other hand,
it would be much more dynamic and adaptive, would offer much larger participation
opportunities from practice, but also from scientific actors and would finally benefit
both sides through more synergetic results instead of segregated results in a multitude
of smaller (even joint research) projects. Such agenda-based processes could also be
implemented on an international scale, calling for applications that deliver expected
outputs from regions where these are perceived to be requested to fulfil the agenda,
so that a synthesis across continents could be supported.
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18.1 Problems and Challenges
The previous chapters and articles in this book present not only a wide variety of
challenges with regard to the sustainable use of land, but also a vast array of possible
solutions. Without claiming to give an exhaustive overview, these possibilities are
pooled and further developed by the editors in this concluding chapter. On the whole,
emphasis is given to the aspiration described in the introduction for further developing
current forms of land management as governance of land in the European context,
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simultaneously taking up and implementing the conceptual approach of co-design
formulated at the start of the book in a variety of forms.
All of the authors who contributed to this volume stress that the current use of land,
and combined functions and ecosystem services, cannot be described as sustainable.
The limited space and the services provided by land for society are being handled
in a way that will make it difficult for future generations in particular to use them
sustainably in a better way (García-Martín et al.). As urbanisation processes progress,
more and more land is used for settlement and infrastructure, leading to an irreversible
loss of soils (Haber). In addition, agricultural and forestry land is also being damaged
by erosion and leaching (Haber; Nuissl & Siedentop). At the same time, there is a
large-scale loss of biodiversity, and landscapes lose their character as multifunctional
cultural landscapes, due in part to fragmentation and to focusing on a one-sided use
of land (García-Martín et al.).
Yet changes and burdens do not occur consistently across the whole area. Rather,
they are characterised by a patchwork of the considerable intensification of use in the
context of agricultural intensification, urbanisation and a strong demand for land in
specific places, with a simultaneous abandonment of land and extensification elsewhere (García-Martín et al.; Doernberg & Weith.) It is not only this concurrence
of opposing developments that makes it so difficult to develop suitable responses.
There are also diverse functional and spatial linkages (see also “telecoupling”) that
have an impact beyond the regional, national and European context, up to the international scale. These interrelations show connections to global developments such as
economic globalisation processes and digitalisation. Added to this are often unforseeable impacts of urbanisation, as well as shrinking processes, which cannot be represented by means of simple cause-and-effect relationships (Nuissl & Siedentop). The
previously and currently emerging competition for land use and land use conflicts are
therefore often very difficult to analyse fully due to their complexity, and it is difficult to draw distinctions between them, particularly with regard to spatial designation
(e.g. urban, rural) (Kanning et al.).
While single conflicts such as between settlement development and protection
of open space appear to be obvious, it is more difficult to identify interconnections in the case of agricultural biodiversity conservation (agriculture versus nature
conservation?) or the promotion of sustainable energy use (Kirschke et al., Nuissl &
Siedentop). In heterogeneous fields of impact such as demographic change, in fact,
they are sometimes even impossible to determine (Hoffmann).
This is also the case because various contemporary governance activities that
influence land use are responsible for creating land use conflicts to a large extent in
the first place. For example, besides mitigating climate change, current energy transition policies also cause land use conflicts to a considerable extent, whether between
different forms of use (wind energy) or within a particular use such as agriculture
(food versus fuel) (García-Martín et al.). Often, these conflicts are only recognised
early on in part due to the limited knowledge in connection with a lack of impact
assessment (processes relating to land use conflicts). This is compounded by the
fact that integrative perspectives reflecting the complexity of the matter are rarely
implemented due to persistent interest-led perspectives focusing on specific sectors
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(agricultural production, housing, optimising transport connections). For instance,
there is a lack of adequate governance approaches for land that take into account the
complexity of the challenges as given specific expression in Sustainable Development Goals such as Life on Land (15), and that integrate the diversity of the ecosystem
services to be observed. For agricultural practices, for example, this would mean no
longer prioritising particular economic products (commodity outputs), but simultaneously taking adequate account of the demand for additional ecosystem services
(non-commodity outputs), taking full consideration of the diversity of the demand
for land.

18.2 Sustainable Land Management—New Approaches
According to the authors who contributed to this book, previous paths have so far been
unable to provide an adequate solution to the multitude of challenges and problems
occurring in land use. For this reason, they propose new approaches that can be
translated into a concept of sustainable land management that specifically integrates
science and practice.
A central starting point in this regard is the early and comprehensive recognition
of land use competition and conflicts, enabling synergetic solutions (in particular) to
be found. The approaches developed in the process represent modules of sustainable
land management as a conceptual idea that should relate to each other and be further
elaborated. In spatial terms, both developments in urban and rural areas need to be
considered (Kanning et al.). Such consideration often deeply contests how actors
have managed land in the past.
In concrete terms, six linked approaches can be detected
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Refining the focuses of analysis
Enhancing process and knowledge orientation
Redesigning processes of implementation
Naming and implementing concrete objectives
Defining institutional frameworks and, in particular, governance approaches
Further developing research activities in the interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary context

Refining the focuses of analysis
According to the contributors to this book, the first step to sustainable land management requires problem analysis that does sufficient justice to the complex challenges.
Such analysis must particularly capture the wide variety of drivers behind land use
demands and land use conflicts (García-Martín et al.). Besides general and supraregional factors such as the general demand for settlement areas, regional contexts must
also be captured adequately. Place-based analysis (García-Martín et al.) is specifically requested. Such analysis should also include the views of local stakeholders
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from the outset (Kanning et al., Zscheischler & Rogga), enabling the co-production of
knowledge. Moreover, greater attention should be paid to indirect effects (Kirschke
et al., Nuissl & Siedentop). For instance, the effects of urbanisation processes go far
beyond urban areas, due to the induced traffic, the consumption of resources and the
demographic/spatial pull effects, and can often only be recognised and detected after
a considerable time lag (Hoffmann). For this reason, analyses should, if possible, be
undertaken also empirically for prolonged periods of time, comparing regions (Hoffmann). In some cases, researchers are totally uncertain as to the key factors driving
these developments, owing to the complexity of the cause-and-effect relationships.
Long-term analyses would then at least enable the uncovering of blind spots, e.g.
concerning the consequences of the impact of demographic change on land use that
often cannot yet be assessed (Hoffmann).
In combination with follow-up activities undertaken in science and practice, this
would also lead to an overall improvement of knowledge in the medium term. In
general, however, there are often complaints about a lack of basic statistical data,
as well as a lack of data on current land use and land use change (Hoffmann).
Although geodata inventories and infrastructures have improved considerably in
recent years, recording and monitoring options should be further improved in this
area (Nuissl). At the same time, there is still, on the one hand, a lack of key basic
data such as comprehensible surveys on ownership of land and property (Kirschke
et al.), while, on the other, there is also a greater need for the stronger aggregation
of empirical knowledge, culminating in enhanced impact models and concepts, also
in combination with socio-economic analyses (e.g. lifestyle analysis: Hoffmann,
Doernberg & Weith).
Enhancing process and knowledge orientation
The authors note that the development and implementation of sustainable land
management should consider the specific design of change processes, paying
particular attention to the generation and provision of different knowledge bases
(co-production of knowledge).
Transdisciplinary processes in particular have a high potential for dealing with
complex land use issues, where normative discourses, conflicting interests, sectoral
as well as disciplinary viewpoints and different knowledge types are to be increasingly integrated in the search for co-designed sustainable solutions (Zscheischler;
Zscheischler & Rogga). Such transdisciplinary processes can be supported by various
conceptual and methodological approaches. The real world labs (as a research
concept) and serious games (as a method) addressed in this book are just two possible
approaches for generating better informed conclusions (Maaß, Kanning et al.). It is
particularly important to enable practitioners to gain access to knowledge sharing
processes and to view matters from the viewpoint of other stakeholders (Kanning
et al.).
Since the demand for knowledge related to land use diverges, the forms of
knowledge provision and sharing should also be diverse, but also manageable for
the stakeholders involved (Pütz & Brassel). In particular, knowledge sharing in a
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common problem area is often described as a great benefit in research and development processes. In this case, digitalisation may create possibilities for generating and
sharing knowledge, and promote multiperspectivity (Schulz et al.). The development
of digital infrastructures and learning formats enables this to take place anywhere
(Schulz et al.).
Substantial bottlenecks are currently emerging in this connection, which must be
overcome specifically in science and practice. In the world of science, in particular,
there are few opportunities for the development of supra-disciplinary transformative
research, due to the forces of inertia in discipline-based systems of reputation and
communication (Zscheischler; Rogga). By contrast, practice often lacks the possibilities to test experimentally different options for action (protected experimental
space). Another important aspect in this connection is external stimulating support,
not only financial and organisational, but also with regard to competencies in process
management.
Redesigning processes of implementation
The early involvement of different stakeholder groups also plays a vital role in the
implementation of approaches towards sustainable land management with a new
direction in content. In light of this, implementation and transfer should not only be
“co-planned and thought out” from the very outset (Rogga), but additional resources
should also be earmarked for this purpose. This calls for a changed understanding of
co-dissemination that goes beyond the conventional paradigm of the loading dock
(Rogga). That is to say, in line with a transdisciplinary basic approach, the different
stakeholders and their views are included in the problem-solving process from the
very beginning. In this connection, digitalisation processes may be understood as the
creation of enabling spaces (Schulz et al.) that not only facilitate local and regional
knowledge generation, but also support—globally and flexibly—the dissemination
and adoption of knowledge. Several authors believe that this will result in a greater
likelihood of the use and impact of new land management approaches, without being
able to guarantee this, however (Rogga, Schulz et al.).
Naming and implementing concrete objectives
As is the case with any political process, the implementation of sustainable land
management requires clear objectives. One particularly important aspect in this
regard is linking efficiency and sufficiency goals that additionally include regionalised sustainable development goals. In the area of settlement development, for
example, it is not only important to promote more inner urban development to
optimise existing settlements, but also to stop, or at least reduce, the development
of further land on the outskirts of the city (Nuissl & Siedentop). Failed incentive
structures must also be addressed in this connection (Nuissl & Siedentop). Another
important aspect is the systematic search for synergies of supposedly different land
use demands in order to achieve multifunctional land use. Rewetted peatlands, for
instance, need not automatically exclude economic function. Paludiculture is a way of
merging the aspects of protection and utilisation. Intensified efforts should be made to
achieve such combined solutions. They are easier to achieve in co-designed processes
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in which supposedly opposing stakeholder groups assume joint responsibility for the
intended integrated use at an early stage.
More importantly, land use conflicts will likely be managed much more efficiently
on the basis of co-designed use and development processes than conventional decision processes in which conflicts are detected at a later stage, or specifically addressed
at a later stage for the public.
Defining institutional frameworks and, in particular, governance approaches
In the context of European institutional frameworks, the outlined handling of different
demands to land and of land use conflicts simultaneously suggests a specific understanding of governance. Building on regional political agenda setting (Nuissl &
Siedentop; Fürst), the interaction of different stakeholder groups (collaboration)
plays an important role. In this connection, the early coordination of activities as
co-design, the involvement of civil society stakeholders (Nuissl & Siedentop) and
the nomination of persons with regional responsibility (minders) are of particular
importance.
System solutions at different scales should be sought (Heck). Where possible,
the approaches take up existing production and governance systems, and take into
account their inherent logics and structures. Different regulatory approaches (statedriven hierarchical, market-based, cooperative) interact in the process. It is also
important that the specific governance approaches are suitable for establishing and
developing decentralised network systems (Heck). In the process, local stakeholders
must also be able to possess or acquire the relevant skills required for decision
processes.
The conceptual approaches named include nature-based solutions, focusing on
green infrastructures, greater consideration of ecosystem services, and a combination of these approaches (Haase). In light of this, consideration must be taken of
developments in all communities of the city, on the urban fringe, and in rural regions,
including also interlinkages on the regional scale (Doernberg & Weith) as well as the
global scale (telecoupling) (Haase, Schulz et al.). This then also facilitates de facto
sharing and even fair burden-sharing (Specht et al.). In consequence, this results in
much more resilient solutions (Heck). Care should be taken that the different regulatory approaches do not hinder or obstruct each other (Kirschke et al.). Each approach
should be assessed for effectiveness, particularly with regard to implementation, not
least because of the complexity of the challenges and the spatial differentiation
(Heck).
Knowledge management processes play a significant role in this respect. In the
context of co-design processes, it is not only the involvement of regional know-how
that plays a major role, but also regional values and the advancement of existing practices by initiating and continuing social learning processes (Nuissl & Siedentop) that
address practical recommendations (Fürst). At the same time, it is evident that solutions based purely on the development and use of information and communication
technologies, while often helpful and expandable, fall short of what is required, and
only take effect in the process-related interactive interplay with key players (Fürst).
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In addition, it is highly important to broach the subject of power structures when
seeking to achieve sustainable land management. In land management processes,
it is essential to illustrate which stakeholders currently have the opportunities to
significantly manage land uses at present. It is also equally important to realise
which changes may be necessary to make adaptations in keeping with sustainable
land use in a bid to strike a better balance between different land use interests.
Current normative values are the core foundation of this. Overarching norms
and values, such as justice, are the core foundation of target setting, assessment
and development in land management. They need to be disclosed and presented for
debate (Doernberg & Weith; Haase). The same should also apply to the question of
ownership structures. However, this issue has only been raised rarely in the past, not
least because of poor data availability. Yet it is considered an increasingly important
component for sustainable land management in the current literature (above all Davy
2012).
Further developing research activities in the interdisciplinary
and transdisciplinary context
In addition to the aforementioned approaches for implementing and advancing
sustainable land management, the authors, with research in mind, make additional recommendations for action that go beyond the approaches addressed in the
individual chapters.
First and foremost, they address the generation of additional knowledge bases
with change processes in mind. The development of what is referred to as transformation knowledge (Zscheischler & Rogga) should accompany the further development of models and concepts for social innovations and transition processes. In
the process, the gap between theoretical requirements and practical implementation,
described repeatedly in the literature (e.g. Pohl and Hirsch-Hadorn 2008), should also
be addressed at an early stage. This can be achieved by linking various approaches,
where possible, to concrete real-world use cases, particularly in transdisciplinary
settings (Zscheischler).
To ensure the design of such an approach is feasible in practice, scientific skills
should focus more strongly on this aspect, whilst also proposing potential practical
applications in collaboration with the various stakeholder groups (roadshows, Heck)
or actively initiating them (Dorfkern companies, Heck).

18.3 Final Conclusion
The approaches to sustainable land management compiled in this book provide key
building blocks for a new form of land governance that
• considers the use of land resources in an integrative rather than a sectoral manner,
i.e. that is derived from concrete problems with reference to land, which society
recognises as a problem, formulating a need for action accordingly,
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• features strong process orientation, by way of co-design, since a state of sustainability will never finally be achieved, and the frameworks and normative objectives
constantly change,
• is simultaneously oriented to options for change and innovation,
• strongly requires the use and further development of interdisciplinary and
transdisciplinary approaches, due to the diversity of stakeholder perspectives,
• is designed in an evidence-based manner, due to its knowledge orientation, or in
an evidence-informed manner with stakeholders in society in mind.
The aspects compiled here also reflect some of the research and development
activities promoted in the Global Land Programme Science Plan (GLP 2015), not
least because of the activities undertaken by the authors involved, and now provide
their own contribution to the debate. Rather than constituting the one and only way
forward in the European context, they provide building blocks for a continuously
adaptive system of responses that can—and must—be adapted, depending on the
problem, the location, and the type of land use concerned. They constitute a kind of
mindset that requires the capacity for individual and collective reflection and learning
beyond methodological and conceptual forms of access. Only then can multiple
perspectives and approaches to problem solutions be further developed into new
thought styles that enable negotiation processes to be undertaken on equal terms and
socially robust solutions to be supported, gradually breaking old path dependencies.
Clearly, there cannot be a single stakeholder who is solely responsible for the
implementation of such an approach. Even though the need for intermediaries, change
agents and integration experts remains undisputed, especially with regard to professional process design, all those who have a direct or indirect influence on land use shall
take greater responsibility for the development and implementation of sustainable
land management within the meaning of co-management. The editors simultaneously
view this as a form of practical implementation of the imperative of responsibility,
as called for, philosophically speaking, by Hans Jonas more than three decades ago,
and which is ultimately reflected today in the principle of intergenerational justice.
This book discusses issues and responses in a decidedly European context. From
the editors’ point of view, the analyses, concepts and methods presented can—and
should—be increasingly examined with regard to their relevance and implementation
capacity in a non-European context in the future. The non-sustainable use of land
as practiced today is by no means an exclusively European problem. A number of
responses have explicitly been developed within the “Sustainable Land Management”
research programme, funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and
Research (BMBF), referred to several times in this book. A promising option for the
future would be to gradually develop these responses into an integrated framework
for assessing sustainable land management for policies, plans and programmes.
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